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THERMAL AND MECHANICAL DENATURATION OF CELLULASE IN SOLUTION
AND IN THE SOLID PHASE
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Abstract
Decrease of cellulosolytic activity Trichoderma viride cellulase under heating and mechanical
treatment in solution and in solid phase is investigated. A comparison between the stabilities of the
enzymatic preparation to thermal denaturation in the dry and dissolved formed is carried out. Kinetic
parameters characterizing denaturation process are determined. The solutions of enzymes are stable
at temperatures below 55 оC and rapidly get denaturated at a temperature above 65 оC. Under heating
in the solid phase, the enzymes exhibit higher stability and get denaturated rapidly only at
temperatures above 100 оC. Rapid denaturation of the enzymatic preparation in the solid phase is
observed during mechanical treatment with the intensity more than 1.25 W/g. The rate of mechanical
denaturation is weakly dependent on the process temperature.
Key words: enzymes, thermal inactivation, mechanical inactivation, stability, mechanoenzymatic
processes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Enzymatic processes allow successful utilization of the wastes from woodworking industry,
agriculture, industrially grown microorganisms (Sinitsyn et al. 1995; Golyazimova et al. 2009;
Bychkov et al. 2010; He et al. 2010). One of the important problems in enzymatic processing of
renewable raw material is denaturation of enzymes. Thermal and mechanical denaturation can appear
as a result of technological mishandling, local overheating, or during preliminary mechanical
activation of dry mixtures of enzymes and substrates, and ultrasonic treatment of reaction solutions. In
processing the wastes and cheap agricultural raw material, the price of enzyme preparations comprises
the major part of expenses necessary for the process implementation. Studies of the conditions that
allow one to prolong the time of enzyme action are promising from the economical point of view.
A lot of works dealing with the studies of denaturation of individual enzymes had been published. For
the majority of individual enzymes and complex preparations, optimal reaction conditions were
determined, inactivation and reactivation were studied, stabilization mechanisms were proposed
(Dubinaskaya 1980; Mozhaev and Martinek 1982; Yakusheva and Dubinskaya 1984a, 1984b; Ganesh
et al. 2000; Vendruscolo 2002). However, the overwhelming majority of publications consider only
denaturation of dissolved enzymes paying almost no attention to the processes in the solid phase. In
addition, results obtained under different conditions and with different enzymatic preparations can
hardly be correctly compared with each other. Mechanical denaturation of enzymes under
technologically applicable conditions is considered only poorly.
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The goal of the present work is experimental comparison between the kinetics of denaturation of
cellulosolytic enzymes under heating in dry and dissolved forms, as well as the investigation of
denaturation under mechanical action on enzymatic preparations.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Reagents and materials. Cellulosolytic enzymatic preparation “Celloviridin” (trade mark
“Cellolux 2000”) (JSC Sibbiofarm, Novosibirsk, Russia); chromatographic paper Whatman No. 1.
Acetate buffer with pH 4.7.
Cellulosolytic preparation is a mixture of enzymes formed by drying the culture fluid of Trichoderma
viride fungi. The preparation includes xylanase – 8000 units of activity (UA) per gram, cellulase –
2000 UA/g, β-glucanase – up to 1500 UA/g, glucoamylase – 20 UA/g.
2.2. Denaturation of enzymes in the dry state. A weighed portion (10 g) of the enzymatic preparation
was kept at a temperature of 70-110 оC. After definite time intervals, samples were taken to determine
the cellulosotylic activity.
2.3. Denaturation of enzymes in solution. Aqueous solutions of the enzymatic preparation (2 mg/ml)
were kept at a temperature of 55-70 оC. Samples were taken after definite time intervals in order to
determine the cellulosotylic activity.
2.4. Mechanical denaturation of enzymes. The weighed portion of the enzymatic preparation
«Celloviridin» (50 g) was placed in the ball attritor mill (similar to the «01-HD Lab Attritor» mill
manufactured by the Union Process company, USA) (the mass of the balls was 2 kg) and subjected to
mechanical action of different intensities (0.5-1.25 W/g). After definite time intervals, samples (300
mg) were taken to determine the cellulosotylic activity.
2.5. Determination of cellulosolytic activity. In order to determine cellulosolytic activity of the
enzymes in the initial preparation and in the preparation subjected to thermal treatment, we performed
enzymatic hydrolysis of chlomatographic paper and subsequent determination of the total amount of
reducible carbohydrates (calculated for glucose).
To the weighed portions (100 mg) of filtering paper Whatman No 1, we added 4.0 ml of the solutions
of enzymes with concentration 1.0 mg/ml. The reaction mixture was incubated for 1 hour at a
temperature of 50оС. Then the mixture was kept for 15 minutes at 95 оС for complete inactivation of
enzymes, then cooled to room temperature. The undissolved residue of filtering paper was removed by
centrifuging for 10 minutes at 7000 r/p/m/; the supernatant liquid was used to determine the total
amount of reducing carbohydrates.
2.6. Determination of the total amount of reducing carbohydrates was carried out through the
reduction of potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe(CN)6]. For this purpose, to 1.0 ml of carbohydrate solutions
with concentrations 30 to 150 mg/l we added 3.0 ml of the 0.06 % solution of K3[Fe(CN)6], mixed and
kept at 100 оС for 10 minutes. After cooling, the solutions were examined by means of photometry
with the UV/VIS «UNICO» spectrophotometer (USA) at the wavelength of 420 nm, with respect to
distilled water. Standard solutions of glucose with concentrations 30.0-150 mg/l were used to plot the
calibration curves.
We accepted the number of milligrams of glucose obtained through hydrolysis of chromatographic
paper by one milligram of the enzymatic preparation during 1 hour as the unit of activity of the
preparation.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Thermal denaturation of enzymes.
In order to compare the stability of enzymes during heating in solution and in the solid phase, we
made experiments in which the cellulosolytic preparation «Celloviridin» was kept at a temperature of
50-110 оС. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Denaturation of cellulosolutic enzymes: a – in solution (1 – 55 С, 2 – 60 оС, 3 – 65 оС,
Х – residual activity of the enzymatic preparation, %), b – in the solid phase (1 – 80 оС, 2 – 90 оС, 3 –
100 оС, 4 – 110 оС)
The solutions of enzymatic preparations possess a narrow stability zone (Fig. 1-a). Under the most
frequently used conditions of enzymatic hydrolysis of lignocellulose materials 50-55 оC – the activity
of enzymes decreases only slightly. Temperature rise to 60 оС causes rapid denaturation of enzymes
(2.5-3 hours), while at a temperature above 65 оC denaturation occurs almost instantly.
Enzymatic preparations in the solid phase possess higher stability to heating (Fig. 1-b). At
temperatures below 70 оC, a decrease in the activity is insignificant; only at temperatures above 100 оC
denaturation occurs almost instantly.
It is known from literature (Weijers and Van’t Riet 1992a, 1992 b) that the overall process of enzyme
denaturation (1) is described within the framework of the first-order kinetic equations. In this case, one
may use equations (2) and (3) to determine the thermodynamic parameters of the process.
k

¾¾
®D
N ¬¾
¾

(1)

Here N is the native form of enzymes, D is denaturated form of enzymes.

- ln X = kt

(2)

Here X is the transformation degree, k is the effective rate constant of the reaction, t is reaction time.
Semi-logarithmic coordinates were used to determine the kinetic parameters of the process

Ea 1
* + ln A = -lnk
R T
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Here Ea is effective activation energy, T is temperature at which the process takes place, k is the
effective rate constants determined from (2), A is the preexponential factor, R is the gas constant.
The kinetic curves of denaturation processes are shown in Fig. 2; calculated effective rate constants
and activation energies are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Kinetics of denaturation processes in semi-logarithmic coordinates: a – in solution (1 –
55 оС, 2 – 60 оС, 3 – 65 оС, Х – residual activity of the enzymatic preparation, %), b – in the solid
phase (1 – 80 оС, 2 – 90 оС, 3 – 100 оС, 4 – 110 оС)
One can see in the data presented here that the activation energy of enzyme denaturation in solution is
twice as high as that in the solid phase. This fact can be explained as follows: enzymes in solution are
solvated with many water molecules, so that in order to change the tertiary structure that provides
denaturation, is it necessary to spend more energy than in the solid phase where enzyme molecules are
not solvated. It is also possible that the dissolved enzymes passing into the inactive state undergo more
essential changes of the tertiary configuration than they do in the solid phase.
The following conclusions may be made from the presented experimental results. The solutions of the
cellulosolytic enzyme preparation «Celloviridin» are stable at temperatures below 55 оС and quickly
get denaturated at temperatures above 65 оС.
During heating in the solid phase, enzymes exhibit higher stability and denaturate rapidly only at
temperatures above 100 оС. For the processes taking place at elevated temperature, as well as during
mechanical treatment which may involve local temperature rise (Avvakumov et al. 2001), it is
reasonable to use a more stable dry form of the enzymes.
3.2. Mechanical denaturation of enzymes.
In order to study mechanical denaturation of cellulosolytic enzymes, the «Celloviridin» preparation
was subjected to mechanical treatment in the attritor. Temperature inside the reactor was controlled by
passing thermostated water into the cooling jacket of the reactor; short treatment time did not allow
substantial heating of the milling bodies due to the transformation of mechanical energy into heat. The
results are presented in Fig. 3. The intensity of treatment was measured in W/g*s, while the input
mechanical energy was measured in W/g.
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters of enzyme denaturation in solution and in the solid phase.
Temperature, оС

k, 1/s
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6.5*10-5
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4.0*10-4
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1.0*10-3
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5.5*10-5
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Fig. 3. a – kinetics of mechanical denaturation of cellulosolytic enzymes, b – kinetics of enzyme
denaturation in semi-logarithmic coordinates; 1 – 0.5 W/g, 2 – 0.75 W/g, 3 – 1.0 W/g, 4 – 1.25 W/g.
One can see that the overall process of mechanical denaturation is described within the framework of
the first-order kinetic equations; the rate of enzyme denaturation under mechanical action is strongly
dependent on the applied energy rating. For instance, for energy rating less than 0.5 W/g, enzymes are
stable for a long time, while for energy rating more than 1.25 W/g they get denaturated almost
instantly. The dependence of the effective rate constant of the mechanical denaturation of enzymes on
mechanical energy rating is described by the exponential law (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Dependence of the effective rate constant of mechanical denaturation of enzymes on
mechanical energy rating.
A very weak dependence of denaturation rate on reactor temperature was observed. Variation of
temperature from 30 оС to 80 оС for the same energy rating does not cause an increase or decrease in
reaction rate, which points to the non-thermal mechanism of the mechanical denaturation of enzymes.
The results presented here allow us to conclude that the mechanical treatment of systems containing
enzymatic preparations may have a technologically possible intensity. To prevent mechanical
denaturation in biotechnological processes, it is necessary to apply treatment in the devices with low
energy rating (below 0.5 W/g). Treatment in the devices with higher energy rating (more than 1.0
W/g) is possible only for a short time.
4. CONCLUSIONS
1. Solutions of cellulosolytic preparation «Celloviridin» are stable only at temperatures below 55 оС
and rapidly get denaturated at temperatures above 65 оC.
2. During heating in the solid phase, enzymes exhibit higher stability and rapidly get denaturated at
temperatures above 100 оС.
3. For the processes taking place at elevated temperature, and for the processes involving short-term
local temperature rise, for example mechanical treatment, it is reasonable to use the dry form of
enzymes that is more stable.
4. Under mechanical treatment of cellulosolytic enzymes in the solid phase, the rate of denaturation is
strongly dependent on the energy rating of the reactor and weakly dependent on temperature. To
prevent mechanical denaturation of proteins, it is necessary to carry out mechanical treatment in the
devices with energy rating below 1.25 W/g.
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SUPERHARD MATERIALS BASED ON THE DENSE FORMS OF CUBIC BORON
NITRIDE (cBN). PROPERTIES AND APPLICATION AREAS
Alexander A. Antanovich, Vitalii P. Modenov, Georgii N. Stepanov and Vladimir P. Filonenko
Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute for High Pressure Physics, 142190 Troitsk, Russia

Abstract
A method for the production of samples of cBN-based superhard materials by a directional infiltration
of a cBN micropowder mixture with aluminum at high pressures and temperatures has been proposed.
Some physical-mechanical properties and applications of obtained materials are described.
Key words: superhard materials, cubic boron nitride, high-pressure device, Bridgman anvils, metalworking
1. INTRODUCTION
Cubic boron nitride (cBN)-based polycrystalline superhard materials, having strength properties
comparable to those of diamond composites, are superior to diamond composites in temperature and
chemical stability. Over time since the synthesis of cBN micropowders became commercialized, a
fairly wide range of cBN micropowder-based superhard materials has been developed. It should be
stressed that when sintering the cBN micropowders, high pressures are necessarily used to prevent a
reverse phase transition of the micropowders from a diamond-like to soft graphite-like structure. A
successful sintering of cBN powders without activating additives can be performed at pressures of no
less than 7.0 ГПа. Therefore the sizes of the compacts produced in the above way cannot be large due
to limited dimensions of the working volumes of high pressure apparatus capable of generating such
high pressures. A maximum diameter of compacts in this case does not exceed 6-7 mm. A thermobaric
sintering with the activating additives allows using lower pressures of 5.0-6.0 GPa. These pressures
are used by world leading companies (Element six, SECO and others) for an activated sintering of
cBN micropowders in the shape of plates on a hard alloy substrate. These plates are of a fairly large
size but their working layer thickness amounts to 0.5-0.7 mm. To reduce the thermobaric parameters
of the production of composites based on dense modifications of boron nitride, one can quite
efficiently use various metals (titanium, zircon, chromium, cobalt, copper) or their alloys. The low
melting temperature of aluminum (660 оС), as well as high physical and mechanical properties of
ceramics, resulting from a chemical interaction between aluminum and boron nitride (AlN, AlB2 и
AlB12) and ensuring strong binding of cBN grains, make aluminum a technologically advantageous
activating additive. Thus, for example, superhard material Kiborit [1], fabricated as plates of 7.0 mm
in diameter and 3,18 mm in height, is obtained by reaction sintering of a cBN powder (up to 98%)
with aluminum. In this case, as well as in many others, the Al and cBN powders are initially premixed
to prepare a reaction mixture which is then subjected to reaction sintering under high pressures and
temperatures. Heterogeneity of reagent mixture in this case may cause inhomogeneity of the structure
and deterioration of the physical and mechanical properties of a sintered composite. That is why in our
work we use a method of directional infiltration of the cBN powder with aluminum with subsequent
reaction sintering.
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2. APPARATUS AND SINTERING TECHNIQUE
For the sintering of large-size samples of superhard composites, we used a high pressure apparatrus of
a “chechevitsa” type [2], developed in the 1960s in the Institute for High Pressure Physics of the
Russian Academy of Sciences. A photo of the half of this apparatus of 32 mm in the tapered cavity
diameter with a filled container and a sectional drawing of a filled container are presented in Fig.1.

a

b
Fig. 1

(a) High pressure apparatus “chechevitsa”, (b) Sectional drawing of a filled container: (1) lithographic
stone container, (2) end heater pressed from the mixture of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and
graphite powders, (3) graphite busing-heater, (4) aluminum washer, (5) cBN powder or mixture of
cBN powders, (6) cap pressed from the mixture of hBN and graphite powders
The high pressure apparatus was preliminary pressure calibrated (by fixing the phase transitions of
bismuth) and temperature calibrated (by using a chromel-alumel thermocouple inserted into the central
part of the container). Then the apparatus was placed into a hydraulic press of up to 500 ton pressforce, which enabled creating a 2.5 – 3,0 GPa pressure in the working volume of the container. To
attain a maximum density of a superhard material, two compositions of mixtures of cBN powders of
different graininess were designed: (1) 14/10 μm (80%), 3/2 μm (15%), 3/0 μm (5%) and (2) 5/3 μm
(80%), 3/0 μm (20%). It was experimentally found that if filling the container as above and using the
above compositions of a cBN powder mixture, the complete infiltration of the powders with aluminum
occurs at temperatures of 1100-1200 оС. In actual practice, the sintering process goes like this. Using a
hydraulic press, we create the working pressure in the container. Then, using a transformer, we set the
experimentally predetermined working voltage to achieve a required sintering temperature. Then the
current is turned on for a certain period of time; the current is then switched off. The infiltration of the
cBN powders with aluminum lasts about 5 seconds, which is followed by the reaction sintering
resulting in the formation of aluminum nitride AlN and aluminum diboride AlB2. By varying the hold
time of the sintering process at maximum power, one can obtain both conducting and non-conducting
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ceramics, which significantly expands the application area of said ceramics. Fig.2 shows diffraction
patterns of two samples of composite ceramics sintered with different hold times.
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Fig.2 Diffraction patterns of two samples of composite ceramics
(1) Hold time of 30 seconds at maximum power
((1а) from the infiltration side, (1б) the opposite side),
(2) Hold time of 10 seconds at maximum power
((2а) from the infiltration side, (2б) the opposite side)
The main phase, cubic boron nitride, fills 82-88% of the volume of ceramics. Aluminum nitride (AlN)
and aluminum diboride (AlB2), formed from the reaction between Al and cBN, are a binder phase in
this composition. The binder phase is considerably softer than the main phase, which imparts some
plasticity to superhard ceramics. The hardness of AlN and AlB2 is 12.5 GPa and 10 GPa, respectively;
the hardness of cBN is 60-80 GPa. A rough quantitative composition of the phases of a sintered
superhard material (%), estimated from the peak intensity, is given in Table 1.
Table 1
Phase

Sample 1

Sample 2

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

cBN

82

86

86

88

AlN

15

6

6

3

AlB2

3

3

4

-

Al

-

5

4

7

gBN

-

-

-

2
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As is seen from the Table, Sample 1 is not conductive because there is no metal phase on its bottom
surface, while Sample 2 is a conductor; its resistivity measured by the van der Pauw technique
amounts to 10-4 ohm∙cm.
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL
The high pressure apparatus described above enables sintering large-sized samples of a superhard
material of 15-20 mm in diameter (with the respective heater diameter) and 6-8 mm in height. Fig.3
presents an external view of some of the samples and items made from these samples.

Fig.3
Measurements of physical and mechanical properties were conducted on many of the sintered samples.
The following properties were measured.
Density (ρ) of the samples was determined by the hydrostatic weighing technique [3] based on
Archimedes’ law.
Elastic moduli (the Young modulus E, shear modulus G and bulk modulus K) were calculated using
the known formulae [4] from the experimental data on the propagation velocity of ultrasound waves in
the samples and from the density of the material. To measure the ultrasound velocity, the end surfaces
of the samples were grinded and the deviation from the plane parallelism did not exceed 5 μm.
Strength characteristics were measured using the Instron setup with the recording of the forcedeformation diagram, which permitted high accuracy registration of the load at the moment of failure.
To carry out the measurements, samples with a rectangular cross-section were cut from a sintered
ceramic half-finished product, which was followed by the grinding of the side and end surfaces of the
cut samples. The samples for compression strength testing with the sides of 2-3 mm cross-section had
the ratio of the height to the side of the cross-section of the order of 2. The samples for bending
14
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strength testing with the length of 14 mm and cross-section ≈ 2х3 mm were tested in a device having a
10 mm distance between the supports with the load applied in the center of the sample.
Hardness of a composite was determined with a microhardness tester PTM-3M with the Vickers
diamond pyramid as an indenter. The indentation load was 4.9 Н. The length of the impression
diagonals was measured with an optical microscope (JENAVERT) at the magnification 800×. The
Vickers hardness was determined by a formula recommended by the Operating Instructions for the
microhardness tester PMT-3M.
HV = (0,189×Р/D2) 104 GPa,

(1)

where Р is the indentation load, N; D is the arithmetic mean of the diagonal lengths of the diamond
pyramid impression, μm.
A typical Vickers pyramid impression is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4.
We estimated the average value of the square of the impression diagonal as 200 μm 2, which gives the
microhardness value of around 46 GPa for the given sample of a composite ceramics.
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Wear resistance (Δm) of the samples was estimated by a special procedure, determining an averaged
loss in the mass of the composites from the results of a series of three measurements after 5-minute
abrasive wheel dressing with the end surfaces of a composite.
Some physical and mechanical properties of a superhard material, obtained on the best samples, are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Properties

ρ,

E,

G,

K,

HV,

σсж,

σизг,

Δm,

g/cm

GPa

GPa

GPa

GPa

GPa

GPa

mg

3.41

750

320

410

46

3.3

0.68

2.7

3

4. APPLICATION AREAS
4.1. Edge cutting tools
The obtained cBN-based superhard materials were tested as materials for making edge tools for
machining high hardened steels, high-strength cast irons, and other hard-to-machine materials. The
tests gave fairly good results and showed that the cBN-based composites with 14/10 μm grain-size
should preferably be used for semi-finishing, while those with 5/3 μm grain-size – for finishing
operations. For example, when machining abrasion-resistant ball bearing steel ШХ15 with HRC 6062, the tool durability is no less than 50 min for the following cutting regime parameters: the cutting
speed V = 80-90 m/min, feed s = 0,07-0,1 mm/rev, depth of cut t = 0,1-0,2 mm.
4.2. Material for high pressure devices
High values of elastic moduli, high hardness, and a sufficient strength of the synthesized ceramics
testify that this material is suitable for use in the components of high pressure devices. We verified this
by using the Bridgman anvils as an example [5]. A drawing of the Bridgman anvils made of natural
diamond is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig.5
(1,5) supports for the anvils, (2,4) diamond anvils, (3) gasket
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A cBN-based superhard material was used to make the Bridgman anvils. The Bridgman anvils
arrangement and dimensions of one of the Bridgman anvil cell is given in Fig.6.

Ø 0,53

10º
7

Ø 14

Fig.6
To determine the pressure values that can be reached if using such anvils, a standard procedure of
measuring the R1-line shift of ruby luminescence was employed. For the performance of the respective
optical measurements, a transparent natural diamond anvil with a roughly similar size of the working
surface was used as the second anvil. Both anvils were placed in a standard high pressure cell whose
diagram is shown in Fig.7. A compressive force exerted on the anvils by a hydraulic press was
measured with a dynamometer and fixed with a special captive nut. Then the cell was installed in an
optical spectrometer to determine the pressure value from the ruby pressure scale.

Fig.7. Diamond anvil cell
(1) captive nut, (2) piston, (3) half-sphere, (4, 5) anvils, (6) support, (7) cylinder
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A diagram for the dependence of the attained pressure value on the force applied to the anvils is
presented in Fig.8. The experiment was terminated at a pressure of 36.2 GPa because of the
natural diamond anvil failure, while the anvil made of superhard material remained intact.

Fig. 8
5. CONCLUSION
It is shown that the superhard material obtained by a directional infiltration of cubic boron nitride
powders with aluminum at high pressures and temperatures can successfully be used in both edge
cutting tools and high pressure devices.
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CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITE MATERIALS (CCCM). INFILTRATION AND
CARBONIZATION UNDER HIGH PRESSURE IN THE PRODUCTION OF CCCM.
METHOD AND EQUIPMENT
Alexander A. Antanovich
Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute for High Pressure Physics, 142190 Troitsk, Russia

Abstract
A method and equipment for the realization of infiltration and carbonization processes in the
production of carbon-carbon composite materials (CCCM) have been suggested. The method is based
on the use of a high pressure apparatus (HPA) of a “cylinder-piston” type and hydraulic press of the
appropriate capacity. A CCCM blank with a rated amount of a pitch are inside a sealed thin-walled
metal container which is placed in the HPA .The dry river sand is used as a pressure transmission
medium.
Key words: carbon-carbon composite materials, high pressure apparatus, pitch, coke, carbon fiber
1. INTRODUCTION
The development in the 1960s of high-strength and high-modulus carbon fibers made possible the
creation of carbon-carbon composite materials (CCCM) whose strength properties and fracture
toughness at high temperatures are much higher than those of other known structural materials. The
production of the CCCM is a long-term multi-stage process [1]. The process involves the weaving of a
multidirectional carbon fiber preform, the densification of the preform by its infiltration with liquid
molten high-molecular organic substances and subsequent high-temperature treatments resulting in the
formation of a carbon matrix. Once the product is infiltrated, it is subjected to carbonization by heating
at a preset rate up to temperatures of 650-1100 оС, which results in the formation of a carbon coke
matrix. Then the obtained material is graphitized by heating up to temperatures of 2600-2800 оС and
holding at this temperature for long time, which leads to the transformation of the matrix structure
from a coke to graphitic one. After the “infiltration-carbonization-graphitization” cycle is complete,
the carbon-carbon composite material has a high open porosity and, correspondingly, low density of
the order of 1.0 -1.2 g/cm3. Performance characteristics of the CCCM to a greater extent depend on the
density of the material. For example, it has been proven in practice that the density value of about 1.93
g/cm3 is required and sufficient for securing the appropriate erosion and oxidizing resistance of the
working surfaces of a nozzle in jet engines for virtually all kinds of solid fuel. Therefore, to attain high
density, the infiltration and carbonization are carried out under high pressures up to 100 MPa, which
permits the infiltration of an organic binder into the smallest pores and affects chemical reactions of
the decomposition of the binder so that the carbon coke yield is increased. In so doing, the infiltration
and carbonization steps under high pressure, followed by graphitization, are repeated five-six times.
Organic binders are usually pitches derived from coal tar or petroleum. In most known cases, an
isostatic carbonization is carried out in an autoclave [2]. It is necessary to have very expensive large
volume autoclaves to produce large CCCM blanks (about 500 mm in diameter and height) for making,
for example, some parts of nozzles of advanced missile systems. An alternative, rather cheap method
is proposed for the realization of the impregnation and carbonization under high pressure.
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2. METHOD AND EQUIPMENT
A “piston-cylinder” high pressure apparatus (HPA) is used to carry out infiltration and carbonization.
Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional diagram of the HPA.

Fig.1. Cross-sectional diagram of the high pressure apparatus
(1) lower support plate, (2) piston, (3, 4, 6, 8) cylinder parts, (5) anti-extrusion ring,
(7) upper support plate

Fig.2. Overall view of the high pressure apparatus
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A cylinder of the HPA is about 1000 mm in inner diameter. The cylinder houses a sealed thin-walled
metal container with a pitch-infiltrated CCCM blank and rated amount of a pitch. The remaining free
space inside the container is filled with dried river sand that is used as a density-transmitting medium.
To make the assembling and dismantling of the HPA convenient, two pistons (lover and upper) and a
cylinder consisting of four composed rings are employed. A 0.1 mm thick band of stainless steel,
having a sufficiently high specific resistance, is used as an electric heater. The band encloses the
container with the CCCM blank; in doing so, it is separated from the container surface by a layer of an
electric insulating material. The heater is powered through the pistons and current leads from a
welding transformer used as a power supply. This kind of heater allows one to produce and maintain
temperatures up to 800-9000C throughout the entire carbonization process. Heating is controlled by
four thermocouples. A series of the experiments has been carried out to determine a relation between
the temperatures of the heater and CCCM blank. For this purpose, twenty one thermocouples were
placed into the CCCM blank at different radii and heights. The arrangement of thermocouples is
shown in Fig. 3.
Some results of the above experiments are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
A high pressure infiltration-carbonization regime is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 3
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Fig. 5. Mean temperatures at different heights of the CCCM blank.
To apply an axial thrust on the pistons, the HPA is placed in a hydraulic press. It is necessary to have a
hydraulic press of 5-7 thousand ton press force to create pressures required for the HPA of the above
sizes. A general view of the setup consisting of a HPA and hydraulic press is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6
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The initial axial pressure applied to the HPA pistons is comparatively low so that a reliable electrical
contact between the heater and current leads can be ensured. Then, at this low pressure, the heating is
applied to melt the pitch. When the pitch melting stage is complete, the infiltration of the CCCM blank
with a liquid pitch begins: the pressure is increased and transmitted through the sand and container
walls to the melted pitch. This is followed by a gradual build-up of temperature and pressure until the
values required for carbonization are achieved. The achieved P,T-values are maintained throughout the
carbonization process. The proposed method and equipment for carrying out infiltration and
carbonization under high pressures are successfully employed for the production of the CCCM in a
number of Russian enterprises. In particular, friction discs fabricated from the CCCM are used by
Russia’s leading aircraft companies in aircraft braking systems [3].
3.CONCLUSION
An alternative method and equipment for the realization of infiltration and carbonization processes in
the production of carbon-carbon composite materials have been developed and put into commercial
production.
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FERRITE FORMATION IN THE MeO – Fe2O3 (Me - Zn, Cd, Cu) SYSTEMS
AND ITS IMPACT FOR THE ZINC HYDROMETALLURGY
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Paisii HiIendarski University of Plovdiv, 24 Tsar Asen St., 4000 Plovdiv, Bulgaria
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Abstract
Study on the solid state interactions between MeO (Me - Zn, Cd, Cu) and a-Fe2O3 is very important
for metallurgy as well as for the preparation of magnetic materials and new catalysts. Zinc, copper
and cadmium ferrites are obtained by the conventional ceramic technology. Chemical, DTA and TG
analises, Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray phase analysis have been used in the study of
intermediate and final products of solid state interactions. The kinetics of formation of MeFe2O4 is
investigated by different kinetics equations and the activation energy values are obtained.
The ferrite formation process in the system ZnO - a-Fe2O3 and the effectiveness of zinc extraction
during the hydrometallurgical treatment of the zinc calcine and the fuming of zinc containing slags
are discussed.
Key words: ferrites, zinc, copper, cadmium, kinetics, zinc concentrate, Mössbauer spectroscopy, Xray phase analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The ferrite formation process in the system ZnO - a-Fe2O3 influences the effectiveness of zinc
extraction during the hydrometallurgical treatment of the calcine and the oxides from zinc containing
slags fuming. The study of the solid state interaction between ZnO and a-Fe2O3 is relevant to
metallurgy [1 - 18] as well as to the preparation of magnetic materials [19 – 32].
On the basis of the considerable experimental data concerning the interaction of ZnO and a-Fe2O3,
those between pure oxides as well as during an oxidation roasting of sphalerite, marmatite and zinc
concentrates [2,7,9,14,15,17,18,31,], the following general conclusions may be drawn:
The quantity of ZnFe2O4 being formed depends little on the temperature and the duration of roasting.
It depends mainly on the content and the phase of iron in the concentrate [1].
The presence of CaO, CuO, PbO, Al2O3 in the charge formation materials, also affects the ferrite
formation process [4,6,7,10,12,22,25,30,33,34]. The magnetic permeability of ZnFe2O4 is increased
with 1.02 – 1.08 H/m, at temperature of obtaining 950 – 1150 °C. The degree of inversion of the
ferrite being obtained is d ~ 0.1.
The degree of ferrite formation is affected by: temperature, duration, the ratio ZnO:Fe2O3, the quantity
of air during the process in a fludized bed, the content of SO2 in the gas phase, the size of the particles,
the method of contacting, the “pre-history” of the oxides etc. [1]. The difference between the degree of
ferrite formation in a fluidized bed and the one in a stationary bed is inconsiderable.
The kinetics of formation of ZnFe2O4 is investigated employed a comparatively small number of
kinetics equations. The activation energy values obtained differ essentially. The investigations were
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carried out mainly with samples prepared by the ceramic method and the obtained results may not be
used for explaining the processes proceeding in metallurgy.
Contradictory results regarding the influence of the temperature upon the ferrite formation and various
values of the activation energy were obtained during the investigations. Moreover the point concerning
the zinc solubility changing with the raising of the temperature of ZnFe2O4 preparation, as well as the
effect of the admixture oxides on the ferrite formation were not explained to a sufficient degree. A
small number of kinetic equations for investigation of the kinetics of ferrite formation were used and
complete mathematical treatment of the experimental data was not employed.
The aim of the present work is to continue the investigations [1,30-33] on the interaction between
MeO (Me – Zn, Cd, Cu) and a-Fe2O3, and the experimental data obtained to be worked up using
various kinetic equations; to calculate the activation energy of the reaction for the temperature ranges
600 – 750 °C and 800 – 1000 °C.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
Zinc, copper and cadmium ferrites are obtained by the conventional ceramic technology. Chemical,
DTA and TG analises, Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray phase analysis have been used in the study
of intermediate and final products of solid state interactions.
The obtained kinetic data on interactions in the systems under study are processed by means of kinetic
equations based on certain models of interactions in solid state. In this series of experiments, the
isothermal curves are processed by using the following kinetic equations:
1. Jander’s equation:
2

F1 = (1 - 3 1 - a ) = k1.t
2. Ginstling-Brounshtein-equation:
2
2
F2 = 1 - a - (1 - a ) 3 = k2 .t
3

3. Carter equation:

F3 =

2
3

z
[1 + a ( z - 1)]
- (1 - a ) = k3 .t
z -1
z -1
2
3

where z is the volume ratio of final reacted sphere to initial reacting sphere (1,98 for ZnFe2O4:aFe2O3).
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4. Dunwald-Wagner equation:

F4 = ln

6
= k4 .t
p 2 (1 - a )

5. Tamman equation:

F5 = 1 - 3 1 - a = k5 .ln t
6. Kröger-Ziegler equation:

F6 = (1 - 3 (1 - a ) 2 = k6 .ln t
7. Ginstling-Brounshtein-Hulbert equation:
2
2
F7 = 1 - a - (1 - a ) 3 = k7 .ln t
3

8. Carter-Valensi-Hulbert equation:

F8 =

2
3

z
[1 + a ( z - 1)]
- (1 - a ) = k8 .ln t
z -1
z -1
2
3

9. Kolmogorov-Erofeev equation:

a = 1 - exp.(-k .t n )
k – apparent rate constant, n – kinetic parameter.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The kinetics of ferrite formation in the MeO – Fe2O3 systems in the temperature range of 650-950 °C
has been studied. Mössbauer spectra of samples prepared under various time and temperature
conditions have been obtained.
The results obtained indicate that the increase of temperature from 650 to 850 °C has a considerable
effect on the degree of ferrite formation. At 650 °C the yield of CdFe2O4 is insignificant. At 950 °C,
after 15 min of interaction, the degree of ferrite formation a reaches the value of 0,985. On increasing
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the temperature of heating, the effect of time decreases. It is considerable at 750 °C and is of almost no
consequence at 950 °C.
The obtained Mössbauer spectra were processed by means of a personal computer programme, and the
values of the following hyperfine interactions were determined: isomer shift (IS), quadrupole splitting
(QS) and intrinsic magnetic field (Heff) for a-Fe2O3 and CuFe2O4. The summarized data for the three
ferrites are presented in Table 1.
At room temperature, the Mössbauer spectra of a-Fe2O3 and the cubic CuFe2O4 are sextets, and those
of ZnFe2O4 and CdFe2O4 are doublets. All ferrites were obtained by quenching into water down from
1000 °C.
The obtained kinetic data on interactions in the systems under study are processed by means of kinetic
equations based on certain models of interactions in solid state [4]. In this series of experiments, the
isothermal curves are processed by using the kinetic equations of: Jander (F1); Ginstling-Brounshtein
(F2); Dunvald-Wagner (F3); Tamman (F4); Kröger-Ziegler (F5); Ginstling-Brounshtein-Hulbert (F6)
and Kolmogorov-Erofeev (F7). The processing procedure is described in details in [31]. The results of
kinetic curve linearization by the first six equations for the CdO-Fe2O3 system are presented on Fig. 1.
The calculated kinetic parameters of ferrite formation in the studied three systems are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 1. Hyperfine interactions in ferrites and a-Fe2O3
IS, mm/s
(± 0,01)

QS, mm/s
(± 0,01)

Heff
(± 1,0)

ZnFe2O4

0.34

0.32

0

CuFe2O4 (cubic)

0.35

0.11

471

CdFe2O4

0.36

0.79

0

a-Fe2O3

0.44

-0.25

516

Compound

Table 2. Values of ko and Ea obtained by different equations
Interaction
ZnO+Fe2O3 ® ZnFe2O4

CuO+Fe2O3 ® CuFe2O4
CdO+Fe2O3 ® CdFe2O4

Temperature
range, °C

Equation

ko

Ea, kJ/mol

600 – 750

F1

1,47 x 103

284

600 – 750

F2

6,45 x 102

278

800 - 1000

F6

3,16 x 10

3

112

850 - 1000

F4

6,40 x 103

117

750 – 950

F4

1,41 x 10

5

55

750 - 950

F6

9,48 x 103

68

Notable is the great difference in the activation energy values, Ea, for CdFe2O4 as compared to those
for ZnFe2O4 and CuFe2O4. Comparison of kinetic data of the three systems shows that more complete
interaction between CdO and Fe2O3 occurs at lower temperatures, which leads to lower Ea values.
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This explains observed reduced solubility of cadmium at the leaching of zinc calcine in certain periods
of the work of zinc production plant in KCM S.A., Plovdiv, Bulgaria. The main ferrite (ZnFe2O4),
which is obtained during the roasting of zinc concentrates may include also some amounts of Cu, Cd,
Mg, Mn and others.
At room temperature, the Mössbauer spectrum of zinc calcine has one doublet. Its Mössbauer
parameters ine are: IS – 0.34 mm/s; QS – 0.36 mm/s. They are similar to the obtained for a pure
ZnFe2O4 (Table.1).
Differences, which are observed in the solubility of zinc from calcine, obtained under different
conditions of roasting, can be explained as use of the terms, introduced by us: "primary" ZnFe2O4,
obtained by the oxidation of marmatite and "secondary" ZnFe2O4, formed as a result of solid phase
interaction of ZnO (from oxidation of b-ZnS) and Fe2O3 (from oxidation of FeS2). The conditions of
roasting and their variety affect mainly on the obtaining of the "secondary" ZnFe2O4, as in the same
time, they are less essential factor in the forming of "primary" ZnFe2O4.
A typical example of the obtaining of a significant amount of “primary” zinc ferrite is the roasting of
zinc concentrate of Serbia, with following chemical composition (in mass %): Zn - 47.16; S - 32.85;
Cu - 1.52; Cd - 0.36; Co- 0.01; Ni - 0.006; Al2O3 - 0.35; Pb - 0,85; Fe – 13.55; SiO2 - 2.2; As - 0.007;
Sb – 0.001; CaO - 0.45; MgO - 0.09 .

109 8 7 6

5

4

3

1.246

2.713

1.357

1.634

3.131

Intensity, a. u.

1.918

It is evident that the content of iron is very high. For the practice of oxidative roasting and the ability
to obtain “primary” or “secondary” zinc ferrite is of importance how is distributed iron between the
three main phases - ZnS, FeS2 and CuFeS2. For this purpose, a study is conducted with the help of Xray phase analysis and Mössbauer spectroscopy (Figs. 1 and 2).

2

d,A

Fig.1. X-ray diffraction pattern of zinc sulfide concentrate
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Fig.2. Mössbauer spectrum pattern of zinc sulfide concentrate
The studied concentrate represents a sample with a high crystallity and has a major phase sphalerite βZnS, a = 0.5421 nm, showing content of structural iron. Additional phases PbS, CuFeS2 and FeS2 are
identified.
According to chemical composition (13.15 % Fe) and the presence only of traces of CuFeS2, FeS2 and
PbS can be concluded that the most iron ions are structurally included in sphalerite.
In Mössbauer spectrum two dublet components are observed with superfine parameters IS = 0.62
mm/s and QS = 0.2 mm/s and IS = 0.30 mm/s and QS = 0.62 mm/s and third component sextet. The
first superfine parameters are typical respectively for a mineral zinc concentrate with significant
quantity of iron ions, included in the structure of sphalerite. The structural iron in sphalerite do not
form a separate phase, but they isomorphously replace part of tetrahedronic coordinated zinc ions in
the structure of sphalerite.
The second dublet belongs to the pyritic phase.
The calculated superfine parameters of sextet component are IS = 0.21 mm/s, QS = 0 mm/s and Heff =
34.627 T. They are typical for the presence of chalcopyrite phase CuFeS2.
The defined content of iron-containing phases according to the Mössbauer analysis is CuFeS2 – 3.49
% and FeS2 - 2.25 %. The rest iron is included in crystalline structure of ZnS, and the calculated
formula is: Zn0.80Fe0.20S. The content of the mixed zinc-iron sulfide is 88.48 %.
The results obtained for the content of iron-containing phases may with confidence to claim that
almost the whole quantity of iron in oxidative roasting of the concentrates will forms with zinc the
phase ZnFe2O4. This is especially adversely by the classical two-step scheme of leaching of zinc
calcine - about 12 % of zinc from the concentrate will remain unsoluble and will pass in the zinc cake.
This will lead to a low level of direct extraction and increasing the quantity of the obtained cake. The
latest requires additional costs for its processing by Waelts-process or modern hydrometallurgical
methods - jarosite, hematite or goethite - for extraction of zinc remained in cake.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Mössbauer spectroscopy in combination with X-ray diffraction analysis were used to study
solid state interactions in the systems: MeO - Fe2O3 (Me – Zn, Cd, Cu).
2. The obtained kinetic data on interactions in the systems under study are processed by means
of kinetic equations based on certain models of interactions in solid state. In this series of
experiments, the isothermal curves are processed by using the kinetic equations of: Jander;
Ginstling-Brounshtein Dunvald-Wagner; Tamman; Kröger-Ziegler; Ginstling-BrounshteinHulbert and Kolmogorov-Erofeev.
3. The calculated values of kinetic parameters ko and Ea obtained by different equations are
presented.
4. The obtained results have been used to explain some processes taking place at roasting of zinc
concentrates in fluidized bed and during the leaching of the obtained zinc calcine.
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Abstract
Constantly decreasing primary energy sources and environmental issues are part of the reason to seek
alternatives by developing new technologies. Biomass as organic matter of vegetable origin and
animals can be recycled, processed and used for the extraction of energy. In the presented work
looking at the different types of biomass as a potential source for energy. A rating of the energy
potential of different types of biomass. Furthermore, an overview of the main methods for processing
and to generate energy. The final result of the work is a classification of different types of biomass and
grouping in terms of their efficient processing to produce energy on a particular method.
Key words: biomass energy, bioenergy, potential, ecology, bio-product, processing, gasification,
pyrolysis, fermentation., burning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Biomass is organic non-fossil material of plant and animal origin. Undergoes appropriate processing,
it can be used to generate energy.
The deepening of global, financial and energy crisis in Europe, European women forced countries to
seek new alternative sources of heat and energy. Compared with traditional energy resources (oil,
natural gas, coal) biomass is high capacity and can be used to improve the energy efficiency of the
country. Renewable energy sources play a key role in this global strategy to reduce greenhouse gases
and partial substitution of fossil fuels. Global warming has emerged as a critical issue for the
international community. Developed countries must reduce their greenhouse gas emissions below
levels specified for each of them by 2012 (United Nations, 1998[40]). Meanwhile, the European
Commission to set mandatory targets for Member States of the European Union (EU) to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 (European Parliament and Council, 2009a[15]). Directive
2009/29/EC aims to increase incentives for greater use of alternative energy sources
(EuropeanParliament and Council, 2009a[15]) Biomass includes, inter alia, vegetation, energy crops,
livestock, forestry and agricultural residues, organic fraction of municipal waste and certain industrial
wastes. The production of second generation biofuels derived from waste, actively support worldwide
(OECD / FAO 2007),[31] Waste offer a solution to produce clean electricity and environmental
protections. Many research efforts are aimed at developing the potential role of biomass as a future
source of energy (Parikka. M. (2004),[32], Yamamoto, H. (2001),[41]). Biomass has the potential to
become one of the world's major primary sources energy.
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2. AIM
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the wide variety of biomass and its processing methods to
obtain a useful target producte. Recycling of waste products unnecesary, leads not only to improve
energy efficiency in economic terms but also to solve one of these many tasks of ecology- the cleaning
of the nature of contaminants.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1.

Primary biomass.

Biomass resources are divided into two main categories - primary and secondary biomass.
Primary biomass is plant material that can be used directly or after conversion to generate energy. This
group includes specially selected tree growing from five to eight years of their planting. These are fast
growing species with a hard crust and hybrid willow, poplar, ash, maple, walnut, sycamore and others.
The utilization of biomass this group would rather to endanger the environment, than to its
preservation. The reason for this is the danger of cutting healthy forests type. They are the lungs of
nature
The main oil crops that are material to obtain energy for engines and turbines are soybean, palm,
rapeseed, sunflower and peanut butter. In a smaller quantity used cotton, palm, coconut and olive oil.
Us with the highest productivity are rapeseed and sunflower oil. However, use of sunflower seed to
generate energy is not very rational and useful for growing food industry.From an economic point of
view, resources for production, transportation, processing and delivery to end users (Biofuel Supply
Chain) does not justify the cost of the resulting produkt.I to nezbravyame however, that this group
biomass is mainly used to satisfy the nutritional needs of populations and livestock species.
Fig1: Features and oil crops, which are used as a source of primary biomass.
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Interest in recent times is the processing of specially selected group of algae (rich in fat) to obtain fuel.
It is possible the construction of energy complexes in which the evolved carbon dioxide from the
pyrolysis of municipal waste can be used to power photo bioreactors - special greenhouses to grow
algae.
3.2.

Secondary biomass.

The group of secondary biomass decreased waste products. They are widespread in nature and have
great energy potential. Purify the environment from these pollutants is the one of the main tasks of
ecology. Developing technologies to generate energy from waste products can significantly help to
solve this a real problem.
As a source of bioenergy use municipal waste, crop, livestock, industry, food industry, sludge from
treatment plants and others. The fact is that domestic waste rots in landfill, and agricultural residues
are burned even in the field. Instead, better concentration, the quantity of solid bioenergy and directing
it to the needs of the population.
4. METHODS FOR TREATMENT OF BIOMASS.
Methods for processing biomass is divided into three main types: thermo-chemical, biochemical and
chemical
Andrew Benev (2008),[3] has included in his report. Twelve very good interpretation of tabular
methods for utilization of biomass.
4.1. Thermochemical processing of biomass
In the group of thermo-chemical processing includes the processes of pyrolysis, gasification and direct
combustion.(Balat, M), [5].
Used to date methods for utilization of biomass are based on well-developed technology of direct
combustion. Process takes place in oxidative environment by submitting a secondary air at 800-900 оC.
Direct combustion of unfolding of vegetable oils to obtain heat energy is known since ancient times.
This type of combustion efficiency is low due to heat loss through the casing of the boiler or flue
gases. A significant disadvantage is the release of harmful substances into the atmosphere and the
destruction of some price components contained in waste. Variation of this type of combustion is
parallel burning. In its biomass is introduced into high boilers operated with coal as an additional
source of bioenergy.
Efficiency of the burn depends on the choice of an appropriate boiler.The types of boilers burning
biomass are the following:
o

boilers designed to burn biomass pressed - briquettes and pellets;

o

boilers which can burn biofuels with humidity to 30%;

o

boilers wet biofuels, ie fuel moisture content to 55%;

o

boilers specially designed for burning wood chips and sawdust, stone, for peat
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Fig.2 Types of processing of biomass for energy

E. Iakovou et al (2010), [13] is found detailed information on the types of methods for utilization of
biomass materials for their production and end products of counsel processes.
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To carry out complete combustion of the raw material necessary to maintain a sufficiently high
temperature. The combustion process can be divided into four stages - evaporation of moisture from
biomass, wind and sadarzhimo, izsparyavane of gases in mixtures with air and burning carbon. In the
only complete combustion can be used all the energy from biomass. The submission of an insufficient
amount of air would also result in incomplete combustion, resulting in what dimniti gas will contain a
significant amount of carbon monoxide. Upon submission of more air than necessary, some of the heat
lost in flue gases. The exact determination of the required amount of air ensures efficient fuel process.
Typically, regulation of air supply is carried out through a flue or fan.
Humidity of fuel is among the main factors influencing the efficiency of the boiler. The maximum
efficiency of the boiler would be achieved only when it works with the type of fuel that is designed.
For example, boilers burning biomass with a humidity of not more than 30% would not be efficient
combustion of biomass with a water content of about 50%. The reason is that the burning of materials
with higher humidity is necessary to reach a higher temperature inside the boiler. And when the
facility is designed for material with less humidity, it is designed for lower operating temperature,
leading to substantially reduce its effectiveness in combustion of biomass with high humidity.
Thermo-chemical processing of biomass can be achieved with the process piroliza.Tya is subject to
examination by Seung-Soo Kim (2010),[36], P. Ammendola, (2009)[35], J.A. Medrano, (2010),[19] at
all in is biomass is subjected to high tempetature-500-800 оC in the absence of oxygen. Pyrolysis
products are solid, liquid and gaseous. The nature, quality and quantity depends on the speed and the
temperature regime of the process.
Of pyrolysis can be subjected to any solid organic matter. From 1 m3 of timber is obtained: 140-180
kg charcoal (coke); 280-400 kg of liquid fuels and compounds (methanol, acetone), 80 kg flaming
gases. Fry the dried wood or even straw can be obtained from a wide range of high-energy fuels. This
process is used for centuries for the production of charcoal.
Gaseous products are a mixture of different gases- methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen, hydrogen and water vapor.Calorific value of gaseous products in the range of 15-22Mj/m³.
The resulting products are burned directly or after purification. Primarily are used to electricity, steam
and technical needs.
Liquid products from pyrolysis oils are pyrolysis. These are dense resin materials with low water
content and consist of a complex mixture of high nitrogen materials. Possess high energy density and
calorific value of about 20-25Mj/kg³. Used as fuel for engines and turbines and raw material for
synthetic oils are goriva. Piroliznite convenient transportation sahraneneie and exploitation.
Solid product obtained in the slow pyrolysis are wood coal energy potential of about 30Mj/kg. The
most commonly used for heat energy.
Gasification is the process of thermo-chemical processing of raw materials vaglerodsadarzashti a
result, which yields karburiran gas (synthesis gas) with energy content of 10-20Mj/m³. The gas
contains carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane, ethane, water vapor, nitrogen and
various impurities such as resins and ash. Used for boiler feed gas tupbini and internal combustion
engines. Process occurs at high temperature - 800-1300 оC. In the gasifier at the same time in different
zones of the apparatus are carried out several processes.
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Fig3 Products of gasification of biomass
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Initially, the raw material is subjected to temperature drying. Pri 100оC moisture izparyava.Sledvat
prosetsite of pyrolysis, oxidation and reduction. An oxidizer can be used air, oxygen, steam or
mixtures of these gases. Gasifiers are classified depending on: the manner of submission of biomass in
a reactor; direction of movement of biomass and oxidizer; method of heating the raw material.
Gasifiers with the downward movement of biomass and oxidizer (fixed-bed downdraft) is the subject
of researches by I. De Bari at all (2000),11],S. Monteiro Nunes (2007)[28], Dabai, F. (2010)[10].
Typical of these gasifiers is unidirectional movement of oxidizer and biomass. As okislitelitel
commonly used air or oxygen. Biomass should be relatively dry with humidity no higher than 20-30%
and ash content of less than 3-5%. To be considered suitable biomass composed of particles with size
ranging from 1 to 30 cm results are obtained in relatively clean gas with very low tar. Due to the full
utilization of the resultant pitch is not necessary to purify the gas. Among the advantages of this
method are its simplicity, efektivniost and relatively low cost. The main advantage of this method is to
obtain a relatively pure gas, which is why these gasifiers are considered very suitable for the
production of elektricheskaenergiya disadvantage is the need for pre-drying of biomass, the high
temperature of the gas and the restriction should not be used with very small particle size
Gasifiers with the downward movement of biomass and oxidative grid allow gasification of biomass
with low bulk density and loose composition as chopped straw, leaves from trees, stalks of agricultural
crops, sawdust and the like. The advantages are relatively low cost of gasifier, the lack of need for
special preparation of feed material and simplified design of the cooling-purifying installation of
generator gas. Disadvantage is more complicated structure of the gasifier and the need for frequent
replacement of air throats, which are subjected to large thermal stresses and aggressive action of the
reaction products.
Gasification with increasing flow (fixed-bed updraft) is of interest for Lin, JCM (2006),[15} Chen,
HC (2007)[10], Mandl, (2010)[12]. For this type of Gasification are characterized by opposite
movement of biomass and oxidizer. The main drawback of this technology is that the resulting gas has
a high content of tar. This requires its preliminary purification before use. Advantage of this
Gasification is simple structure and high thermal efficiency. Can be used biomass with high humidity
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to about-50%. There is no strict requirements regarding the composition of biomass in terms of
individual particles. Information on gasifier fluidized (bubbling fluidized bed) occurs in a statistical
Chanchal Loha,[8] Sommas Kaewluan, P.Subramanian,[20] This is technology allows to achieve high
efficiency thanks to the almost complete combustion of gorivoto.palno burning of biomass gasifiers
Characteristic fluidized high speed flow of heat and masoprenosnite processes and better mixing of the
solid phase. The use of fluidized bed gasifiers recommended the use of biomass with a relatively small
size of individual particles. This requirement often requires pre-grinding method biomasata.Tozi than
gazifiatsiya biomass is widely used and gasification of peat. Its use is associated with the
establishment of fluidized bed, which it filed biomass. Usually the creation of a fluidized by injection
of air or other gas through a layer of inert material. Often used in the gasifier inert material is sand.
Reduction of tar in fluidized can be added katalizator.Tipichnata operating temperature in the
gasification of biomass in these gasifiers is order 800-850оC. Compared to the gasifiers considered
here the content of tar in the gas from the gasifier fluidized loan averages.In practice are used and
installations, including two reactors, fluidized. Similar systems are used primarily when it is necessary
to get gas with higher calorific value.
Gasifiers with circulating fluidized bed (circulating fluidized bed)recommended for installations with
relatively large capacities. Typical of them is a high rate of scavenging of particles of inert layer,
compared to fluidized bed gasifier, which is why they are disposed of layers together with the products
of combustion. To capture them using cyclones and they returned to the fluidized bed. Resulting from
these gasifiers gas is suitable to be used mainly in boilers and TPPs. In a stream gasification using
biomass containing very fine particles that are caught by the incoming oxidant air or steam, whereby
gas flows of particles. Gasifiers of this type operate at very high temperature of about 1200 - 1500 ° C,
which is determined depending on the type of oxidant air or oxygen. Gas is characterized by low
concentrations of tar. .
Liquefaction is the conversion of biomass into a stable liquid hydrocarbon (Xu and Etcheverry,
2008[42]) There are several liquefaction methods under research, such as acid hydrolysis, enzyme
hydrolysis, steam explosion and supercritical water for the production of bio-ethanol or polylictic acid
(Kobayashi et al., 2008)[21].
4.2. Biochemical processing of biomass
Fermentation is a biochemical method for converting biomass, involving the digestion of sugars using
microorganisms, in consequence of which is derived ethanol. The most suitable plants for the
production of ethanol and methanol are: sugar cane, sugar beet, cereals (technical) cultures associated
with the production of vegetable oils, wheat, barley and others. She is known fermentation by the
presence of oxygen (aerobic fermentation) and oxygen (anearobna fermentation).Bio-chemical
conversion is based on biological processes. The most significant options are: alcohol production from
biomass containing sugar, starch /or celluloses, and biogas production from crops or organic waste
material (e.g. animal manure).
Fermentation takes place in units called bioreactors. Are known various constructions of bioreactors.
Can work as a regular and continuous.Modes in fermentation can be thoroughly mixed, full
displacement, mixing continuously and constantly shifting.The products of this process are biogas and
oils which are subsequently used to produce heat energy and fuels. Here it should be borne in mind
also that the pure hydrated ethanol, can be used directly in cars. Under the "stations" one liter of
ethanol is available at 0,63 US $, while the price of petrol is 1,07 US$.
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4.3. Chemical processing.
Chemical processing of biomass is based on the extraction process. This is - common methods in the
chemical and food promishlenost.Posredstvom it is done extracting the target component using an
appropriate solvent. It is possible that the extraction of the target component- oil eksragenta rape and
its use for biodiesel. This treatment also undergo sunflower oil, palm oil, groundnut oil and soybean
dr.Tova are hard, rich in fat and suitable for extrusion. They are extracted fat, as a valuable target
product with high calorific value
5. BIOPRODUCTS
The main products from the processing of biomass heat energy and fuels.
Bioethanol is the most -the fuel used dnes.Kapatsiteta is 1.8 billion gallons per year. Produced during
the conversion of carbohydrate biomass into sugars and subsequent fermentation. One of the most
modern refinery and grain alcohol, not only in Bulgaria and the Balkans in the village Tserkovski
(Karnobat Municipality).Plant was opened in September 2001 Rektifikatsionata column, in which the
treatment produced alcohol is the biggest in Bulgaria height H=32.
Top - major producers of bioethanol are Brazil, Spain, France. Getting ethanol from biomass is the
subject of investigation by Benoıt Gabrielle (2008)
Bloodies is obtained by esterification of vegetable oils, can is produced from traditional biomass crops
(for the Americas, soybeans, Europe, rapeseed, coconut-Asia) or animal fats. Proyzvodstvoto
development of bloodies for the past 7 years is given in Table 1
Table 1 Annual production of biodiesel per year (ml/yr).
Annual production of biodiesel per year (ml / yr).
Country 2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

TOTAL

Germany

805

1166

1880

2998

3255

3175

2859

5633617

France

402

392

554

873

982

2044

2206

3481755

Spain

7

15

82

111

189

233

967

2150280

Itali

307

360

446

503

409

670

830

1328617

Belgium

0

0

1

28

187

312

468

820667

Poland

0

0

113

131

90

310

374

506932

Holland

0

0

0

20

96

114

364

313141

Australia

36

34

96

139

301

240

349

192666

Polrtugaliya

0

0

1

102

197

302

282

119591

Finland

0

0

0

0

44

96

248

72687

Other

56

181

413

637

685

1239

1240

42690

ЕU - 27

1614

2177

3586

5507

6435

8733

10187

38239
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Fig 4 Production of biodiesel for the past seven years
Anual production of biodies el per year
Germany
France
Spain
Italy
Belgium

Production, ml/yr

Poland
Holland
A us tralia
Polrtugaliya
Finland
Other

Country

Biogas is used mostly for powering gas turbines to produce electricity. If the quality was improved to
that of natural gas can be used to cars Energy value of biogas is 4,5 to 7,5 kWh/m3. Production
development of biodiesel for the past 7 years is given in Table 2
Table 2 Annual production of biogas per year (ml / yr).
Annual production of biogas per year (ml / yr)
Country 2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

TOTAL

France

103

101

144

293

539

950

1250

3380

Germany

0

25

165

431

394

581

750

2346

Spain

201

254

303

402

348

346

465

2319

Australia

0

0

0

0

15

89

180

284

Sweden

65

71

153

140

120

78

175

802

Poland

76

48

63

120

155

200

166

828

Hungary

0

0

35

34

30

150

150

399

Belgium

0

0

0

0

0

51

143

194

Slovak

0

0

0

0

30

94

118

242

Czech Republic

0

0

0

15

33

76

113

237

Other

0

29

49

173

139

240

193

823

ЕU -27

446

528

913

1608

1803

2855

3703

11856
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Fig 5 Biogass production for the last seven years
Biogas production for the las t s even years
Germany
France
Spain

3380

Australia
Sweden

Productivity, ml/yr

Poland
Hungary
2346

2319

Belgium
Slovak
Czech Republic
Other

802

828

823
399

284

194

242

237

Country

According to the statistics (Fig 4, Fig 5) and graphics based on this survey shows that countries with
the largest production capacity of bio-products - biogas and biodiesel are France and Germaniya.
Izbroenite here products are used as a source of energy for road transport. Can be applied both
separately and in appropriate proportions to traditional fuels. Other useful organic products are
pyrolysis oil, green chemicals retsikuliruema plastic, natural fiber, natural and bio-structured materials
and recovery.
.
5. CONCLUSION
Organic products are a good alternative source of heat and energy. Construction of power plants using
organic raw can help greatly the development of energy, ecology, economics and social policy.
Therefore consumed on the residues of various aspects of human activity the price of electricity from
such materials can be up to three times cheap. An important indicator is the provision of a direct link
between the sources of biomass and businesses for energy and raw materials for energy recovery.
Biomass is a clean fuel. Its use reduces emissions of carbon monoxide, which are the main gases
conducive to the greenhouse effect and ozone depletion. There will be a project plan based on that
developed countries must reduce their greenhouse gas emissions below levels specified for each of
them by 2012. (United Nations 1998[40]). Another advantage of using biomass as an energy source is
the separation of ash with a low sulfur content. This makes it suitable for fertilization soil.Thus
furthering the development of new plant species, supporting the development of ecology and
environmental protection.
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Abstract
The purpose of the present work was to investigate the influence of Fe3O4/oleic acid - core/shell
nanoparticles on the cellular cycle, adherence and monolayer development of different eukaryotic cell
lines. Core/shell nanoparticles have been synthesized by Massart adapted method, under microwave
conditions. The dimensions of Fe3O4/oleic acid nanoparticles were in the 5-20 nm range and they
were previously characterized by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy. The
nanoparticles were deposed on glass slides in one, two and respectively three layers, and thereafter
introduced in 6-multi well plastic plates and sterilized by ethanol 70%, for 10 min, followed by UV
treatment. The Human epithelial carcinoma (HeLa) and the Human colonic epithelial cancer (HCT)
cell lines were cultivated on the pelliculised glass slides and incubated for 24 hours at 37oC in 5%
CO2 atmosphere. Thereafter, the slides were fixed by ethanol, Giemsa stained and examined in
reversed microsocopy. For the assessment of the cellular cycle, 3x105 eukarotic cells were put in Petri
dishes and treated for 24 hours with nanoparticles. The cells were further fixed by ethanol, stained
with propidium iodide and quantified by flow cytometry (Facscalibur). Our results showed that the
magnetic nanoparticles of Fe3O4 / oleic acid - core/shell exhibit specific influences on the ability of
different cell lines to colonize the glass substrata.
Key words: nanoparticles, core/shell, HCT, HeLa, HR-TEM, cell line
1. INTRODUCTION
Adhesion of eukariotic cells is a dynamic interaction between cells and their mciroenvironment,
afected by many factors, including some properties of the cell itself (hydrophobicity, surface charge,
specific adhesins), the target material (chemical composition, roughness, wettability) and the
environmental factors (temperature, time period of exposure, cell number, presence of antibiotics,
chemicals etc.) [1]. The most recent biotechnological applications in ﬁelds like biocompatible
surfaces, bioelectronics, biosensors etc. require the production of hybrid systems based on the
controlled adhesion of biological systems. Biomaterials are requested with both good mechanical
properties and biocompatibility.
Biomaterials is a term used to indicate materials, synthetic or natural in origin, which can be used as a
whole or as a part of a system which treats, augments or replaces any tissue, organ or function of the
body [26]. Synthetic materials currently used for biomedical applications include metals and alloys,
composites and polymers, ceramics and bioglass. Because the structures of these materials differ, they
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have different properties and, therefore, different uses. At the nanometer scale, at least two different
aspects of controlled biomolecule adsorption/organization must be considered, i.e., the interest in
achieving nanosized patterns of biological molecules in a general perspective of bioelectronics
devices, and the speciﬁcity of nanostructured surfaces in stimulating speciﬁc response of large
systems, as cells or protein aggregates, opening new, very interesting views on the way the cells can
sense nanometric surface features [1]. Nanoparticles have been increasingly used in biological and
medical applications, including clinical diagnostics, therapeutics development and drug delivery, as
well as advanced imaging. However, how nanoparticles could affect cell adhesion has not yet been
defined [2]. In view of the above sketched areas of application, the purpose of the present work was to
investigate the influence of Fe3O4/oleic acid - core/shell nanoparticles on the cellular cycle, adherence
and monolayer development of different eukaryotic cell lines.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Synthesis of core/shell
All the materials were reagent grade and used without further purification. Double distilled, de-ionized
water was used. Fe3O4 nanoparticles has been synthesized by Massart adapted method using Fe3+, Fe2+
salts and HO-, under microwave conditions. Core/shell[1-4] (figure 1) was also synthesized under
microwave conditions using oleic acid as surfactant (10 minutes).

Figure 1: Core/shell nanofluid synthesis by microwave
2.2. Characterization of core/shell
HR-TEM characteriztion was used as a primary characterization method. Electron microscopy
confirmed the formation of magnetic nanoparticles not exceeding 20 nm [3-6].
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Figure 2: HR-TEM images of magnetic nanofluid
2.3. Preparation of inert substrata
The inert substrata for influence of Fe3O4/oleic acid - core/shell nanoparticles on the cellular cycle,
adherence and monolayer development of different eukaryotic cell lines were obtained by coating the
glass coverslips with suspended core/shell nanoparticles (Fe3O4/oleic acid:CHCl3 33%(w/v)).
Depositing a layer of functionalized nanoparticles on coverslips was achieved by applying a magnetic
field on nanofluid [7]. Subsequently, the coverslips were soft dried and sterilized by ultraviolet
irradiation [8].
2.4. Eukariotic cells adhesion to the pelliculised coverslips
The Human epithelial carcinoma (HeLa) and the Human colonic epithelial cancer (HCT) cell lines
were cultivated on the pelliculised glass slides and incubated for 24 hours at 37oC in 5% CO2
atmosphere. Thereafter, the slides were fixed by ethanol, Giemsa stained and examined in reversed
microsocopy.
2.5. Cell cycle analysis
For the assessment of the cellular cycle, 3x105 eukarotic cells were seeded in Petri dishes and treated
for 24 hours with nanoparticles. Cell cycle analysis was performed using flow cytometry. The cells
were resuspended in 70% ethanol and kept at -20°C, . Cells were then washed and incubated with RNase and propidium iodide (50 µg/ml, Sigma) in phosphate buffer solution for 30 minutes and
immediately analyzed. Flow cytometric analysis was performed within 1 hour and G0, G1, S/G2/M cell
count determined.
3. RESULTS
Our results showed that the HeLa and HCT cell lines developed a confluent monolayer on the glass
slides after 24 hours incubation. The core/shell nanoparticles influenced the adherence pattern of the
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two tested cell line, the effect being more evident on the HCT line, consisting in the inhibition of the
cells multiplication and of their ability to develop a confluent monolayer.

a) HeLa cells adherence on inert substratum b) HCT cells adherence on inert substratum
represented by uncoated glass coupons
represented by uncoated glass coupons

c) HeLa cells adherence on inert substratum d) HCT cells adherence on inert substratum
reprezented by nanoparticles coated coupons
reprezented by nanoparticles coated coupons

Figure 3: HCT and HeLa cells adherence on inert substratum (un)coated glass coupons
(inverted microscope images of the Giesa colores monolayer)
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The inhibitory effect was not dependent on the number of nanoparticles' layers. The tested
nanoparticles exhibited no cytotoxic effect on the two tested cell lines. The nanoparticles induced a
slight increase in G1 phase of both tested cell lines.

Figure 4: The overlayed histogram (black: HeLa cells control; red: Fe3O4 treated cells)
4. CONCLUSIONS
Our results showed that the magnetic nanoparticles of Fe3O4 / oleic acid - core/shell exhibit specific
influences on the ability of different cell lines to colonize the glass substrata, by impeding their
multiplication cycle and by inhibiting their ability to form confluent monolayers at 24 hours, the effect
being dependent on the tested cell line, but independent on the nanoparticles layer's thickness.
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Abstract
The corrosion resistance of galvanic coatings (e.g. electrodeposited Zinc, as hereby presented) largely
depends on their morphology and crystallographic orientation. The presence of organic nanoaggregates was found to positively alter the aforementioned characteristics, resulting in increased
corrosion resistance due to enhanced barrier properties, favorable composition (e.g. formation of zinc
oxides rather than zinc oxy(hydroxy)chlorides) and self-healing mechanisms. The paper presents a
comparative study on recently developed nano-composite galvanic zinc layers, discussing their
electrochemical behavior (recorded via Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy, Scanning Vibrating
Electrode Technique and Potentio-dynamic Polarization) and surface morphology (via Scanning
Electron Microscopy) after treatment in 5% NaCl.
Key words: zinc; nano-aggregates; SVET; EIS; PDP; SEM
1. INTRODUCTION
Galvanic zinc and zinc alloy coatings on steel find practical utilization in various industrial
applications, providing protection of the steel substrate as a result of impeded steel corrosion initiation
and/or propagation [1-5]. Each year over 40 million tones of steel are coated with zinc or zinc alloys
and more than 2.2 million tones of zinc are used worldwide for coatings [6]. Zinc coatings have many
times the corrosion resistance of carbon steel, in natural environments zinc corrodes by a factor of 10
to 100 times less than steel [7]. The protective properties of Zn, however, are mainly due to a galvanic,
sacrificial action (corrosion of Zn instead of the steel substrate), resulting from the electronegative
state of Zn (-1.07 V SCE), compared to steel (e.g. AISI 4340 with potential of −0.68 V vs. SCE in 0.6
M NaCl). Consequently, extending the service life of zinc coatings (or zinc alloyed such) will provide
longer protection and increased service life for the protected steel. Additionally, a zinc composite
coating with significantly extended service life and reduced thickness (compared to conventional Zn)
will bring economical and environmental benefits.
Nano-composite coatings incorporating micro- or nano-sized aggregates were reported as better
alternatives in more recent studies [8-10]. Related to this work, hereby briefly summarized are already
reported investigations on improving the corrosion resistance of zinc coatings, incorporating (within
the electro-deposition process) polymeric nano-aggregates of different type and concentration:
micelles from the amphiphilic tri-block copolymer poly (2 - hydroxyethyl methacrylate) – b – poly
(propylene oxide) – b – poly (2 - hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA15PPO34-PHEMA15), in
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concentration of 1 g/l to the starting electrolyte, co-deposited within the Zn matrix were reported to
result in higher corrosion resistance [11]; similarly, 1 g/l starting electrolyte of poly (ethylene oxide) –
poly (propylene oxide) – poly (ethylene oxide) micelles (PEO-PPO-PEO) also resulted in increased
protective properties of the composite Zn compared to conventional galvanic Zn [10]; the addition of
0.5 g/l PEO113-b-PS218 (poly (ethylene oxide)-b-polystyrene) micelles proved to result in superior
electrochemical performance and better (compact and more uniform) surface layer morphology and
composition, compared to galvanic Zn [12]; further, even lower concentrations of PEO113-b-PS218
micelles (0.1 and 0.3g/l to the starting electrolyte) were found to result in increased corrosion
resistance, compared to zinc [13].
The mechanism, responsible for the higher corrosion resistance of the nano-composite zinc coatings,
compared to pure zinc, was found to be related to rapidly changing initial corrosion activity
(anodic/cathodic currents) as a response to altered environment and increased barrier properties, while
still maintained sacrificial activity. The higher corrosion resistance of the composite coating was
denoted to an enhanced barrier effect, resulting from the presence of the polymer nano-aggregates
themselves, but is also denoted to a kind of “self-repairing” mechanism, resulting from the specific
properties of the aggregates’ core and shell in chloride containing environment (for more details on the
nano-aggregates, as well as the related “self-healing’ mechanisms, pls see [10-14].
More recently, the above commented nano-composite coatings (containing varying concentration of
nano-aggregates) were additionally treated in chromate solutions (top conversion layers) [13,15]. The
influence of Cr(III)-based conversion treatment was evaluated on two type of composite coatings
(incorporating PEO75PPO30PEO75 micelles and PEO113-b-PS218 micelles) and compared to Cr(III)
treated galvanic zinc. The expected significant increase of corrosion resistance as a result of the
additional Cr(III) was not observed within the investigated time intervals of 1h – 240h. On the
contrary, initial improvement was observed only for the chromated pure Zn. Further on, within 240h
of treatment a positive effect was not observed and the coatings with best corrosion performance and
superior corrosion resistance remained to be the non-chromated nano-composite coatings.
This work aims to give a comparison of the corrosion resistance and surface morphology of nanocomposite zinc coatings, containing two types of micelles (PEO75PPO30PEO75 and PEO113-b-PS218) in
various concentrations. Thus on one hand the superior electrochemical behavior of nano-composite
zinc, compared to pure zinc is discussed; on the other hand this study provides information on which
type of micelles (also related to different concentration) exerts better corrosion performance of the
zinc layers.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
Galvanic coatings: Zinc (Zn) and composite zinc (ZnP and ZnB) coatings were electrodeposited on a
steel substrate (low carbon steel, surface area of 4cm2) from slightly acidic sulfate-chloride electrolyte:
150 g/l ZnSO4.7H2O, 30 g/l NH4Cl, 30 g/l H3BO3, additives AZ-1 (wetting agent) 50 ml/l and AZ-2
(brightener) 10 ml/l. For the ZnP and ZnB coatings, the electrolyte also contains the previously
stabilized in demi-water PEO113-b-PS218 micelles (for ZnP) and PEO75PPO30PEO75 micelles (for ZnB)
(concentration of the micelles in the electrolyte is 1g/l for ZnB and varying i.e. 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1 g/l for
ZnP). The electrodeposition conditions were: current density of 2 A/dm2, pH 4.5-5.0, to – 22oC, no
stirring or agitation. The coating thickness for all layers was approximately 8 μm. The results from the
electrochemical tests are an average of 3 replicates per type and per stage. Corrosion medium was 5%
NaCl solution.
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Polymeric micelles: Micelles from PEO113-b-PS218 di-block copolymer and PEO75PPO30PEO75 triblock copolymer were added in various concentrations to the starting electrolyte. Thus, composite
coatings with different amounts of micelles, incorporated in the metallic matrix were obtained. The
hydrodynamic radius of the PEO75PPO30PEO75 micelles was 50 – 150 nm; for the PEO113-b-PS218
micelles a hydrodynamic radius of 50 nm is relevant. For more information on the micelles
preparation and characterization, please see [10, 12,14,16].
Sample designation: The hereby investigated samples (3 replicates per group and condition) are
designated as follows:
Zn – pure galvanic zinc;
ZnB – composite zinc coating, containing 1g/l PEO75PPO30PEO75 micelles;
ZnP0.1, ZnP0.3 and ZnP0.5 – composite zinc coatings, containing 0.1 g/l, 0.3g/l and 0.5 g/l
respectively of PEO113-b-PS218 micelles.
2.2. Methods
Potentio-dynamic polarization (PDP) was performed in the range of -0.15 V to +1.2 V vs OCP at scan
rate of 1mV/s (in a common three-electrode electrochemical cell, all readings are versus SCE
reference electrode, using EcoChemie Autolab).
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out in the frequency range of 50 kHz to
10 mHz by superimposing an AC voltage of 10 mV, using EcoChemie Autolab - Potentiostat
PGSTAT30, combined with FRA2 module.
Scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) measurement: the instrument used was from
Applicable Electronics (Forestdale, MA); the scanned area was 3.4 × 2.6 mm at a distance of 100 μm
between the samples surface and the microelectrode.
Microscopic investigation (SEM), using ESEM Philips XL30.
Corrosion medium: for the PDP and EIS tests, as well as for treatment before surface analysis, a
corrosion medium of 5% NaCl was used (solutions were aerated, no stirring was involved). The SVET
measurements were performed in corrosion medium of 0.001M NaCl.
Time intervals: The electrochemical behavior of all hereby investigated coatings was recorded after
2h, 24h, 96h and 120h immersion in the corrosion medium (hereby presented are only 2h and 120h).
The current density maps from SVET measurements were recorded after 2h in the corrosion medium
of 0.01M NaCl.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Electrochemical measurements
Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed at open circuit potential for all specimens: Zn and
composite Zn (ZnB, ZnP0.1, ZnP0.3, ZnP0.5) in 5% NaCl. The EIS response was recorded after
immersion times of 2h, 24h, 96h and 120h (first and last time interval hereby presented and
discussed). Figures 1 and 2 present the EIS experimental curves as an overlay of the response for 2h
and 120h respectively. The equivalent electrical circuit consists of two time constants: (Rp.lQp.l),
denoted to the properties of the surface layer and (RctQct), denoted to the electrochemical reaction;
both constants in series with the electrolyte resistance (Rel ~ 3hm). Additionally, Warburg impedance
was incorporated within the circuits for some responses to account for diffusion phenomena (for
simplicity, W is not hereby discussed). The best fit parameters for the immersion periods of 2h and
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120h are given in Table 1 (the EIS plots depict the response in Ohm, since the surface area of all
samples is equal; Table 1 presents the best fit parameters as normalized values).
As seen from the plots, initially (and for simplicity) one time constant only can be used to fit the
response after 2h, except for coating ZnP0.3, where a larger contribution of the product layer, formed
on the surface of the electrodes is relevant. Further, after 120h of immersion, generally 2 (or 3) time
constants were employed. The EIS response indicates that although the ZnB coating was deposited
from an electrolyte containing 1g/l micelles, the properties of this coating with time are similar to pure
galvanic Zn. On later stages, corrosion resistance is increased for ZnB, compared to Zn, but not as
significant as observed for the ZnP coatings. The best performance at 2h stage is for the ZnP0.5
coating, similar to ZnP0.3 (Fig.1, Table 1). After 120h of treatment, the ZnP0.5 coating exhibits still
the highest Rp values, although more than two time constants are present, in contrast to ZnP0.1 (and
similar to ZnP0.3), (Fig.2, Table 1). In other words, product layer transformation occurring within the
Zn corrosion products denote for higher diffusion limitations and increased corrosion resistance on
one hand. On the other hand, the specific properties of the incorporated micelles account for corrosion
delay due to self-healing phenomena, a mechanism which is largely discussed and reported [10-14].
With relevance to the aims of this study, it can be stated that higher concentration of micelles in the
electrolyte (and embedded in the metallic matrix respectively) does not necessarily mean better
corrosion resistance (compare ZnB and ZnP). As hereby observed twice or more lower (0.5g/l and
0.3g/l respectively) concentration of micelles results in a composite coating with significantly
improved characteristics. Of course, the electrochemical behavior and surface properties will be
dependent on the type of micelles used. What can be stated at this stage is that most likely the size of
the micelles plays an important role – the ZnB coating contains PEO-PPO-PEO micelles of 50 – 150
nm size, whereas all ZnP coatings contain PEO-b-PS micelles of 50 nm. Although different micelle
formations would certainly affect differently the monitored behavior (which will be subject to further
investigation), it can be stated that the size of the nano-aggregates determines the crystallographic
orientation in the coating. Further, with respect to the influence of different micelle concentration (ZnP
coatings), apparently the higher concentration results in higher corrosion resistance. For determining
an optimum concentration, however, a more thorough investigation is needed.
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The EIS results are in line with the electrochemical behavior with external polarization. Fig.3 depicts
and overlay of the PD curves for all hereby discussed coatings after 2h conditioning (a) and 120h
conditioning (b) in 5% NaCl.
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Table 1: Best fit parameters from EIS measurements*
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As seen form the plots, corrosion current density after 2h is lowest for the ZnP0.5 coating (although a
more cathodic corrosion potential was observed). Zn, ZnB, ZnP0.1 and ZnP0.3 exhibit similar
corrosion current densities. The region of anodic currents between -1V and 0V is, however, prolonged
for the composite ZnP coatings, denoting for higher corrosion resistance of the latter. The ZnB coating
behaves similarly to Zn. After 120h of treatment, the lowest corrosion current density (as well as more
anodic corrosion potential) is recorded for the ZnP0.5 coating. Similarly, significantly lower anodic
currents i.e. better corrosion resistance is observed for ZnP0.3 and ZnB. The ZnP0.1 coating behaves
similarly to Zn at this stage, although a prolonged anodic region after corrosion potential is observed
for ZnP0.1 i.e. even 0.1% of PEO-b-PS micelles is able to increase the resistance of a Zn coating, but
not as significantly as with higher concentrations (0.3 and 0.5 g/l). Here again (as within EIS
measurements) it is obvious that the formation of product layers with immersion is altered in the
presence of micelles and is affected by the micelles dimension and type respectively.

Fig.4 Current density maps (SVET) after 2h treatment in 0.001M NaCl

The electrochemical performance of the investigated coatings in terms of anodic/cathodic behavior
with respect to pure Zn is illustrated best via SVET measurements. The technique allows monitoring
the exact same location with time (hereby not presented). Fig.4 illustrates the SVET current density
maps, recorded after 2h of treatment in 0.0001M NaCl. Fig4a) presents the couple Zn/Fe as an
illustration of the extent of anodic dissolution of Zn (as anodic coating) over the substrate. Fig.4b)
depicts the couple Zn/ZnB, where ZnB is cathodic with respect to Zn; Fig.4c) presents the couple
Zn/ZnP0.5 – again, ZnP0.5 is far more corrosion resistant than Zn and finally, Fig. 4d) depicts the
couple ZnP0.1/ZnP0.3 as a comparison of these two composite coatings. As seen from the plot,
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ZnP0.1 is significantly more anodic than ZnP0.3 and therefore with lower corrosion resistance, as
previously recorded via EIS and PDP measurements.
3.2. Surface analysis
Figure 5 presents the morphological observation of all hereby investigated coatings after 96h treatment
in 5%NaCl.

Fig.5. SEM micrographs of the product layers, formed after 96h immersion in 5% NaCl: (a) Zn; (b) ZnP0.5; (c) ZnP0.3;
(d)ZnP0.1 and (e)ZnB

Characteristic for the Zn coating is the existence of iron oxides/hydroxides on the surface, meaning
that a large portion of the Zn coating has already been dissolved (Fig.5a). For the ZnP0.5 and ZnP0.3
coatings, the surface is more uniform and compact, products from dissolution of the substrate (Fe
oxides/hydroxides) were not detected; the product layer consists mainly of well compacted and low
crystalline ZnO – Fig. 5b)c). For the ZnP0.1 and ZnB coatings (those with lower corrosion resistance,
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compared to ZnP0.5 and ZnP0.3) the surface is largely covered by Cl-containg compounds (mainly
Zn5(OH)8Cl2.H2O). This non-uniform layer, although with a low solubility product is not as protective
as ZnO in terms of pure electrochemical mechanisms on one hand (Cl- binding and release and thus
pitting initiation and propagation and/or delay of pitting propagation) as well as product layer
compaction and crystallinity on the other hand (larger and non-uniformly distributed formations,
Fig.5d)e)).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper discussed a comparative study of Zn and composite Zn coatings, incorporating different
type and concentration of polymeric nano-aggregates (micelles). The recorded electrochemical
behavior, supported by surface analysis, denotes for the increased corrosion resistance of all composite
coatings, compared to pure galvanic Zn.
With regard to the type of the nano-aggregates, PEO-PPO-PEO micelles appear to exert less
pronounced effect on the protective properties of the layers, whereas PEO-b-PS micelles significantly
increase corrosion resistance. Higher concentration of micelles does not necessarily mean higher
corrosion resistance; however, these effects are related to the size of the micelles and their type.
Apparently 1g/l PEO-PPO-PEO micelles to the starting electrolyte results in a zinc composite matrix
with lower resistance (coatings ZnB), compared to the composite matrix, obtained by adding 0.3 and
0.5g/l of PEO-b-PS micelles to the starting electrolytes (coatings ZnP).
Since the size of PEO-PPO-PEO micelles (coatings ZnB) is larger (50 – 150 nm), compared to PEO-bPS micelles (50 nm), coatings ZnP, it is strongly believed that the difference in corrosion resistance
mainly originates from the different nucleation mechanisms, crystallographic orientation and
homogeneity/compactness of the composite matrix, resulting from the presence of micelles of
different size (and type). Therefore, a further and thorough comparative investigation is needed in
order to fully clarify the previously postulated (in already reported works [10-14]) enhanced barrier
effects and self-haling mechanisms for zinc composite nano-coatings of the hereby investigated types.
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Abstract
Durability and service life in civil engineering are largely related to the corrosion-related phenomena
affecting the steel reinforcement. Damage initiation and/or the development of structural properties
start on nano/micro level. Therefore, modification of the material structure on these levels is more
likely to effectively deal with the aforementioned durability issues. This work is part of a
comprehensive study on novel approaches for corrosion control in reinforced concrete and includes
investigation on the influence of tailored nano/micro range polymeric aggregates on material
properties of both steel and concrete. The mechanisms related to corrosion and corrosion control are
hereby discussed in terms of the possibility for establishing a durable and sustainable solution i.e.
self-healing mechanisms in reinforced concrete by using polymeric micelles, vesicles or hybrid
aggregates. The feasibility of self-healing is briefly presented via preliminary tests in model liquid
environment. Additionally, the significant impact of minimal concentrations of nano-aggregates on
global properties of the cementitious bulk matrix is also discussed.
Key words: corrosion; micelles; hybrid aggregates; mortar; EIS; PDP; SEM
1. INTRODUCTION
The corrosion resistance of reinforced cement-based materials is one of the most important factors and
concerns in structures durability and safe service life. The increasing focus on durability aspects
requires developing of high knowledge-based materials, systems and technologies, which will yield
improved or new functionalities and superior performance. Therefore, the major challenge, and thus
the primary goal of a comprehensive investigation, this work being part of it, is to significantly
improve the civil structures performance by incorporating entirely innovative for these applications
materials i.e. tailored nano-polymers.
The involvement of nano particles (e.g. polymeric nano-aggregates, inorganic nano-particles, etc.) in
cement-based materials results in modified properties and characteristics [1, 2]. Their influence on the
material bulk properties, e.g. mechanical performance, permeability and microstructure were widely
investigated [3-8], results indicating increased compressive strength, matrix densification, resistance to
penetration of aggressive substances, etc. The majority of literature reports, however, deal separately
with either the cement-based bulk matrix only or the steel surface only (as within testing inhibitors for
example). Further, and to our best knowledge, there is no investigation considering simultaneously
both the steel reinforcement and the cement matrix in the presence of tailored polymeric nanoaggregates. The former, in terms of integration of electrochemistry and concrete material science is
essential for a thorough understanding of corrosion phenomena; the latter – employment of tailored
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polymeric formations, will result in desired properties and the hereby aimed self-healing mechanisms
in the event of detrimental influence.
This work summarizes main results from several series of experiments, so far performed with regard
to the above mentioned aims. The hereby presented cases refer to the following research streams:
1. Illustration of the feasibility for self-healing: tests in model solutions, representing the pore
water in cementitious materials, where a “self-healing” agent is released from the so called hybrid
particles as a result of external trigger (pH change in this case);
2. Assessment of the electrochemical behavior of steel in model solutions, the electrochemical
behavior of reinforcing steel and the steel/cement paste interface in reinforced mortar specimens in
conditions of chloride induced corrosion, compared to control, non-corroding cases with and without
the involvement of polymeric nano-aggregates.
3. Investigation of bulk matrix properties and global parameters (as mechanical strength, water
permeability, porosity) of cement-based materials (mortar) in the presence of tailored nano-aggregates
(micelles and vesicles).
The outcome from each sub-stream of research is a substantial amount of results so far, revealing the
feasibility of the suggested novel approach of using tailored nano/micro-aggregates for corrosion
control in reinforced concrete. Moreover, global material properties were found to be positively
altered. For more information on different aspects of the work, including elaborated and detailed
reports on each research stream, please see [9-18].
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
2.1.1. Polymeric nano- and hybrid aggregates: Three types of polymeric aggregates were investigated:
nano-formations – micelles and vesicles and micro formations (hybrid aggregates). The nano
aggregates employed in this study were prepared from PEO113-b-PS70/218) di-block copolymer. The
copolymer was synthesized by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), employing the
macroinitiator technique. PEO113-b-PS70/218 micelles and vesicles in aqueous media were obtained via
dialysis [18]. The micelles (Fig. 1a) were used as a reference case for the influence of polymer
formations on microstructural properties of the bulk matrix or on the electrochemical behavior of steel.
The vesicles (Fig.1b) served already as “carriers” of active (healing) substance, to be released in the
bulk matrix or at the steel/cement paste interface as a result of external trigger (i.e. corrosion initiation,
pH drop, carbonation). Both micelles and vesicles were employed in very low concentrations: 0.0024
wt. % of nano-aggregates were present in chloride-free and chloride-containing model solutions; 0.006
wt.% per mortar weight were present in reinforced mortar specimens.
The hybrid aggregates (Fig.1c) are slightly different formation, which at this stage is both micro and
nano-sized. The composite particles were synthesized through a layer-by-layer adsorption of
oppositely charged ploy-electrolytes on CaO crystals (PDADMAC/PAA/ PDADMAC over CaO).
Polyelectrolytes: poly(diallyldimethyl-ammonium chloride) PDADM AC, 4.10-2 g/l; Poly(acrylic
acid), sodium salt, PAA, 4.10-2 g/l. The particles concentration was 3.10-2 g/l (in demi-water). In the
hereby tested model solutions, particle concentration was 4.9.10-4 g/l. For more details on
investigations with all three formations, please see [9-18].
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a)

b)

c)

Fig.1 (a) micelles (TEM); vesicles (TEM); hybrid aggregates (ESEM)

2.1.2. Model liquid environment: The model solution (simulating concrete pore water) was cement
extract (CE), prepared by mixing Portland cement CEM I 42.5 and water in a ratio of 1:1 and filtrating
the suspension after 24h. The so obtained CE was used as received (as a control case) at pH of 12.6 or
modified in two ways: 1st – by adding 5% NaCl (for investigating corrosion behavior of steel
electrodes, treated at different time intervals), pH of 12.6 remains; 2nd – by correcting the pH to pH 9
and pH 3 in order to investigate “self-healing” agent release within pH drop.
2.1.3. Steel electrodes in model solutions: Preliminary tests in the above specified solutions were
conducted, using steel electrodes (low-carbon steel St37) with service area of 0.7 cm2 to 4cm2 i.e. this
investigation was related to corrosion behavior of steel in model CE solutions containing nano/micro
aggregates (micelles, vesicles and hybrid aggregates). There was no special pretreatment for the steel
electrodes, only grinding, polishing, acetone cleaning and water rinsing before testing. The control
cases are those, where only nano/micro aggregates are involved and these cases are compared to
aggregates-free solutions. The “corroding” cases are those, where 5%NaCl was added to all solution
types as corrosion initiator.
2.1.4. Mortar and reinforced mortar specimens: Mortar specimens (cubes of 40x40x40 mm) and
reinforced mortar (cylinders of h=150 mm, d= 40 mm, embedded “as received steel FeB500 HWL of
d=8mm) were cast from OPC CEM I 42.5 (the same cement as used for the model CE solutions). The
cement-to-sand ratio was 1:3 and water-to-cement ratio was 0.5. All specimens were cured in fog
room (20ºC, 98%RH) before testing (7 days curing). The ordinary mortar mixtures are as above
specified; the modified mixtures contained admixed polymeric nano-aggregates (core-shell
micelles/vesicles: PEO113-b-PS218 for the cylinders and PEO113-b-PS70 for the cubes). The micelles (or
vesicles) were added to the mortar mixture during casting as a solution (i.e. the mixing water for the
modified specimens was a solution of aggregates in concentration of 0.5 g/l; concentration per mortar
weight was 0.006 wt.%).
2.2. Methods
With regard to the experimental results and discussion, which this paper briefly summarizes, the
following methods and techniques are relevant.
2.2.1. Tests in model solutions and electrochemical behavior of steel:
- Scanning electron microscopy, coupled with EDX analysis (using ESEM Philips XL30);
- Open circuit potential mapping (OCP), Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Potentiodynamic polarization (PDP), using EcoChemie Autolab.
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2.2.2. Mortar and reinforced mortar:
- Standard compressive strength tests, conducted on 40 × 40 × 40 mm3 mortar cubes, 3 replicates per
certain curing age;
- Microstructure and image analysis (for porosity and pore size distribution) ESEM for imaging and
visualization of morphological and microstructure investigation; OPTIMAS software was used for
image analysis (for image analysis, a set of ESEM images of the cement matrix was obtained in
backscattered electron (BSE) mode with the magnification of 500x. The results are an average of 35
locations per sample (details about the sample preparation and procedures as reported in [19-21]).
- Water permeability measurements: the specimens were cured for 7 days in sealed conditions; water
saturated before the test and placed in the permeability cells, subject to a constant hydrostatic pressure
of about 7 bars. The coefficient of permeability K [m/s] was calculated using Darcy’s Law [19].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Hybrid aggregates in model solutions
Identifying micelles and/or vesicles contribution to corrosion control via self-healing agent release is
complicated for visualisation, considering the dimension of these particles (50 – 250 nm) and the high
level heterogeneity of the concerned systems (cement-based reinforced materials). Further, the
intended for use tailored polymeric aggregates (nano or micro) are formations, serving far different
purposes, as drug delivery for example, rather then the hereby studied phenomena in alkaline medium
(liquid or solid). Consequently, some of the research aspects concern: proper choice of the polymeric
formations, proper choice of the substance that they carry, size, behaviour in alkaline medium etc.
Additionally, their addition to concrete as a ‘solid” electrolyte and the complexity of the involved
hydration mechanisms, thus also particles/cement interactions, need to be well clarified in advance.
Therefore, the aimed improvement of material properties was initially studied by investigating the
performance of the previously introduced hybrid aggregates in model solutions of different pH values.
This preliminary research tries to answer two questions: - first - to determine if and how the
morphology of the aggregates (Fig.1c) is altered within pH change, Fig.2 (which would be normally
the case within corrosion initiation at the steel surface) and to observe if there will be changes in the
CaO concentration within the “core” of the particle, the “shell” and the surrounding bulk; - second – to
determine if the hereby used hybrid formations (Fig.1c) have any impact on corrosion behaviour of
steel in alkaline medium, with and without chlorides, and thus to make the path for further
investigation in a real cement-based system.
The tests for morphological changes and composition of the hybrid particles include experiments in 12
types of solutions (6 cases are hereby briefly presented, for more information, pls see [13]). The
solution, containing hybrid particles in concentration of 3.10-2 g/l was as received with a pH of 11.8.
This solution was corrected for pH to values of 9 and 3. Similarly, model solutions (cement extract
with 4.9.10-4 g/l hybrid particles) were prepared: CE (as received) at pH 12.6 and CE corrected to pH 9
and 3. A droplet of each solution was vacuum evaporated on a glass holder and observed by ESEM
and EDX for morphological changes of the particles and composition of the core/shell at different pH
values (semi-quantification is derived by EDX i.e. relative values are hereby discussed, absolute
concentrations are not claimed). The results at different pH values “visualise” the mechanisms of
particle core “release” due to pH induced changes (i.e. the event of “self-healing” agent release as a
result of external trigger).
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Fig.2 Hybrid particles (from as received solution, demi water) at pH 11.8 (a), pH 9 (b) and pH 3 (c); Hybrid particles
from CE solution at pH 12.6 (d), pH 9 (e) and pH 3 (f) [22].

Fig. 2 presents the morphology of the hybrid aggregates at pH 11.8, as received (a), at pH 9 (b) and at
pH 3 (c). Similarly Figs. 2 d) to f) present the observation of particle morphology in cement extract at
pH levels 12.6, 9 and 3. Table 1 gives the EDX analysis for Ca content in the particles’ core and shell
for the as received solutions (Fig.2 a-c) and for the CE solutions (Fig.2 e-f).
Table 2 – EDX spot analysis for Ca
as received solution

CE + particles

pH 11.8

pH 9

pH 3

core

shell

core

shell

core

shell

43.2

17.2

14.7

24.6

7.8

8.2

pH 12.6
63.9

7.6

pH 9
43.1

4.6

pH 3
12.3

9.6

In both solutions (as received of particles in demi-water and in CE with particles) the changes in
amounts of calcium denotes for CaO release (originally in the core) towards the shell and further in the
bulk. As can be observed from Fig.2, the morphology of the particles changes within a pH drop from
11.8 to 9, corresponding also to a decrease of the Ca content in the “core” and increase in the ”shell”.
Further, within a pH change from 9 to 3, the polymers vanish (dissolve) and are not detected for the
‘as received” solution (Fig.2c), calcium-containing compounds are only detected in the bulk, whereas
for CE + particles solution, the hybrid aggregates, although significantly re-structured are still present
at pH 3 (Fig.2f).
The electrochemical behaviour of steel electrodes in these model solutions (with and without particles
and with and without NaCl) was investigated. The measurements were performed at certain time
intervals (from 1h to 7 days), during which the electrodes were immersed (at OCP) in the relevant
solutions.
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Fig.3 EIS response for control cells (a)[13], corroding cells (b)[13] and Rp values for all cases (c)

Figure 3 presents the EIS response of the control (non-corroding) groups of steel electrodes, in
particles-free cement extract and in particle-containing cement extract (Fig.3a), the relevant corroding
cases i.e. particles-free and particles-containing 5%NaCl solution of CE (Fig.3b) and the calculated
from PDP tests polarization resistance values (Fig.3c). As evidenced by the results from
electrochemical measurements, a concentration of 4.9.10-4 g/l leads to increased corrosion resistance
of steel, especially in NaCl containing solutions. The observed behaviour is in first approximation
denoted to increased barrier properties of the layers, when particles are present. Additionally, the
particles probably act as nucleation sites and therefore a more uniform and compact layer is formed on
the steel surface (for more details on the electrochemical study of steel in hybrid-aggregates containing
solutions, pls see [13]).
The preliminary study on the performance of the hereby investigated hybrid aggregates, containing a
CaO core and a polymer shell, in model solutions as well as the electrochemical behaviour of steel in
such solutions resulted in very promising results. The outcomes clearly show the possibility for CaO
release within pH changes in the environment, which will in turn positively influence the
electrochemical behaviour of steel. Research on admixing these type of aggregates in cement-based
materials is on-going.
3.2. Reinforced mortar, containing PEO113-b-PS218 micelles.
Considering the above preliminary studies, subject to this part of the work is microstructural
investigation of the steel/cement paste interface and the bulk matrix in reinforced mortar specimens,
with and without polymer nano-aggregates. Two main groups were investigated: group “Or” were
specimens without admixed nano-aggregates, group “Pr” were specimens cast with polymeric nanoaggregates. The specimens, immersed in water, denoted as “Or” and “Pr” served as “reference”
specimens for a comparison of microstructural and electrochemical parameters with the “corroding”
specimens (treated in 10%NaCl), denoted “Oc” and “Pc”. Figure 4 presents the steel/cement paste
interface in the “control” groups Or(a) and Pr(b) and the “corroding” groups Oc(c) and Pc(d). Similar
morphology was observed for both Or and Pr, except that for the micelles-containing specimens Pr, a
more uniform and visually higher percentage of calcium-containing (CaO, Ca(OH)2) compounds are
predominantly deposited in the vicinity of the steel surface (Fig.4b) as well as the interfacial transition
zones (ITZs) of aggregate and cement paste. For the “corroding” specimens, with and without
micelles, corrosion products were observed at the steel/cement paste interface. For the specimens
without micelles (Oc, Fig.4c), a significant accumulation and further propagation (more than 400 μm
away from the steel surface) of corrosion products into the bulk matrix was observed, whereas only a
few isolated locations of accumulated corrosion products, propagating approximately 20 μm only into
the bulk matrix, was recorded for the micelles-containing specimens Pc (Fig.4d).
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Fig.4 Micrographs of the steel/cement paste interface: reference (control) specimens Or(a) and Pr(b); corroding specimens
Oc(c) and Pc(d)

Figure 5 presents a comparison of porosity values for the bulk matrix (more than 600 μm away from
the steel surface) and porosity of the steel/cement interface (up to 50 μm from the steel surface into the
bulk) for all investigated conditions. As seen form the plot, the most homogeneous structure was
found to be in the control, micelles-free specimen Or and the corroding, micelles-containing specimen
Pc, since their bulk and interfacial porosity are almost equal. The slight differences in porosity
between corroding specimens Oc and Pc (micelle-free and micelle-containing specimens, Fig.5) can
not explain the corrosion delay observed in specimens Pc i.e. the positive effect of micelles on
electrochemical behaviour is not only related to decreased porosity in chloride containing
environment. The most plausible mechanism is increased chloride threshold and thus corrosion delay
(for more details on these mechanisms please see [16]).
Consequently, the concentration of 0.006 wt.% admixed micelles was able to influence the process of
corrosion initiation in terms of a significant corrosion delay as well as structural alterations (reduced
bulk matrix porosity). The influence of the micelles on corrosion behavior of the steel reinforcement,
as well as on bulk matrix properties and steel/cement paste interface, originates from the presence of
the micelles themselves and their influence on structural and material properties and is essentially
denoted to enhanced nucleation effect, resulting in re-distribution of hydration products (for a more
detailed information on the influence of PEO113-b-PS218 micelles on microstructure and corrosion
behavior, please see [10-13, 16,17])
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Fig.5 Bulk matrix and steel/cement paste interface porosity for control specimens Or and Pr and corroding specimens Oc and
Pc

3.3. Plain mortar, containing PEO113-b-PS70 micelles and vesicles.
The investigations with hybrid aggregates and micelles in model solutions, plain and reinforced mortar
(as partly presented above) have shown very promising results [10, 11, 17, 18, 22, 23] in terms of
increased corrosion resistance, reduced porosity, slightly increased compressive strength etc. The
presently on-going investigation on corrosion control in reinforced concrete concerns micelles and
vesicles comprising shorter hydrophobic blocks (PS70). These were admixed in mortar, using the same
as previously employed concentration of 0.006 wt.% per mortar weight. A brief introduction to part of
the results so far is presented in this section (for more details on reported results from these still ongoing investigations, please see [9-18]).

Fig.6 Compressive strength for micelle-free (ref) and micelle-containing (nano) mortar at hydration ages of 1day, 7 days,
14days and 28 days [15].

Compressive strength was recorded for micelle-containing mortar cubes at different hydration ages.
The results for both control (micelle-free) and “nano” (micelle-containing) mortar cubes are shown in
Fig. 6. Except for the 1d stage, the compressive strength of the “nano” sample was slightly higher than
that of the control sample. The results indicate that the compressive strength of mortar is slightly
improved when micelles are present in the matrix.
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Fig.7 Porosity values at different hydration ages for micelle-free (control) and micelle-containing (nano) specimens (a); water
permeability for control, micelle-containing and vesicle-containing specimens (b)

Porosity and permeability of the bulk cementitious matrix are considered to be one of the most
important parameters, affecting concrete durability. Concrete with higher permeability allows faster
penetration of gases, liquids and other aggressive aggregates such as chlorides, resulting in rapid
corrosion of the reinforcing steel. The permeability of concrete is related to its microstructure,
especially the volume, size distribution, connectivity and shape of the pores [24].
The porosity of both the control and nano specimens is shown in Fig.7a). The results were calculated
from the image analysis of 35 locations per sample. As seen from the plot, the incorporated micelles
have a significant influence on the microstructure of the cement matrix, especially at early stages: at
1day of cement hydration approx. 15% porosity is relevant for the control specimen, whereas approx.
9% porosity is recorded for the “nano” specimen. Apparently, the micelles (even in the very low
concentration of 0.006 wt%) resulted in a significant densification of the bulk matrix which is well in
line with the lower water permeability results for the “nano specimen” – Fig.7b).
Fig.7b) depicts the recorded water permeability for a control (aggregates-free) matrix, compared to
micelle- and vesicle containing mortar matrix (permeability was recorded after 7 days curing). As seen
from the plot, the coefficient of water permeability K for the “Nano samples” is about 3 orders of
magnitude lower than the control (Ref) ones (7.32*e-14 m/s for nano sample, compared to 6.09*e-11 m/s
for control sample). Obviously, a very low concentration of PEO113-b-PS70 micelles is able to
significantly reduce the water permeability of the mortar matrix. Similarly, the permeability is reduced
in the presence of vesicles, resulting, however, in slightly higher permeability values, compared to the
micelle-modified matrix.
The effect of PEO113-b-PS70 micelles on the global bulk matrix properties (including microstructural
properties) is due to the “role” of the micelles, acting as nucleation sites for the formation of new
hydration products, thus resulting in a more uniform matrix, The investigations are in line with the
previously reported results on the effect of PEO113-b-PSPS218 micelles [10-13, 16, 17] part of which
were previously presented and discussed hereby. The investigation on vesicles (“empty” such and
already including a “self-healing” agent) is on-going.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper briefly summarized main outcomes from on-going investigation on a novel
approach to corrosion control in reinforced cement-based systems. The approach contains two main
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aspects: innovative for the field of civil engineering implementation of tailored nano/micro aggregates
and autonomous self-healing.
The former (tailored aggregates) so far proves to be a feasible approach for corrosion control,
evidenced by the significant influence of minimal concentration of nano aggregates on material
properties: achieved corrosion delay, substantial reduction of water permeability and reduced porosity.
The latter (self-healing aspects) is still under investigation. Preliminary results in model solutions
show promising results, “visualizing” the feasibility of the concept itself: the investigated hybrid
aggregates, containing a Ca-rich core and a polymer shell appear to be affected by pH change in the
environment, exhibiting altered morphology and re-structuring, which in turn leads to the release of
the Ca-rich substance. Further, steel electrodes, treated in solutions in the presence of hybrid
aggregates, exhibits increased corrosion resistance.
On-going is the investigation on corrosion control via self-healing mechanisms in the presence of
nano-aggregates (vesicles) and hybrid aggregates in reinforced mortar specimens.
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CURRENT PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPMENT IN FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION
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Abstract
One of the most widely used processes of SO2 removal from flue gases is absorption by slurry
containing CaCO3. The existing installations are designed for big capacity boilers and provide low
degree of absorption. The stringent environmental protection regulations for SO2 emissions in EU call
for better solutions. The aim of the present discussion on the current problems and achievements in
gas desulfurization is to help the finding of the proper direction of the efforts for developing of a new
technology and the choice of apparatuses and equipment.
Key words: wet flue gas desulfurization, SO2 removal efficiency, bisulfite oxidation, lime, limestone,
slurry, gypsum, scrubber.
1. INTRODUCTION
The great problem of desulfurization of flue gases from combustion systems is solved, but only
partially, for big steam generators with installation proposed by foreign companies. The achieved
economically grounded percentage of SO2 removal efficiency is about 95 % [1-3]. In Bulgaria the
Consortium Klockner Industrie - Anlagen GmbH / S-H-U Saarberg Umwelttechnik GmbH in the
period 1997 – 2002 realized a project “Desulfurization installation for 7th and 8th blocks of Thermal
Power Station “Maritza Iztok 2”. The experience is published in a report [4] showing that after a long
term operation and enhancement the installation has reached its planned degree of absorption of 90%.
Of all desulfurization technologies the most widely used are those with production of gypsum as a byproduct and not because of economical advantages but because the gypsum can be used in great
quantities as a building material or can be disposed as a waste product in lack of market. The height of
the absorbers of this technology is over 20 m and even at relatively low degree of desulfurization from
environment protection point of view. Classical packed bed columns which could decrease
significantly the height of the absorption apparatuses are practically not used because of apprehension
of packing fouling problems. The present work is a review of the main principles, technological
solutions and recent study results on flue gas desulfurization (FGD) with an emphasis on wet
limestone-gypsum technology, the most common FGD process. It is based on a report from 1978 [1],
covering the period of the most rapid development of the investigations in that area, study results
reported at a specialized Colloquium in 1983 [2] and resent research during the last 15 years.
FGD is the process of removing sulfur oxides, primarily SO2, from combustion gases. The latter are
contacted with an absorbent medium in either an absorber or a scrubber vessel [1]. The SO2 is
absorbed, neutralized and /or oxidized by the alkaline reagent into a solid compound, either calcium or
sodium sulfate. The solid is removed from the waste gas stream using downstream equipment.
Scrubbers are classifies as once-through (non- regenerable) or regenerable, based on how the solids
generated by the process are handled [5]. Once-though systems either dispose the spent sorbent as a
waste or utilize it as a byproduct. Regenerable systems recycle the sorbent back into the system. Both
types of systems can be further categorized as wet, dry, or semi-dry: wet scrubbing using a slurry of
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sorbent, usually limestone or lime, to scrub the gases; semi-dry scrubbing (spray dryers) using similar
sorbent slurries and dry systems, injecting pneumatically powdered sorbent. There are approximately
about 20 different kinds of SO2 removal techniques available [6]. In 2000 there were about 680 FGD
systems installed in 27 countries worldwide and 140 were under construction or planned in 9 countries
[7]. According to the statistics data published in [5] FGD scrubbers have been applied to combustion
units firing coal and oil that range in size from 5 MW to 1500 MW. Dry scrubbers and spray scrubbers
have generally been applied to units smaller than 300 MW. Approximately 85% of the FGD units
installed in the US are wet scrubbers, 12% are spray dry systems and 3% are dry injection systems.
The highest SO2 removal efficiencies (greater than 90%) are achieved by wet scrubbers. The capital,
operating and maintenance costs per short ton (907.18474 kg) of SO2 removed (in 2001 US dollars)
are: for wet scrubbers larger than 400 MW, the cost is $200 to $500 per ton; for wet scrubbers smaller
than 400 MW, the cost is $500 to $5 000 per ton, for spray dry scrubbers larger than 200 MW, the cost
is $150 to $300 per ton, for spray dry scrubbers smaller than 200 MW, the cost is $500 to $4 000 per
ton.
2. WET FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION SYSTEMS
In a wet system, flue gas is ducted to a spray tower where an aqueous slurry of sorbent, typically
limestone or lime, is injected into the flue gas [5]. SO2 dissolves into the slurry droplets where it reacts
with the alkaline particulates. The absorber effluent is sent to a reaction tank where SO2- alkali
reaction is completed forming neutral salt. In limestone forced oxidation air is added to the reaction
tank which oxidizes the spent slurry to gypsum [5]. The gypsum is removed prior to the slurry being
recycled to the absorber.
2.1. Lime slurry flue gas desulfurization systems
Lime slurry scrubbing is a wet scrubbing process that uses lime slurry to remove SO2 from flue gas
[1]. Dry calcium oxide (CaO) is fed to the system and reacted with water to form a slurry. This slurry
is contacted with the flue gas and absorbs SO2. The SO2 reacts with the slurry to form calcium sulfite,
which is removed from the system as a sludge. The flue gas flows from the boiler into electrostatic
precipitator’s, where 99 percent of the particulate is removed. The flue gas then flows through an
induced draft fan into the absorber module. Lime is fed from a feed bin to a slaker, where it is slurried
with fresh water, diluted with recycled water and fed into the reaction tank. A bleed stream from the
recirculating slurry goes to a thickener, the underflow from which is pumped to the sludge pond. Pond
water and overflow from the thickener are returned to the system. Makeup water enters as mist
eliminator wash and as fresh water feed to the slaker. Clean gas from the scrubber absorber is
reheated, using heated air, and discharged to the stack. From the process material balance it is seen
that at coal sulfur content of 3.5% the SO2 removal efficiency in these installations is 90%. The sludge
oxidation CaSO3/CaSO4 ratio is 90:10. The liquid to gas (L/G) ratio in the absorber is 5.3 l/m3. The
SO2 removal efficiency of the FGD system at Green River Power Station is even lower only 80%. In
the Mohave Test Plant at coal sulfur content of 0.8% the SO2 removal efficiency is 95%, increasing
significantly with increasing of the L/G ratio. At initial sulfur concentration of 200 ррm, the SO2
removal efficiency reaches 80%. The theoretical effect of L/G ratio on SO2 removal efficiency is
shown in Fig. 1 for a spray tower predicted by a mathematical model for the Shawnee plant, based on
test data. It is seen that at the same other conditions the SO2 removal efficiency at рН 6 is 70% and at
рН 9- about 92%.
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Fig. 1. Liquid to gas ratio and scrubber inlet pH versus predicted and measured SO2 removal, spray
tower with lime slurry, Shawnee plant, [1, Fig. 3-15]
2.2. Limestone slurry flue gas desulfurization systems
According to the limestone slurry method calcium hydroxide is replaced by finely ground calcium
carbonate (limestone). Since the sulfurous acid obtained in SO2 dissolving is many times stronger than
the carbonic acid, the calcium carbonate turns into calcium bisulfite and calcium sulfite. Like in the
lime slurry method by the oxygen of the flue gases and especially by air fed in the system it turns into
CaSO4 2H2O which is transformed by drying to gypsum (CaSO4.0,5H2O) for building material. The
first system of this type in USA started operation in 1965. Part of the ground limestone is passed into
the boiler and the rest in the absorption unit for additional reduction of the SO2 concentration in flue
gas. The presented data for 12 installations built in the period 1965-1977 shows that the degree of
decreasing of SO2 emissions varies from 50 to 92%. Fig. 2 [1] presents a flow diagram of the
installation built at one of the boilers of La Gygne No 1 Power Station. The flue gas after the air heater
enters the Venturi scrubber, it is subjected to jets of limestone slurry injected through nozzles on the
walls of the vessel. The liquid-gas stream flows downward through the Venturi throat restriction,
where the gas contacts the atomized liquid droplets. As the gas leaves the Venturi and enters the
disengagement chamber, its velocity decreases. This reduction in velocity separates the limestone
slurry droplets from the quenched gas. The slurry drains into the recirculation tank. Gas enters the SO2
absorption tower at the base and moves upward through two sieve trays in series. As the gas passes
through the 34.9-mm-diameter holes of the sieve trays, it contacts a shower of limestone slurry, which
is sprayed into the path of the rising gas. The scrubbed gas then passes through a third sieve tray,
which collects slurry carryover and reduces the load on the demister. The gas then passes through a
chevron demister, where the remaining fine droplets are collected. The flue gas is then heated before it
enters a plenum common to all modules and is discharged to the stack through induced-draft fans. The
Venturi and the absorber tower of each module share a common limestone slurry recirculation tank, in
which the pH is maintained between 5.5 and 6.0. The pH is monitored by means of a cell located in
the slurry feed to the Venturi nozzles. A hydrocyclone has been installed in the slurry circuit of each
module to remove large particles. The liquid level in the recirculation tank is maintained by pumping
excess liquor to the sludge disposal pond. The SO2 removal efficiency of the unit varies from 76-83%.
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Fig.2. Flow diagram of one of the 8 FGD modules- La Gygne No 1, [1, Fig. 3-27].
The presented data for 17 Japanese installations of this type show that their SO2 removal efficiency
varies from 84 to 99%. In all cases the initial SO2 concentration in the flue gas is low from 0.04 to
0.16 %. In Fig. 3 data is presented for the influence of the L/G ratio at different values of pH on the
SO2 removal efficiency in the Shawnee Plant operating with the same technology. It is seen in Fig. 3
that the pH reduction leads to significant reduction of SO2 removal efficiency. Some other results for
the same system are presented in Fig. 4. In the same plant the influence of the Mg++ ion concentration
on the SO2 removal efficiency with limestone slurry is studied. The results are presented in Fig. 5. The
favorable influence of the Mg++ ion concentration on the absorption efficiency is due to the increased
solubility of the respective magnesium salts which act as carriers of the SO2 to the limestone particles.
2.3. Double alkali flue gas desulfurization systems
Double alkali technique involves absorption of SO2 by an alkaline solution, generally sodium salt
solution, in the scrubbing device and treatment of the scrubber effluent with lime or limestone in a
separate reactor outside the scrubber loop. Calcium sulfites and sulfates are precipitated and discarded,
whereas the scrubbing liquor is regenerated and returned to the loop. The process can achieve very
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high SO2 removal efficiency, but because of complexity it is inapplicable to middle and small capacity
plants.

Fig. 3. Liquid to gas ratio and scrubber inlet pH versus predicted and measured SO2 removal- spray
tower with limestone - Shawnee plant [1, Fig. 3-30]

Fig. 4. Influence of scrubber inlet pH on SO2 removal Fig.5. Influence of liquid to gas ratio on SO2
efficiency at various liquid to gas ratios, spray tower removal efficiency at various magnesium ion
with limestone- Shawnee plant [1, Fig. 3-32]
concentrations, spray tower with limestoneShawnee plant [1, Fig. 3-33]
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3. METTHODS OF WET FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION
In the materials of a Colloquium [2] held in 1983 advanced for that time methods and absorbers for
removal of SO2, NOx and dust from flue gases were described and commented.
3.1. Saarberg-Hölter-Lurgi method
One of the first installations of FGD in Germany was realized by the Consortium Saarberg [2, p. 89]
employing the method of Saarberg- Hölter- Lurgi. It uses lime slurry as an absorbent. A substantial
characteristic of the method is addition of small quantities of organic acid in the slurry, 0.5-1 g/l. The
presence of the acid leads to slurry buffering and maintaining of constant pH.
3.2. Bischoff method
The FGD with obtaining of gypsum by the Bischoff method is described in [2, p.73-76]. In principle
the absorption process with obtaining of calcium sulfite from calcium carbonate and SO2 is similar to
the commented above. The oxidation occurs in an acidic medium by the oxygen of the air. Acidifying
by sulfuric acid is necessary for the transforming of the sulfite into soluble bisulfite, with the aim to
conduct the oxidation in the liquid phase and to avoid the process control by the oxygen transfer from
the liquid phase to the solid calcium sulfite. The oxidation process occurs in a separate oxidation zone
of the reactor with bubbling air. At the same time it takes away also the CO2 formed by the reaction of
calcium carbonate, not reacted in the absorber, with the sulfuric acid or with the calcium bisulfate.
3.3. Two stage absorption method
Results of the industrial operation of a FGD system of the Consortium KRC/EVT, are commented in
[2, p. 77-82]. The applied method is two-stage absorption with a limestone slurry. The flow diagram is
presented in Fig. 6, [2, p. 77]. The scheme of the absorber is shown in Fig. 7 [2, p.78]. The oxidation
zone is situated at the absorber bottom in which air is passed by a compensation unit. From bottom to
top the following elements follow: the flue gas inlet, two rows of nozzles feeding slurry coming from
the hydrocyclone, Fig. 6, collector for passing the partially treated slurry to the absorbent tank, two
rows of nozzles feeding slurry from the absorbent tank, one raw of nozzles distributing slurry over a
film absorption packing and two successive rows of droplets capturing packing washed from below by
process water through nozzles. The advantage of the two-stage absorption, especially with variable
regime of SO2 concentration in the flue gases, is the possibility in the second stage down the gas
stream to maintain a great excess of limestone, practically with no excess for the process as a whole.
Thus in the second stage pH is kept in the range 6-7. The shortcoming is that at this pH calcium sulfite
coats the calcium carbonate particles, which impedes the contact of the sulfurous acid with the calcium
carbonate inside. This shortcoming is overcome in the first stage down the gas stream, where because
of the increased SO2 concentration, the slurry pH drops and the calcium sulfite is dissolved to bisulfite.
By the oxygen of the fed air the bisulfite is oxidized to bisulfate from which calcium sulfate bihydrate
is deposed and leaves the system as gypsum. After drying and partial dehydration to hemihydrate, it is
used for building material. The absorption degree of these systems varies from 92 to 98% dependent
on the conditions. In Fig. 8, [2, p. 83] a scheme of the absorber of the Steinmüller Company is shown.
The gas enters the apparatus from the top through an inlet coaxial duct and passes into Venturi throat
restrictions. Just before that it is subject to jets of limestone slurry. Due to the strong turbulence in the
restrictions the droplets are pulverized and the absorption rate is high. The gas flow turns contrariwise
through a ring duct in countercurrent to the slurry fed by nozzles. Upwards droplets capturing zone
follows subjected to water jets and the purified gas leaves the apparatus.
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Fig.6. Flow diagram of the KRC
method. [2, p. 77].

Fig. 7. Absorption tower [2, p. 78]
a- droplets catching zone; b- film absorption packing; c- spray
zone; d- collector; i- spray zone; f- oxidation zone.

Fig. 8. Two-stage Ventury absorber, Steinmüller, [2, p. 83.]
HL-maximal level; NL-operation level; LL-minimal level.
The second construction shown schematically in Fig. 9, [2, Fig.7, p.85], is characterized by low
pressure drop. The capacity of this apparatus reaches 2 million m3/h. The flow diagram is presented in
Fig. 10, [2, Fig. 14, p. 78]. It is shown that the integration of the oxidation zone into the apparatus does
not lead to reduction of the degree of absorption and limestone utilization.
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Fig. 9. Two-stage absorber, Steinmüller
[2, Fig. 7, p.85]

Fig. 10. Two-stage absorption flow diagram, Steinmüller,
[2, Fig. 14, p.87]

The desulfurization system of the Heilbronn Power Station is similar to that shown above. The
absorption is conducted at a temperature of 45-46oC. Fig. 11, [2, Fig. 3, p. 95], is a scheme of its unit
for drying of calcium sulfate bihydrate to gypsum, calcium sulfate hemihydrate, for building material.

Fig.11. Unit for drying of calcium sulfate bihydrate to gypsum,
Heilbronn Power Station, [2, Fig. 3, p. 95]
4. KEY PROBLEMS OF THE STUDIES ON WET FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION IN THE
LAST 15 YEARS
An overview of wet FGD systems Fig. 12 and dry FGD systems using limestone as an absorbent is
presented in [8].
Oxidation tower-separated type

In-absorption tower oxidation type

Fig. 12. Limestone-gypsum process-based desulfurizers, [8]
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4.1. Bulgarian experience in wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD)
In order to answer the European regulations for Environment protection and to optimize the equipment
operation Maritzha Iztok 2 Power Plant 1450 MW has started large projects for building of FGD
systems and rehabilitation of the plant blocks. The aim is to reduce the harmful emissions of the flue
gases and dust concentration, to decrease the SO2 emissions with 94% and to increase the power
production with 156 MW [9]. Large scale tests are performed [4] in the FGD system of 7th and 8th
blocks of Maritzha Iztok 2 Pawer Plant, burning lignite coal with sulfur content from 2.5-6%. The
system is of wet limestone type with forced oxidation, Fig. 13. Its cost is 110 million DM. The main
contractor is the German Consortium Klockner INA/SHU. For operation of the FGD system of 7th and
8th block of 6500 h/year the average reduction of the emissions of SO2 is 200 000 t. Besides the SO2
the system removes from the gases also HCl and HF. The flow chart and the basic units are similar to
those shown in Fig. 13 with additional feeding of air at the mixers of the settler. The limestone for the
slurry with particle size 0-10 mm is subjected to wet milling. The slurry passes into hydrocyclones for
separation. The upper slurry stream is fed in the limestone slurry tanks. The slurry characteristics there
are the following: solid phase content 25%, particle size R63 ≤ 10. The so prepared slurry is passed to
the absorber by pumps. The flue gas after the boiler enters the absorber above the free liquid surface
and flows upward through the apparatus. The slurry consisting mainly of water, gypsum and limestone
is pumped from the bottom of the absorber to its upper part and is sprayed by a system of nozzles in a
countercurrent to the gas. The water absorbs SO2, HCl и HF. At the next stage the limestone and the
oxygen react with the dissolved gases to produce gypsum, calcium chloride and calcium fluoride. The
oxygen is fed in the absorber by the compressor for oxidizing air directly into the settler.

Fig. 13. WFGD system of 7th and 8th blocks of Maritzha Iztok 2 Power Plant, [4]
1- Untreated flue gas inlet; 2- Flue gas cleaning, 3- Reheating of treated flue gas, 4- Treated flue gas
outlet, 5- Limestone milling, 6- Gypsum slurry separation, 7- Gypsum dewatering, 8- Oxidation air.
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There the obtained gypsum crystals grow bigger. The big particles gypsum is separated in a system of
slurry pumps and hydrocyclones. The slurry of the upper stream goes back into the absorber and the
dense consisting big particles gypsum slurry is passed according to the needs to excavator pump
station or to the band vacuum filters of the dewatering system. The gypsum containing 10 % free
moisture is stored by band conveyor in a depot for dry gypsum from where it can be transported by
train or trucks. The filtrate goes back into the limestone slurry system or into the absorber. It has been
noted that the degree of the dissociation reaction
SO2(aq) + H2O ↔ HSO3- + H+
increases with increasing of pH from 0 to 4.5 leading to a reduction of the concentration of the
dissolved not dissociated SO2 and to an increase of the bisulfite ions concentration in the liquid. For
pH over 4.5 the bisulfite ions start dissociating to sulfite
HSO- ↔ SO- + H+.
In increasing pH over 5.5 the sulfite ions concentration increases significantly at the expense of the
bisulfite ions. The obtaining of sulfite ions is unwanted because in the reaction of CaCO3 of the
limestone calcium sulfite is obtained which covers the limestone particles and leads to blocking effect
as a result of which the calcium carbonate stops to react.
4.2. Optimization of WFGD processes by computer simulation
A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model for a flue gas desulfurization plant of the wet scrubber
type, and its application to an operating plant is presented in [3]. The sorbent used is limestone, and,
after cleaning the flue gases, the limestone slurry is collected in an oxidation tank for the production of
gypsum. The essential mass-transfer mechanisms are accounted for, as are also the main chemical
kinetics leading to the formation of gypsum. The model is applied to the FGD plant of the Teruel
Power Station located in Andorra (Teruel, Spain), fired with a high-sulfur coal (up to 4,5 percent), and
the FGD system has been designed for a desulfurization capacity of 1.4 million Nm3/h for a
desulfurization efficiency better than 90 %. Validation of the model is conducted by comparison with
available plant data for two levels of sulfur contents in the coal (3.5 and 4.5 percent) and two
desulfurization efficiencies (50 and 95 %). The absorber consists of a cocurrent and a counter-current
tower (Fig. 14). The flue gas enters the device through the cocurrent section, where it is showered with
the limestone slurry injected through the limestone nozzles. While flue gases and slurry flow in this
cocurrent section, SO2 from the gas is partially absorbed into the slurry. At the bottom of the absorber
there is a slurry oxidation and neutralization tank. The cocurrent slurry droplets disengage from the
gas flow and fall to the tank, while the gases turn 180o towards the counter-flow section of the
absorber, where it is further sprayed with limestone slurry. In the counter-current stream, a grid
enhances the contact between gas and slurry. The counter-current slurry falls into the tank, while the
flue gas leaves the FGD plant after passing through two arrays of mist eliminators. Thus, in the
absorber the slurry pH decreases as SO2 is absorbed, and in the tank it increases due to the dissolution
of limestone and the CO2 desorption. The range of values agrees well with plant observations, which
indicate that pH in the tank is between 5.2 and 5.6. The isosurfaces of SO2 concentration in Fig. 15
show that the cocurrent section of the absorber accounts for most of the SO2 removal; and also in all
cases the influence of the residence time on the SO2-concentration pattern in the countercurrent section
is apparent. For the calculated desulfurization efficiency it is commented that while other similar
plants attain this degree of desulfurization efficiency with the addition of organic acids, this plant
relies on greater slurry-gas ratios, lower flue gas velocities and finer limestone-particle size.
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Fig. 14. Schematic of the FGD plant, [3].

Fig. 15. Contours of SO2 concentration
(ppmv, dry basis) in the absorber, case a, [3]

4.3. The effect of adding organic acid and limestone characteristics on the wet desulfurization
The SO2 removal efficiency of wet FGD plants using CaCO3 as sorbent can be improved by the
addition of various organic acids. Another way is by using a limestone type with a fine particle size
distribution. In [10] the effects of adding an organic acid or using a limestone with a fine particle size
distribution have been examined in a wet flue gas desulfurization pilot plant with the aim of
optimization of the plant with respect to the degree of desulfurization and the residual limestone
content of the gypsum. In contrast to earlier investigations with organic acids, all essential process
parameters, i.e. gas phase concentration profiles of SO2, slurry pH profiles, and residual limestone in
the gypsum, were considered. Slurry concentrations of adipic acid in the range of 0–7 mM were
employed. The overall degree of desulfurization in the plant increased from 83% at 0 mM to 90% at 3
mM and the residual limestone level was reduced from 4.6 to 1.4 wt%. Increasing the slurry
concentration of adipic acid above 3 mM gave only a slightly higher degree of desulfurization. The
wet FGD model of Kiil et al. [11] was extended to include buffer systems and verified against
experimental data. It was used as a tool to identify the optimal organic acid dissociation constants (as
pKa values) and concentration levels at different operating conditions. At a holding tank pH of 5.5 and
a temperature of 50oC, simulations with Bryozo limestone and a monoprotic buffer suggested that the
optimum pKa value is between 4.5 –5.5 and 5.5– 6.5 with respect to the degree of desulfurization and
the residual limestone level, respectively. Adipic acid has pKa values close to these ranges (pK1 = 4.40
and pK2 = 5.41 at 50oC). Changing limestone type (in the absence of organic acids) to one with a
lower average particle size from 20 to 4 μm increased the overall measured degree of desulfurization
from 83 to 87% and reduced the residual limestone level from 4.6 to 1.3 wt%. Increasing the holding
tank pH level from 5.5 to 5.8 affected the degree of desulfurization and the residual limestone level
only slightly. At holding tank pH levels between 5.88 and 5.90, a high degree of desulfurization was
observed, but the residual limestone content in the gypsum increased to somewhere between 19 and 30
wt%, making this pH range unsuitable for use in a full-scale plant. A pilot plant was designed to
resemble a channel in a full-scale co-current packed tower with main components a natural gas burner,
a falling film column and a holding tank. Pure SO2 is added to the flue gas, produced by the gas
burner, before it enters the falling film column, a 5 m PVC tube with an inner diameter of 3.3 cm. The
SO2 is absorbed mainly in the column, but also in the holding tank. The addition of feed mixture to the
holding tank is controlled by a pH unit which ensures a fixed pH in the range 5–6. Air is supplied to
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the holding tank for oxidation of HSO3−. The experimental work includes trials with two Danish
limestone types, Faxe Bryozo and Faxe Mikrovit and various concentrations of adipic and citric acid
are employed. Since in most full-scale plants chloride from the absorption of HCl is present in the
slurry in varying concentrations, in the experiments a steady-state concentration level Cl − of 25 g/l;
typical for a Danish wet FGD plant, was used. This concentration was maintained by adding CaCl2
2H2O(s) to the feed tank. The high chloride level lowers the limestone dissolution rate, leading to an
increase in residual limestone in the slurry. Figs.16 and 17 [10] show the effect of adding of organic
acids on desulfurization and pH profiles in the absorber for the Bryozo limestone experiments.

Fig. 16. Desulfurization in the absorber during trials
with Bryozo limestone and organic acids, [10].

Fig. 17. pH profile in the absorber during trials
with Bryozo limestone and organic acids, [10].

Another parameter of importance with regards to gypsum quality is how easily it is dewatered, [10].
The addition of citric acid in wet FGD systems decreases the gypsum particle size and might result in
increased costs for dewatering of the gypsum. Adipic acid and other organic buffers provide enhanced
transport of H+ in the liquid film between gas/liquid and liquid/solid. Another result of the addition of
adipic acid, contributing to the enhancement of SO2 absorption, is assumed to be an increase in the
liquid/gas interfacial area in the absorber and the holding tank caused by foaming.
The sulfation properties of six different natural limestone and hydrated lime slurries were investigated
in [12]. Sulfation experiments were carried out at the temperatures of 323 K and 298 K in a gaseous
mixture consisting of 5% O2, 10% CO2, 0.5% SO2 and a balance of nitrogen by volume. Total
sulfation capacities of the slurries were found to vary depending on sulfation temperature, sorbent
properties and the sorbent content of the slurry. It was determined that the total sulfation capacities of
all slurries shifted to higher values as the CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 contents of sorbents and sorbent
content of slurries increases and sulfation temperature decreases. Depending on sulfation conditions
and the sorbent properties, the total sulfation capacities of limestone and hydrated lime slurries varied
between 14.0-33.1 (mg SO3/ml slurry) and 17.4-40.4 (mg SO3/ml slurry), respectively. Regression
analysis was used to relate the total sulfation capacity values to the CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 contents of
sorbents and linear empirical equations were developed.
4.4. Modeling of desulfurization process on the basis of equilibrium and mass transfer in Ca2+- SO2 H2O system [13]
An industrial desulfurization process is modeled in [13] on the basis of equilibrium data, mass
balance, mass transfer and plant data. For the Ca2+-SO2-H2O system the equilibrium diagram at 25 °C
is constructed. The diagram presents the concentration of total SO2 combined SO2, true free SO2, the
pH value and the solubility curve for CaSO3.1/2H2O. Besides the basic chemistry occurring in the
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process, the role of relevant additional chemical species is explained. The overall desulphurization
process is studied through the analysis of the partial processes: absorption of SO2 and sulfite to
bisulfite reaction; limestone dissolution and its reaction with Ca(HSO3)2; absorption of O2, oxidation
of CaSO3 and gypsum crystallization mass balance and the mass transfer. The model is tested on the
basis of data taken from an industrial plant. The equilibrium diagram, Fig. 18, is used for a graphical
presentation of the three partial processes occurring in the industrial desulphurization process—
absorption of SO2 and sulfite to bisulfite reaction; limestone dissolution and its reaction with
Ca(HSO3)2; absorption of O2, oxidation of CaSO3 and gypsum crystallization. The design diagram,
Fig. 19, is used to present the process of absorption of SO2 and is also a useful tool for calculating the
mass transfer.

Fig. 18. Equilibrium diagram for the Ca2+-SO2-H2O
system at 25°C. At the experimentally confirmed points
the pH prediction was within 0.1 of the measured value,
[13, Fig. 1].
Here

Y=ctot _- 2 ccom,

ccom = c 2 so 3

Fig. 19. Design diagram for the Ca2+-SO2H2O system at 25OC; presentation of the
partial process of absorption of SO2, [13, Fig.
5].

+ 0.5. cHso- ,
3

ctot = c
so2

+ cso2- + cHso- .,
3

3

where c is concentration and the subscripts denote: tot- total SO3; com –combined SO3; SO32-, SO2,
HSO3- - species. The mass transfer analysis for all three partial processes has also been carried out.
The results of the mass transfer analysis have been verified by the basic mass balance and the overall
reaction, and they are within a 10% margin. The developed model is found to be an acceptable tool for
the industrial desulphurization process analysis. A sensitivity analysis of various parameters used in
the mass transfer calculations is carried out. The values are changed by ±20% and the influence of the
change on the results of the mass transfer calculation is observed. It has been concluded that the
interfacial area, which is calculated by the droplet, limestone particle or bubble diameter is of great
importance when considering the possibilities of improving the mass transfer. Namely, the interfacial
area can be enlarged by decreasing the droplet, limestone particle or bubble diameter, which is in the
process achievable by modifying or changing the nozzles or by finer limestone grinding. The height of
the layer of the suspension in the holding tank also has a significant influence on the molar flow of the
limestone.
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4.5. Use of spray dry absorption product as a sorbent in WFGD plants [14]
Since the sulfite content of the spray dry absorption product (SDAP) is the main obstacle against this
material’s useful application, it could be a possibility to oxidize SDAP in wet FGD plants [14]. An
experimental investigation of the effects on plant performance of converting SDAP to gypsum in a wet
flue gas desulfurization (FGD) pilot plant, based on the falling film principle, has been conducted in
[14]. At concentrations up to 300 g SDAP/l (feed tank basis), no scaling or plugging of pipes was
observed. The SO2 removal efficiency increased from 69 to 76.5% when increasing the concentration
of SDAP in the feed tank from 0 to 300 g/l. At the same time, the average limestone slurry feed rate
decreased from 1.62 to 0.53 l/h as a consequence of the residual content of Ca(OH)2 and CaCO3 in the
SDAP. The compounds, CaCl2·2H2O, NaF, CaF2 and Al(OH)3 were added, in various concentrations,
to the feed tank to investigate the effects of Cl-, F-, and Al3+ on the limestone reactivity. The degree of
desulfurization (in the presence of 200 g SDAP/l) increased from 75 to 78% with an increase of Clconcentration from 0 to 30 g/l and simultaneously the residual limestone content of the gypsum
increased from 2.8 to 15.8 wt%. The investigation has shown that SDAP can be used as a sorbent in
wet FGD plants and the sulfite converted to gypsum, but the observed increase in the residual
limestone level of the gypsum may give some problems in utilization of the product.
4.6. Investigations of the effects of operating parameters on desulfurization efficiency
The difficulty in the prediction of the SO2 removal from flue gas by WFGD is that the performance of
the system is related to a wide range of variables, [15]. Investigations of the effects of the operation
parameters on SO2 removal efficiency are commented below.
An experimental parameter study was conducted [16] in a pilot-scale jet bubbling reactor, Fig. 20 for
wet flue gas desulphurization. The pilot plant is downscaled from a limestone-based, gypsum
producing full-scale wet FGD plant. Important process parameters, such as slurry pH, inlet flue gas
concentration of SO2, reactor temperature, and slurry concentration of Cl- have been varied. The
degree of desulfurization, residual limestone content of the gypsum, liquid phase concentrations, and
solids content of the slurry were measured during the experimental series. The SO2 removal efficiency
increased from 66.1% to 71.5% when the reactor slurry pH was changed from 3.5 to 5.5. Addition of
Cl- in the form of CaCl2 2H2O) to the slurry (25 g Cl-/l) increased the degree of desulfurization to
above 99%, due to the onset of extensive foaming, which substantially increased the gas–liquid
contact area. An increase in the inlet flue gas SO2 concentration from 502 to 991 ppmv led to a
decrease in the SO2 removal efficiency from 80.1% to 69.4%. A temperature increase from 296 to 323
K caused a reduction in the degree of desulfurization from 69.4% to 68.1%, but this result is almost
within the experimental uncertainty. The residual limestone level in the gypsum formed increased with
increasing values of reactor slurry pH, inlet flue gas SO2 concentration, and slurry Cl- concentration.

Fig. 20. Schematic illustration of a full-scale jet bubbling reactor, [16, Fig. 1].
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The effects of operating parameters on desulfurization efficiency of a dual-alkali FGD process in a
rotating-stream-tray (RST) scrubber Figs. 21, 22 are investigated experimentally in [17] and presented
in Fig. 23. A dimensionless factor, ε, is proposed in this study to predict desulfurization efficiency of
this dual-alkali FGD system. ε presents the desulfurization ability of a dual alkali FGD system,
determined by five main operating parameters such as sodium ion concentration, ratio of absorbent
flow rate to flue gas flow rate, pH value of absorbent solution, ratio of sulfate ion to total sulfur ion in
absorbent solution, and sulfur dioxide concentration of inlet flue gas. The empirical expression for
predicting desulfurization efficiency at different temperatures is obtained through the experimental
study and theoretical calculation. It provides useful guide for engineering design.

Fig. 21. The experimental setup of dual-alkali FGD. 1. Pure sulfur dioxide tank,
2. Gas rotameter, 3. Centrifugal fan, 4. Buffer tank, 5. Electronic heat pipe, 6.
Pitot tube, 7. Rotating-stream-tray scrubber, 8. Rotating-stream-tray, 9. Mist
eliminator, 10. Liquid rotameter, 11. Cycling tank, 12. Pump. [17, Fig.1]

Fig. 22. RST
structure [17, Fig.2]

In [15], the SO2 was removed by absorbing and reacting SO2 with limestone slurry, and limestone
scrubbing was accomplished in a spraying reactor. Experimental investigations for effects of different
operating variables on the SO2 removal showed the reasonable process parameters such as the pH
value of the liquid phase, droplet size of the spray and the flow rates of liquid and gas. The removal
process was analyzed using the two-film theory of mass-transfer. Both the liquid and gas side
resistances were important, and the absorption rate was controlled by a combination of both gas-film
and liquid-film diffusion controls. A model of external mass-transfer with the effects of a chemical
enhancement factor and sulfite concentration in the liquid phase was developed for the prediction of
the SO2 removal efficiency, and the calculated values were in reasonable agreement with the
experimental values. The study is considered as the one-dimensional prediction of SO2 removal and
low-cost application of limestone slurry for commercial FGD technology. The reactor consists of the
spraying absorber of 0.5 m in diameter and 1.20 m in height and product oxidization tank. The
impeller in the tank was rotated at 300 min-1 in order to efficiently mix the gas, liquid and solid phases
in order to favor the oxidation of desulfurization products.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 23. Effects of the main process parameters: (a)- sodium ion concentration, (b)- L/G, (c)- sulfate

ion concentration, (d)- SO2 concentration, (e)- gas temperature and (f)- ε on the SO2 removal
efficiency η, [17, Figs. 3-8]
The droplet sizes were recorded with a charge-coupled device camera. Experiments were first carried
out to test effects of slurry pH and limestone concentration on both SO2 removal efficiency and
residual limestone content of the gypsum with the nozzle of the average droplet size of 500 μm and the
desulfurization conditions of the gas flow rate of 5 l/min (QG) and the liquid flow rate of 50 ml/min
(QL). The mole ratio of liquid to gas phase (L/G) is about 12.5 at the gas flow rate of 5 l/min and the
liquid flow rate of 50 ml/min. the SO2 removal efficiencies increased with increasing the limestone
concentration, and it was 85% at the limestone concentration of 11 wt.% and increased to 95% at the
limestone concentration of 18 wt.%. Thus, the limestone concentration of higher than 15 wt.% should
be expected to obtain desirable SO2 removal efficiency, however, residual limestone content of the
gypsum was higher than 0.008 for the limestone concentration of higher than 15 wt.%. Fig. 23(a)
illustrates the SO2 removal efficiencies increased with increasing the pH value of slurry from 5.0 to
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6.0. At normal operating conditions, the pH is controlled at about 5.5. When the pH was too high, the
SO2 absorption was enhanced, but the concentrations of both SO 32 - and CO 32 - increased so that CaCO3
and CaSO3 easily crystallized on the absorbent surface, which prevented further absorption and
reaction with the absorbent. Absorption of SO2 at low pH increases absorbent utilization efficiency
and eliminates sulfite ions that produce scaling and plugging. From an economic point of view, the
mole ratio of liquid to gas, L/G has been found to be one of the most important criterions for reporting
the reactor performance, [18]. In practical FGD process, the L/G value is selected by its minimum
value, which was expressed, [15]:
L
æLö
= (1.1 - 2)ç ÷ ,
G
è G ømin

where

(P - P ) c
æLö
= A1* A2 . M ,
ç ÷
(c1 - c2 ) PT
è G ø min
where PA1- partial pressure of SO2 in gas phase at inlet, atm; PA2- partial pressure of SO2 in gas phase
at outlet, atm; c1* is the outlet SO2 equilibrium concentration in liquid phase, kmol/m3; c2 is the inlet
SO2 concentration in liquid phase, kmol/m3; PT is the overall pressure, atm; and cM is the overall
concentration in liquid phase, kmol/m3, calculated by:
CM =

rL
,
MM

where ρL is the liquid phase density, kg/m3 and MM is the mole mass of the liquid phase, kg/kmol.
In this study (L/G)min was calculated as 9.0.
4.7. Milliken Clean Coal Technology Demonstration (MCCTD) Project- testing of Saarberg-HölterUmwelttechnik (S-H-U) FGD technology [19]
In October 1992, the New York State Gas & Electric Corporation (NYSEG) entered into a cooperative
agreement with U.S. Department of Energy to conduct a study [19] and to jointly fund the project,
consisted of installing nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide -reduction technologies on units 1 and 2 at
Milliken Station. Each unit has a rated capacity of 150 MWe, for a total station capacity of 300 MWe.
Construction for the demonstration project began in April 1993. Operating over 30 000 hours during
3½ years, this project was very successful, yielding substantial environmental benefits in the form of
emissions and waste reductions. Its operational success is validated by the continued use of equipment
to lower emissions from the Milliken Station. The heart of MCCTD Project is the S-H-U FGD
technology, Fig. 24. Although the S-H-U process was developed and tested in Europe, this project
represents the first test on a boiler burning U.S. coals, which have significantly different properties and
trace contaminants than European coals. Installation of the S-H-U technology was expected to achieve
the following: Up to 98% SO2 removal by operation of a two-stage cocurrent/countercurrent absorber;
Low limestone reagent consumption; Excellent process stability and ease of operations during load
changes and other operational transients; Closed-cycle operation with essentially no liquid waste
discharge; Freedom from scaling and plugging in the absorber and associated equipment; High
absorber availability and low maintenance; Production of commercially salable by-products; Improved
energy efficiency compared to other FGD technologies; Ability to operate at high-chloride
concentrations without adversely affecting SO2 absorption efficiency.
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The conclusions reached from a test, run on Unit 2 with low sulfur coal with a sulfur content of 1.6 %,
were: SO2 removal ranged from 30 %, using only two spray headers without formic acid addition, to
98 %, using all seven spray headers and formic acid at a concentration of 800 ppm; Adding formic
acid significantly enhanced SO2 removal. With five spray headers in operation, SO2 removal increased
from 82 % without formic acid to 97 % with 800 ppm of formic acid; With all seven spray headers in
operation, SO2 removal was 90.2 % at a pH of 4.21 and increased to 94.4 % at a pH of 5.05; On
average, SO2 removal increased 2.6 % when a finer limestone grind size (90 % through 325 mesh
compared to 90 % through 170 mesh) was used; At equivalent L/G ratios, the unit performed better at
high gas velocity than at design velocity, i.e., at a given L/G, higher mass-transfer rates were achieved
at gas velocities above the design value; Changing the L/G ratio in the cocurrent section had no
measurable effect on pressure drop, but increasing the L/G ratio in the countercurrent section
significantly increased the absorber pressure drop; Mass transfer (and, consequently, SO2-removal
rate) increased with increasing L/G, but the effect was not necessarily linear ; Formic acid increased
the mass transfer rate, but the effect was not linear and diminished with increasing formic acid
concentration; There is little effect of chloride level on SO2-removal efficiency as long as chloride
concentration is below about 5 % (50 000 ppm).

Fig. 24. S-H-U Flow Diagram [19, Fig. 2]
4.8. Developments in monitoring and control of FGD systems
In limestone-gypsum FGD systems, the consumption of a desulfurization agent (lime) is controlled
using online pH analyzers, Fig. 25. Of great concern in the pH measurement is heavy lime scaling on
the pH electrode. To ensure accurate measurements, frequent cleaning of the electrodes with acid is
required, adding to both maintenance workload and cost. The presented in [20] chemical cleaning
system automates the acid cleaning process, which not only saves both time and expense but also
ensures precise pH measurement over long periods. The expected benefits are: Improves the efficiency
of a limestone-gypsum FGD system; Ensures stable, continuous pH measurement; Reduces operating
costs; Eliminates manual cleaning.
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Fig. 25. pH measurement points for control of limestone-gypsum FGD systems [20].
A method for real time detection of the oxidation status for more efficient FGD is proposed in [21].
The method pertains to a wet scrubber that uses lime or limestone as a reagent for a FGD system with
natural or forced oxidation. The method comprises locating a monitor in the system for accessing the
slurry. A sample is periodically drawn from the slurry by the monitor wherein a titration is performed
on each sample, which comprises adding a potassium iodate KIO3 solution, a potassium iodide KI
starch solution and an acid (H2SO4) to the sample in the monitor for causing the sample to exhibit a
color corresponding to the oxidation rate. The optical system measuring the change of the color uses
light source operating at a wavelength of 400-500 nm and an optical sensor measuring the intensity of
the light as compared with a reference.
A method is proposed in [22] for gypsum WFGD by bringing the flue gas into contact with a recycling
slurry containing a calcium compound in an absorbing tower, blowing a gas containing oxygen into
the slurry and successively detecting an oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of the slurry; whereby a
flowrate of the gas containing oxygen is regulated so as to completely oxidize calcium sulfite in the
slurry. ORP is loyally concerned with the concentration of sulfurous acid in the liquid and will
indicate a low value even at extremely small amount of sulfurous acid, Fig. 26. Experimental results
for the relation between the concentration of sulfurous acid in the recycling liquid and a flow rate of
air, which is fed into a liquid tank disposed in the lower portion of an absorbing tower are presented in
Fig. 27. It is seen that as the air flow rate is increased an oxidation rate will be accelerated and the
concentration of sulfurous acid will thus be lowered. The ORP can be easily measured by dripping
platinum electrodes in the recycling liquid in the liquid tank.
4.9. Modeling SO2 absorption into CaCO3 suspensions with the film theory
In [23] the absorption of SO2 from mixtures with N2 into limestone slurries has been studied. The aim
is to determine the applicability of modeling SO2 absorption into CaCO3 suspensions by examining the
transference of the SO2 from the gas bulk to that of the slurry and by taking into account instantaneous
reactions between ions. This was done by making an experimental study of SO2 absorption using a
reactor that provided a limited contact time between the gas and the slurry, in order to avoid the
influence of the dissolution rate of solid particles.
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Fig. 26. ORP versus concentration of
sulfurous acid in recycling liquid [22,
Fig. 1]

Fig. 27. Relation between the concentration of sulfurous
acid in the recycling liquid, the flow rate of air fed into the
liquid tank and desulfurization efficiency [22, Fig. 2]

The model developed in [24], which applied the film theory, has been extended to consider the case
when the desorption of CO2 may also be taken into account. The reactor used was a stirred tank with
an almost flat gas–liquid interface of area 67.7 × 10−4 m2 at 400 min-1, operated in gas-phase
continuous operation mode and batchwise for the slurry. The operating temperatures used were 20 oC
and 40oC, the content of limestone in the initial slurry was 1.3 and 5 wt% and the volume fraction of
SO2 in the gas mixture at the inlet to the reactor ranged from 4% to 10%. The overall gas-side SO2
transfer coefficient has been determined, obtaining values of 0.104 and 0.083 mol/(s.m2.bar) at 20oC
and 40oC, respectively. By taking into account the individual gas-side SO2 transfer coefficient and
estimating the enhancement factor, the thickness of the interfacial liquid film, 45 and 58 μm at
temperatures of 20oC and 40oC, respectively, and the SO2 physical absorption coefficient, 3.27 × 10−5
and 4.01 × 10−5 m/s at 20oC and 40oC, respectively, have been determined. The results obtained are
comparable with those reported in previous studies. A calculation procedure has been developed that
uses the values for the limestone content in the initial slurry, the total SO2 in the liquid phase and the
pH to determine the concentrations of all the species. The experimental values demonstrate the
considerable reduction in the absorption rate as the CaCO3 disappears from the slurry, and that the flux
of SO2 across the gas–liquid interface does not vary significantly with the operating temperature,
therefore the reactions are instantaneous and the process is limited by a physical step.
4.10. Developments on calcium sulfite/bisulfite oxidation process of WFGD
A large scale Computational fluid dynamics simulation study [6] has been performed with the aim to
optimize the design of the oxidation tank (at the bottom of the scrubber) of a wet FGD process with
obtaining of gypsum for the purpose of savings in investments and operation costs. A commercial
CFD program Fluent 5.5 was adopted including user submodels for bubble size distributions, mass
transfer, physical properties and reaction kinetics. The details of the case simulation are as follows:
oxidation vessel diameter 13.12 m, vessel height 25.7 m, liquid level (calcium sulfite/bisulfite
containing slurry from the absorber above) height 9.24 m, flue gas flow in is 2 000 000 kg/h
containing 4 000 kg/h sulfur dioxide, oxidation airflow is 8 000 kg/h and gypsum (10% moisture
content) is produced 11 000 kg/h. The oxidation tank is large, several thousand cubic meters in
volume. The content of solids in the slurry is typically from 15-26 %. Side entering mixers in the tank
are used to provide enough flow and to prevent the solids from settling to the bottom. A number of
side- entering impellers aid the oxygen mass transfer from the air bubbles to the solution. Average
power consumption of this type of desulfurization process is about 1-1.5% of the total power plant
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energy output. Typically the WFGD process provides 90-98% desulfurization degree. Gypsum purity
is normally around 95%, but depends on the limestone quality.
A method of FGD is proposed in patent [25] wherein a flue gas is contacted in a liquid scrubber unit
with and aqueous slurry formed from calcium hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide and which
contains magnesium hydroxide present in an amount to provide an effective magnesium ion content
between 2500 to 9000 ppm in the scrubber. As known the effective amount of magnesium ion content
is that amount over and above the chloride ion content of the aqueous medium present in the scrubbing
unit. The calcium sulfite in the discharge from the scrubbing system is oxidized to gypsum. The sulfite
is oxidized in a thickener overflow at pH of between 4-6.5 to a calcium sulfate which precipitates from
the aqueous media and is separated, while the aqueous media is recycled to an acidification step
preceding the oxidation. The slurry from the scrubbing tower is thickened to separate undissolved
calcium sulfite, in a sludge containing at least about 20 wt% total solids, from the slurry. The
discharge is acidified with sulfuric acid or other aqueous acid to cause dissolution of calcium sulfite in
an aqueous solution. The pH of the solution is preferably between about 5.2-5.5 which will provide for
preferred crystal size formation, no gaseous sulfur dioxide release and easy operation with about 99 %
oxidation in the following step of the process. In preferred practice the calcium sulfite is dissolved in
mixing tank during a nominal residence time of 0.5-1.5 hours. In –line pH analyzers on the liquid
outlet line from the mixing tank and from the oxidizing tower may be used to control the addition of
acid.
In patent [26] a constructive solution is proposed providing an in-situ forced oxidation retrofit for wet
flue gas scrubber in which the sparge pipes delivering the oxidation air are mounted inside the
absorber tank making either one or no penetrations of the tank wall nor adding any loads on the walls
of the tank. The system is intended for both integrated and open recirculation tank. The retrofit system,
Fig. 28, consists of a main air header (2) that feeds the sparge pipes (3).The main header forms a loop
that extends above the liquid level (1) in the tank, forming an upflow leg (4) of the main header. The
leg prevents back flow of the tank contents to the compressors. This is more reliable than the usual use
of check valves.

Fig. 28. WFGD scrubber with an open recirculation tank [26]. (1)- liquid level, (2)- main air header,
(3)- sparge pipes, (4)- upflow leg.
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4.11. Prediction of SO2 absorption.
Variety of models is developed for prediction of SO2 absorption in WFGD systems.
WFGD systems using lime as a reactant involve neutralization and recirculation of the absorbent
slurry that contains particles of calcium sulfite hemihydrate and gypsum. At sufficiently high pH, the
effective reactant in the absorption section is solid calcium sulfite [27]. The absorption rate of SO2 into
calcium sulfite slurries is predicted in [27] by means of a model, based on the film theory, which
considers absorption in a liquid film located at the gas-liquid interface and simultaneous dissolution of
calcium sulfite in a liquid film surrounding the particles. The involved reactions are supposed to be
reversible and instantaneous. Diffusive transport of ionic and molecular species in both films accounts
for the effect of equilibrium and, due to unequal diffusivities of ions, for the effect of the electric
potential gradient. Predicted overall gas mass transfer coefficients and mean absorption rates were
found to be in good agreement with experimental values obtained at different conditions in a cable
contactor.
In [28] a thermochemical model has been proposed for the modeling of the flue gas cleaning system of
a Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) incineration power plant. The combustion includes the grate incinerator
and the post-combustion chamber, while the cleaning section includes the NOx reduction process
(urea injection) and the scrubbing of SO2 and HCl (Ca(OH)2 as sorbent). The modeling has been
conducted by means of ASPEN PLUS code able to evaluate many different chemical processes and
estimate energy and mass balances. The model can be a useful tool in both evaluating the efficiency of
the gas cleaning system and in forecasting the efficiency of the cleaning system in off-design
operating conditions. The model has been developed according to the design data (mass flows, RDF
composition and plant components) of the plant manufacturer. The simulation results have been
validated with the experimental data available.
In [29] a model based on the penetration theory has been developed to calculate the dynamic
absorption rate of sulfur dioxide into a droplet of limestone slurry. The model includes both
instantaneous equilibrium reactions and reactions with finite rates; limestone dissolution, sulfite
oxidation, gypsum crystallization and the hydrolysis reaction of CO2. The model has been used to
quantify the mass transfer within a spray scrubber and to estimate the impact of the reactions with
finite rate of the SO2 mass transfer.
4.12. Studies on the kinetics of oxidation of calcium bisulfite
In wet limestone scrubbing, oxidation of calcium bisulfite plays a major role both by determining the
dewatering properties of the obtained sludge and the production of gypsum of high quality [30, 31,
32]. This process requires, downstream of the absorber, a hold tank where crystallization of CaSO3
and CaSO4 and dissolution of make-up CaCO3 occur [32]. Forced oxidation of sulfite in the hold tank
allows the main problem of the process to be solved i.e. the disposal of the solid by-product, a sludge
composed of calcium sulfite and sulfate. Forced oxidation is carried out by injecting air into the liquid
phase, so that the following reactions take place:
1
HSO3- + O 2 = SO 24 - + H +
2
1
SO32 - + O 2 = SO 24 2
The kinetics of such reactions, and particularly of the absorption of oxygen by basic solutions of
sodium sulfite in presence of catalysts, received much attention during the last 30 years; [33] presented
a detailed review of the literature for the period 1960-1980. The researchers who studied the reaction
of sulfite oxidation pointed out the extreme sensitivity of its kinetics to experimental conditions. It has
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been shown that liquid-phase composition (sulfite concentration, dissolved oxygen, pH), temperature,
and the presence, even in traces, of catalysts (Co2+, Cu2+, Mn2+) and inhibitors (alcohols, phenols,
hydroquinone) strongly affect the reaction rate. The kinetics of sulfite oxidation was studied in
homogeneous conditions or in heterogeneous conditions. Results for homogeneous conditions,
obtained by contacting a sulfite solution with an oxygen saturated solution, are relatively consistent,
indicating a 3/2-order dependence from sulfite and a zero-order dependence from oxygen, both in the
absence and in the presence of catalysts [32].
4.12.1. Uncatalyzed oxidation
In order to contribute to the simulation of the wet limestone FGD process, in [31] comprehensive
model for prediction of uncatalysed calcium bisulfate oxidation in a isothermal gas–liquid stirred tank
reactors has been used. Based on the assumption that the reactions are zeroth order with respect to
gaseous reactants, the model requires appropriate physico-chemical parameters which are taken from
the literature. The model was used to quantitatively interpret some literature experimental data. In
particular, the model is capable of confidently predicting the transition from chemically to mass
transfer controlled regime occurring when changing the operating conditions.
In [32] the oxidation rate was experimentally studied by contacting pure oxygen or mixtures of oxygen
and nitrogen with calcium bisulfate solution. The experiments were carried out in a well-mixed
bubbling reactor varying temperature oxygen partial pressure and sulfite concentration, in the absence
of solid calcium sulfite and of catalytic species. It was shown that the rate of the process is controlled
by reaction kinetics, and that the reaction rate is zero order in dissolved oxygen and 3/2-order in
bisulfite ion. Some of the results from literature relative to sulfite oxidation in conditions typical of
FGD processes are reported in Table 1. The table shows that the interpretation of the experimental
results is somewhat contradictory probably due to the interactions between the reaction steps on the
one side, and the diffusive transport of reactants, products and catalysts on the other.
The analysis of the experimental results is made complex by the problem of finding out whether
oxygen absorption takes place in the fast reaction regime or in the diffusional or kinetic reaction
subregimes. With this aim it is necessary to compare the experimentally measured reaction rate to the
rate characteristic of the diffusional subregime, rD, since, if the reaction rate r>> rD, , it can be assumed
that the process takes place in the fast reaction regime, while if r<< rD, it can be assumed that the
process takes place in the kinetic subregime With few exceptions r< rD, and this indicates that the
process takes place in the kinetic subregime. The experiment is carried out in a laboratory isothermal
gas–liquid stirred tank reactor presented in Fig. 29
Table 1. Literature results for the sulfite oxidation kinetics in FGD conditions
Authors

T
C
40
40
25
26
25-75
26
26
26
26

o

Weisnicht et al. (1980) [34]
Pasiuk-Bronikowska and Bronikowski(1981), [35]
Huss et al. (1982), [36 ]
Pasiuk-Bronikowska and Bronikowski (1989), [37]
Ulrich et al. (1986), [38]
Pasiuk-Bronikowska and Bronikowski (1989), [39]
Pasiuk-Bronikowska and Ziajka (1989), [40]

pH
4.6-5.0
<3
1-4
1.5
4-5
3.9-4.8
4.8-6.6
4.5-6.0
3.8-4.2

Note: The dash indicates that the dependence is not studied.
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S(IV)
order
3/2
0
0-1
0
0
0
3/2
3/2
0

02
order
0-1
0
1
0-1
1
0
0
1

H+
order
- 1-0
0
0

Mn 2+
order
0-2
1-2
2
1/2
0
1/2
1/2
0
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Fig. 29. Sketch of the experimental apparatus [32, Fig. 1].
In Figs. 30 and 31 the reaction rate is reported as a function of HSO3 concentration; in particular, Fig.
30 refers to the runs carried out using pure oxygen and varying the experimental temperature, while
Fig. 31 refers to the runs carried out at 45°C with different oxygen partial pressures. In Fig. 30
together with the experimental results, three straight lines of slope 3/2, obtained from the kinetic law
considering the three temperatures of 25, 45, 63oC are reported. On the other hand, in Fig. 31 just one
single straight line is capable of describing the experimental results relative to pure oxygen and to the
mixtures containing 40 and 21% oxygen, confirming that sulfite oxidation is zero order in oxygen.
However in such a figure three straight lines are also reported relative to the "diffusional" rates
corresponding to 100, 40, and 21% oxygen. Such lines clearly indicate that the diffusional rate
constitutes an upper limit for the oxidation rate at the transition between the kinetic and the diffusional
subregimes. This kinetic equation appears to confirm the chain mechanism proposed by Bäckstrom
[41]. However, the problem remains open of clarifying whether the free radicals which initiate the
chain are generated by a reaction with the metallic impurities present in the solution, or by the action
of UV radiation. The fact that in industrial applications some metallic ions are present, which come as
impurities of limestone and may have a catalytic activity on sulfite oxidation, suggests the opportunity
of extending the study [32] to the oxidation reaction in the presence of catalysts.

Fig. 30. Reaction rate vs HSO3- concentration for experiments carried out with pure oxygen and
temperatures of 25, 45, and 63oC. : 25oC; : 45oC; : 63oC. [32, Fig. 2]
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Fig. 31. Reaction rate vs HSO3- concentration for experiments carried out with temperature of 45oC
and oxygen concentrations of 100, 40, and 21%. : 100% O2; : 40% O2; : 21% O2. [32, Fig. 3]
4.12.2. Catalyzed oxidation
A model is proposed in [30] to describe interaction between mass transfer and chemical reaction in the
process of sulfite oxidation under heterogeneous conditions (i.e. in which gaseous oxygen and
sulfurous solution are brought in contact). It considers the characteristics of absorption with zero order
reaction. A kinetic equation of order 3/2 with respect to both catalyst concentration and sulfite
concentration was used, allowing the evaluating of oxygen absorption rate as a function of catalyst
concentration.
The calcium bisulfite oxidation in wet limestone FGD in the presence of catalysts is studied
experimentally in the works of the same authors [42-46] with the laboratory-scale apparatus used in
[32], Fig. 29.
In the previous work [32] it is shown how the following equation appears to be the most appropriate to
describe the kinetics of the oxidation reaction for a pH range of 7.5-9 in homogeneous conditions:
r = kcM1 / 2cS(IV) 3 / 2

(1)

where r is the reaction rate expressed as moles of SO42- produced per unit time and volume, k is the
kinetic constant, cM is the catalyst concentration, and cS(IV) is the total sulfite concentration. Eq. (1) can
be interpreted by assuming that the reaction takes place via a free-radical mechanism, with a chain
initiated by the catalyst autoxidation or by the action of UV light. On the other hand, in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous oxidation, the reaction is highly sensitive to operative conditions,
such as the liquid phase composition (sulfite concentration, dissolved oxygen, and pH) and the
presence, even in traces, of catalysts (Co2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, and Fe2+) and inhibitors (alcohols, phenols,
and hydroquinone). The previous experimental study [32] of the bisulfite oxidation reaction in
heterogeneous conditions has given the kinetic equation for calcium bisulfite oxidation that follows,
which is of zero order in oxygen and three halves in HSO3- ions:

r = k u cHSO- 3 / 2

(2)

3

where ku is the uncatalyzed kinetic constant and cHSO3- the bisulfite ion concentration, with ku = 1.19 х
10-4m3/2/mol1/2s at a temperature T=45 °C.
Afterward, the reaction was carried out in the presence of a catalyst, in a laboratory-scale well-mixed
reactor from [32], where the gas phase was a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, while the liquid phase
was obtained by mixing two aqueous solutions, one obtained by dissolving Ca(OH)2 into a SO2
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solution and the other containing manganese sulfate [44]. The results have been interpreted following
the approach indicated by Astarita et al. [47] that is, with increasing catalyst concentration, three
different reaction regimes were identified, namely, the slow kinetic, the slow diffusional, and
eventually the fast reaction regime, together with the transition from one regime to another. In
particular, a parallel reaction mechanism was developed, according to which the overall reaction rate
can be calculated as the sum of the uncatalyzed and catalyzed reaction rates, with the last being of first
order in manganese ion, as expressed by the following equation:

r = k u cHSO- 3 / 2 + kc cMn 2+ ,
3

(3)

where kc is the catalyzed kinetic constant and cMn2+ the bisulfite ion concentration, with kc = 0.193 s-1
at T=45 °C.
In [42] results are reported from an experimental study of calcium bisulfite oxidation in the presence
of catalysts (ferrous and manganese ions) both separately and simultaneously added in the reaction
vessel of [32]. The experiments were performed at a fixed oxygen partial pressure (21.3 kPa) and at a
temperature of 45 °C. The analysis of the experimental results, carried out by using the theory of mass
transfer with chemical reaction, indicated that the slow reaction regime has been explored and the
transition from the kinetic to the diffusional subregime identified. Experimental results as compared
with those obtained in the presence of the single catalytic species (Mn2+ alone and Fe2+ alone) allowed
one to observe the synergistic effect that the two catalysts added simultaneously have on the oxidation
reaction.
In Figure 32, the behavior of the oxidation rate vs the bisulfite ion concentration is reported for each
Fe2+ concentration level; evidently, the oxidation rate increases while the catalyst concentration
increases in the range explored. Moreover, it can be seen that the oxidation rate grows while cHSO3increases until it reaches a plateau, where r becomes almost independent of it. To compare uncatalyzed
and catalyzed experimental data, the kinetic equation previously found, Eq. (2), has been reported in
the plot as a continuous line.

Fig. 32. Reaction rate as a function of cHSO3- for four levels of cFe2+: - cFe2+ = 0.010 mol/m3; - cFe2+=
0.005 mol/m3; - cFe2+ =0.003 mol/m3; -, cFe2+=0.001 mol/m3, [42, Fig. 2].
Figure 33 reports the behavior of the oxidation rate vs ferrous ion concentration. It can be noted that
the oxidation rate increases with increasing cFe2+, until the upper limit of the diffusional ceiling is
reached. Considering the uncatalyzed contribution, Eq (2), together with a ferrous-catalyzed
contribution, the overall kinetic equation for ferrous-catalyzed bisulfite oxidation is
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r = ru + rc = k u cHSO- 3 / 2 + kc cFe 2+

(4)

3

where kc is the constant of the catalyzed reaction, equal to 0.548 s-1. The proposed reaction mechanism
derives from testing of various kinetic models, among which this in-parallel model gives the best fit of
the experimental data. Equation (4) is reported as a continuous line in Figures 32 and 33, showing that
a quite good agreement with the experimental data in the kinetic subregime exists. Figure 34 shows
the behavior of the oxidation rate as a function of the bisulfite concentration for a fixed Mn2+/ Fe2+
ratio, equal to 4.1, obtained by varying the relative manganese and ferrous ion concentrations. It can
be observed that the highest oxidation rate is reached at (e.g., cFe2+ =0.008 mol/m3 and cMn2+ =
0.00328). The overall kinetic equation is thus

r = ru + rc + rc = ku cHSO- 3 / 2 + kc1 cMn 2+ + kc 2 cFe 2+
1

2

3

(5)

where ku is the kinetic constant of Eq. 2, kc1 is the rate constant of Eq. 3, and kc2 is the kinetic constant
of Eq. (4). Equation (5) has been reported as a continuous line in Figure 34.

Fig. 33. Reaction rate as a function of the
catalyst species concentration: , Fe2+
concentration, [42, Fig. 3].

Fig. 34. Reaction rate as a function of cHSO3- for
cMn2+/cFe2+ =4.1: Δ -cMn2+= 0.00328 mol/m3 and cFe2+ =
0.008 mol/m3; ○-cMn2+= 0.0164 mol/m3 and cFe2+ =
0.004 mol/m3; □-cMn2+ = 0.0082 mol/m3 and cFe2+ =
0.002 mol/m3; ◊-cMn2+ = 0.006 15 mol/m3 and cFe2+=
0.0015 mol/m3, [42, Fig. 4].

The paper [43] deals with the experimental study of calcium bisulfite oxidation in the presence of
catalysts (ferrous and cuprous ions). Experimental results have been compared with those obtained in
the presence of the single catalytic species (Cu+ alone and Fe2+ alone), showing that copper is less
effective than iron as a catalyst; no synergy between the two catalysts added simultaneously has been
observed.
5. CONCLUSION
The importance of the problem under consideration connected with preservation of air purity and on
the other side the long term history of research and development in that area has resulted in a great
amount of experimental information and technological solutions in the literature sources. The present
work makes a review of the main principles and technological solutions and the studies from the last
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years on wet FGD, the most widely used desulfurization technology. And yet at the present world
level of 95% of SO2 removal efficiency of this technology, the amount of SO2 discharged in the
atmosphere is huge. The aim of the present work is to help the finding of the proper direction of the
efforts for new solutions and the choice of apparatuses and equipment.
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Abstract
Haberlea rhodopensis (Gesneriaceae) is a less explored endemic plant within a very small group of
poikilohydric angiosperms that are able to survive in an almost completely dehydrated state. The
purpose of the present study was to obtain extracts from Haberlea rhodopensis leaves using
alternative technique- microwave-assisted extraction and to determine the total phenolic content and
antioxidant activity of the extract by applying reliable methods: reducing power and ABTS radical
cation decolorization assay. Different extraction conditions- microwave power and extraction times
were investigated. Total phenolic content was determined using a spectrophotometric technique based
on the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent and calculated as mgGAE/gDW (leaf dry weight). The results from the
total phenolic assay and the antioxidant activity tests were significantly correlated. Major phenolic
acids and some flavonoid- aglycones and - glycosides were analyzed by HPLC. Luteolin (3307.08
μg/gDW), myricetin (702.0 μg/gDW), ferulic acid (652.92 μg/gDW) and hesperidin (607.32 μg/gDW)
were predominant in the H. rhodopensis microwave-assisted extracts and some of the effects of the
plant could be attributed to the presence of these valuable constituents.
Key words: Haberlea rhodopensis, microwave extraction, antioxidant activity, HPLC
1.INTRODUCTION
The Haberlea rhodopensis belongs to the family and it is a Balkan endemic relict that is widely
distributed mainly in the Rodope Mountains and some regions of the Sredna gora Mountains and the
Balkan. Gesneriaceae is a large family distributed mainly in tropical and subtropical regions of eastern
Asia, Indonesia and South America. In Europe it is represented by five species in three genera.
Haberlea rhodopensis belongs to the so-called “resurrection plants” due to its ability to fall in
anabiosis for a long time when there are unfavourable conditions and to restore back to normal when
the conditions become appropriate. Haberlea rhodopensis is a relatively less explored plant but there
is some information on its antioxidant capacity. By investigation of its phytochemical content,
considerable amounts of chlorophyll and some enzymes (superoxide dismutase, citrate dehydrogenase
etc.) were found and high SOD activity was reported [Yahubyan et al., 2005; Ivanov et al., 2009].
Popov et al. [2008] established that H. rhodopensis extracts in 1.0 and 4.0 μl/ml concentrations had
radioprotective potential. A successful, simple and uniform protocol for in vitro propagation for the
plant has been developed [Petrova et al., 2010]. Flavonoids, flavonoid tannins, β-carotene, ascorbate,
glutathione etc. were found in other species from the Gesneriaceae family [Klishev et al., 1978].
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The increasing interest in plant bioactive components is accompanied by a need to expand and modify
the arsenal of plant-extraction protocols. Conventional techniques as heating, boiling, or refluxing can
be used to extract flavonoids, however, the disadvantages are the loss of flavonoids due to ionization,
hydrolysis and oxidation during extraction as well as the long extraction time (Li et al., 2005; Huang
et al., 2009). Other techniques which include supercritical carbondioxide extraction, subcritical water
extraction, ultrasonic assisted extraction (UAE) and microwaveassisted extraction (MAE) have also
become of interest as alternatives for the conventional methods. Among these, MAE is the simplest
and the most economical technique for extraction of many plant derived compounds (Zhang et al.,
2005; Hemwimon et al., 2007). Extraction using microwaves can result in a yield increase in shorter
time at the same temperature using less solvent. The enhancement of product recovery by microwave
is generally attributed to its heating effect, which occurs due to the dipole rotation of the solvent in the
microwave field.
MAE is a process of using microwave energy to heat solvents and specific molecules in contact with a
sample to enhance the extraction of soluble components contained therein.Its main advantages are
reduced solvent volume and time consumption, and increased sample throughput [Eskilsson et al.,
2000; Zohar et al., 2005].
The purpose of this study is to research a novel, ecofriendly, rapid MAE method for the efficient large
scale extraction and to evaluate the influence of the proposed extraction technique on antioxidant
potential of the extracts obtained.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1.Materials
Haberlea rhodopensis was collected from its natural habitat near Asenovgrad, Plovdiv region,
Bulgaria. The plant leaves were air-dried at room temperature (25-28ºC). The dried plants were stored
in air-tight dark containers until needed and roughly ground.
2.2.Chemicals
6-Hydroxy-2,3,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), Folin-Ciocalteu’s phenol reagent,
gallic acid and 2,2-azino-bis-3- ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid (ABTS) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim, Germany. All the chemicals used including the solvents were of
analytical grade.
2.3. Microwaves-assisted extraction (MAE)
MAE experiments were performed with a labor microwave oven. The dried and powdered plant
material (0.5 g, leaves, 1:60) was extracted with 70% v/v ethanol. The extraction was carried out under
different extraction conditions: two different microwave powers- 400 and 800W and different
extraction time (from 10 up to 120 sec). The residue was washed away with 70% ethanol and then the
volume was adjusted to 30 ml with the solvent used for the extraction.
2.4. Determination of total phenolic content
The total phenolic content was estimated by a spectrophotometric method using Folin-Ciocalteu’s
phenol reagent. The total soluble phenolic compounds in the different Haberlea rhodopensis extracts
were determined using Folin-Ciocalteu’s reagent [Kujala et al., 2000]. 5 ml of Folin-Ciocalteu and 4
ml of sodium carbonate (7 % w/v) were added to each sample solution (1.0 ml) and standard (gallic
acid). The mixture was shaken and allowed to stand for 30 min in the dark at room temperature, then
absorbance was measured at 765 nm using an Anthelie spectrophotometer (Secoman, France). The
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phenolic content in the extracts was expressed in terms of gallic acid equivalent (mgGAE)/g dry
weight of leaves (DW). All measurements were repeated three times.
2.5.HPLC Analysis
An HPLC analysis for phenolic acids was performed on WATER system with UV-VIS detector
DuoWater 2487, Discovery C18 250mm column. The detection wavelengths were 280 and 320nm. The
mobile phase which consisted 2%СН3СООН (A) and 0.5%CH3COOH- СН3CN (1:1) (B) was used for
gradient elution. The HPLC flow rate was adjusted to 0.8 ml/min (A- 0.76ml/min; B-0.04ml/min).
An HPLC analysis for flavonoids was performed on WATER system with UV-VIS detector
DuoWater 2487, Discovery C18 250mm column. The detection wavelengths were 308 and 380nm. The
mobile phase which consisted 2%СН3СООН (A) and CH3OH (B) was used for gradient elution. The
HPLC flow rate was adjusted to 1.0 ml/min (A- 0.7ml/min; B- 0.3ml/min).
An HPLC analysis for flavonoid glycosides were performed on WATER system with UV-VIS
detector DuoWater 2487, Discovery C18 250mm column. The detection wavelength was 370nm. The
mobile phase which consisted 2%СН3СООН (A) and СН3CN (B) was used for gradient elution. The
HPLC flow rate was adjusted to 1.0 ml/min (A- 0.8ml/min; B- 0.2ml/min). The analysis was
performed at 26ºC.
Phenolic, flavonoid-aglycon and -glycosid compounds of each sample were identified by comparing
their relative retention times with dose of the standards mixture chromatogram. The concentration of
an individual compound was calculated based on peak area measurements and then converted to mg
compound/g dry weight (DW).
2.6. Antioxidant Assays
The antioxidant activity of the plant extracts was determined by in vitro methods such as the ABTS
radical scavenging activity and reducing power methods. All the assays were carried out in triplicate
using an Anthelie spectrophotometer (Secoman, France) and the average values were considered.
2.6.1. ABTS radical cation decolorization assay
The total antioxidant activity of the samples was measured by improved ABTS radical cation
decolorization assay according to the method of Re et al. [1999]. The unit of total antioxidant activity
is defined as the concentration of Trolox having equivalent antioxidant activity expressed as mMTE/g
DW. ABTS was dissolved in water to a 7mM concentration. ABTS radical cation (ABTS•+) was
produced by reacting ABTS stock solution with 2.45mM potassium persulfate (final concentration)
and allowing the mixture to stand in the dark at room temperature for 12-16 h before use. Afterwards,
the ABTS•+ solution was diluted with ethanol to an absorbance of 0.7±0.02 at 734nm and equilibrated
at 30ºC. After addition of 1.0ml of diluted ABTS•+ solution to 10μl of samples, the absorbance reading
was taken at 30ºC after 6 min. Following the absorbance readings, the percentage of inhibition of
ABTS•+ from the obtained extracts was calculated for each sample using the following formula:
%Inhibition=[(AB-AE)/AB]x100, where AB=absorbance of the blank sample, and AE=absorbance of the
plant extract.
In order to determine Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC), the results were expressed as
mM Trolox equivalents (TE) per gram dry leaf weight (DW).
2.6.2. Reducing power
The reducing power of the extracts was determined by the method of Oyaizu [Oyaizu, M. 1986].
Different concentrations of the extract (1ml) were mixed with phosphate buffer (2.5ml, 0.2M, pH 6.6)
and potassium ferricyanide [K3Fe(CN)6] (2.5ml, 1%). The mixture was incubated at 50ºC for 20 min.
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Aliquots (2.5ml) of trichloroacetic acid (10%) were added to the mixture, which was then centrifuged
for 10min at 3000rpm. The upper layer of the solution (2.5ml) was mixed with distilled water (2.5ml)
and FeCl3 (0.5ml, 0.1%), and the absorbance was measured at 700 nm in a spectrophotometer. The
increased absorbance of the reaction mixture indicated the increased reducing power. Vitamin C was
used as positive control.
2.7. Statistical analysis
Each antioxidant activity assay was done three times from the same extract in order to determine their
reproducibility. Correlations among data obtained were calculated using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r).
3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Total phenolic content
In the present work, microwave- assisted extracts obtained with 70% ethanol under different
conditions (extraction time and microwave power) from Haberlea rhodopensis were evaluated for
their total phenolic content. Phenols are very important plant constituents because of their scavenging
ability on free radicals due to their hydroxyl groups. Therefore, the phenolic content of the plant may
contribute directly to its antioxidant action. The phenolic concentration in the examined plant extracts
estimated using Folin-Ciocalteu`s reagent was expressed in terms of gallic acid equivalent per gram of
dry plant leaf weight (DW) (Figure 1. A, B). The standard curve equation y=0.0092x+0.0367,
R2=0.9986 was used. The phenolic concentration in the examined extracts ranged from 87.39 to
130.83 mgGAE/gDW by 400W and from 98.46 to 120.68 mgGAE/gDW by 800W. Therefore, the
phenolic content in the plant extracts of Haberlea rhodopensis leaves depends on the investigated
parameters- extraction time and microwave power used for the extraction. The experimental results
demonstrates that the phenolic content by 400W increase with the increasing of the extraction time
from 10 to 60 sec and do not change significant from 60 to 120 sec. The importance of the extraction
time can be presumed to be related to the time required for the desorption process to take place (Chen
et al., 2008). Therefore, 60 sec was considered as the appropriate extraction time for extraction at
400W. The phenolic content at 800W is higher in comparison with the same time for extraction at
400W.
Microwave irradiation energy disrupts hydrogen bonds, because of microwave-induced dipole rotation
of molecules and migration of dissolved ions. Microwave irradiation energy can enhance the
penetration of the solvent into the matrix and deliver efficiently to materials through molecular
interaction with the electromagneticfield and offer a rapid transfer of energy to the solvent and matrix,
al lowing the dissolution of components to be extracted (Duan et al., 2001; Hu, 2003; Guo et al.,
2003).
The analysis of total polyphenols of different extracts obtained suggested that the microwave-assisted
method was effective extraction method and it could be used as method to extract antioxidant
components considering factors such as the extraction time and the solvent wastage.
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Figure 1. Total phenolic content of microwave extract from H. rhodopensis leaves, mgGAE/gDW
A- 400W
B- 800W

3.2. Phenolic acids, flavonoid- aglycones and –glycosides content
Table 1. Phenolic acids content of microwave (400W) extract from H. rhodopensis leaves

108

Phenolic acids

Content,
μg/ml extract

Content,
μg/g DW

Gallic acid

1.018

61.08

3,4-diOH Benzoic

0.638

38.28

2 - OH Benzoic acid

2.016

120.96

Chlorogenic acid

1.138

68.28

Vanillic acid

4.125

247.5

Caffeic acid

7.373

442.38

Syringic acid

1.516

90.96

p-Coumaric acid

5.774

346.44

Sinapic acid

6.892

413.52

Ferulic acid

10.882

652.92

Cinnamic acid

0.827

49.62
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Table 2. Flavonoid- aglycones and -glycosides content of microwave (400W) extract from H.
rhodopensis leaves
Flavonoidaglycones and glycosides

Content,
μg/ml xtract

Content,

Myricetin

11.7

702

Hesperidin

10.122

607.32

Quercetin

3.135

188.1

Luteolin

55.118

3307.08

Kaempferol

-

-

Apigenin

-

-

Rutin

6.023

361.38

Hyperosid

9.642

518.52

μg/g DW

“-“ – not found
Phenolics or polyphenolics are secondary plant metabolites that are ubiquitously present in plants and
plant products. They are known to have antioxidant activity and it is likely that the activity of the
extracts is due to these compounds [Okudu et al., 1994; Bahchevanska et al., 2009; Tepe et al., 2006].
In view of the represented results in Figure 1A, B. which shown no significant difference between the
two investigated microwave powers it was concluded to use 400W microwave power for our further
experiments.We were interested in determining the phenolic acids and flavonoids present in the
extracts and estimating their quantity. Therefore, the plant extract obtained from dry and ground
Haberlea rhodopensis leaves with 70% ethanol at 400W was subjected to HPLC analysis (Table 1.).
Several phenolic compounds were identified in the sample. These were mainly phenolic acids such as
2-OH benzoic acid, chlorogenic acid, vanillic acid, caffeic acid, syringic acid, sinapic acid, ferulic acid
and cinnamic acid and flavonoids such as myricetin, hesperidin, quercetin and luteolin. The
predominant phenolic acids were ferulic acid (652.92 µg/gDW), caffeic acid (442.38 µg/gDW),
sinapic acid (413.52 µg/g DW) followed by p-Coumaric acid. The predominant flavonoids in the
investigated sample were luteolin (3307.08 µg/gDW) followed by hesperedin (607.32 µg/gDW).
Luteolin was the dominant identified compound in the investigated sample. The results strongly
suggest that phenolics (phenolic acids, flavonoid-aglycones and -glycosides) are important
components of this plant.
3.3. ABTS radical scavenging activity
The ABTS assay is a method of evaluating the total antioxidant power of single compounds and
complex mixtures of various plants [Miller et al., 1996]. This assay is based on the antioxidant’s
ability to react with ABTS•+ radical cation generated in the assay system. The results of ABTS assays
are expressed as ABTS scavenging, % and TEAC, mMTE/gDW (the standard curve equation:
y=20.762x+1.6351, R2=0.948). Higher values indicate that a sample had a stronger antioxidant
activity.
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Figure 2. ABTS scavenging activity of microwave extracts from H. rhodopensis leaves, %
A- 400W
B- 800W
Table 3. Antioxidant activity of microwave extracts from H. rhodopensis leaves
Extracts

TEAC,
mMTE/gDW

400 W
•10 sec

•0.864

•20 sec

•1.066

•30 sec

•1.122

•60 sec

•1.298

•120 sec

•1.303

800 W
•10 sec

•1.092

•20 sec

•1.456

•30 sec

•1.558

The experimental results (Figure 2. A, B) showed that the extracts (20 times diluted) obtained with
70% ethanol and for 60 sec extraction at 400W had the highest ABTS radical cation scavenging
activity (22.23%). Table 3. shows the results on the TEAC of the H. rhodopensis extracts. It is evident
that the extract which had the highest total phenolic content values (130.83 mgGAE/gDW), ranked the
highest TEAC according to the ABTS assay (1.303 mMTE/gDW). This fact can be explained by the
probable presence of some phytochemicals such as flavonoids and anthocyanins, known as strong
scavenging and antioxidant agents, in the H. rhodopensis extracts. These results are in general
agreement with numerous investigations of the antioxidant activity of plant extracts which have
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confirmed a high linear correlation between the values of phenolic concentration and antioxidant
activity [Borneo et al., 2009; Katalinić et al., 2004].
3.4. Reducing power

1
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0.2
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Absorbtion, 700 nm

The reducing ability of a compound generally depends on the presence of reductants, which exhibit
antioxidant potential by breaking the free radical chain, donating a hydrogen atom. The presence of
reductants (i.e. antioxidants) in Haberlea rhodopensis leaf extracts causes the reduction of the
Fe3+/ferricyanide complex to the ferrous form. Therefore, the Fe2+ can be monitored by measuring the
formation of Perl’s Prussian blue at 700 nm. We investigated the reducing capacity of several extracts
20 times diluted by measuring the Fe3+-Fe2+ conversion. The reducing capacity of a compound may
serve as a significant indicator of its potential antioxidant activity. High absorbance indicates high
reducing power (Figure 3.A, B). The 70% ethanol extracts obtained for 60sec at 800W (1.203) had
higher reducing power than the 70% ethanol extracts obtained at 400W for 60sec (0.9105). The
reducing power of the H. rhodopensis 400W and 800W ethanol extracts were comparable with the
vitamin C standard: 0.16 mg/ml and 0.24 mg/ml, respectively.
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Figure 3. Reducing power of microwave extracts from H. rhodopensis leaves
A- 400W
B- 800W
3.5. Correlations
The correlation coefficient (R2) between the total phenolic content (mgGAE/gDW) and reducing
power for the microwave-assisted extracts from H. rhodopensis leaves was determined (Figure 4.A,
B). A positive correlation was observed: R2=0.8268 at 400W and R2=7941 at 800W. This suggested
that the major antioxidant activity of Haberlea rhodopensis was due to phenolic compounds and the
remaining activity may be attributed to the other compounds present in the leaves. It has been
confirmed for many herbs that high phenolic content is an important factor in determining antioxidant
activity [Borneo et al., 2009; Kiselova et al., 2004; Javanmardi et al., 2003].
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Figure 4. Correlation between total phenolic content and reducing power for microwave extracts from
H. rhodopensis leaves
A- 400W
B- 800W
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study a new alternative method for the bioactive metabolites extraction (microwave- assisted
extraction) was applied. There have been no studies on the effects of microwave irradiation on
phenolic content and antioxidant capacity of Haberlea rhodopensis. However, some antioxidant
compounds are likely to be heat labile. The antioxidant activity measured with ABTS, DPPH and
Reducing power assays activity highlighted that the extracts obtained using microwaves were rich in
antioxidant metabolites and can be use as a good source of antioxidants.
In order to evaluate the effect of microwave power (MAE), two different microwave powers were
controlled 400 and 800 W. The represented results are shown no significant difference between the
investigated microwave powers The analysis of total polyphenols of different extracts obtained
suggested that the microwave-assisted method was effective extraction method and it could be used as
method to extract antioxidant components considering factors such as the extraction time and the
solvent wastage.
Furthermore, a significant linear relationship existed between antioxidant activity and phenolic
content, indicating that phenolic compounds are major contributors to antioxidant activity. Thus, the
MAE was found as suitable for obtaining of leaf extracts and the use of this alternative in analytical
laboratories should increase in the next few years, especially thanks to the reasonable cost of the
equipment, suggesting that this field of application should expand in the near future.
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Abstract
Energy efficiency has become a very important term for evaluating the sustainability of industrial
processes. Due to environmental, but also economical reasons, the readiness for optimizing a process
is gaining ground. In this study the problem of reduction of energy consumption in bioreactors system
of antibiotics production by means of energy integration is considered. An energy integration scheme
is proposed, which provides both to the process of cooling a reactor after its sterilization and
preparation of Substrate to another reactor. A mathematical model of processes in both reactors is
developed. By using this model a method for managing the processes of heat integration is created.
The problem is formulated in the terms of MINLP. The efficiency of proposed approach is illustrated
on the example of the industry.
Key words: Heat integration, Batch reactors, Optimal control, Quasioptimal control
1.

INTRODUCTION

The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the question of how we will deal with our future
energy demand, or increasing energy costs respectively, are important political and social issues
nowadays. Enhancing energy efficiency and reducing energy use is therefore politically strengthened,
e.g. by the EU directive 2006/ 32/ EG. One contribution to reduce the overall energy consumption
would be to improve the energy efficiency of industrial processes, since many of them are based on
high energy inputs. Besides the ecological aspects, this is of economical interest as well. Energy costs
become more and more a matter of cost effectiveness for production processes. Concerning industrial
processes, there are two major aspects controlling the energy demand which are primarily the state of
the insulation-system, and secondly the process control. The problem of the value reduction for
"Heating-Cooling" processes in batch reactors is topical, having in mind the changed economic
conditions. This refers mostly to the pharmaceutical and food industry, which is characterized by
multiple proceedings often using periodic reactors to perform basic operations. Reduction of energy
consumption of such proceedings can be attained by creating conditions for optimal use of the internal
energy in the system that is provided through heat integration of processes. One of the first studies to
deal with these problems was Vaselenak, et al. (1986)[1]. Subsequently, B. Ivanov, N. VaklievaBantcheva (1994)[2] and later further developed by A. Pozna et al. (1998)[3] dealt with power reactors
in operation, proposing methods of heat-integrated systems synthesis. T. Pinto et al. (2003)[4]
discusses the problem of energy saving by design of multipurpose systems or renovation of rexsisting/
existing systems. Interesting mathematical models for modeling of the processes of energy
consumption are proposed by Patric s. et al. (2004) [5]. Later Majozi t. (2006)[6] examines the
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problem of energy saving in the operation of multipurpose systems, such as the task of synthesis as
well as in systems with continuous processes. In the literature mainly are discussed the problems of
analysis, modeling and synthesis of heat exchanger networks in the operation of multipurpose systems.
There are few development in which apply theoretical methods in real manufacturing systems.
2.

AIM

The aim of this study is to create a method for reducing energy consumption through heat integration
of processes and their optimal management of a class periodic bioreactors for the production of
antibiotics.
3.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Let consider a generalized superstructure bioreactors system for carry out of the substrate preparation
process, sterilization and cooling till operational temperature of the fermentation process. The
characteristic of the proposed scheme of organization of processes is that processes, cooling of the
reactor after sterilization and the preparation of the substrate in next bioreactor are integrated by
creating appropriate production plan and use of the cooling water for the purpose of the processes.
This leads to reduction of the quantity waste water and use steam for process heating and sterilization.
On Figure 1 is shown such type of scheme for the processes carrying out. The task of determining
control action is limited to that the parameters of time intervals to be found, as well as the conditions
for processes carrying out witch ensure a minimum price of used energy from external systems.
3.1. Process description
Antibiotic production involves processing tasks which realize in the batch reactors. According to
technical regulation they have following sequence and parameters:
Step 1: Substrate preparation.

1.

This processing task carries out through water and substrate mixing in an auxiliary reactor with
volume of 5m 3 .

Step 2: Preparation of the components of the fermentation medium.

1.

2.

Mixing of V A = 2m 3 component of A with V 2.1. = 10m 3 of water at 20 o C ( CW 20 ) through

stirring until production of substrate NMA with volume of V2*.1. = (V2.1. + V A ) .

Mixing of VB = 2m 3 component of B with V2.2. = 10m 3 of water CW 20 by stirring until

substrate NMB with volume of V2*.2. = (V2.2. + VB ) is produced/generated.

Step 3: Fermentation process.

1.

Simultaneous transfer of NMA in the fermentation reactor and its heating by means of steam
from temperature T3.2. = 20 o C to temperature T3.2. = 55 o C .

2.

Heating of NMA by steam from T3.2. = 55 o C to T3.2. = 100 o C .

3.

Steam sterilization of NMA at Tst = 100 o C approximately within 0.5 hours.
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4.

NMB transfer into the fermentation reactor and mixing with NMA to produce
AB IAB .

5.

Adding of V3.5. = 17 m 3 ¸ 18m 3 of technical water CW 20 with temperature 20 o C in order to

substrate

produce substrate NMAB .

6.

Steam heating of 42m 3 NMAB until temperature of T3.6. = 55 o C .

7.

Steam heating of NMAB from T3.6. = 55 o C to T3.6. = TSt* = 120 o C approximately within 2
hours.

8.

Sterilization of NMAB by steam TSt* = 120 o C approximately within0.5 hours.

9.

Cooling of NMAB with water CW 20 from T3.9. = TSt* = 120 o C until T3.9. = 45 o C .

10.

Cooling

of

NMAB

with

T5 = 5 o C

water

CW 5

from

T3.10. = 45 o C

until

T3.10. = TFWork = 30 C approximately within 0.5 hours.
o

11.

Adding of IMX to NMAB within 0.75 hours to reach the volume of 47m 3 which represents
the substrate FM .

12.

Fermentations substrate cools until TFWork = 30 o C by using CW 5 and the fermentation process
continues in the same temperature within 120-150 hours until fermentation product FB is
formed.

Step 4: Dilution

1.

Transfer of FB to an intermediate tank approximately within 1 hour.

2.

Adding of VWaste = 23m 3 of water CW 20 and deactivation approximately within 1 hour to
obtain fermentation product DFB.

Step 5: Filtration

1.

Filtration of the diluted product DFB approximately within 12 hours until concentrated raw
material DSC is produced.

Step 6: Sterilization of the empty fermenter reactor.
1.
2.

Rinsing of the empty fermenter reactor by using water CW 20 .
Sterilization of the reactor using steam at 130 o C approximately within 2 hours.

3.2. Description of the processes equipment
The process is carried out an industrial unit having the following equipment: which involves the
following equipment:

1.

8 (preparatory) reactors (with volume) of 5 / 8m 3 for the processes 1.1

2.

3 reactors for substrate with volume of 12 / 16 m 3 for processes 2.1 and 2.2

3.

14 fermentation reactors with volume of 47 / 63m 3 for processes 3.1 to 3.11 and 6.1, 6.2.
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They are equipped with 3 coil heat exchangers each of them with length of 100m , diameter of 57mm
and thickness of wall of, 3.5mm .

4.

3 tanks with volume 70 / 100 m 3 for the processes 4.1 and 4.2.

5.

3 filters presses with productivity of 70 m 3 / h for the process 5.1

3.3. Options for energy integration process
3.3.1. Scheme, providing heat integration
According to the technological regulation there are processes requiring the use of energy from the
outside (STEAM, CW20, CW5 ) for heating and cooling. The problem of the reduction of external
energy can be realized through suitable scheme of heat integration. For this case, the use of scheme of
Fig.1 is proposed.

Fig.1 Structure of the scheme for heat integration into a system of batch bioreactors
We will consider the hot reactor as a fermentation reactor FH in which the processes of raw materials
loading and sterilization are completed (3.1-3.7). At the end of 3.7 the mixture in the fermantation
reactor is with a temperature 120 o C . After this process is necessary to be carried out cooling process
(3.8, 3.9) to temperature 30 o C . To be able to use the available energy of hot reactor it is necessary
for the organiZation of work in the bioreactors system to be such that in the interval of time when you
need to be cooled hot reactor FH to be drawn for sterilization another reactor, which we will treat as
cool reactor FC . In the cool reactor all the processes of loading raw materials have completed
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(3.1-3.5) and in their final the mixture with a volume 42m 3 is with temperature T3* . This mixture in
the cool reactor subject is to be under heating (3.6, 3.7) and subsequent sterilization (3.8).
3.3.2 Organization of the processes during time
In Figure 2. is shown the Gantt chart for the organization of processes in 2 directions: during time and
of the equipment of the scheme in Figure 1.

Heat
integration

Heat
integration

Heat
integration

Fig. 2 Organization of the processes of the heat integration in the time interval

Fig. 2. Gantt chart for the organization of processes
4.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

4.1. Optimal management of processes in the system with heat integration
4.1.1. Processes mathematical modeling
Mathematical description of the process will include processes of heat transfer and mass transfer at
time. The equation describing the change in temperature of the mixture in the reactor ( FH ) when
crossing the flow CW 20 or CW 5 determining debit is described by the equation:

dTF (FW - 1) (FW CpW )
(Tin - TF ) .
=
dt
FW
VF Cp F

ö
÷÷ , A is heat exchanger surface of the coil with dimension
ø
2
m , and U is overall heat transfer coefficient with dimension kWm -2 K -1 , CpF = CF r F with

Where F m =

[ ]
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[

]

[ kg / m ], while r is with dimension [ kg / m ] .
is with dimension [ m / s ] .

dimension kJm-3 K -1 , and C F according to
Flow of cooling water through the coil is FWi

3

3

F

3

The temperature at the exit of the coil is determined by the equation:

T* =

(FW - 1)
FW

TF +

1
Tin
FW

(2)

The solution of the equation (1) is searched at the start conditions TF (0 ) . It should be taken into
account that the temperature of the water coming out of the coil T * must be less than the contents in
the fermentor TF ie. TF ³ T * .Substante NMA is obtained in Stage 2.1., the equations describing the
mass change and balance the temperature in the reactor R NMA :

dV1
= F1 , with start conditions V1 (0)
dt
Cp1V1

(3)

dT1
= F1Cp1 (T * - T1 ) , with start conditions T1 (0)
dt

[

]

Cp1 = C1 r1 with dimension kJm -3 K -1 , and C1 according to
dimension kg / m 3 .

[

]

(4)

[ kJkg

-1

]

K -1 , while r1 is with

Substante NMB is obtained in Stage 2.1., the equations describing the mass change and balance the
temperature in the reactor R NMB :

dV2
= F2 , with start conditions V2 (0)
dt
Cp 2V2

(5)

dT2
= F2 Cp 2 (T * - T2 ) , with start conditions T2 (0)
dt

Cp2 = C2 r 2 with dimendion
dimension kg / m 3 .

[

]

[ kJm

-3

]

K -1 , and C2 according to

(6)

[ kJkg

-1

]

K -1 , while r 2 is with

The process of the addition water 17m 3 - 18m 3 is carried to Stage 3.5.
Mass balance for the case is described by equation:

dV3
= F3 , with start conditional V3 (0)
dt

(7)

Positive energy balance is slightly different from those above because it includes a variable start
temperature T3init :

Cp3V3

dT3
= F3Cp3 (T * - T3 - T3init ) ,
dt
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[

]

[

]

Cp3 = C3 r 3 with dimension kJm -3 K -1 , and C3 according to kJkg -1 K -1 , wihle r 3 is with

[

]

dimension kg / m 3 .
The starting temperature is determined by the equation:

T3init =

( )

( ) ( ).

100V1 t f + V2 t f T2 t f

(9)

V3 (0)

The equations describing the parameters of the mixtures obtained as a result from mixing of substrate
and the receiving water after the coil is given by the equations:

FW = F20 + F5

(10)

Tin FW = TW 20 F20 + TW 5 F5

(11)

Determining the price of used water in and for the carrying out of the processes is through integration
of the processes, described by the equations shown below.
For CW 5 equation is:

dWC5
= CW 5 CpW 5 F5 (T * - T5 )
dt

(12)

with start condition WC 5 (0 ) = 0 ,
where WC5 is the prise of used quantity CW 5 at the time of process,and CW 5 is the price per unit
energy of CW 5 . Similarly write the equation for determining the price for used water CW 20 .

dWC 20
= CW 20 F20
dt

(13)

[

]

with start condition WC 20 (0 ) = 0 , where CW 20 is with dimension lw / m 3 .
4.1.2. Control variables
A multitude of control effects on the case are:

ì FW ( t ), F1 ( t ), F2 ( t ), F3 ( t ), F4 (t )
ü
Control var iables ® í
ý,
ît 2.1. , t 2.2. , t 3.1. , t 3.5. , t 3.6. , t 3.7. , t 3.8. , t 3.9. , t 3.10. þ

(14)

where t Î [ 0, (t 2.1. , t 2.2. , t 3.1. , t 3.5. , t 3.6. , t 3.7. , t 3.8. , t 3.9. , t 3.10. )]
The control variables in the general case are time functions which must be defined. Generally the
structure of these functions is well in advance to be set and the task of determining these functions will
be limited to determining the coefficients of the given structure. One of the possible structures is:

Fi = Ai + ( Bi - Ai ) exp(-Cit ), i Î I
4.1.3. Constraints
The general debit of water at any time is limited as follows:
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F1 + F2 + F3 + Fwaste £ Fw

(15)

Fwaste ³ 0

(16)

FWmin £ FW £ FWmax

(17)

Operation of the system is required to meet certain mass and temperature of the mixture attained at the
end of the process:

V1 (t 2.1. ) £ 12m 3

(18)

V2 (t2.2. ) £ 12m 3

(19)

V 3 (t 3.5. ) £ 42m 3

(20)

TF (t HOT ) £ 30o C

(21)

where

t HOT = t 2.1. + t 2.2. + t 3.1. + t 3.5. + t 3.9. + t 3.10.
Time interval to carry out processes must be such as to satisfy the conditions:

t 2.1. + t 2.2. + t 3.1. + t 3.5. + t 3.9. + t 3.10. £ t H
t 2.1. + t 2.2. + t 3.1. + t 3.5. + t 3.6. + t 3.7. + t 3.8. £ t C
where t H , t C are given by the conditions of the technology. The problem of determining the optimal
control effects are limited to the fact that they must provide a minimum cost for using energy from
external sources to carrying out the processes according technological regulation. Тhe dependence to
determining the price of using energy is determined according expression that represents the objective
function.
4.1.4. Aims of the management
The problem of the optimal management of the processes of heat integration is limited to find the
values of control variables (14) providing a minimum cost for using energy from external sources. The
objective function is determined by the dependence:

( )

( )

F = COSTSteam + C 5 t f + C 20 t f
where

( ( )

(

(22)

( )) ( )

(

( )

))

( )

COSTSteam = M 1 t f r1Cp1 100 - T1 t f M 3 t f r 3 Cp 3 120 - T3 t f - T3init , а and C 20 t f
as a solution on (13).
4.1.5. Optimal control effects

In this formulation of the task the optimal management is limited to determine the multiple control
functions (14) providing a minimum of objective function (22) subject to system constraints. This task
is a task of the nonlinear dynamic programming. For its solution requires special tools such as
gPROMS. The received control impacts in the form of time functions are difficult to be implemented
because they require use of complex regulatory systems. It should also be taken into account that used
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parameters in the models may change over time or be set incorrectly, which leads to the determination
of control functions not leading to management purposes (22).
4.2. Quasioptimal management of the processes in a system with heat integration.
Another approach to control effects ensuring the purposes of managing will be discussed below. This
approach is based on the following assumptions.
1.

The process of heat integration for the time t f is treated as at the N = 8 time interval (for each
one of the boolean control variables to be provided at the one time interval )

2.

During every time interval the parameters of the control variables do not change.

4.2.1. Mathematical model of the processes by quasioptimal management.
Instead the differential equations describing the processes we can use for "n Î [ 1, N ] their interval
decisions that for each of the intervals are of the form/as follows:

(

)

TFn (t ) = (Tin )n + (TF 0 )( n -1) - (Tin )n exp(- p n t ) ,
*
(t ) = (Tin )n +
TWn

(FWn - 1) ((
F Wn

æ

UA
è FWn CpWn

where F Wn = expçç

)

TF 0 )( n -1) - (Tin )n exp(- p n t ) ,

(23)
(24)

ö
F Cp (F - 1)
÷÷ , p n = Wn Wn Wn
.
F WnVF Cp F
ø

Using (230 and (24) the equations for each one of the intervals can be determined by substituting
values for the parameters of water input in the coil, the debit and the start conditions, for each of the
intervals will be:
Interval 1. The data for this interval are: n = 1 , tn = t1 , B1n = 1 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 1 ,

B5n = 0 during which is carried out Step 2.1 in the reactor RNMA and Step 3.9 in the reactor FH .
The function of the change of the temperature in hot reactor FH is described by the equation (23), and
the change of the temperature in output water from the coil (24) with the following formulations

(Tin )n = B5n TW 5 + B 4n TW 20 ,

(25)

CpWn = B5 n CpW 5 + B 4 n CpW 20 ,

(26)

FWn = FW 1 , (TF 0 )( n-1) = TF 0 .
Also it is necessary to observe and the restriction to the maximum quantity of water necessary for the
process i. e.

FW 1t1 (1 - BW1 ) = B11V2.1. + B 21V2.2. + B31 V3.5. .

(27)

The temperature in the received mixture is given by the decision of the system of equations (3) and (4)
has the form:

TNBA (t ) = A - B exp(- p n t ) ,
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where ,

A=

B=

( p T (0) V (0) + F
n

NBA

NBA

Wn

A pn + FWn (Tin )n p n t

p n (FWn t + V NBA (0 ))

),

(FWn - 1)FWnCpWn
FWn APn
, pn =
,
FWnVF Cp F
p n (FWn t + V NBA (0))

APn =

(F Wn - 1)(TF 0 - (Tin )n )
F Wn

æ

UA
è FWn CpWn

, F Wn = expçç

ö
÷÷ .
ø

According the requirements of the technology at the end of the time interval t = t1 should be add
water from the cooling coil volume V2.1. . The time for carry out of this stage would be t1 =

V2.1.
, the
FWn

resulting mixture NBA is with a volume VNBA = (V2.1. + VNBA (0 )) , and respectively with the

*
temperature at the end of the interval TNBA (t1 ) = TNBA
defined from (28 ) by t = t1 , FWn = FW 1 . At the

same time as a result of the process Step 3.9. the contents in the reactor FH is reached a temperature

TF*1 which is determined by (23) and t = t1 .
Interval 2. The data for this interval are: n = 2 , t n = t 2 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 1 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 1 ,

B5n = 0 , BWn = 0 , BS n = 0 during which is carried out Step 2.2 in the reactor RNMB and Step 3.9
in the reactor FH .
And here the function of the change of the temperature in hot reactor FH is described by the equation
(23), and the change of the temperature in output water from the coil (24) with the following
formulations (Tin )n ® (25) , CpWn ® (26) , FWn = FW 2 , (TF 0 )( n -1) = TF*1 . Also it is necessary to
observe and the restriction to the maximum quantity of water necessary for the process i. e.

FWn tn (1 - BWn ) = B11 + B12 + B13 .

(29)

( n -1)
æ
ö
B11 = B1n çç V2.1. - å B1m FWm t m ÷÷ ,
m =1
è
ø

( n -1)
æ
ö
B12 = B 2n çç V2.2. - å B 2m FWmtm ÷÷ ,
m =1
è
ø
( n -1)
æ
ö
B13 = B3 n çç V3.5. - å B3 m FWm t m ÷÷
m =1
è
ø

The temperature in the received mixture NBB is determined by (30), which is the decision of the
system of equations (5) and (6) has the form TNBB (t ) = C - D exp(- p n t ) ,
(30)
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where C =

FWn

( p T (0) V (0) + F
n NBB

NBB

Wn

Apn + FWn (Tin )n pn t

), D=

FWn APn
,
p n (FWn t + V NBB (0))

pn (FWnt + VNBB (0))
æ UA ö
(F - 1)FWnCpWn
(F Wn - 1)(TF*1 - (Tin )n )
÷÷ pn = Wn
= expçç
, APn =
.
FWnVF Cp F
è FWn CpWn ø ,
F Wn

At the end of time interval t = t 2 , should be added water from the cooling coil with volume V2.2. . The
time for carry out of this stage would be t 2 =

V2.2.
the resulting mixture NBB is with volume
FWn

VNBB = (V2.2. + VNBB (0 )) and respectively with the temperature at the end of the interval

*
defined from (30) by t = t 2 , FWn = FW 2 . At the same time as a result of the process
TNBB (t 2 ) = TNBB

Step 3.9. the contents in the reactor FH is reached a temperature TF*2 which is determined by (23) and

t = t2 , n = 2 .
Interval 3. During this interval is carried out Step 3.1. and Step 3.2. in the reactor FC by the following
data: n = 3 , t n = t3 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 0 , B5 n = 0 , BWn = 0 , BS n = 1 ,

TF*3 = TF*2
In this time interval is carried out the process of the transfer of NBA in the reactor FC and then
heating to a temperature Tst . and sterilization. This process is carried out with the use of steam as a
coolant. The energy required to carry out the process is determined through dependence:

(

*
E33. = Cp NBAVNBA Tst . - TNBA

)

(31)

where Tst . , VNBA = (V2.1. + VNBA (0 )) is the temperature of the sterilization of the mixture NBA , and
*
TNBA
is the temperature of the mixture at the end of the Interval 1 which is determined with the help of

(28) by t = t1 , Cp NBA = C NBA r NBA

[ kJkg

-1

]

with dimension

[

]

[ kJm

-3

]

K -1 , and C NBA respectively

K -1 , while r NBA is with dimension kg / m 3 , E3.3 is with dimension [ kJ ] .

Interval 4. During this interval is carried out Step3.4 in the reactor FC by the following data: n = 4 ,

tn = t4 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 0 , B5n = 0 , BWn = 0 , BS n = 0 , FWn = FW 4 = 0 ,
TF*4 = TF*2
In this time interval is carried out mixing process the mixture NBA in FC after the sterilization at a
temperature T st . (Step 3.2.) and transfer in the same reactor FC of NBB which is with a temperature
*
with a subsequent mixing for 1 hour, i.e. t n = t 4 . The temperature of the resulting mixture with
TNBB

*
a volume V AB = V NBA + V NBB is determined by the dependence T AB
=
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Interval 5. The data for this interval are: n = 5 , t n = t5 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 1 , B 4 n = 1 ,

B5n = 0 , BWn = 0 , BS n = 0 during which is carried out Step 3.9 in the reactor FH and Step 3.5 in
the reactor FC .
The function of change of the temperature of the hot reactor is described by equation (23) and the
change of the temperature output water from a coil (24) by (Tin )n ® (25) , CpWn ® (26) ,

FWn = FW 5 , (TF 0 )( n-1) = TF*4 . In this case TF*4 is the temperature of the hot reactor FH at the end of

Interval 4, n = 4 . Moreover, the restriction on the maximum quantity of water for the process must
satisfy equality (29). The temperature of the received mixture T3 (t ) ( NMAB = AB IAB + CW 20 * ) (

CW 20 * is the water added in FC output of the coil of FH ) is the solution of the system of equations
(7) and (8) has the form:

T3 (t ) =

(p V
n

where F Wn

AB

*
T AB
+ FWn APn + p n FWn (Tin )n t )

p n (FWn t + V AB )

æ UA
= expçç
è FWn CpWn

-

FWn APn
exp(- p n t ) ,
p n (FWn t + V AB )

(32)

(
(
ö
F Wn - 1)(TF*4 - (Tin )n )
FWn - 1)FWn CpWn
÷÷ , pn =
.
, APn =
FWnVF Cp F
F Wn
ø

According the requirements of the technology at the end of the time interval t = t5 should be added
water from the cooling coil with volume V3.5.
Under this condition, the timing for carry out of this stage will be t5 =

V3.5.
the resulting mixture
FWn

NMAB is with volume VNMAB = (V3.5. + V AB ) and according with temperature at the end of the
interval T3* defined through (32) by t = t5 , FWn = FW 5 . At the same time the temperature of the hot
reactor FH at the end of the interval reached a value TF*5 fixed from (23).
Interval 6. The data for this interval are: n = 6 , t n = t6 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 1 ,

B5n = 0 , BWn = 1 , BS n = 0 during which is carried out Step 3.9 in the reactor FH .
The function of change of the temperature of the hot reactor FH is described by equation (23) and the
change of the temperature output water from a coil (24) by

(Tin )n ® (25) ,

CpWn ® (26) ,

FWn = FW 6 , (T F 0 )( н-1) = Т F* 5 . In this case the temperature of the hot reactor FH at the end of
Interval 6 by t n = t6 definite by (23) is Т F* 6 . The equation for determining the current temperature of
the cooling water output from the coil is modify and acquires the type:

TW* 6 (t ) = TW 20 +

(F W 6 - 1) (
FW 6

Т F* 5 - TW 20 )exp(- p6 t ) ,

UA ö
F Cp (F - 1)
÷÷ , p6 = W 6 W 20 W 6
.
F W 6V F Cp F
è FW 6CpW 20 ø
æ

where FW 6 = expçç
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Interval 7. The data for this interval are: n = 7 , t n = t5 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 0 ,

B5n = 1 , BWn = 1 , BS n = 0 n = 7 during which is carried out Step 3.9 in the reactor FH .
And here the function of change of the temperature of the hot reactor FH is described by equation
(23) and the change of the temperature output water from a coil (24) by

CpWn ® (26) , FWn = FW 6 , (T F 0 )( н-1) = Т

*
F5

(Tin )n ® (25) ,

. In this case the temperature of the hot reactor FH at

the end of Interval 7 by t n = t 7 definite by (23) is Т F* . The equation for determining the current
temperature of the cooling water output from the coil is modify and acquires the type:

TW* 7 (t ) = TW 5 +

(FW 7 - 1) (Т *

F6

FW 7

- TW 5 ) exp(- p7 t ) ,

(34)

UA ö
F Cp (F - 1)
÷÷ , p7 = W 7 W 5 W 7
.
FW 7VF Cp F
è FW 7CpW 5 ø
æ

where FW 7 = expçç

Interval 8. The data for this interval are: n = 8 , t n = t 7 , B1n = 0 , B 2 n = 0 , B3n = 0 , B 4 n = 0 ,

B5n = 0 , BWn = 0 , BS n = 1 during which is carried out Step 3.6., Step 3.7. and Step 3.8in the
reactor FC
In this time interval is carried out the process of heating of NMAB in the reactor FC to temperature

Tst. and sterilization by temperature Tst* using steam. The necessary energy to carry out the process is
determined by the dependence:

(

E3.8. = Cp NMBAV NMBA Tst* - T3*

)

(35)

where Tst* is the temperature of the sterilization of the mixture NMAB with volume VNMAB , T3* is the
temperature of the mixture at the end of the interval 5 defined through (32) by t = t5 ,

[

]

[

]

Cp NMBA = C NMAB r NMBA with dimension kJm -3 K -1 and C NMBA according kJkg -1 K -1 , while

[

]

r NMBA is with dimension kg / m , E3.8. is with dimension [ kJ ] .
3

4.2.2. Control variables
In this formulation as control variables instead of multiple functions (14) will we have multiple
parameters corresponding to each time interval ie:

Control continues var iables ® { t n , FWn , F1n , F2 n , F3n },

n Î [ 1, N ]

(36)

Moreover, we introduce in addition and the following multitudes Binary variables:

Control Binary var iables ® {BWn , B1n , B 2 n , B3n , B 4 n , B5 n },

n Î [ 1, N ]

(37)

where BWn = 1 when in n-th time interval corresponding valve is opened and is closed by BWn = 0 .
The
same
conditions
are
valid
for
the
other
Binary
variables
{B1n , B2 n , B3n , B4 n , B5n }, n Î [ 1, N ] .
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By entering binary variables for the control the flow of cooling water continuous independent
variables can be reduced by substituting with their equivalents ie

(FWaste )n = BWn FWn ,

F1n = B1n FWn , F2 n = B 2 n FWn , F3n = B3n FWn

In this formulation the multitude of control variables will be:

Control continues var iables ® { tn , FWn },

n Î [ 1, N ]

4.2.3. Constraints
The time restriction are related with the conditions to carry out of the individual processes dictated by
technological requirements. The processes related with cooling of the hot reactor after its sterilization
must be carried out under conditions that satisfy the restriction:

ìV
ü V
V21 V22
+
+ MAX í 22 , t 3 ý + 35 + t 5 + t 6 + t 7 £ t C ,
FW 1 FW 2
î FW 2 þ FW 5

(38)

where tC is the allowed time for carrying out the process of cooling the hot reactor FH from
temperature Tst* until working temperature for the fermentation process T fer and t 3 whili t C .
At the same time the processes related to preparation of the substrate in the fermentation reactor and
heated to a temperature of sterilization with subsequent sterilization must be carried out at the time
satisfying the restriction:

t3 +

V3.5.
+ t 3.6. + t 3.7. + t 3.8. £ t H
FW 5

(39)

To ensuring for condition the functioning of system when in each time interval to run only one process
and also do not allow at the same time use of CW 20 and CW 5 need to satisfy the binary variables
and system restriction.

BWn + B1n + B 2 n + B3n £ 1ü
ï
B5 n + B 4 n £ 1
ý, "n Î [1, N ]
B5 n + B1n + B 2 n + B3n £ 1 ïþ
4.2.4. Aims of the management
The main aim by carrying out of the process in hot and cold reactors through the system of heat
integration process is to reduce the price of the used energy resources (heat and cold) to carrying out
of the heating and cooling processes. Namely this indicator will be used as a criterion to assess of the
conducted processes management.

Cost INT =

N =8

å Cost
n =1

n

(41)

where Cost n is the price of the used energy resources to carry out of the processes for each of time
intervals and is determined according to the expressions:

Cost1 = Cost 2 = Cost 4 = Cost5 = 0 , Cost 3 = C Steam E3.3.
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Cost 6 = CW 20 FW 6 t 6 , Cost 7 = CW 5CpW 5VF

t = t7

C
ò (T (t ) - T ) dt =
*
W7

W5

W5

t =0

where

AW 7 =

(FW 7 - 1) (Т *

F6

FW 7

- TW 5 ) ,

æ UA ö
÷÷ ,
FW 7 = expçç
è FW 7 CpW 5 ø

CpW 5VF AW 7
(1 - exp(- p7t7 ))
p7

p7 =

FW 7 CpW 5 (F W 7 - 1)
,
F W 7V F Cp F

TW 5 = 5 o C , Cost8 = CSteam E3.8.
where CW 20 is the price of the water CW 20 , CW 5 and of the water CW 5 , CpW 5 is a specific heat
capacity of cooling water CW 5 , Т F* 6 is the temperature of the hot reactor at the end of the sixth time
interval, E3.8. the required energy for heating until temperature Tst* and subsequent sterilization with
steam, which is determined by (35).
4.2.5. Quasioptimal control effects
The problem of optimal control can be formulated as follows. Searching for values of control variables
(36), which ensure minimium of the objective function (41) by observing to system restriction, (38)
(39). So formulated task is solved with the use of any of the methods for nonlinear programming
(NLP).
4.3. Optimal control for the system without heat integration
The processes "cooling" of the hot reactor and respectively preparation and sterilization of the cool
reactor are the main processes requiring energy from outside. The cooling of the hot reactor after
sterilization is carried out in two steps, namely cooling until a temperature 40 o C with technical water
CW 20 for time tW 20 and after that to cooling until a temperature 30 o C for time tW 5 with help of the
cooled water. The times to carry out of the cooling processes tW 20 and tW 5 subject to the
determination. According to the technological regulation these two processes are carried out for the
time tW 20 + tW 5 £ t f . Using the above obtained dependences describing the cooling and heating
processes can be easily defined optimal control effects ( inj the case the debits of the cooling water
CW 20 ® FW 20 and according for CW 5 ® FW 5 , and also the times to carry out of these two
processes tW 20 and tW 5 ) which ensure carrying out of the processes by minimum cost criterion of
resource used for cooling (water CW 20 and CW 5 ).
1.

The price to carry out of the cooling process with CW 20 is:

CostW 20 = CW 20 FW 20 tW 20
2.

The price to carry out of the cooling process with CW 5 is determined by:

CostW 5 = CW 5 CpW 5VH

t = t5

C
ò (T (t ) - T )dt =

W5

F 20

t =0

where AW 5 =
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W5

CpW 5VF AW 5
(1 - exp(- p5 t5 ))
p5

(FW 5 - 1) (
FW 5

æ UA ö
F Cp (F - 1)
÷÷ , p5 = W 5 W 5 W 5
Т F* 20 - TW 5 ) , F W 5 = expçç
,
F W 5VF Cp F
è FW 5 CpW 5 ø
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where, and T F*20 is determined through (23) by n = 2 , (Tin )n = TW 5 , FWn = F5 , cwn = CpW 5 , and

(TF 0 )(n-1) is determined through (23) by
and (TF 0 )( n-1) = TF 0 .

n = 1 , (Tin )n = TW 20 , FWn = F20 , cwn = CpW 20 , t = tW 20 ,

The determination of the optimal values of control effects ( F20 , F5 , t 20 , t5 ) can be done by formulating
the task of nonlinear mathematical programming as follows:
It is demand a minimum of objective function:

Cost water = CostW 20 + CostW 5
in terms of control variables {FW 20 , F5W , tW 20 , tW 5 } by performance of system restriction:

(tW 20 + tW 5 ) £ t f ü

ï
ï
ý
MAX
FW 20 £ FW 20
ï
*
o
TF 5 (t 5 ) £ 30 C ïþ
FW 5 £ FWMAX
5

So formulated task is of the class of tasks of nonlinear mathematical programming with continuous
control variables.
The processes related with the preparation of raw material (Stage 2.1 и 2.2), mixing, addiding of V3.5.
cool water CW 20 (Stage 3.5), used as energy source steam with volume 3.5bar . The energy used
for these processes are defined as follows:

E3.2 = Cp1V2.1r1 (T3.1 - TW 20 ) ü
E3.3 = Cp1V2.1r1 (Tst . - T3.1 ) ïï
ý
E3.4 = Cp2V2.2 r 2 Tst*. - TW 20 ï
E3.6 = Cp3V3.5 r3 Tst*. - TW 20 ïþ

(
(

)
)

with use of steam.

The price for using steam for the carrying out of the these processes is equal to:

Cost steam = Csteam (E3.2 + E3.3 + E3.4 + E3.6 )
In this formulation the total price for using energy to carry out of the processes of the raw material
preparation, heating, sterilization and cooling to required Working temperature to carry out of the
fermentation process is equal to:

Cost SUM = Cost Steam + CostWater
5.

AN EXAMPLE IN SUPPORT OF THE PROCEDURE

As an example, proving the feasibility of the proposed method of management is considering a system
for the production of antibiotics. It is carried out in batch reactors by sequence of processes as
described in 3.1. The data of the processes are given:
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Cp F = CpW 5 = CpW 20 = Cp1 = Cp2 = Cp3 = Cp NMBA = 4200kJm -3 K -1 , VF = VNMAB = 42m 3 ,
TF (0 ) = Tst* = TF 0 = 120 o C , TW 5 = 5 o C , T1 (0 ) = T2 (0 ) = TNBA (0 ) = TNBB (0 ) = TW 20 = 20 o C ,

( )

Tst = 100o C , T3.1 = 55 o C , TF t f = T fer = 30o C , V1 (0 ) = V2 (0 ) = VNBA (0 ) = VNBB (0 ) = 2 m 3 ,
V2.1. ,V2.2. = 10 m 3 , V3.5. = 18m 3 , VNBA ,VNBB = 12m 3 , V3 (0 ),V AB = 24 m 3 , tC = t f = 6000s ,
F5MAX = F20MAX = 0.04m 3 / s , U = 1.2kWm -2 K -1 , A = 56.55m 2 , CW 5 = (CGW 5 / 4.184 ) lw / GJ ,

CGW 5 = 681 .00lw / GCal , CG Steamt = 277.00lw / GCal , CSteam = (CGsteam / 4.184) lw / GJ ,
According to the described methodology are carried out calculations to determine the optimal control
effects ( FW 20 , FW 5 , tW 20 , tW 5 ) for the case without heat integration integration of the processes. The
task of mathematical programming is solved using MATLAB 6.50. The optimal values of control
variables for the case without heat integration of processes are given in Tabl.1.
Table 1. Optimal values of control effects for the system without heat integration of the processes
N
o

Time of the
process sec

Optimal debit of the
cooling water m / s

at the end of the process m

i

tin

FW 20

FW 5

VW 20

VW 5

TFi

1

1158.6

0.0374

0.0

43.3108

0.0

89.6366

2

1158.6

0.0374

0.0

43.3131

0.0

68.4916

3

1158.7

0.0374

0.0

43.3151

0.0

53.7667

4

1158.7

0.0374

0.0

43.3134

0.0

43.5135

5

1365.4

0.0

0.0400

0.0

54.6166

30.0000

3

Quantity of the cooling water
3

Temperature of the reactor
o

at the end of the proces C

In the case when control of the "cooling-heating" process is carried out in continuous time-varying
control variables (the debits of cooling liquid through the coil) and is carried out the heat integration of
the processes were made calculation using the package MATLAB 6.50. The debits of the cooling flow
through the coil to the case is amended as dependency.

Fi = Ai + ( Bi - Ai ) exp(-Ci t ), i Î I , I = 1, 5 ,
where the unknown coefficients ( Ai , Bi , C i ) to be determined for each time interval.
In Table 2 are given the obtained optimal values of the control variables resulting from the decision of
the optimization procedure to the model described in point 4.1
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Fig.3. Temperature in the reactor for the case without heat integration

Fig.4. Debits variation of the coolant through the coil to ensure minimum energy costs without heat
integration
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Table 2. Optimal values of the control effects for the system with heat integration of the processes for
continuous variables
No

Time of the
process

sec.

Optimal values of the parameters
determining the debits of the cooling liquid

Quantity of the
ciiling liquid m

3

Temperature of the
reactor at the end of
o

the intervals C

i

t in

Ai

Bi

Ci

V20

VC 5

TFn (t in )

1

414.32

0.0359

0.0186

0.0020

9.99

0.0

109.06

2

416.09

0.0385

0.0235

1.73e-004

9.99

0.0

99.27

3

1046.80

0.0400

0.0107

5.02e-004

18.00

0.0

81.25

4

2286.50

0.0400

0.0400

0.0074

91.46

0.0

49.70

5

1836.30

0.0400

0.0400

0.0100

0.0

73.45

30.00

In the Fig.3 are shown the variation of the temperature in the reactor and output of the coil at the time
intervals for the case of heat integration and continuous control variables.

Fig.5. Temperatures variation in the reactor in the case of heat integration and continuous control
variables.
Fig.6 shows the optimal values of the debits functions of cooling flow in the time ensuring minimum
energy costs during processes "cooling-heating" realization.
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Fig 6. Debits variation of cooling liquid through the coil, ensuring minimum energy costs
In the case when the proposed scheme is used for heat integration of the processes of quasioptimal
control the cooling process is using the methodology described in 4.2. For the same process the
calculation procedures were carried out using the package MATLAB 6.50. In the case the number of
the time intervals is N1 = N 2 = N 3 = N 4 = 1 . The obtained optimal control effects for each of the
time intervals are given in Table 3.
Table 3. The control effects for the system with heat integration for quasioptimal management
No

Debits of the
cooling liquid

i

t in

FW 20

FC 5

V1

V2

V3

VW

VC 5

TFn

1

478.3

0.0209

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

107.97

2

441.2

0.0227

0.0

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

97.91

3

845.5

0.0213

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

82.03

4

2535.8

0.0400

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

101.43

0.0

47.80

5

1699.1

0.0

0.0400

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

67.96

30.00

sec.

m3 / s

Quantity cooling reagent at the time intervals

Temperature
of the reactor

Time of
the
process

m

3

o

C

In the Fig.7 are shown the variation of the temperature in the reactor and output of the coil at the time
intervals for the case of heat integration and quasioptimal process management..
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Fig 7. Temperatures variation in the reactor in the case of heat integration and quasioptimal process
management
Fig.8 shows the values of the debits functions of cooling flow in the time ensuring minimum energy
costs during processes "cooling-heating" realization and quazioptimal process management.

Fig 8. Debits variation of cooling liquid through the coil, ensuring minimum energy costs
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The prices of used resources for the processes heating and cooling for the system with heat integration
and those for the system without heat with heat integration are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Energy costs of in system with and without heat integration
Type of
cost

Costs in absence of heat
integration lw.

Costs with heat integration

Cost STEAM

945.85

715.60

724.81

CostW 20

378.38

199.75

221.53

CostW 5

388.17

565.98

536.99

Cost SUM

1712.4

1481.30

1483.30

Optimal management

lw.

Quasioptimal management

lw.

It is obviously that the optimal management of the process heat integration leads to significant
reduction of about 47.20% of water used CW 20 in regime of the optimal management and according
about 41.45% for quasioptimal management. The costs for cooling water were increased in the case of
optimal management with 45.80% and quasioptimal management with 38.15%. At the same time is
reduced the needed steam to carry out of the processes with 24.34% in the case of optimal
management and 23.36% in quasioptimal management. The total saving of energy resources (cooling
water and the needed steam) amounts to 13.49% for optimal management and respectively 13.37% for
quasioptimal management. Important is to noted that using the the system for heat integration leads
to reduced used steam and cooling water. The system for optimal management requires special
management device to reproduce the obtained optimal control law for control of the flow of cooling
water for different intervals. Significantly simple law for the management of the flow of cooling water
can be used for quasioptimal management, while the economic effect is similar. On behalf of that the
quasioptimal management does not require special control devices and is feasible in practice.
6.

CONCLUSION

As a result of the survey can be concluded that:
1.

A mathematical formulation of the task for managing the processes in the system with heat
integration is proposed.

2.

The task for management is formulated in terms of mixed nonlinear mathematical programming
with criterion for minimum cost of used energy from external sources

3.

A mathematical formulation of the task for quasioptimal processes management in the system
with heat integration is proposed.

4.

The task is formulated in terms of NLP.
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SYNTHESIS OF 1-BIPHENYL 1,2,3,4-TETRAHYDROISOQUINOLINE
Dimo Aladjov, Stoyanka Nikolova, Iliyan Ivanov
University of Plovdiv, Department of Organic Chemistry, 24 tzar Assen str., 4000 Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Abstract
The biological activity of isoquinoline derivatives, as analogues of various drugs, has provided great
deal of interest for the synthesis of new compounds. An application of Bischler-Napieralski reaction
for the synthesis of new 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines with biphenyl substitutent on the 1st position,
is described. The required for this purpose amides would arise from reaction of aminoacetaldehyddimethylacetal with veratrole (1,2-dimetoxybenzene) in polyphosphoric acid, followed by acylation of
obtained amines with different acid chlorides or sulfochlorides. Variety of reaction conditions –
acidity of milieu, temperature and reaction time, were used for optimization the conditions for the
final cyclization stage.
Along with the synthetic studies, structure-activity relationships will be sought (SAR and QSAR study
of the compounds). Discovery of bioactivity can eventually lead to development of new therapeutic
compounds. There is a possibility for application of the results in the pharmaceutical sector, should
the biological properties of the obtained compounds be satisfactory for development of new drugs. The
synthetic methodology which is expected to be developed will positively find future applications in the
academic/research/ pharmaceutical sector.
Key words: dihydroorotat dehydrogenase inhibitors, biphenyl substituent, tetrahydroisoquinolines
1. INTRODUCTION
Dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH) is enzyme, identified in the Plasmodium falciparum. He is
located in the mitochondrial membrane where it catalyses the oxidation of dihydroorotate to orotate,
which is the rate-limiting step in pyrimidine biosynthesis1. Concomitant with dihydroorotate oxidation
is electron transfer to ubiquinone (cofactor Q). Genes encoding all enzymes in the conserved
pyrimidine pathway have been identified in the Plasmodium falciparum genome but genes encoding
enzymes in pyrimidine salvage do not appear to be present. Human cells, in contrast to Plasmodium,
synthesise and salvage pyrimidines.
Inhibitors of DHODH show immunosuppressant and antiproliferative activities.2,3 Two well-described
inhibitors of human dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (hDHODH) are Leflunomide and Brequinar, which
are currently used to treat Malaria, rheumatoid arthritis, and analogs are in clinic to treat graft versus
host disease and multiple sclerosis.
F

COONa
CH3
N

F

Brequinar
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Inhibitors have been identified that inhibit growth of the microorganisms Helicobacter pylori and
Enterococcus faecalis. They also have been investigated for anticancer activity.
In view of varied biological activities, there is a strong interest in the development of synthetic
methodologies giving access to novel isoquinoline alkaloids, as potential DHODH inhibitors. In
continuous need to develop new drugs we have to synthesize some nitrogen containing heterocyclic
derivatives as inhibitors of DHODH, as antineoplastic agents.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In continuous need to develop new drugs we have to synthesize some nitrogen containing heterocyclic
derivatives as inhibitors of DHODH, as anti neoplastic agents. Some of the well-known inhibitors of
DHODH are quinoline and isoquinoline derivatives.
There are some new extensions for the synthesis of isoquinoline derivatives, which expand the
classical methods for their synthesis - Bischler-Napieralski, Pictet-Spengler и Pomeranz-Fritsch. The
diverse biological activities associated with the isoquinoline nuclei continue to attract a great deal of
interest in their synthesis as potential new drugs. Some 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines may used for
the synthesis of benzodiazepines, also.4,5 A lot of other isoquinoline derivatives are important
bioactive compounds.6 They posses antimalarial,7 neurotoxic,8 antimicrobial, cytotoxic,9
nematocidic,10 limphocytic,11 anticonvulsant12 and anticancer13 properties. Some isoquinoline
derivatives are intermediates in the synthesis of benzodiazepines and possess antiepileptic properties.14
The biological activity of isoquinoline derivatives, as analogues of various drugs, has provided great
deal of interest for the synthesis of new compounds. In view of the ever increasing demand for novel
therapeutic agents, the proposed research is expected to be of importance mainly for the
pharmaceutical sector and for the academic bio-organic sector.
Our retrosynthetic analysis of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines with biphenyl substituent on the 1st
position is depicted in scheme 1. We anticipated that 1-biphenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline 5
could be constructed from starting amides of 3,4-dimetoxy-2-phenylethylamine (homoveratrylamine)
with biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid 3 via Bischler-Napieralski reaction.
MeO

MeO

NH
MeO

NH
MeO

O

Scheme 1
The required amides 3 would arise from starting homoveratrylamine 1 and biphenyl-4-carbonyl
chloride 2. Next step is cylcisation to corresponding 1-biphenyl-3,4-dihydroisoquinolines 4. For this
reaction we applied the classical Bischler-Napieralski reaction with phosphorus oxychloride as
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cyclisation agent. We found that this reaction obtained dihydroisoquinolines with more then 90%
yield.
MeO

MeO

MeO

+

1
O

NH2

MeO

NEt3

NH
MeO

3

O

Cl

2

90.3% yield,
mp=170-172 oC

MeO

POCl3

N
MeO

NaBH4
MeOH

4

92.3% yield,
mp=131-132 oC

NH
MeO

5

97.86% yield,
mp=119-120 oC

For the last step, reduction of 3,4-dihydro- to 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines, we used mild reaction
conditions using sodium borohydride/methanol reduction conditions.
Finally, we succeeded to prepare newly synthesized 1,2,3,4-tetrahydoisoquinolne derivatives with
biphenyl substituent on the 1st position using simple three-step protocol using classical BischlerNapieralski reaction for the cyclization step.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and chemicals were purchased from commercial sources [Fluka and Merck] and used as
received. Melting points were determined on a Boetius hostage apparatus and are uncorrected. Spectra
were recorded on a Bruker Avance DRX250 spectrometer. 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were taken
in CDCl3 at 250 MHz and 62.5 MHz respectively. Chemical shifts were given in part per million
(ppm) relative and were referenced to TMS (d=0.00ppm) as an internal standard and coupling
constants are indicated in Hz. All the NMR spectra were taken at rt (ac. 295 K). TLC was carried out
on precoated 0.2 mm Fluka silica gel 60 plates. Merck silica gel 60 (0.063-0.2mm) was used for
column chromatographic separation
Synthesis of amide of homoveratylamine with biphenyl-4-carbonyl chloride 3.
To the solution of 1 mmol of homoveratrylamine 1 in dichloromethane equal amount of biphenyl-4carbonyl chloride was added. After 10 min a little excess of triethylamine was added. After 30 min the
solution was washed with diluted hydrochloric acid, saturated solution of Na2CO3 and water. The
organic layer was dried (Na2SO4), filtered on short column with neutral Al2O3 and after removing of
the solvent, the pure product (90.3% yield) was isolated.
1

H-NMR: 2.93 (t, 2H, J=6.9, CH2), 3.75 (q, 2H, J=6.7, 6.8, CH2), 3.87 (s, 3H, OCH3), 3.90 (s, 3H,
OCH3), 6.29 (t, 1H, J=6.2, NH), 6.80-6.88 (m, 3H, Ar), 7.38-7.51 (m, 3H, Ar), 7.60-7.67 (m, 4H, Ar),
7.79-7.82 (m, 2H, Ar); 13C-NMR: 167.1, 149.1, 147.8, 144.2, 139.9, 133.3, 131.4, 128.9, 128.0, 127.3,
127.2, 127.1, 120.7, 112.0, 111.5, 55.94, 55.85, 41.3, 35.3.
Cyclisation of amide 3 to 1-biphenyl-3,4,-dihydroisoquinoline, typical procedure:
To solution of 1 mmol of amide in 1,2-dichloroethane and 1 ml posphorus oxychloride was added. The
reaction mixture was refluxed for 1 h. The cool reaction mixture was washed with saturated solution
of Na2CO3 and water. The organic layer was dried (Na2SO4), filtered on short column with basic Al2O3
and after removing of the solvent, the pure product (92.3% yield) was isolated.
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1

H-NMR: 2.75-2.81 (m, 2H, CH2), 3.79 (s, 3H, OCH3), 3.84-3.90 (m, 2H, CH2), 3.99 (s, 3H, OCH3),
6.83 (s, 1H, Ar), 6.91 (s, 1H, Ar), 7.36-7.52 (m, 3H, Ar), 7.68-7.76 (m, 6H, Ar); 13C-NMR: 171.7,
166.3, 151.0, 147.2, 142.0, 140.6, 138.1, 132.7, 129.24, 129.22, 128.8, 127.5, 127.1, 126.8, 121.6,
111.6, 110.3, 106.0, 56.6, 56.0, 47.7, 26.1.
General procedure for reduction of dihydroisoquinoline 4. Synthesis of 6,7-dimethoxy-1biphenyl-3,4-dihydroisoquinoline 5
To solution of 1 mmol of the 3,4-dihydroisoquinoline 4 in 15 mL methanol, NaBH4 (2 mmol, 0,1 g)
was added portionwise. The solution was stirred 30 min at room temperature, then the solvent was
removed under vacuum. Water (30 mL) was added to the residue and the solution was extracted with
CH2Cl2 (3x20 mL), then the combined extracts were dried (Na2SO4). The products, after evaporation
of the solvent, were obtained with more than 95 % yields.
1

H-NMR: 2.23 (s, 1H, CH), 2.77 (td, 1H, J=4.9, 16.0, CH2), 2.86-3.11 (m, 2H, CH2), 3.23 (td, 1H,
J=5.2, 11.4, CH2), 3.65 (s, 3H, OCH3), 3.87 (s, 3H, OCH3), 5.10 (s, 1H, NH), 6.30 (s, 1H, Ar), 6.65 (s,
1H, Ar), 7.30-7.36 (m, 3H, Ar), 7.40-7.46 (m, 2H, Ar), 7.53-7.61 (m, 4H, Ar); 13C-NMR: 147.8,
147.2, 143.7, 140.8, 140.2, 129.5, 129.3, 128.7, 127.6, 127.2, 127.1, 127.0, 111.5, 111.1, 61.0, 55.9,
55.85, 41.7, 29.2.
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Abstract
The scientific researches to get more environmentally friendly and also cheaper, and more sustainable
materials that can be differently exploited have been encouraged by the increase in environmental
awareness. Industrial hemp stands between the strongest natural fibers available- their main
advantage is low cost material and low energy requiring material in production.
It has been showed that hemp can be used as a part of composite material to create more renewable,
more environmentally friendly and innovative material. The composite material can have different
fiber structure- long or short fibers can be oriented long or short parallel, long or short random, or
cross-ply. Eco- composites can be combined by natural fiber and biodegradable polymer matrix. Also
the biodegradable matrices can be bought as commercial products and, what is more, the price of
these materials is higher and that is one of the largest restrictions for their wider using.
Analysis starts with the extracting process of the fiber, then comes the using phase and recycling. In
the paper there is showed possible usage of hemp components in the structure of conventional
composites and biodegradable composites that will be used for office interior and equipment. There
are also showed results of the researches to create new board material that are planned to be used in
furniture and equipment production for usage in public sector so replacing the traditional materials.
Key words: biodegradable composite, mechanical properties, natural fiber, water absorption,
renewable resources, polypropylene
1.INTRODUCTION
Plastic composites that are strengthened with the natural fibers are demanded raw materials in many
economical sectors including vehicle industry, building and furniture manufacturing. In the former
practice while making the plastic composites, the armature wood or textile fibers (predominantly
synthetic) are implemented in the plastic matrixes. Natural fibers are environmentally friendly,
completely recyclable, widely available, and regularly renewable, comparatively cheep, with
sufficiently good physical and mechanical qualities, with low density – plant fibers are lighter than
glass, carbon or aramid fibers (Table 1). If the natural ability of decomposition solves ecological
problems, then low costs and good qualities makes economical interest. Natural fibers recycling at the
end of the life cycle by burning or in the waste polygon, exempted volume of CO2 balances the
volume that is received during the growth. Abrasive qualities of natural fibers are much lower which
ensures benefits in the treatment of composite material. Natural fiber composites are completely
recyclable at the end of their lifetime which makes them nature friendly materials. These are also
renewable resources contrary coal, oil and natural gas. In the composite materials which are made by
using unmodified plant fibers required mechanical qualities are not reached very often. To avoid it
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before the making the composite in many cases additional treatment of the surface or usage of reagents
is necessary.
So that materials could be classified as biodegradable, they must meet specific criteria set by the
European standard EN 13432 [1] and define biodegradable plastics as one which is experiencing major
changes in the chemical structure under specific environmental conditions. Biodegradable plastics
submit degradation as a result of influence of the natural micro organisms - bacteria and fungi. In most
of the international standards it is required that at least 60% of corrosive product need to be corrosed
in 180 days. Plastics can be created as photo corrosive, corrosive as the result of oxidation,
hydrophytes - corrosive, or one who may be decomposed.
Scope of testing under EN 13432 [1]:
*

Chemical test: Disclosure of all constituents, threshold values for heavy metals are to be
adhered to.

*

Biodegradability in watery medium (oxygen consumption and production of CO2): Proof must
be made that at least 90% of the organic material is converted into CO2 within 6 months.

*

Disintegration in compost: After 3 months’ composting and subsequent sifting through a 2
mm sieve, no more than 10% residue may remain, as compared to the original mass.

*

Practical test of compost ability in a semi-industrial (or industrial) composting facility: No
negative influence on the composting process is permitted.

*

Compost application: Examination of the effect of resultant compost on plant
growth(agronomic test), Eco toxicity test.

Table 1. The comparison of physical properties of natural and glass fibre
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Composite material
The natural fibers that are more researched lately are hemp fibers. Although hemp usage in natural
fiber composites is relatively new market it has proved itself already in a good way. Hemp composites
work well in different ways – if water absorption and exuding is necessary, thermal and acoustic
isolation, firmness and hardness. Since hemp and other natural fibers usually are used in the
polypropylene matrix (or with other polymers), the saving of manufacturing energy results in the glass
fiber replacement and bigger proportion of natural fiber in the matrix. Consumption of energy for
manufacturing glass fibers is five times bigger than needed for hemp fiber refinement, for
manufacturing epoxy resin it is 10-20 times bigger.[2]
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Advantages and disadvantages determine the choice: [3]
Advantages of natural fibres:
+ Low specific weight, which results in a higher specific strength and stiffness than glass.
This is a benefit especially in parts designed for bending stiffness.
+ It is a renewable resource, the production requires little energy, CO2 is used while oxygen is given
back to the environment.
+ Producible with low investment at low cost, which makes the material an interesting product for
low-wage countries.
+ Friendly processing, no wear of tooling, no skin irritation
+ Thermal recycling is possible, where glass causes problems in combustion furnaces.
+ Good thermal and acoustic insulating properties
Disadvantages of natural fibres:
- Lower strength properties, particularly its impact strength
- Variable quality, depending on unpredictable influences such as weather.
- Moisture absorption, which causes swelling of the fibres
- Restricted maximum processing temperature.
- Lower durability, fibre treatments can improve this considerably.
- Poor fire resistance
- Price can fluctuate by harvest results or agricultural politics
2.2. Composite matrix
In many usages in a shape of matrix fiber, granule or polythene PP (Polypropylene) is used, which is
thermoplastic, colorless (white) polymer with high melting temperature (158-170Co) and high tension
durability. It is widely used in engineering industry, textile industry, building, furniture manufacturing
and in other industries. PP is resistant against different organic liquids, alkali, acids, poorly absorbs
water. Polymer submits well to the recycling and in the composites with natural fibers it is partly
biodegradable. PP is the most widely used thermoplastic material in the industry of natural fiber
composites because of its low density, excellent processing, good mechanical qualities, high
temperature resistance, good shape stability and resistance of the influencing strength. Increase of the
PP usage describes also wide research and publications that are dedicated to the research of this
material. Advantages and disadvantages of the polypropylene matrix are visible in the Table 2.
It is well known that unfilled polymers behave in either of two characteristic ways in tensile tests:
1) Brittle fracture of speciments at relatively small strains ( </= 10%)
2) Ductile failure of specimens preceded by formation of a “bottleneck” at high deformations
(tens or hundreds %) [5]
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Low specific gravity (density)

Flammability

Excellent chemical resistance

Low- temperature brittleness

High melting point (relative to volume plastic)

Moderate stiffness

Good stiffness/ toughness balance

Difficult printing, painting ang gluing

Adaptability to many converting methods

Low UV resistance

Great range of special- purpose grades

Haziness

Excellent dielectric properties

Low melt strength

Low cost (especially, per unit volume)
PP advantages

PP disadvantages

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of polypropylene matrix [4]

Matrix

Density

Melt

Tensile Strength Young Elong. To Break
(Mpa)
Mod. (GPa)
(%)
(g/cm ) Temp ( C)
3

o

High density Polyethylene
(HDPE)
0,94- 0,96 120- 130
Low density Polyethylene
(HDPE)
0,91- 0,93 105- 115
Polypropylene (PP)
0,9
176
Poly (lactic acid) (PLA)
1,25
140- 152
Poly (hydroxybutyrate)
(PHB)
1,25
175
Polybutyleneadipate/
terephthalate (PBAT)
1,25- 1,27 110- 120

32

1,1

150

20
35
48

0,2- 0,3
1,1- 1,6
3,8

300- 600
150
2,5

40

3,5

6

35

<0,2

560- 700

Table 3. Mechanical properties of polymers that are used a s matrixes in fibre composites [6]
2.3. Creation of composite materials
Fibers in the composite material work as intensifier while the pressure is directed from the matrix to
the fibers as a result of interaction. Geometrical factors that separate different fiber composites are:
1) Fiber amount; 2) Fiber length; 3) Fiber allocation; 4) Fiber orientation.
Such layers can consist not only from the adjusted fibers but also from the differently oriented fibers.
They can be located differently, for example, in the composite order or in the right angle one against
another.
Theoretically the maximum amount in the composite can reach 91% which can be created if fibers are
placed in the twisted shape. Fiber amount in the location prevalently reaches 45 -65%, but it is
possible to reach also 70%.
Composite can have various fibers’ structure as it is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Fiber structure in composite
High performance polymer components usually consist of layers or in layers which are arranged in
particular order. In order to anticipate total material flexibility, each layer is considered as
homogeneous in a way that fiber planking and layout is equal in all the material. Fibers can be short or
long, laid out in one or several layers in one or various directions. If the fibers are laid in one layer it is
called ply but if it is laid in several layers it is called a laminate. Flat laminate is made from one
direction laid fiber layers that are arranged in the angle of 90o one above another. This is a typical
construction that is used in the aircrafts because of its strength.
Simple condition is used to describe the layer sequences. It is described with simple layers. As you can
see in the figure 3a layers are formed in 0o/ 90o/ 0o/ 0o/ 90o/ 0o, which can be simplified to [0/ 90/ 02/
90/ 0], where digit 2 means that there are two layers with 0o orientation. As in this case claddings are
in the symmetric relation to the middle layer, then it is possible to simplify the designation [0/ 90/ 0],
which means that layers repeat symmetrically. Similar is also the situation that is shown in the Figure
2 (b) where [0/ +60/ -60/ +60/ 0] is shortened to [0/ +60/ -60] or [0/ +-60]. [7]

(b)

(a)

Figure 2. Arrangement of plies in (a) a crossply laminate and (b) an angle-ply laminate sandwiched
between 0o plies [7]
Composites reinforced with natural plant fibers have also negative aspects like unconformity between
hydrophile natural fibers and hydrophobe thermoplastic and termoset matrix, wherewith it is necessary
to use appropriate physical and chemical processing methods to improve adhesion between fiber and
matrix.
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2.4. Usage of biodegradable polymers
In year 2009 demand for biodegradable polymers in North America, Europe and Asia made the main
part of the worlds’ consumption. Despite the economic crisis that covered chemistry and plastic
industries, in the market of biodegradable polymers there was an increased demand visible at 5-10%
(comparing with year 2008). Total consumption of polymers in these three regions for 5 years period
(year 2009-2014) is forecasted with the average growth of 13%. In year 2009 Europe has been the
biggest biodegradable polymer consumer between the mentioned regions, using approximately half of
the total amount in the world (Figure 3). [8]
In Figure 4 there is showed the use of fiber reinforced plastic in the percentage of different industries.

Figure 3. The use of biodegradable polimers in the
World in 2009[8]

Figure 4. The use of polimer materials
reinforced with fibers [9]

Main driving forces are established legislation that is not yet arranged in Latvia, pressure from the
retailers, increasing consumer interest about sustainable plastic solutions, independence from the
petrified oil and gas. The processes are encouraged also by reducing nature resources and restrictions
of CO2 emission. [8]
Creation of ecological life and work environment is not supposed without usage of wide constructions
and design materials that next to good biodegradability have also good exploitation qualities.
Already today in the engineering industry in several cars building companies several components in
the dash-boards, salons are replaced with biocomposites that allow reducing the weight, therefore also
consumption of energy and ensuring consumers with friendlier salon environment, eliminating
consumption of nonrenewable resources, liquidation of nature friendly vehicles.
2.5. Future of biodegradable plastic
A big challenge for the designers is the understanding of the today’s needs because a long time the
highest demand was after all that was described as "rare, exotic, special" and where different type of
products and materials were hard to incorporate. It is clear that in the period before manufacturing, the
creation of the material was considered as very important process and the design of the product
already after that submitted the created material; in the period of manufacturing the final outlook of
the product should be so standardized that creation of the material is only routine and not anymore the
active research process.
In the biodegradable plastic industry it is still possible to develop and expand. The emissions level of
carbon dioxide that develops from the recycling of the regular plastic is very high. After complete
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change of manufacturing the plastic that is made from the oil base to the plastic that is made using the
renewable resources, it could be possible to balance level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Still it
is naive to hope of the possibility that in the near future traditional polymers completely would be
replaced by nature friendly biodegradable polymers. The situation could be a little bit improved by
creating and developing special market trend. Active research process is the one that is necessary in
order to create new alternatives for materials – materials that don’t stop the life process, don’t pollute
the air, water and earth.
To implement natural materials in usage is very hard process. It should start with the change of global
consumer vision to the materials that he wants to buy. Consumer should choose to use the material that
not only looks natural but that is natural. It can be changed only with the change of global thinking to
separate industrially manufactured and natural materials and to understand what the influence of these
materials on human and environment is. In order to reach the nature friendly goal, it is dependent from
the design of the products, marketing, recycling, information, distribution, selling and waste control.
Why should biodegradable material be considered to be better than its predecessor (energy ineffective
and polluted)? How a material which includes several life cycles will be considered as Valuable?
Mainly attention should be draw to three principles - (1) without garbage, (2) think about environment
in every stage of the product, (3) redefine phrase “Valuable material” to “support for the life”.[10]
Despite the mentioned, biopolymer industry has positive future, because nonrenewable resources are
rapidly decreasing, its extraction becomes more expensive, and greenhouse effect is becoming more
menacing in almost all parts of the earth. Usage of renewable resources becomes almost the only one
alternative solution for the complex of gathered problems for living space long-term maintenance.
2.6. Fiber hydrophilicity/ hydrophobicity
Very important factor is fiber ability to absorb or remove water molecules. This characteristic is called
hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity. If fibers absorb water it is called a hydrophile fiber and it has a set
index – water absorption coefficient. As it is known from the experimental research, it is better if the
fiber is more hydrophobe not hydrophile; otherwise it is needed to make additional treatment to divide
absorbed water molecules. But it is known that almost all polymers are hydrophobe. It influences
further composite extraction as fibers are different from their chemical structure. The main feature of
the nature fibers structure is that they contain a lot of hydroxyl groups and therefore they absorb water
molecules but in the structure of the unmodified polymer functional groups only some have hydroxyl
groups.
Fiber drying before the further processing is very important factor because water molecules work on
the fiber surface as dividing agent between the fiber and matrix surface. During the water steaming
pores appear in the matrix. The influence of these both processes makes a big significance on
mechanical qualities of the material. Therefore fiber drying needs to be done in vacuum at different
temperatures.
Water absorption influence on polypropylene matrix composite material that is strengthen with hemp
fibers, was researched accordingly to LVS EN ISO 62: 2008 standard. [11] Samples of composite
materials were dried in the drying cupboard at the temperature of 105oC, and its keeping time was 48
hours. After the keeping time samples were taken out of the drying cupboard and put into exsiccator
with the preciseness up to 0,1 mg to let them cool down to the room temperature.
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3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. The composite material
To create a composite material hemp type “Bialobrzeskie” were used that were cultivated in the
Kraslava district in Latvia. (Figure 5) As L. Freivalde’s research shows [12], this type is very suitable
for creation of composite materials and also weather conditions in Latvia are appropriate for its’
growth.
As composite material matrix polypropylene fibers „Fibre mesh 300”, were used that are imported
from England. [Figure 6] These fibers are already lengthened by 12 mm. In order to make the more
even planking, lengthened fibers were rarefied to make the mono fiber planking out of fiber entirety.

Figure 5. Hemp fibres

Figure 6. Fibers of polypropylene “FiberMesh
300”

Hemp fibers were schuched to clear out shives, separate long fibers from the short ones and get regular
fiber planking. For the first samples of the experiment (parallel fiber orientation) long fibers were used
that were lengthened by 260mm. Fiber length was measured by die size. For the creation of samples
50% and 70% fiber amount from the total sample weight was used. Before the creation of samples the
fibers were dried in the drying cupboard (CHBC-45.4.54) at the temperature of 60oC with the exposure
time of 4 hours.
Since the process is happening in the fever heat and the polymer is melting, it is necessary to have
aluminium foil plates that ensure homogeneous pressed composite surface and possibility to take out
created composite from the termopress device more easily. Aluminium foil plates are cut in size of
265 x 265mm which is set by die size.
Aluminium foil, polypropylene fibers and hemp fibers were put in layers, making the composition of
laminate type. Aluminium foil was put on both sides of the composite. [Figure 7]
Samples were created taking into account the prepared experiment plan at the beginning of the
experiment. As unchangeable factors: weight - 14g, pressure – 7,66kg/cm2, time - 20 min. were set up.
As the changing factors were used proportion of materials in the samples (hemp fibers against
polypropylene fibers) and temperature in which the samples were made- 170oC or 190oC. Size of the
created sample was 260x260x0,65 mm. There were made also samples with shunted wattle-work 2D
hemp fabric with similar density but different layout (Figure 8; 9; 10).
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Figure 7. The principle of sample preparation

Figure 8. Hemp fiber test
sample

Figure 9. shunted wattle-work
2D hemp fabric test sample
( M1)

Figure 10. shunted wattle-work
2D hemp fabric test sample
( M2)

3.2. Tensile testing
Tension tests for the composite material which is made from the polypropylene matrix and parallel
long hemp fibers intensification were done with the ZWICK Z100 (maximum strength 100 KN)
universal testing device using Tension 100kN.ZPV testing method. The maximum strength with the
speed of 10 mm/min was used for tension verifications for sample and the length of sample was
90mm. Verification was done in the room temperature 22+/-2Co. Number of verified samples was 16;
4 samples from each manufacturing set were tested and first results were obtained.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Water absorption
Water amount absorption the composition was calculated in the following way: it was taken into
account the sample weight before the drying and sample weight after the drying. For calculation the
equation was used:
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Where M(t) is humidity amount, mo and mt is sample weight after the drying and sample weight before
the drying. Calculation was done for the samples that are developed at the temperature of 175oC and
190oC and 50/50 and 70/30 fiber and matrix proportions were used. (Table 4)
M(t)
Nr. Creation Hemp fiber Polypropylene Weight before Weight
( %)
drying
after drying (%)
pk.
(%)
ToC
1
170
50
50
0,5421
0,5209
4,07
2
170
70
30
0,5742
0,5472
4,93
3
190
50
50
0,4858
0,4725
2,81
4
190
70
30
0,7392
0,7069
4,57

Table 4. Calculation of water absorption
4.2. Tensile properties
The degree of effectiveness of reinforcement can be characterized by the Young’s modulus of the
composites (Figure 11). As it is showed in the Figure 11, there have been made tensile tests for
samples. The main results are that in general by lower temperature the tensile elongation is higher.
Comparing the tensile elongation for samples of 50/50 proportion to samples of 70/30 proportion, we
can conclude that the elongation ratio decreases very sharply for 50/50 samples by higher

Figure 11. Young’s modulus as function of fiber content, temperature and tensile elongation
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temperature, but the elongation ratio is not so volatile for 70/30 proportion samples in both
temperatures. Young’s modulus is increasing along with the increase of fiber proportion in the sample.
Tensile strength for parallel fibers increase along with increasing hemp fiber proportion as can be seen
in Figure 12. Maximum tensile strength by 1700C is 53.58 (50/50 proportion) and 65.47 (70/30
proportion). Maximum tensile strength by 1900C is 21.16 (50/50 proportion) and 47.4 (70/30
proportion). The tensile strength increases by lower temperature for 150% for 50/50 proportion and for
40% for 70/30 proportion that can be explained by fact that by 1900C smoldering process of hemp
fibers starts.

Figure 12. Tensile strength as function of fiber content, temperature and tensile elongation

In Figure 13 there is showed tensile strenght and elongation of two 2D fabrics in 1700C and in two
different proportion- 50% of fabrics and 70% of fabrics in sample. The main conclusions are that the
material M2 has higher tensile strength. By increasing proportion of the fabrics increases also the
tensile strength. Tensile elongation is higher for M1 by 50% proportion and M2 by 70% proportion.
In Figure 14 there is showe the comparison of 2D fabric composite’s and hemp fiber composite’s
tensile strenght and tensile elongation. It is clear that the tensile elongation is much lower for the hemp
fiber composites despite significantly higher tensile strength reaching 50-60 MPa compared to only
about 20 MPa for 2D fabric composites. Tensile strength and elongation ratios are very similar for
both- 50% proportion and 70% proportion samples.
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Figure 13. Tensile strength as function of two fabric content and tensile elongation

Figure 14. Tensile strength as function of two fabric content compared to hemp fibers and tensile
elongation
5. CONCLUSION
In general it is proved that the composites made from natural fibers are also suitable in polypropylene
matrixes. The composites reinforced with natural fibers will be used in different industries (transport,
construction, packing etc.) due to fact that such materials are environmentally friendly and recyclable.
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These polypropylene matrixed reinforced with hemp fibers are partly biodegradable, but the highest
challenge in the future will be to create fully biodegradable composites with PLA or starch matrix.
In this work there was created a new environmentally friendly material using hemp fibers. The tensile
strength and elongation were tested in two different temperatures- 1700C and 1900C. It was
investigated that tensile strength for parallel fibers increase along with increasing hemp fiber
proportion but by lower temperature the tensile elongation is higher.
The water absorption for samples prepared in 1700C is higher compared to samples prepared in 1900C.
There were also made experiments comparing 2D fabric composite’s and hemp fiber composite’s
tensile strenght and tensile elongation. It is clear that the tensile elongation is much lower for the hemp
fiber composites despite significantly higher tensile strength reaching 50-60 MPa compared to only
about 20 MPa for 2D fabric composites.
This work has been worked out by support of Europe Social fund in a project “Support for RTU
doctorate program’s realization”
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Abstract
Among all types of packings for packed-bed columns, the vertical-wall “honeycomb” packings show
the lowest pressure drop per transfer unit, i.e. the lowest energy consumption for carrying out
absorption processes. A limitation for its practical application is the possibility for tearing the liquid
film flowing over the packing’s wall and its leakage in the free volume of the packing in the form of
drops and trickles. This leads to two effects. The first one is positive, related to the increasing of the
total interphase surface area due to the additional surface of the drops and trickles. The second effect
is negative, because of the increasing rate of longitudinal mixing in the liquid phase due to the
different velocity of the liquid film and leaky liquid. The influence of the viscosity and surface tension
of the liquid phase over the leakage from packings manufactured from different materials is studied.
The flowrates under which there is no leakage in the two different ways for arrangement of the
“honeycomb” packings are obtained
Key words: packed-bed columns, Honeycomb packings, leakage of the liquid phase
1. INTRODUCTION
Packed-bed columns are most widely used apparatuses for heat and mass-transfer processes. The
reason for this is their simple construction and maintenance and most of all the possibility for carrying
out the process at conditions close to the full counter current flow i.e. at maximum driving force of the
process. The packing with vertical walls and especially the “honeycomb” packings are characterized
with the lowest pressure drop for transfer unit which means with the lowest energy consumption at a
given mass-transfer efficiency. A disadvantage of this packing is the leakage of the liquid phase in the
free volume section of the column apparatus. This phenomenon is manifested when the liquid phase
tears from the packing’s wall where it normally flows on in the form of liquid films and falls in the
free volume of the packings in the form of trickles and drops. When the leakage exists it leads to two
effects on the performance of the packed-bed columns. The first one is positive and is connected with
a slightly increase of the total interphase area due to the additional surface of the drops and trickles.
The second effect is negative, because of the increasing rate of longitudinal mixing in the liquid phase
due to the different velocity of the liquid film and leaky liquid. As the effect of the increase of the
surface is negligible it is necessary to evaluate the effect of the leakage of the liquid phase. The aim of
the present work is to derive information for the leakage of the liquid phase from different
“honeycomb” packings and for the influence of the physicochemical properties of the liquid phase in
the two possible ways of arrangement of those packings.
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2. PRINCIPLE APPROACH
The liquid flow over a vertically-walled packing element can be presented [1] as a flow of a trickle
over a vertical plate. Schematically this is given in Fig.1 a, where 1 is the plate, 2 is the liquid film.
When the materials for packings manufacturing are well wettable a liquid channel 3 is formed on its
edge due to the capillary forces. The deposition of two other plates 4 perpendicular to the first one and
symmetrical to the liquid film can represent a simple physical model of two subsequent rows of
packing with vertical walls. The leakage of the liquid phase starts from the capillary channel 3. In Fig
1b a cross section of the plate 1 from Fig. 1 irrigated on both sides is shown. When the irrigation is
stopped the liquid film disappears but the liquid channel 3 remains. Due to the interaction of the
capillary, viscosity, inertia and surface forces there are the following possibilities:
1. At predominating capillary forces the channel 3 is formed and there is no leakage between the
two plates 4.
2. At predominating inertia forces namely at high liquid flowrates at a given width of liquid film
flowing over the plate, or at great distances between the plates 4 the liquid will flow between
them.
The hydrodynamic pressure of the channel 3 is responsible for the movement of the liquid towards the
plates 4. In [1,2] the research of the leakage from different packing materials consisted of measuring
the maximum liquid flowrate at which leakage is not observed with the experimental setup shown in
Fig.1 As mentioned above the formation of the liquid channel 3 is in a close relationship with the
wettability of the material. Detailed investigation of the wettability of packings’ materials is performed
in [3-7].

a

b

Fig.1 Physical model of the leakage from vertically-walled packings.
1-Test plate; 2-Film flow; 4-Liquid channel, 4-Plates placed symmetrically to the film flow and
perpendicular to the tested plate.
The formation of the capillary channel 3 in the case of “honeycomb” packing is similar to this of a
single plate but is more stable due to the additional influence of the capillary forces in the corners of
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the packing’s walls. This can be easily illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to this the leakage in the case of a real
“honeycomb” packing should be observed probably at higher liquid flowrates.

Fig.2. Liquid film flowing over a vertical wall of a “honeycomb” packing.
1-Packing element, 2-Lquid film; 3-Walls of the next row of packing; 4-Points of additional influence
of the capillary forces of the walls
On the analogy of the previous figure the leakage from a “honeycomb” packing can be determined by
placing vertical plates symmetrical to liquid film and perpendicular to the walls of the packing [8]. In
the present investigation instead of plates plexiglass prisms were used.
3. EXPERIMENT
The experimental installation is given in Fig. 3. The liquid phase flows from the Marriot’s vessel for
constant flowrate, trough valve 6, rotameter 7, syringe needle 8 and forms the liquid film 2 over the
packing element 1.The packing element is supported by the base 9. The plexiglass prism 3,
substituting the next packing row, is placed under the packing element. It leads away the liquid from
the capillary channel formed at the edge of the wall.
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Fig.3. Experimental installation
1-Packing element; 2-Liquid film;3-Plexiglass prism; 4- Points of additional influence of the capillary
forces of the walls; 5- Marriot’s vessel; 7-Rotameter; 8-Syringe needle; 9- Supporting base; 10-Liquid
collector; 11-Leadout pipeline.

There are two manners for arrangement of the “honeycomb” packings in the column apparatus. The
leakage of the liquid phase is determined by the distance between the contact points of two successive
packing rows. In the first case, Fig. 4a, the distance between two adjacent contact points is equal to the
diameter of the circumference inscribed into the hexagonal cell. In the other, Fig. 4b, this distance is
equal to the diameter of the described circumference.
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a

b

Fig. 4. Scheme of the two possible manners of arrangement of “honeycomb” packings in the column
apparatus;
a-the distance is the diameter of the inscribed circumference (minimal distance); b-the distance is
diameter of the described circumference (maximum distance)
The plexiglass prism was fitted under the packing elements in the two possible manners of
arrangement and the maximum flowrate at which the liquid phase flows only on the walls of the prism
(no leakage) were measured. Similar investigation was carried out in [8] but there instead of a
plexiglass prism, two plates of porous sintered PVC substituted the walls of the next rows. Since the
porous sintered PVC has the ability to “soak in” part of the liquid, leakage was observed at higher
flowrates in most of the cases.
In the present investigation six ceramic packings with different geometric characteristics, two
packings from porous sintered PVC, two packings from the material KR and two packings of
polystyrene were involved. The material KR is received on the base of phenolformaldehyde resin
soaked into different carriers.
One of the polystyrene packings was with boundary layer turbulizers and the other is with smooth
walls. The boundary layer turbulizers are grooves stamped in the wall of the packing which affect the
boundary layer. The geometrical characteristics of the investigated packings are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Geometric characteristics of the investigated packings.
Material

Ceramics
Ceramics
Ceramics
Ceramics
Ceramics
Ceramics
PVC
PVC
Material KR-paper
Material KR -cardboard
Polystyrene
Polystyrene with turbulizers
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d,
diameter of the
inscribed
circumference,
mm
9.75
10.3
11.1
13.2
17
17.3
19
9
19
19
19
19
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h,
height of the
packing
element,
mm
20
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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A photo of both PVC packing and the packing from the material KR over paper are represented in Fig.
5.

Fig.5. Photo of the PVC packings and the packing from the material KR over paper.
1,2 PVC packings; 3-KR
The physicochemical properties of the liquid phases that were used for carrying out the experiments
are given in Table 2. The viscosity was measured by the falling ball method and the surface tension
with tensiometer by the Wilhem’s plate method.
Table 2. Physicochemical properties of the liquid phases
Liquid
Water
Water salution of
glycerol
Water salution of
glycerol
Water salution of
glycerol
Water salution of
surfactant*
Ethanol 96%

Surface tension
N/m.103
72

Viscosity
Pa.s.103
1

51.6

30.14

50.6

8.65

43.7

5.65

37.8

1

22.6

1

* As a surfactant Epicol ESC70 was used (alkyl ether sulphate sodium salth (R-O-(CH2 CH2 O)3SO3Na R-C12-C14))
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Influence of the viscosity
The influence of the viscosity has two opposite directions. First, because of the higher wettability at
higher viscosity the horizontal capillary channel should be longer. Second, the higher viscosity means
higher pressure drop in the capillary channel movement in horizontal direction.
The maximum flowrate at which leakage is not observed as a function of the viscosity at minimal
distance of arrangement (equal to the diameter of the inscribed circumference) for the ceramic
packings is given in Fig.6.

4.0
d=9.75 mm;
d=1.3 mm;
d=11.75 mm
d=13.2 mm;

3.5

V.10 9, m 3/s

3.0

d=17 mm;
d= 17.5 mm

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.3
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

m, mPa.s

Fig. 6. Maximum flowrate at which leakage is not observed as a function of the viscosity at
minimal distance of arrangement (equal to the diameter of the inscribed circumference) for the
ceramic packings
The figure shows that the increase of the viscosity leads to an increase of the flowrate at which the
leakage is demonstrated. This can be explained with the fact that the raise of the viscosity leads to a
raise in the pressure drop of the capillary channel. At viscosity of 5,65 mPa.s there is a radical drop of
leakage flowrate. This is due to the fact that this solution has a significantly low surface tension. The
mentioned effects are manifested with all other packings.
At maximum distance of arrangement (Fig 4 b) at the highest viscosity (30.14 mPa.s) leakage flowrate
for some of the packings cannot be determined because the liquid flows between the walls practically
in any flowrate .The reason for this is that the liquid with high viscosity cannot pass through the
corners of the hexagonal cell that cause extra pressure drop for the capillary channel.
In Fig. 7 the leakage flowrate as a function of the diameter of the inscribed circumference is presented.
It can be seen that the curve passes through a slight maximum with the increase of the diameter. This
is due to the larger surface of the packing walls where a wider liquid film could be obtained with a
longer capillary channel.
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Fig. 8. is a comparison of the flowrates in both cases of arrangement for the same packings. The
flowrates for the small packing are always higher then these for the big one.

m=1 mPa.s;
m=5.65 mPa.s;
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m=30.14 mPa.s;
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Fig 7. Flowrate as a function of the diameter of the inscribed circumference for ceramic
packings at minimal distance of arrangement.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the leakage flowrate for the PVC packings at both manners of arrangement
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The leakage for the material KR at maximum distance was determined only in case of water as
irrigating liquid. When using glycerol, there is leakage in any flowrate. In Fig. 9 a comparison of the
flowrates at minimum distance of arrangement is demonstrated. The material over paper shows
leakage at higher flowrates due to the better wettability of this material.
The situation with the polystyrene packing at maximum distance of arrangement is the same as with
the material KR. For the polystyrene packings leakage flowrates for viscosity 30.14 mPa.s cannot be
determined. In Fig. 10. a comparison of the flowrates at minimum distance of arrangement is
demonstrated. The packing with turbulizers shows leakage at higher flowrates due to the grooves that
lead the liquid in horizontal direction.

2.0
V.109, m3/s
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Fig. 9.Comparison of the leakage flowrate for the KR packings at minimum distance of arrangement.
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Fig. 10.Comparison of the leakage flowrate for the Polystyrene packings at minimum distance of
arrangement
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3.2 Influence of the surface tension
The influence of the surface tension is represented again with two opposite directions. First, the
decrease of the surface tension leads to a better wettability in most of the cases and thus to a longer
capillary channel. Second, the lower surface tension gives a possibility for easier tearing of the liquid
channel and thus to a leakage at lower flowrates.
Figs. 11 and 12 represent the comparison of the flowrates for the ceramic packings at maximum and
minimum distance of arrangement respectively.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the flowrates for the ceramic packings at maximum distance of arrangement.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the flowrates for the ceramic packings at minimum distance of arrangement.
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The next two figures (Figs. 13, 14) show the leakage flowrate as a function of the diameter of the
subscribed circumference for the same packings at both manners of arrangement. The curves pass
through a maximum that can be explained with the increase of the film width flowing over the
packing’s wall with the increase of its dimensions.
The comparison of the leakage flowrates for the PVC packings at maximum and minimum distance of
arrangement is given in Fig. 15. The bigger packing has again lower flowrates then the smaller one.
The leakage flowrates for the materials KR are represented in Fig.16. Due to the better wettability, the
material KR over paper shows better properties. Flowrates at maximum distance of arrangement
cannot be determined.
s=72 mN/m
s=37,8 mN/m;
s= 22,6 mN/m;
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Fig. 13. Leakage flowrate as a function of the diameter of the subscribed circumference for ceramic
packings at maximum distance of arrangement
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Fig. 14. Leakage flowrate as a function of the diameter of the subscribed circumference for ceramic
packings at minimum distance of arrangement
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Fig. 17. is a comparison between the two polystyrene packings. The polystyrene packing with
turbulizers has better characteristics.
It is seen that the decrease of the surface tension leads to a significant drop in the leakage flowrates for
all investigated packings.

2D Graph
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Fig.15. Comparison of the leakage flowrates for the PVC packings at maximum and minimum
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Fig.16. Leakage flowrates for the KR packings at minimum distance of arrangement
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Fig.17. Leakage flowrates for the Polystyrene packings at minimum distance of arrangement
3.3. Comparison of the results with data obtained in previous investigations
It has to be mentioned that previous investigation with plates [2] was carried out with preliminary
wetted and dry plates. The leakage flowrate data for the preliminary wetted are always higher than
those for the dry. The comparison here is made with the dry plates data.
In the investigation with real packings the leakage flowrates measured with two plates of porous PVC
under the packing element are higher than those with a plexigalss prism. The latter is due to the
soaking effect of the plates.
The leakage flowrates results for the ceramic packings with water as liquid obtained in the present
research are higher (Table 3) than those measured with plates in [2]. Probably this is due to the
capillary forces at the corners of the packings. The only exception is the packing with the smallest
dimensions, where the leakage flowrate at maximum distance of arrangement is lower. The short wall
does not allow formation of a film with a significant width, which combined with the small diameter
results in a shorter capillary channel.
The investigations carried out with water solution of surfactant for ceramic packings show the
opposite i.e. the measured flowrates in [2] are higher than the data of the present study for maximum
distance and close to those of the minimum distance. The reason is that the corners are an extra
pressure drop for the unstable capillary channels with low surface tension.
The flowrates measured with plates [2] for the materials KR and PVC and water as irrigating liquid
have intermediate values between these in the present study for maximum and minimum distance of
arrangement. KR over paper-1.85cm3/s for minimal distance of arrangement 0.61 cm3/s for maximum
distance of arrangement and 1.14 cm3/s measured with plates. For big PVC the values are as follows:
plates 0.55 cm3/s, maximum distance-0.33 cm3/s, and minimum distance-0.72 cm3/s. In the
investigations with surfactant the results for the PVC packing are similar: plates -0.22 cm3/s,
maximum distance of arrangement-, 0.09 cm3/s and minimum distance of arrangement- 0.36 cm3/s.
Leakage flowrates for the polystyrene plates [2] were not obtained. In this case liquid film failed to
form and the liquid ran on the plate surface in the form of liquid drops. In the present work leakage
flowrates were determined for polystyrene packings for some of the investigated liquids. The
explanation of this can be found in two phenomena. First, the plates used in [2] are relatively high. For
the rugged materials a higher plate means longer action of the capillary forces. For the smooth
materials where the capillary forces are small the high plate leads to tearing of the film. When the
plate (or the packing element) is short the film velocity after the feeding needle is high leading for the
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smooth materials to a greater film width. Second, the walls of the used prism are thicker and the
contact areas with the upper packing element are larger. The latter observation can be used as a
precaution avoiding leakage.
Table 3. Comparison of the leakage flowrates in the different investigations carried out with water for
ceramics.
d, mm

V at maximum
distance of
arrangement, present
study
109 m3/s
0.9
1.0
0.97
1.3
0.89
0.76

9.75
10.3
11.1
13.2
17
17.2

V at minimum distance
of arrangement,
present study

V measured with
plates, [2]

109 m3/s
2.65
2.84
2.6
3.12
1.36
2.55

109 m3/s
2.33
0.77
0.75
0.73
0.58
0.57

3.4. Transition from a single trickle and a packing element to liquid superficial velocity
In order to use the results obtained in the present investigation a transition from a single trickle and a
packing element to liquid superficial velocity has to be made. From simple geometrical considerations
the relationship between flowrate of a single trickle and liquid superficial velocity is as follows:
L = V.a./4.r

(1)

L = V.a/4.R ,

(2)

where,
L is the liquid superficial velocity , m3/m2s;
V-the flowrate of the single trickle, m3/s
a-is the specific surface area of the packing, m2/m3;
R-diameter of the subscribe circumference depending on the type of arrangement; m
r- diameter of the inscribe circumference depending on the type of arrangement, m.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The increase of the viscosity and the decrease of the surface tension of the liquid phase lead to a
decrease of the leakage flowrates. The flowrates lines pass trough a maximum with the increase of the
diameter for the ceramic packings. This can be used for determination of optimum geometrical
characteristics in respect of the leakage of the liquid phase. Probably same observation can be done for
all packings from rugged materials. With similar investigations the optimum diameter of other
packings of rugged material can be obtained. The shorter element height can be a precaution avoiding
leakage for the smooth ones. Arrangement of two different types of packings one after another can be
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also used, for example packing with thicker walls or with soaking properties like PVC packing under
some classical types.
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Abstract
Rheological methods enable to determine the analytical dependences of dairy food quality and its
structure-mechanical properties. The objective physical quantity can be used in technological process
control and product assurance. The main rheological properties (shearing stress, effective viscosity
factor, flow index, thixotropy coefficient) of acidophilus beverages with different rates of whey protein
concentrate at different degree of temperature are analyzed. The process of structure alteration of
acidophilus beverage under mechanical effect with increase (load) and decrease (unload) of
deformation velocity gradient is studied. It is determined that the usage of whey protein concentrate in
acidophilus beverages controls structure formation process, helps to produce the product with stable
qualitative characteristics and high biological value.
Key words: acidophilus beverage, whey protein concentrate (WPC) produced on the basis of
ultrafiltration method , structure-mechanical properties, structure formation, shearing stress, effective
viscosity factor, flow index, thixotropy coefficient.
1. INTRODUCTION
Acid coagulation of casein is one of the main processes to determine the cultured milk product
consistence and structure. Acid coagulation is based on the isoelectric caseation under the influence of
lactic acid, generated on the fermentation microflora activity of the milk. The process of casein acid
coagulation results in formation of coagulatory-condensation space structures. Mechanism of its
formation:
·

the alteration of milk pH rate interrupts stability of casein micelles;

·

the unstable asymmetrical mosaic particles with hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties are
formed;

·

emerge the casein macromolecule aggregates that are the elements of shaping structure;
structure strength is almost absolute zero;

·

structural strength increases and it results in coagulatory-condensation structure of solid.

The gradual accumulation of lactic acid and no shaking cause the formation of compact and smooth
structure. The acid coagulation structure contains both disintegrating-nonreciprocal and thixotropicreciprocal bindings. The structure-mechanical properties (viscosity, strength, resilience, elasticity)
depend on the correlation between these binding [6].
The speed of acid coagulation and structure-mechanical properties are determined by mass fraction of
protein, fat, solid, amount of bacterial fermentation and its composition, heat processing practices and
homogenization.
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The analysis of structure-mechanical properties of the final product helps to evaluate the product
quality and control structure production data [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7].
The article analyzes the structure formation of acidophilus beverages with usage of whey protein
concentrate, produced by ultrafiltration method (WPC), for the purpose of final product consistence
improvement and high biological value.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Basic materials
Whole cow’s milk, total solid (11,8 ± 0,5) %, including mass fraction of fat (3,4 ± 0,5) %, mass
fraction of protein (3 ± 0,5) %.
Skim cow’s milk acidity no more than 20ºТ, density no less than 1030 kg/m3. Total solid
(8,8 ± 0,5) %, including mass fraction of fat 0,05 %, mass fraction of protein (3,35 ± 0,5) %.
Cream with mass fraction of fat no less than 35 % and acidity no more than 20ºТ.
Whey protein concentrate (WPC-35), which is obtained from cheese whey with usage of
ultrafiltration method, «Westland Cooperative Dairy Company Ltd» (New Zealand). Total solid
(97 ± 2) %, including mass fraction of whey protein no more than 35 %.
Starter. Bacterial concentrated starter «Biobakton», which consists of four pure cultures of bacterium
Lactobacillus acidophilus in accord with standard 9229-051-07532800-2004 (Russia).
2.2. Analytical methods
All analytical measurements were taken at least three times.
substandard average.

The parameters are presented in

2.3. Acidophilic beverage producing
All samples of acidophilic beverages were produced of normalized cow’s milk with mass fraction of
fat 2.5. The samples differed from each other by various quantity of WPC of milk. Beforehand the
total solid concentration was 18 %, including mass fraction of protein no more than 6,5 %. In order to
get the experimental samples of acidophilus beverages, different amounts of WPC were added to
normalized milk: 20 %(composition 1), 30 % (composition 2), 40 % (composition 3). Reference point
was normalized milk without WPC. The composition were blended carefully at temperature 65°C,
pressure (15 ± 2,5) MPa, and were pasteurized at temperature (85 ± 2)°C in 15 minutes. Pasteurized
compositions were cooled down till (37 + 2)°C and fermented with pure acidophilus bacterium
Lactobacillus acidophilus. During (3,5 - 4) hours the compositions were fermented at temperature
(37 + 2)ºС till obtaining milk clotting with acidity (90 ± 5)°Т. In the end of fermentation the
experimental samples were cooled down till (6 ± 2)°C and blended to homogeneous consistence.
2.4. Measuring of rheological properties of acidophilus beverages
The influence of whey protein concentrate on the rheological properties of acidophilus beverages was revealed with
the help of rotational viscometer Rheotest II. The measuring instrument consists of mechanical block,
measurement control system, control and recording instruments, thermostat. Rotational viscometer
measures the angular rotational velocity of inner cylinder (ω=2πN, rad·s) from 0,29 up to 25,4 s-1.
The measurement of rotational moment was taken in accord with indicating or recording instrument
scale at relative value, rotational velocity was measured according to the mechanical block scale. The
measurements of shearing stress and effective viscosity factor of deformation velocity gradient
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alteration from 1,5 up to 1312 s-1 were taken with the help of cylinder S1. Viscometer driver has 24
different rotational velocities. Measurement error is no more than ± 5 %.
Shearing stress:
=

θ – shearing stress, Pa;

∙ ,

(2.1)

α – measurement from measuring instrument;
z – cylinder constant, Pa/scale unit.
Effective viscosity factor:

эф

- effective viscosity factor, Pa∙s;

эф

= ̇,

(2.2)

̇ - velocity gradient, s-1.

Rheological data were computed, using application software and Microsoft Excel.
3. RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF ACIDOPHILUS BEVERAGES
Before measuring the acidophilus beverage samples (at quantity 25 ml) were put in measuring cell and
during 20 minutes were termostated at given temperature. In order to keep the same temperature of
yoghurt, the outer fixed cylinder was constantly termostated. Termostating temperature of acidophilus
beverages was kept within 0,1°С. New sample was used at different temperature. Rheological
properties of acidophilus beverages were studied at temperature (37+2)°С (after fermentation), 6°С
(storage product temperature), 20°С и (37+2)°С after cooling [8].
The data are presented on the shearing stress-deformation velocity gradient and the effective viscosity
factor-deformation velocity gradient diagrams at different rates of temperature and of experimental
samples (fig. 1 and 2).
The process of structure alteration of acidophilus beverage under mechanical effect with increase
(load) and decrease (unload) of deformation velocity gradient is presented on fig. 3
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiment results revealed (fig. 1 and 2), after fermentation the product had the less rate of viscosity.
After cooling till 6°С the sample’s viscosity increased and flow index decreased. It confirms that the
properties of experimental samples approximate to non-Newtonian behavior.
The further heating of acidophilus beverage was characterized by viscosity decreasing, but at
temperature 37ºС the viscosity of the sample just after fermentation was higher
The addition of WPC to acidophilus beverage samples (fig. 2) brought to viscosity increasing both at
low (6 ºС) and high (37ºС) temperatures. Acidophilus beverage had weak thixotropic recovery of
structure as the result of deformation in viscometer annulus (in flow). This fact confirms that load and
unload curves of experimental samples form hysteresis curve (fig. 3).
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The prolonged mechanical influence broke the structure, because flow curve of broken structure has
linear character and flow index comes to 1. But mechanical influence with duration of 10 minutes does
not break the structure completely.
Picture 3 shows, reference point possesses more hysteresis curve (thixotropy coefficient 1,914), than
composition (thixotropy coefficient 1,8). It means that addition of concentrate together with
mechanical influence improves the final product stability (transportation, agitating, measuring etc.).
5. CONCLUSION
The control of dairy product structure formation is the main condition of producing the final product
with certain functional and structure-mechanical properties. Not only external appearance, both
product yield and quality depend on these properties.
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R² = 0.995

y = 0.1635x0.6169
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R² = 0.9949

Effective viscosity
factor, Pa∙s

Shearing stress, Pa

The rheological data prove that acidophilus beverage, produced of WPC made on basis of
ultrafiltration method, possesses the same structure-mechanical and organoleptical properties as
traditional acidophilus beverage. The results confirm that the application of WPC, made on basis of
ultrafiltration method, in producing of acidophilus beverages control structure formation and produce
the product with stable qualitative properties.
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Figure 1 – Shearing stress-deformation velocity gradient diagram(a, c, e, g) and effective
viscosity factor-deformation velocity gradient diagram (b, d, f, h) at different rates of temperature: □ –
37 ºС (till cooling); ∆ – 6 °С; ○ – 20 ºС; ◊ – 37 °С; of experimental samples: a, b – reference point;
c,d – composition 1; e, f – composition 2; g, h – composition 3
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Figure 2 – Shearing stress-deformation velocity gradient diagram (a, c, e, g) and effective
viscosity factor-deformation velocity gradient diagram (b, d, f, h) of experimental samples: ♦ –
reference point ; ■ – composition 1; ▲ – composition 2; ● – composition 3; at different rates of
temperature: a, b – 37 ºС (till cooling); c, d – 6 °С; e, f – 20 ºС; g, h – 37 °С
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Figure 3 – Shearing stress-deformation velocity gradient diagram of experimental samples at
temperature 6°С
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DETERMINATION OF SUGAR CONTENT IN MILK POMADE SWEET BY HIGH
PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY AT THE SHELF LIFE
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Faculty of Food Technology, Latvia University of Agriculture,
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Abstract
The objective of the research was to evaluate the carbohydrate content changes in milk pomade sweets
(sherbet) during the storage time. The samples were hermetically packed in modified atmosphere
(MAP) consisting of 100% CO2 applying three types of packaging materials (OPP, Multibarrier 60
and PP). Packaging in air ambiance was used as a control. The samples were stored at the room
temperature +21±1 °C, moisture content and cutting force of samples were analyzed before packaging
(day 0) and after 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 storage weeks. Carbohydrate content changes in milk
pomade sweets (sherbet) were analyzed before packaging (day 0) and after 4, 8, 12, and 16 storage
weeks.
Carbohydrate content in the sherbet samples was determined by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). The total sugar content analyze showed that excepting basic composition of
sucrose the sherbet comprises also sugars like fructose, glucose, turanose, maltose, maltotriose and
melecitose. Fructose, glucose and melecitose were found in a relatively small quantity and were less
than 1%.
Statistical processing of the data showed that used packaging materials do not have an impact on the
total sugar composition in sherbet samples during the storage time.
Key words: sugar content, milk pomade sweets, packaging, shelf life
1. INTRODUCTION
The confectionery industry is enormous. It ranges from small shops to branches of the largest
companies in the food industry. The industry is divided into three classes: chocolate, flour and sugar
confectionery. Manufactures of most modes of confectioneries are not science-based professionals an
exception to this is development of products resembling sugar confectionery but free of sugar, where
more scientific efforts have been required. (Quinton and Kennedy, 2002)
Sugar confectionery has been developed over the centuries with increasing sophistication and it exists
in countless formats with different degrees of sweetness, flavours and aromas, textures and mouthfeel.
Confectionery serves a very simple purpose; the rush of sweetness coupled with pleasant flavours,
aromas and mouthfeel provokes an almost instantaneous feeling of well-being and happiness. Sugar
confectionery by definition is meant to include products that contain predominantly one form or
another of the following sugars: sucrose (usually cane or beet sugar); dextrose (otherwise known as
glucose, usually corn sugar); fructose (often referred to a fruit sugar) or lactose (otherwise known as
milk sugar). (Zumbé, 2001)
Milk pomade sweets are one of the sugar confectionery products. Milk pomade sweets usually contain
sugar, glucose syrup, water, condensed milk; it may also contain sugar and nuts depending on product
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category. The shelf life of milk pomade sweets depends on several parameters including: storage
temperature and humidity, availability of oxygen in the immediate environment, directly related to
packaging material used, as well as the addition of other ingredients such as fats, nuts etc.
Scientists Mexisa S.F., Badekaa A.V., Riganakosa K.A. and Kontominas M.G. mention, that the
chocolate shelf-life is affected by similar factors.
Shelf life is the duration of that period between the packaging of a product and its consumption, when
the quality of the product remains acceptable to product user or the shelf life refers to the time when a
food can satisfy on both the retailer’s and consumer’s requirements before it becomes unacceptable.
Product shelf life can be controlled by three factors: product characteristics, the environment to which
the product is exposed during distribution, and the properties of the packaging material. (Raisi and
Aroujalian, 2007)
The shelf life of sugar confectioneries is limited by a qualitative decay due to severe hardening of the
internal paste. This alteration could be due to both the redistribution of water that leads to the
crystallization and loss of water into the surrounding environment. In fact, almond all pastry cookies
are high in sugar and low in moisture. The sucrose recrystallization causes release of water and
subsequent redistribution of moisture. The water could be absorbed by other components and lost from
cookies. The hypothesis that sucrose recrystallization is responsible in part for the firming of soft
cookies was demonstrated by Belcourt and Labuza. (Romeo et all, 2010)
Controlling crystallization of sugars in confectionery products is critical to develop their proper
appearance, texture and storage stability. Sugar crystals in the product may be desirable (e.g. sugar
shell, fondant, toffee and fudge), or undesirable (e.g. hard candy, jelly and caramel). (Ben-Yoseph and
Hartel, 2006)
In a fondant system, the sugar crystals are normally developed during the heating process of
sucrose/glucose syrup to a high temperature and by following cooling down. The correct sizes, shapes
and numbers of sugar crystals are dependent on the proper control of crystallization process, which is
easily affected by external factors such as heating temperature, cooling rate, agitation speed, beater
shape, and contaminants that can act as nuclei of crystallization. (Lau and Dickinson, 2007)
Hardness of confectionery products can be affected not only by moisture content in product, but by
other parameters as well. As have been indicated by R. Ergun, R. Lietha and R. W. Hartel, in sugarbased confections the water content is generally governed by the boiling point relationship of the
sugars present in the formulation. The final water content has a significant impact on texture and shelf
life, with lowers moisture content leading to hardening of candies that typically have longer shelf life.
However, water content by itself is not sufficient to completely characterize the quality of candies and
shelf life. Water activity, or the relative vapor pressure, of candies is an important parameter often
used to describe microbial stability, texture, and water migration during storage. (Ergun et all, 2010)
However, the end of the shelf life due to moisture loss or gain, with subsequent changes in textural and
other properties, is often the main problem of candies. Thus, an understanding of water activity is
important for control of shelf life and stability of candies. (Ergun et all, 2010)
The changes in water content due to moisture migration can affect both chemical reactions and
physical properties of candies. These changes may be desirable, causing development of flavors and
textures, but most often, the changes are detrimental and decrease consumer acceptability of the
product. Whether the moisture picks up or loss in candies depends from water activity (aw) and relative
humidity (RH) in storage ambience could be ascertained. (Ergun et all, 2010)
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The objective of this research was to evaluate the carbohydrate content changes in milk pomade
sweets (sherbet) during the storage time, when hermetically packed in modified atmosphere (MAP)
consisting of 100% CO2 applying three types of packaging materials (OPP, Multibarrier 60 and PP).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental design
Experiments were carried out at the Department of Food Technology, Latvia University of
Agriculture. The object of the research was milk pomade sweet sherbet with crunchy peanut chips,
produced by stockholder Laima, Latvia. Ingredients of sherbet: sugar, peanuts (24%), condensed milk
with sugar, water, glucose syrup, wafers (wheat flour, egg mass, baking agent (E500), emulsifier (soya
lecithin), salt. Dimensions of one piece of sherbet in average was 40 x 40 x 8 mm, mass on average
30±1g.
2.2. Packaging and storage of samples
The study involved preliminary preparation of polymer pouches (80 x 120 mm) applying three types
of packaging materials: OPP, Multibarrier 60 and PP, following packaging of sherbet samples in
modified atmosphere (MAP) containing 100% of CO2 and in air ambiance and carton boxes as control
and storage in room temperature at +21 ± 1 ºC (controlled by MINILog, Gresinger electronic) and
about 40% RH for 16 weeks under day and night conditions. The materials for experiments were
selected with different water vapour transmutation rate and various thicknesses in order to asses
whether hardening can be ascribed to water loss from sherbet sample or from redistribution of the
moisture inside the product or by combination both of moisture loss and redistribution. Two pieces of
sherbets were placed in each package. The total product mass in each package – 60 ± 1.0 g. The results
were reported as averages of all determinations. Moisture content and cutting force of samples were
analyzed before packaging (day 0) and after 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 storage weeks. Carbohydrate
content changes in milk pomade sweets (sherbet) were analyzed before packaging (day 0) and after 4,
8, 12, and 16 storage weeks.
2.3 Physico-chemical analyses
The following chemical and physical characteristics were analyzed:
- Moisture content and accordingly at the storage time was determined by using verified balance
KERN (Germany) with precision ±0.001g ; mass loss (%)were determined by weighing the
samples on the electronic scales;
- Hardness for freshly manufactured sherbet samples was determined as cutting force (in N) by
using TA-XTplus Texture Analyser. Cutting force was determined for six small sherbet
samples from each it piece. For the sample cutting force determination a special probe with
knife edge for a cut test HDP/BSKBLADE SET WITH KNIFE was applied. The maximum
cutting force (in N) was detected at the deformation rate 10 mm/s and distance 10 mm. The
samples were cut right through, in order to check whether any different structural
characteristics (peanut pieces) were present under the knife inside the product or on the
surface. Samples for cutting were placed centrally under the knife edge. Plotting force (in N)
versus storage time (in weeks), the hardness change of sherbet stored in each gas composition
in the package as well as for each packaging material was calculated. The maximum cutting
force (N) was used as an index for the cut test.
- The sugar content of milk pomade sweet – sherbet with crunchy peanut chips was determined
by applying the method of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The method is
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based on the fact that the chromatographic separation of glucose, fructose and sucrose is based
on their delayed time differences (Kūka, 2008), which enables to determine the quality and
quantity analysis of the sample. Liquid chromatography is a method of separating and
analyzing mixtures of substances in which the mobile phase is a liquid. By the method of liquid
chromatography it is possible to separate fixed and thermally non-persistent substances. In the
liquid chromatography, separation of substances takes place in a constant temperature which
most often is close to room temperature. In the liquid chromatography, the mixture to be
separated is forced through columns and the mobile phase is let in.
By injecting the sample in the HPLC, with the mobile phase it flows to the column. In order to
guarantee high efficiency, correct injection of the sample, its quantity and volume have essential
importance. After the extraction of carbohydrates they are determined by using refraction detector
which monitors composition of elution flown out of the column. The signal coming from the detector
is electronic; therefore it can be processed by using electronic data processing systems. For
determination of carbohydrates in berries, light refraction coefficient detector is used. It is all-purpose
and can be used in cases when the substance does not absorb UV radiation, for example, in
determination of carbohydrates. The pikes are identified according to the time of a particular
carbohydrate flowing out from the chromatography column. Composition of carbohydrates is
calculated by using standard method according to the pike square (Kúka, 2008).
Fundamentals of the standard method are construction of calibration curve by using sugar standardsolutions of diverse concentrations. By using the obtained calibration curves, concentrations of diverse
sugars are found in the analyzed sample. Using potentialities promoted by Shimadzu LC-20
Prominence with light refraction coefficient detector of the RID-10A brand liquid chromatography
software, analyses of the obtained results of the calibration curve and the analyzed sample is carried
out automatically.
The research was made according to the standard method. The reagents used: glucose, fructose,
maltose, sucrose, acetonitrile and deionised water. Preparation of the basic solution – weighed out
2±0.0002 g of fructose, glucose, maltose and sucrose in 10 ml volumetric flasks, filled with deionised
water up to the mark and mixed thoroughly (concentration of the obtained mass was 0.2 g ml-1).
Parameters of the method:
·

column: amino column (- NH2);

·

isocratic regime;

·

temperature of the column and detector: 25 °C;

·

mobile phase: acetonitrile/water (80:20 V/V);

·

capacity of the injection sample: 10 µl;

·

total time of the analysis (glucose, fructose, sucrose, maltose): up to 30 minutes;

·

rate of the flow: 1.3 ml min-1.

Liquid chromatography of the carbohydrate calibration:
the chromatography data processing system fixes the composition of glucose, fructose, sucrose,
maltose in berry by comparing the berry chromatography with the chromatography of sugar standardsolution mentioned above.
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Composition of carbohydrates in the analyzed samples was calculated in the form of percentage
expression. The following formula was used in calculations:

W%=

CxV
´ 100 ,
m

(1)

Where:
C – concentration read, g l-1;
V – capacity of the extraction solution (total), l;
m – weighed mass, g
2.4. Statistical analysis
The results were processed by mathematical and statistical methods. Statistics on completely
randomized design were determined using the General Linear Model (GLM) procedure SPSS, version
16.00.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this work was to assess the effect of MAP composition (100% CO2) during the storage
time on the carbohydrate content and their changes in sherbet with crunchy peanut chips samples
affected by moisture losses and hardening in different polymer packaging and compare with storage
conditions in air ambiance.
Initial moisture of samples was 3.21±0.01 %. As can be seen (Figure 1) the moisture content during 16
weeks storage decreased. Significant differences in moisture content values during the 16 weeks
storage among all sherbet samples (B, C, D, E, F and G) packed in different types of polymer
materials with barriers properties were not found (p>0.05). Experimentally it was established that
moisture content of the product samples packed in air ambience in cardboard boxes (control sample –
A) decreased from up to 1.3% and it differs from those packed in all other types of polymer pouches
(p<0.05), in which moisture content decreased on average from 2.2 up to 2.7%.
The changes of cutting force of sherbet samples packed in various types of polymer packaging
materials in 100% CO2 ambiance (MAP) and in air ambience and, compare to packaging in cardboard
boxes (control sample – A) are presented in Figure 2.
Sherbet texture becomes harder irrespective of used packaging material type and corresponding
moisture cont changes. The major reason can be water vapour migration through the packaging
material and subsequent sucrose crystallisation, which promotes hardening. The initial cutting force of
all samples determined at the beginning of the experiment was 53.6±2.0 N. Mouth feel, texture and
eating qualities are adversely affected by the loss of moisture (Sabdo, 2009). For our tested sherbet
samples, mouth feel of all samples packed in polymer materials during the storage time was
acceptable. Experimentally it was established that cutting force of the product samples packed in air
ambience in cardboard boxes (control sample – A) during 16 weeks of storage increased from
53.6±2.0 N up to 540.24±1.5 N and it differs significantly from those packed in all other types of
polymer pouches (p<0.05). Significant differences in cutting force during 16 weeks storage among all
sherbet samples (B, C, D, E, F and G) packed in three types of polymer materials in 100% CO2 (MAP)
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and air ambience was not found (p>0.05) – after 16 storage weeks they showed increase in the cutting
force on average 218.65±1.5 to 336.97±2.0 N.
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Fig. 1. Moisture content in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Fig. 2. Cutting force dynamics of air ambience and MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
When sweets are stored without proper packaging, especially in ambiance of high humidity, the
sucrose can crystallize, making the sweets sticky and grainy. Traditional packaging materials (paper
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based) are often used for sweet’s wrapping. However, this kind of packaging does not provide
sufficient protection during long time shelf-life because their week barriers to water vapour migration,
they cannot be securely sealed as well. Alternatively, individual wrapping should be made from waxed
paper, polymer laminate with aluminium foil, and cellulose film, or a combination of those. In most
cases, the sweets have been hand wrapped, but for higher production capacities, semi-automatic
wrapping machines are available. For further protection, the individually-wrapped sweets could be
packed in flow packs in heat-sealed polymer material bags.
The total sugar composition in investigated sherbet samples before packaging was 60%. As it was
found in this study, sucrose (Figure 3) is the primary component of sugars (53.5±2%) in sherbet with
crunchy peanut chips. A significant disparity between sucrose content (from 53.5±2.0% till 60±5%) in
air ambience and MAP packed sherbet samples in all applied packaging types during storage up to 16
weeks (p>0.05) was not observed.
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Fig. 3. Sucrose dynamics in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Fig. 4. Glucose dynamic in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Fig. 5. Fructose dynamic in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Fig. 6. Maltose dynamic in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Fig. 7. Maltotorise dynamic in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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Glucose, fructose, maltose maltotriose, melecitose and turanose was minor sugars in sherbet (less than
4%) (Figs 4; 6; 7 and 9). Fructose and melecitose were found in a relatively small quantity and were
less than 1%. (Figs 5 and 8). The changes of those sugars was not significant during the all storage
time (p>0.05).
The monitoring of the changes of maltotorise can be seen in Fig.7. The maltotorise was not found in
the fresh prepared sherbet samples, however content increased till 1.8-2.2% during the 16 storage
weeks, though this increase is not significant (p>0.05).
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Fig. 8. Melecitose dynamics in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
The melecitose of analyzed samples B, C, D, E, F does not change at the storage time (Figure 8),
however certain changes of melecitose was observed in sherbet samples packed in Multibarrier 60 film
in 100% CO2 ambience (sample G) within storage period from 4 to 10 weeks, during the storage time
up to 16 weeks there was not found any changes in melecitose content.
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Fig. 9. Turanose dynamics in air ambience and in MAP packed sherbets during the storage time.
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The dynamic of the turanose can be seen in Fig.9. Significant differences in turanose during 16 weeks
storage among all sherbet samples (B, C, D, E, F and G) packed in three types of polymer materials in
100% CO2 (MAP) and air ambience was not found (p>0.05) – after 16 storage weeks they was till
2.0±0.2-3.5±0.2%
4. CONCLUSIONS
·

Cutting force of the sherbet samples packed in air ambience in cardboard boxes (control
sample – A) during 16 weeks of storage increased and it differs significantly (p<0.05). From
those packed in all other types of polymer pouches in air and 100% CO2 ambience.

·

Significant differences in cutting force among all sherbet samples (B, C, D, E, F and G)
packed in three types of polymer materials (OPP, Multibarrier 60 and PP) in 100% CO2
(MAP) and air ambience during 16 weeks of storage was not found (p>0.05).

·

In this study was found, that sucrose is the most important component of sugars (53.5±2.0%)
in sherbet with crunchy peanut chips.

·

Significant differences in sugars during 16 weeks storage among all sherbet samples (B, C, D,
E, F and G) packed in three types of polymer materials in 100% CO2 (MAP) and air ambience
was not found (p>0.05) However, the observed upward trend of the sugars in the sherbet
during storage time.
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DIFFERENT NUTRIENT SUPPLY ON SWEET CORN
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Abstract
In our trial, we studied, if the double increasing of nutrient elements (NPK) dosis more than
recomanded by nutrient balance approach system, we can improve yield’s quantity and quality of
sweet corn. The treatment without fertilization – based on symptoms, because of nitrogen deficiency –
produced weak results. The plants from fertilized treatments didn’t produce any deficiency or
overdose symptoms. Compared to control treatment, the application of higher fertilizer doses didn’t
influence significantly crop’s development, so we consider adequate to apply, in similar growing
circumstances the fertilizer dosis included into control treatment.
Key words: nutrient balance approach system, double N-, double P-, double K- dosis.
INTRODUCTION
The sweet corn is the vegetable grown on the largest acreage in Hungary. In 2003 the growing area
was 38,000 hectares according to the Hungarian Interprofessional Organization for Fruit and
Vegetables and Product Board. After 2003 however a sudden and sharp decline took place and this
way in 2005 production was carried out only on 24,000 hectares, while in 2006 over 30,000 hectares,
again.
Sweet corn production destinated for industrial processing is mechanised. In Hungary on 95% of
producing area are cultivated the so called „normal sweet” varieties, which even in favourable
meteorological conditions keep their quality 3-4 days untill harvesting. Condition of eficient
mechanical harvesting is treaching maturity in the same time.
Sweet corn need for 1 tone yield to produce 9 kg N, 3,6 kg P2O5 and 10,2 kg K2O. in soil with medium
NPK content sweet corn need according to nutrient balance approach system 216 kg N, 92 kg P2O5 és
229 kg K2O (Terbe and Csathó, 2004). The nutrient supply is perhaps the most important component
of the cropping system in plant production. Berzsenyi and Györffy (1995), after the analysis and
evaluation of a long term trial over 35 years, concluded the fertilization 31% and the genotype to be
the most important yield increasing factors, followed by the optimal plant density, attentive plant care
and tillage. Nagy (1995) ranked the cropping system components according to the impact on corn
yields as follows: fertilization 48%, irrigation 28%, tillage 18% and plant density 6%. A continuous
fertilization influences not only the nutrient processes of the current year but will modify the soil
nutrient processes during the subsequent years which is to be considered in determining fertilizer rates
(Lásztity and Csathó, 1994). Among the three main nutrients, it is the nitrogen that is considered to
have the biggest importance, as it has a decisive influence on yield, but in the event that a dose of over
60-120 kg/ha is applied, depending on soil type, a harmful accumulation of NO3 may occur (Sárvári,
1995). The movement of P and K fertilizers differs from that of N fertilizers. According to Szirtes and
Gál (1980) P and K fertilizers should be tilled into the soil to a depth of 15 to 25 cm.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The experiments were set up in 2007 on an area equipped for irrigation at the Experimental Farm of
the Faculty of Horticulture of the Corvinus University of Budapest.
The soil sample collected from the site of the trial prior to the direct seeding had a pH of 8.03, an
organic material content of 1.31%, a plasticity index according to Arany <30, an ammonium lactate
soluble P2O5 content of 293 mg/kg, an ammonium-lactate soluble K2O content of 205 mg/kg and
CaCO3 <1%.
The pH of soil was considered calcarous. The nutrient content of soil in nitrogen was low, in
phosphorus very good and in potash good.
For the basic material of the experiment I choose a normal sweet corn variety of short growing period
(Spirit) which is broadly used, reliable and sufficiently known among Hungarian growers. Under our
climatic conditions the most important requirement for early varieties from the point of production to
have, besides a short growing period, as high a tolerance as possible to ground frosts in late spring and
to the great fluctuations in temperature occurring in this period.
The variety Spirit is a very early one, has a growing period of 85 days, its grains are yellow in colour.
Average height is 159 cm, ear height is 37 cm, average ear length 19.6 cm as measured in the variety
comparison trials carried out by the Central Agricultural Office (earlier National Institute for
Agricultural Quality Control), average ear weight 245 g. The variety was granted official recognitions
in 1988 and has been the dominant variety of the early ripening category till now.
The variety is used as a reference variety in the variety comparison trials of the Central Agricultural
Office.
The method of propagation was direct seeding, at a depth of 3 cm on Apr 26th. The cornstand was
formed to have a plant spacing of 75 by 22 cm (60,607 plants per hectare) in accordance with the
recommendations of the owner of the variety. Each treatment had an area of 6x7 m (8 parallel rows
and 30 seeds sown in each row). The edge was the outer 2 rows, respectively on both sides, of the 8
rows of the plot. 4 parallel replications were applied.
The treatments were applied by way of fertilizers. No farmyard manure was applied. A combination of
ammonium nitrate (34%), superphosphate (19.5%) and potash (60%) was used for the treatments and
approximately half of the N rate and the total of the P and K rates were applied as starter fertilization
on Apr 20th, while the remaining part of the N rate was applied in two parts as top dressing: at the 6 to
7 leaf stage and at tasselling. The treatment 3 was an exception where the 2N fertilization, besides the
aforementioned dates, was applied on two further occasions. The area received one herbicide
application and one mechanical weed control treatment.
The following treatments (active ingredients) were applied during the experiment besides the untreated
control (no fertilizer application):
K1 = untreated control N0, P0, K0.
K2 = N222.5, P22.5, K222,5.
K3 = N445, P22.5, K222,5
K4 = N222.5, P45, K222,5
K5 = N445, P22.5, K445
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The harvest was carried out in two passes. In the course of the harvest the ears were picked together
with their husks and then 20 ears were selected from each treatment in a random fashion and the
following measurements were carried out:
unhusked ear weight (grams)
husked ear weight (grams)
total ear lenght (cm)
lenght of seeds
seeds/ rows
ear diameter, as well as determining possible parameters through calculation from these data: average
yield per unit area and net ear weight ratio.
The statistical analysis of the results was carried out by using the programme RopStat 1.1. When the
standard deviations were identical the mean values were compared by pairs using the Tukey-Kramer
test, while in the case of the non identical standard deviations the means were compared using the
Games-Howell test (Vargha, 2007).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The first measured parameter after harvesting was ear weight bruttó (unhusked), which results are
represented on figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Unhusked ear weight (g).
Based on figure 1. we conclude, that all treatments had significantly higher results for cob weight
bruttó than K1 (nilcontrol) treatment. The highest results was produced by treatment K3.
After husk removal, we measured the cob weight netto, represented by figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Husked ear weight (g).
By this measured parameter we found the same tendences as by unhusked cob weight, so treatment K6
results was the highest. In comparison to K2 and K4 the difference were significantly at (p<0,1 level).
Compared to K1 all treatment’s cob weight neto results were significantly at (p<0,01 level) higher.
After total ear lenght measurment (figure 3.), we observed ears of K3 treatment, has the greatest value
(on average), but K2, K4 and K5 treatments followed they closer. In comparison with nilcontrol all
treatments produced better results.
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Fig. 3. Total ear length (cm).
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In case of another important measured parameter, length of seeds (figure 4.), the best results was
produced by K3 treatment. The nilcontrol (K1) was overtaken by every treatment. Between K3. and
K5. treatments we found significant difference at (p<0,01 level). confirmed by statistics. Between
treatments K3 and K4, the difference was significantly at (p<0,05 level).
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Fig. 4. Length of seeds (mm).
In case of seeds/row (figure 5.), we counted, how many developed seeds are on average in a row. In
case of K5. treatment we found the highest number of seeds. Among the other treatments we didn’t
find significant difference, but in comparison with nullkontroll all treatments were significant higher.
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Fig. 5. Seeds/rows (pieces).
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Measuring ear diameter (figure 6.) the est result was produced by K3. treatment. It was significant
(p<0,05 level) higher, than nilcontrol (K1). In case of K4 we measured also good result but the
difference was not significantly.
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Fig. 6. Ear diameter (mm).
The best results in yield on average (figure 7.), we calculated based on production in kg unhusked
cobs harvested from average of 4 replications (42 m2), we found by K3. and K2. treatments, but the
statistics didn’t find significant differences among the treatments. At the same time in comparison to
nullkontroll all treatments produced better results. Interesant, the difference among K4 and K3 is over
2000 kg, but the statistics didn’t find it significant. Aveage yield of K1 treatment was significantly
lower compared to other treatments (p<0,01 level).
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Fig. 7. Yield on average (kg/ha).
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CONCLUSIONS
After 2007. year experiment we made the following conclusions:
In case of K1 (nilcontrol) treatment we couldn’t made, without nutrient supply, ecomonical
production, as result of the low yield quantity. In most of measured and calculated parameters it
produced the significantlylower results.
The K2 treatment (N-P-K), we didn’t observe extremly results, all measured parameters had good and
equilibrate results.
The K3 treatment (2N-P-K) produced the highest results (excepted number of seeds per rows) than
other treatments.
The K4 treatment (N-2P-K) results, we could compare to K2 treatments results it wasn’t either the
best or the worst by any measured parameters. It has relatively good results by total ear lenght,
seeds/rows and ear diameter, but the average yield result, excepted K1, was worst than other
treatment’s.
In case of K5 treatment (N-P-2K), we observed the highest values rate by seeds/rows. At the same
time we observed good results in unhusked- and husked ear weight, total ear lenght and ear diameter.
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Abstract
The extraction with supercritical fluids is an environmentally clean technology for producing
ingredients for pharmacological, cosmetics, and food applications. Among the different natural
compounds with bioactive properties, antioxidants are being intensively studied. The important role of
antioxidants for human health being well known, an increased interest and demand of such products
by the consumers is observed. The most commonly used supercritical fluid is carbon dioxide.
However, because of its low polarity, it is less effective as a solvent for extraction of polar compounds.
To overcome this shortcoming, polar modifiers (co-solvents) might be mixed with the solvent.
This study investigates the influence of a polar compound ethanol, added as a modifier to the basic
solvent CO2. The system under study is extraction of rosmarinic acid (RA), a polar substance with
strong antioxidant capacity, from the plant Lemon balm (Melissa Officinalis L.). The results obtained
show that the quantity of RA extracted from a unity of raw material with co-solvent ethanol is at least
five times greater than in case of use of CO2 only. The concentration of rosmarinic acid in the extracts
is also about five times higher. The general conclusion is that the polar co-solvent ethanol, by
inducing some polarity to the supercritical solvent, boosts significantly its extraction capacity with
respect to compounds having polar molecular structure.
Key words: solvent extraction, antioxidants, rosmarinic acid, Lemon balm, supercritical carbon
dioxide, modifiers, co-solvents, ethanol
1. INTRODUCTION
As far as real or potential harmfulness of synthetic substances on human organism has been reported,
consumer preferences are targeted towards substances of natural origin (i.e. of non synthetic origin)
being commonly extracted from natural sources of vegetal type, such as plants. Botanical extracts are
traditionally produced by solid-liquid extraction with organic solvents [1,2]. This conventional
extraction technique has some substantial drawbacks as low selectivity and use of large amounts of
toxic solvents. At present, a new and promising extraction method is being applied, using supercritical
fluids as solvents [3-5]. Compared to liquid solvents, they have lower viscosity and higher diffusivity
than liquids, and for this reason their transport properties are better. They can diffuse easier inside the
plant structure providing better contact and better yield. Their density is sensible to pressure and
temperature changes and can be easily modified by applying appropriate operational conditions. The
density is directly related to solubility and selectivity, so they can be tuned simply by controlling the
pressure and temperature.
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The most commonly used fluid for supercritical extraction is carbon dioxide. It goes into supercritical
state at relatively moderate pressure and temperature (73 bar and 31.3oC). At atmospheric pressure it is
a gas, after decompression it evaporates spontaneously and fully from the extract, and the latter is
obtained free of solvent. So, this extraction technique, besides its higher selectivity, does not use toxic
organic solvents and produces extracts entirely free of solvent. The technology is environmentally
clean and very appropriate for production of ingredients for pharmacological, cosmetics, and food
applications.
Antioxidants are among the most intensively studied compounds with functional bioactive properties
[6-8]. The important beneficial role of antioxidants for human health is well known [9]. They
neutralize the free radicals, which cause negative interactions with DNA, pathological changes
(atherosclerosis, allergies), development of abnormal cells (cancer), premature ageing, etc.
Antioxidants are also often used as preservatives in cosmetics and food industry for increasing storage
life of products, because they hamper the processes of lipid oxidation, which is the main reason for
development of bad odors and rancid taste [10,11]. In view of their beneficial properties, strong
interest in such products exists, and increased demand by the consumers is observed.
The aim of this work is to examine the supercritical extraction of a substance with antioxidant
properties, rosmarinic acid (RA), existing in a number of plants from the family laminaceae. Among
them, Lemon balm has been found to be one of the richest with respect to RA content [12,13]. For this
reason we have chosen Lemon balm as a raw material for recovery of RA by supercritical extraction.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lemon balm is a perennial plant with mint odor. It originates from southern Europe and Mediterranean
region, and is widely distributed all over the world. In this study dry leaves and stems have been
ground and classified by sieving to separate a fraction with mean size 0.94 mm (0.63 – 1,25 mm).
Rosmarinic acid (C18H16O8) is a polar compound better soluble in polar solvents [14]. Unlikely, the
common supercritical fluid – carbon dioxide, has a symmetrical low polar molecule. For this reason it
might demonstrate lower extraction capacity when dealing with polar compounds. In the case of
treatment of Lemon balm with supercritical CO2, relatively low extraction degree of RA has been
observed [15]. To overcome this shortcoming, modifiers (also called co-solvents) are commonly used.
The modifiers are highly polar compounds usually added in small amounts to the supercritical carbon
dioxide with the aim to change the total polarity of the solvent. The result might be substantial power
and capacity changes of this mixed solvent. In our study we have examined as modifiers two polar
compounds, ethanol and water, because they are harmless in view of use in consumer products.
The analyses of RA are made by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) with a measuring
system including:
-

pump Spectra System p1000XR;

-

column Discovery C18 (25 cm x 4.6 mm, 5 m), Supelco;

-

chromatograph Spectra system;

-

detector UV 2000.

The carrier phase is a mixture of methanol : water (80:20 v/v) fed with flowrate 0.4 ml/min. RA is
registered at wave length 280 nm. The calibrating curve is made with RA p.a. (Fluka) in the
concentration range 0.002 – 0.045 g/L.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION AND PROCESSING
A scheme of the experimental installation (Separex 3417, type SF200) is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Installation scheme
The installation contains a 200 ml extractor E and three separators S1-S3 connected in series. A
control system keeps constant pressure and temperature and monitors their values in the vessels E and
S. The plant material is put into the extractor E. Carbon dioxide is fed by a pressurized bottle B. It is
liquefied and brought to supercritical state by a high-pressure pump P and heat exchanger GF. The cosolvent is introduced by a tank R-CS through the pump P-CS and is mixed in the basic fluid just
before the extractor entrance. The mixture CO2 – co-solvent flows through the extractor from bottom
to top direction. The extract is collected in the separators, weighted and analyzed.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental runs supply information for evaluation of a number of parameters used to quantify
the results:
- Total yield of supercritical extract

Yex [%] =

mex
.100
mrm

- Rosmarinic acid yield
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YRA [%] =

m RA
.100
mrm

(2)

- Concentration of rosmarinic acid in the extract

C RA [%] =

m RA
.100
mex

(3)

with mex – mass of extract obtained; mrm – initial mass of the plant raw material charged in the
extractor; mRA – mass of rosmarinic acid.
Also, the relative values of the terms defined in Eq. (1-3) are calculated as a ratio of values obtained
for different regimes with co-solvent and without co-solvent. They show how many times the
extraction with co-solvent ameliorates the
All experimental runs are made at temperature 40oC and pressure 120 bar. These values are chosen to
be not very far from the critical parameters of carbon dioxide (31.3oC and 73 bar).
Fig. 2 shows the influence of co-solvent quantity added to CO2 on the total yield Yex (Eq. 1) – left
ordinate, and on the relative total yield – right ordinate. It is seen that the total yield is significantly
better when using co-solvent and increases at higher co-solvent proportion. The relative yield with cosolvent is 7.5 – 12 times higher. This is a testimony for a significant modification of the solvating
power of CO2 towards compounds with polar structure due to the added polar substance ethanol.
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Fig. 2. Total extract yield at different percentage of ethanol in the solvent.
CO2 flowrate = 6.4 g/min, extraction time 4 hours.
1 – without co-solvent; 2 – 5 % co-solvent, 3 – 10 % co-solvent; 4 – 15 % co-solvent
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Fig. 3 shows the relative yield of RA at different conditions.
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Fig. 3. Relative yield of rosmarinic acid at different percentage of co-solvent.
CO2 flowrate = 6.4 g/min.
1 – without co-solvent, extraction time 15 hours; 2 – 5 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours;
3 – 10 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours; 4 – 15 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours
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Fig. 4. Rosmarinic acid concentration in the extract as a function of the proportion of co-solvent.
CO2 flowrate = 6.4 g/min.
1 – without co-solvent, extraction time 15 hours; 2 – 5 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours;
3 – 10 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours; 4 – 15 % co-solvent, extraction time 4 hours
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The quantity of RA extracted with CO2 only is 4-5 times lower than in case of its mixture with
ethanol, although the extraction time is 4 times longer. Rosmarinic acid yield grows when increase cosolvent proportion. As above, the explanation is to be found in the fact that more ethanol induces more
polarity to the basic solvent thus increasing its capacity to dissolve RA.
The use of ethanol changes not only the quantity of the extract, but also its composition with regard of
RA as a target component. Fig. 4 shows RA content in the extract (CRA – Eq. 3) in cases without and
with co-solvent. The observation here is that RA concentration becomes lower when increase the cosolvent amount although, according to Fig. 3, more RA is extracted. It means that other polar
compounds become more soluble in the presence of ethanol, and their preferential extraction takes
place producing more quantity of total extract. As a result, the concentration of RA in the total extract
becomes lesser.
5. CONCLUSION
The process of supercritical extraction of rosmarinic acid from lemon balm is studied. Two cases are
compared – extraction with carbon dioxide only and extraction with mixtures of carbon dioxide with
co-solvent ethanol.
The results show that the total extracted amount is 7 – 12 times higher in case of use of co-solvent.
The higher the co-solvent proportion, the higher the amount of total extract.
The quantity of RA extracted with co-solvent from a unity of raw material is at least five times greater
than in case of use of carbon dioxide only.
The concentration of rosmarinic acid in the extracts is also about five times higher. However, it shows
a tendency to decrease at higher proportions of co-solvent because of increased solubility in ethanol of
other “ballast” polar compounds.
The general conclusion is that the polar co-solvent ethanol, by inducing some polarity to the
supercritical solvent, boosts significantly its extraction capacity with respect to compounds having
polar molecular structure.
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Abstract
The paper presents the molecular-dynamic investigation of thermal expansion linear coefficient (TLC)
for copper nanoclusters of spherical shape in the wide size range. To do this, the nanoclusters was
heated by the stochastic forces method, and a number of characteristics were calculated in a certain
amount of time pitches. In particular, the linear sizes of the studied nanostructure, its volume and
system temperature were derived. Then the TLC magnitudes were found by the known expressions
with the interpolation method; the TLC dependencies on the nanostructure size were plotted. It was
shown that the TLC depends on the nanostructure size. As the size increases, the calculated thermal
expansion linear coefficient tends to its experimental value.
Key words: Molecular dynamic modeling, copper nanocluster, thermal expansion coefficient
1. INTRODUCTION
The thermal expansion linear coefficient is one of the most important thermodynamic features of
materials, and until recently, it was found from experimental studies only. As high-performance
(powerful) computer systems, the method of molecular dynamics has been developing; under the
condition of thoroughly calculated potentials of inter-atomic interaction, this method enables to
calculate theoretically this characteristic, too. Until now, however, the TLC was detected by the
molecular-dynamic method for the systems on the approximation of periodical boundary conditions
(see, for example, Sekkal et all., 1998, Moon and Hwang, 2003, Berroukche et all., 2008). It means
that the macrosystem was modeled and the founded coefficient does not describe the properties of
nanostructures. But the authors of (Gubernatorov et all, 2007) analyzed experimental data and
assumed the governing role of the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients for liquid and
solid phases of metals during crystallization. They proposed the following crystallization mechanism.
Crystal clusters of the size about nanometers which are grains of crystallization, as was shown
experimentally (Geld et all, 1971), have the thermal expansion coefficients approximately one order
higher than the same characteristic of the liquid phase. As the melt temperature decreases, the
nanoclusters reduce in size more intensively than the ambient liquid phase. It causes the occurrence of
the stress gradient within the volume, which changes the process of atoms diffusion from the liquid
phase toward the crystal cluster. This, in turn, significantly influences the crystallization process.
Thus, testing of this hypothesis conditioned the necessity to calculate the thermal expansion
coefficient of the nanostructures, i.e. the structures with the developed surface which has a decisive
impact on every characteristic of this system. At the first stage of this work, the results were obtained
for spherical copper nanoclusters with a free surface.
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2. PHYSICAL SYSTEM
To study the influence of nanostructure size and shape on thermodynamic properties, the moleculardynamic calculation of the thermal expansion coefficient of spherical copper clusters was carried out.
The nanospheres radii varied from 20 to 90 Å. It correlates with the amount of atoms from 2899 to
258725. Atomic interaction was described by a multiparticle potential obtained by the embedded atom
method (Voter, 1993).
3. INITIAL DATA PREPARATION
Initial data were found as follows. First, the coordinates of the atoms of an ideal copper FCC lattice
were assigned (the atoms in such a structure are located in the corners of a cube with the edge
a = 3, 615 Å and in faces centers). Then those with the radius below the assigned one are selected. Fig.
1 shows the projection of an ideal crystal and selected sphere with the radius of 20 Å.
All calculations were done by the molecular-dynamic method with the fast modification Verlet (Allen
and Tildesley, 1987). The time pitch was 10-16s.
Then we found the minimum of the system potential energy by the artificial viscosity method
(Golovnev et al., 2003). Obtained coordinates and atoms pulses were used as the initial data. Fig. 2-a
presents the system temperature dependence during the cooling, Fig. 2-b shows the dependence of the
variation of the system potential energy. The dependence of the nanosphere radius during the cooling
o

for R = 20 A is shown in Fig. 3.
Then, the nanostructure was heated above the melting temperature by the stochastic forces method
(Bolesta et al., 2001). The heating was paused in every 25 К, and the system relaxed within 10-12 s to
the thermodynamic equilibrium state. All necessary characteristics were calculated and averaged by
thermal fluctuations within this interval. Hence the dependence of radii, edges lengths and clusters
volumes on the temperature was determined.
4. CALCULATIONS RESULTS
Fig. 4-a shows the relative variation of radii DR% = ( R - R0 ) R0 vs the temperature for various initial
cluster sizes. It should be noted that in the case of spherical clusters, we observe the strong
o

dependence of the inclination angle tangent on the initial structure size up to 80 A . The inclination
o

angle decreases as the radius increases. For the spheres with the radii of 80 and 90 A , the
dependencies DR% = ( R - R0 ) R0 on the temperature virtually coincide. Hence it can be concluded that
at further increase of the radii, the dependencies will end up with the asymptote which corresponds to
the similar characteristics of macrobodies.
At the next calculation stage, the linear temperature interpolation was performed for each specified
initial magnitude of the linear cluster size. Fig. 4-b presents the comparison of the obtained linear
polynoms with the results of the molecular-dynamic calculation for specific initial structure sizes.
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Fig. 1. Projection of the system for initial data detection in the XZ plane. Empty circles – the initial
o

ideal crystal. Black circles – selected atoms with the radius below the assigned one (20 A in this case).
To find out the TLC, the known expression DR% = ( R - R0 ) R0 = aDT was used. Hence the
dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient on the initial size of the nanostructure was detected
and respective interpolation polynoms were plotted. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 4-c. For
convenience, the same graphs show the experimental values of the thermal expansion coefficient for
copper macroscopic samples.
As is seen, the cluster size highly influences the thermal expansion process. For the spherical clusters
we observe the decrease of the thermal expansion coefficient as the size increases, and the calculated
magnitude of the thermal expansion linear coefficient approaches to experimental values.
Moreover, the variation of the nanosphere volume with the temperature during the heating was
calculated. Fig. 5-a shows the dependence of the relative variations of the volumes DV% = (V - V0 ) V0
on the temperature for various initial cluster sizes. Note that in the spherical clusters case,
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Fig.2 a – Temperature dependence on time pitch number. b – the dependence of variation of the
system potential energy.
o

the inclination angle tangent highly depends on the initial structure size up to 80 A , as well as for the
dependence DR% = ( R - R0 ) R0 on the temperature. The inclination angle decreases as the radius
increases. Thus the conclusion similar to the above one can be derived that with further increase of the
radii the dependencies will end up with the asymptote which corresponds to the similar characteristic
for macrobodies.
The following calculation stage included the linear temperature interpolation for every specified initial
value of the cluster linear size. Hence the dependence of the thermal expansion volume coefficient on
the initial nanoclusters size was found. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 5-b. For convenience,
the experimental value of the thermal expansion volume coefficient for copper macroscopic samples is
presented in the same axes.
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Fig.3 Cluster radius dependence on time pitches number during the system cooling ( R=20 A ).
It is known from the solid-state physics that for anisotropic bodies with cubic symmetry, the thermal
expansion linear coefficients coincide in each direction and make approximately one third of the
thermal expansion volume coefficient. The results of our molecular-dynamic calculations show this
ratio as is seen from Fig. 5-c. This graph gives the calculation value of the thermal expansion volume
coefficient as well as the tripled thermal expansion linear coefficient. These characteristics are given
with due regard to the nanoclusters radius.
5. CONCLUSION
The obtained results enabled to conclude that both linear and volume coefficients of thermal expansion
of metal nanoclusters depend on the size of the studied system. As the nanocluster size increases, the
values of the thermal expansion coefficient approach to the experimental values obtained for
macrobodies (copper in this case). At the next stage, it will be necessary to compare the influence of
the nanoclusters shape on the results. A cubic nanocluster will be used for this purpose. The developed
procedure can be used for the calculation of the thermal expansion coefficients for other metals.
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Abstract
The presented work is devoted to analysis of the stress-strain state and restoring repair of stamping
tools, intended for forming large-diameter tubes, based on computer modeling. Stamping tools
includes in its membership a stamp holder and eight interchangeable cast-iron liners, which have a
cylindrical surface with radius, equal to the radius of the tube, and are established on the stamp
holder. The load out of the deformed billet of tube is transferred on the cylindrical surface of the tool
and further to the bearing surfaces of the stamp holder. Contact interaction occurs between the parts
of stamping tools, and it affects on they stress-strain state. To solve the nonlinear boundary problem of
elasticity theory is used a numerical finite element method.
Key words: Holder stamp, liner, low cycle fatigue, boundary problem, computer simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing of steel longitudinal welded tubes with diameter from 530 mm to 820 mm at the
Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant is performed by the so-called technology UOE. Figure 1 shows the
cross section of the die for forming tubes of this technology in its final stages.
The stamp has two identical parts- upper and lower; the upper part performs reciprocating motion in
the vertical direction, while the bottom part is fixed. A preform is transformed from a U-shaped in a
ring during the process of deformation. External load is transferred from the billet on the liners and
stamp holder and leads to a change in their size and shape. In the first stage of deformation, the upper
edge of the billet is in contact with the top liner and moves on its cylindrical surface. Part of the billet,
which is located between the upper and lower liners, is slightly bent, and differs little from a straight
line. The value of force, which is transferred from the billet on the liner at this stage of deformation,
can be determined based on the ratio:

FI =

sт × d2 × lz
,
l × [sin j + cos j × tg (y + l )

(1)

where δ - thickness of the billet, lz - billet length, l - distance from the pre-curved bottom section of
the U-shaped piece to the edge of the sheet, σm - yield strength of billet material, φ - the angle
between the sidewall and the vertical axis, ψ - the angle between the normal to the surface of the liner
at the contact edge of the formable tube and a vertical line, l - angle of friction between the billet and
the liner.
The second stage of the forming of tube is characterized by obtaining a cylindrical shell as a result of
convergence of the opposite liners. The maximum value of the efforts of forming of billet on the
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second operation is twice more than the load, reached at the first stage. Right fragment of Fig.2 shows
the end of the second stage of deformation of the billet. It is evident, that the initial U-shaped crosssection of a billet was transformed into a ring, but to complete the process of forming the pipe should
be at all points of the cross-section to enforce the conditions under which the intensity of the stresses
exceed the yield stress of billet material. It is obvious that the initial U-shaped cross-section of a
workpiece has been transformed into a ring, but to complete the process of forming the tube, it is
necessary to provide conditions, under which the intensity of the stresses exceeds the yield stress of
workpiece material on the entire cross section of a mouldable tube.

Fig.1 Cross section of the stamp
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Fig.2 Operation of forming a cylindrical tube
This condition is provided in the third stage of deformation of the billet. The latter operation is
characterized by a sharp increase of load, which is transmitted to the tool from the workpiece. This has
been proved theoretically and was observed in experiments, with using pressure gauges. At the end of
the process of forming a cylindrical tube, the value of pressure of the fluid in a hydraulic press more
than five times higher, than analogical value at the end of the second operation. This increased
pressure is necessary for ensurance of plastic deformation around the perimeter of the pipe. On the
basis of calculating the stress state of billet, taking into account the physical nonlinearity, was obtained
maximum load intensity p.

2 3 × s т × ln(1 p=

2d
)
Dн

3

(2)

where DH –outer diameter of the formable tube.
All stages of the final forming of tubes are performed on a powerful hydraulic press with pressing
force up to 200 MN [1]. Pressure of hydraulic press allows to mold the billet with a wall thickness of
12 mm. However, the practice of exploitation of the stamp showed, that the tools have no the
sufficient resource, even during the formation of pipes with wall thickness of 10 mm. The result of
low cycle fatigue is the loss of bearing capacity of the stamp tools. The holder stamp has a long
structure, which consists of two parts, connected together by bolts. On Fig. 3 is shown only one part of
the holder stamp. Each part has a length of 6 meters and consists of ten hard ribs. Eight of them - the
intermediate ribs have a width of 130 mm and located a distance of 515 mm from each other. On the
inner surface of the holder stamp there are two vertical planes, the two inclined planes and one
horizontal plane. These support planes is designed for installation of liners.
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Fig.3 Individual components of holder stamp
There is a guaranteed gap ∆ between the vertical surface of the liner and the holder of the stamp
(see Fig.1). It can be selected during deformation of the billet. After selecting the gap, there is the
contact interaction between the liner and the holder stamp on a horizontal plane and vertical planes.
This leads to a significant change in the stress-strain state of the liner and of holder stamp. These
changes should be considered in the process of developing a mathematical model. However, such an
inclusion leads to a structural nonlinearity. Stress-strain state of the stamping tools is described by the
theory of elasticity with nonlinear boundary conditions arising from the choice of the gap and
subsequent contacts. Stress-strain state of the stamping tools is described by the theory of elasticity
with nonlinear boundary conditions, which are caused by the choice of the gap and subsequent
contacts. Consequently, for its definition, it is necessary to solve nonlinear boundary value Cauchy
problem. Analytical methods for calculating problems of this type do not currently exist. In the papers
[4,5] was presented an approach, based on reducing the initial spatial problem of elasticity to the
solving of the plane problem. This approach presupposes that the differential equations can be
analytically integrated. This assumption does not fully takes into account the geometry of the stamping
tools, which directly affects the size of the contact area between the liner and the holder stamp and,
therefore, does not give reliable results.
2. THE SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM
The finite element method was used to solve nonlinear boundary value problem of elasticity theory.
This method was implemented as a software package for personal computer. Simulation of shamping
tools was carried out using volumetric finite element with eight nodes and twenty-four degrees of
freedom. Three displacements in the direction of the axes of a spatial Cartesian coordinate system
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have been the unknown values at each node of the finite element. Simulation of the contact area was
carried out using special contact element. This element takes into account the geometry, relative
position of the contacting bodies and the initial gap between them. At the initial step of the iterative
process associated with the solution of the nonlinear problem of contact interaction, we assumed that
the gap between the vertical planes of the contacting bodies is known. In the nodal points lying in the
plane of the possible contact of both bodies are taken into account two forces: the normal force and
frictional force, which is defined as the product of the normal force on the friction coefficient. To
calculate these forces, the coordinates of the contacting bodies and their displacements have been
identified previously. Through the coordinates of the contact element can be calculated relative
displacement of nodes, belonging to different bodies, and compare it with the magnitude of the gap. If
the relative displacement of nodes exceeds the value of the gap, then the bodies start to interact with
each other. In this case, the interaction forces are proportional the value, which equal the difference
between the relative displacement and the initial gap. Finite element computational model is used to
determine the stress-strain state of stamping tools is shown in Figure 4. The model contains 68,046
nodes, 291,978 volume finite elements and 34,764 contact element. The value of surface load,
determined on the basis of relations (2), and this load was applied to the cylindrical surface of the
liner. In all nodal points of the holder stamp on the bottom of the horizontal plane, imposes restrictions
on all movement. The gap between the vertical plane of the insert and holder of the stamp was taken as
0.3 mm. Yield strength of workpiece material amounted to 470 MPa, the thickness of workpiece 10
mm, outside diameter of tube - 820 mm.
Mechanical characteristics of materials of stamping tools are listed in Table [7]:
Detail of stamping tools

Liner

Holder stamp

Material

Cast iron ВЧ-50-1,5

Steel 30Л

Elastic modulus, GPa

175

200

Poisson's ratio

0,27

0,3

Fig.4 The finite element computational model of stamping tools
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3. THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
On Fig. 5 the mosaic of the von Mises equivalent stresses in the liner is shown. Left fragment of Fig.5
characterizes the stress distribution along the cylindrical surface of the liner. Right portion of the
image in Figure 5 characterizes the distribution of stresses in the cross section of liner. The initial
undeformed shape of the liner is shown of the dashed line. Certain interval of equivalent stresses
corresponds to each color on the scale, which is takes place on the submitted figure.

Fig.5 Mosaic of equivalent stresses in the liner, MPA
It is seen, that the region of maximum of equivalent stresses, marked in red, is located on the inner
surface of the liner, in areas opposite zones of direct contact of liner with the ribs of the stamp holder.
In the themselves contact zones of the liner and the stamp holder, the maximum value of equivalent
stress does not exceed 124.5 MPa. The deformed shape of the liner shows that the formation of tubes
is accompanied by bending of the liner and its displacement together with the stamp holder. In this
case, the initial gaps between the contacting bodies on the horizontal and the vertical plane, was
selected. The equivalent stresses on the vertical plane of contact in the liner, presented in Fig.5, is
much smaller than on the horizontal plane. Such a significant difference due to the fact, that the
stiffness of the stamp holder rib in the horizontal direction is much lower than in the vertical direction.
On Fig.6 is shown a picture of the equivalent von Mises stresses in the stamp holder. The upper left
portion of this figure corresponds to an isometric view on the stamp holder, and right upper fragment
corresponds to the view from below. At the lower segment Fig.6 is shown the distribution of
equivalent stresses in the cross section of the holder stamp, the initial shape of the cross section is
shown the dotted line. The each color tint on a mosaic of equivalent stresses corresponds an interval
on the scale stresses.
It is seen, that the largest equivalent stresses takes place in a relatively narrow region, located at the
junction between the ribs and the horizontal plane, their maximum value is 281.2 MPa. On the
opposite surface of the stamp, the maximum equivalent stress is 247.3 MPa. The ribs have a
significant effect on the stress-strain state of the holder stamp, the equivalent stresses in the places of
their location significantly less than in other parts of the structure. The magnitude of equivalent
stresses in these ribs do not exceed 63 MPa. Since the value of maximum equivalent stress exceeds the
yield strength of steels 30 Л, equal to 260 MPa , the irreversible plastic deformations appears and
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increases with the increasing number of loading cycles in the areas of the holder stamp, which was
designated above.

Fig.6 Picture of equivalent von Mises stresses in the stamp holder
When the magnitude of accumulated plastic strain exceeds the allowable value of the intensity of
deformation, the formation and further extension of cracks in the material of the holder stamp will
begin to occur. With an increasing number of cycles of mechanical loading the plastic strains growths
up to crack formation. Low-cycle fatigue theory can be applied for the calculation of resource of the
stamp holder. It takes into account the influence of the number of loading cycles on the accumulation
of plastic strain. An equation, which takes into account anticipated impacts, is presented below
[6]:

eia =

1,75 × s в
0,5
+
[(1 - y ) × N ]0, 6 E × N 0,12

(3)

where eia - peak value of strain intensity, N - number of loading cycles, y - the coefficient of
contraction of the material liner, E - modulus of elongation of the material, σв - the value of the tensile
strength of the material. Curve of low cycle fatigue Steel 30L, obtained using (3) is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7 The curve of low cycle fatigue Steel 30Л
For Steel 30Л largest calculated value of the strain intensity is equal eia = 0,00863;

y = 30%; σв = 480 MPa.
The calculated peak value of strain intensity, which is corresponded to the maximum value, allows to
determine the number of loading cycles before loss of bearing capacity of the stamp holder by using of
the low-cycle fatigue curve. The abscissa of a point of intersection of a vertical straight line eia =
0.0041 with the low-cycle fatigue curve corresponds to the value of N = 8664.
The estimated resource of the stamp holder has been exceeded during the stamp tool exploitation. This
has led to its destruction with the formation of cracks in the horizontal plane of contact. Manufacturing
of new stamp holder requires huge, time and material resources. It was proposed to perform the repair
of the holder stamp with the simultaneous modernization. In order to reduce the stresses was proposed
to increase rigidity of the holder stamp. The plates with thick 40 mm was attached by welding at an
angle of 450 to the longitudinal axis to the horizontal plane Ω of the holder stamp. The height of the
ribs on 20 mm less than the depth of the lower cavity, this is necessary to avoid contact between this
ribs with the base of the lower holder stamp. According to the method mentioned above, we
calculated the stress-strain state of the upgraded design of the stamp holder. Mosaic equivalent stresses
in the repair option of the holder stamp are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7 Picture of equivalent stresses in the holder stamp upgraded version of the design, MPa
It is seen, that the highest equivalent stresses observed in the junction zone plate with a stiffener.
However, the magnitude of these stresses does not exceed 154.43 MPa and significantly less than the
yield strength steel 30 Л. The value of equivalent stress in the contact zone between the liner and
stamp holder is equal to 198.3 MPa and almost 30% less, than the same values in the original design.
CONCLUSION
A method for analyzing the stress-strain state of the stamp holder of the press for forming of large
diameter tubes has been presented in this paper. The method is based on the nonlinear boundary-value
problem of elasticity theory with using of the finite element model implemented in a software
package. This method allows to choose a rational scheme to strengthen construction of the stamp
holder during its modernization, which reduces the intensity of the equivalent von Mises stresses by
30% compared to the previous design. This fact served as the basis for the adoption of the developed
scheme in the "Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant".
.
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Abstract
The stress-strain state of construction of the cold rolling mill for large diameter tubes was
investigated. Mathematical model based on the use of numerical finite element method, and the special
element, which is located on contact surface, is used to simulate the contact interaction. Computer
simulation based on the proposed model allowed us to establish the causes of extremely low durability
bearing and offer a fundamentally new solution, which enables in multiple times to increase uptime of
the roll mill.
Key words: rolling mill, work roll, bearing, caliber, nonlinear problem, computer simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant is Europe's largest manufacturer of large diameter tubes. At the plant
was approved the concept of development. This concept proposes the introduction of new technologies
in the tube-rolling production, which can enhance the durability of the equipment. One of the main
objectives of this concept is to increase the uptime of the work rolls, which are mounted in cold rolling
mill.
The composition of the rolling mill includes the following components: a unmovable frame of gantry
type, traverse, wedges, roller bearings, support rings, which mounted on the outer ring of bearings;
work rolls. The working roll is placed in the roll cage, which is able to perform a reciprocating motion
along the traverse at a given distance.

Fig. 1 Structural elements of tube rolling mill XПT-250
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In the process of technological cycle the rolling force is transferred from the caliber, mounted in the
groove of work roll, on the work rolls, and from the work rolls on the unmovable traverse, through the
multirowed rolling bearing. The current force is transmitted from cross member on the wedges,
designed to adjust of the gap between rolls, and from the wedges on an unmovable frame. In
accordance with the specifications, the maximum rolling force is 4 MN and is concentrated in a
relatively narrow area, which includes a limited number of rolling elements. The presence of local
zones of loading leads to rapid wear and subsequent destruction of the bearing. All design elements
have a tendency to strain during loading, while between the contacting elements may appear a gap or,
alternatively, a gap may be selected. Therefore, to determine the stress - strain state of the complex
design needs to be addressed constructively nonlinear problem. The simplifying of the calculation
scheme of design of the rolling mill due to the exclusion of individual elements have a significant
impact on load distribution and stress state of all other elements. Accounting for the real geometry of
the structure, leads to computational difficulties, which are caused by the solution of nonlinear
differential equations. The analytic solution of the problem for the entire system is missing due the
marked above reason. The numerical method, based on the use of modern computing technics, was
applied for the solution of the problem. The algorithm of that method is based on the theory of finite
elements [1-3] and allows to obtain the solution of the problem, taking into account the marked
nonlinearities. The computational model of individual structural elements of the rolling mill was
formed on the basis of the finite element, which has the shape of a pyramid with ten nodes. The
concept of the contact surface is used to describe the interaction between two contacting bodies. On
this surface are located the nodes of contact finite element. If the mutual displacement of the nodes of
contact finite element, which located on mutually opposite contact surfaces, not exceed the value of
the gap D, the force of interaction in the contact finite element is zero. When the gap is less than zero,
in the contact element appears force of contact interaction and its magnitude is proportional to the
relative displacement of element nodes. Using a computational model of the nonlinear finite element
assumes the availability of data on the magnitude of the gap D. The gap between the structural
elements that are in the contact zone can be measured by the probe. The distance between the nodes of
the contacting surfaces is determined in accordance with the geometry of the bodies. A characteristic
feature of solution of contact problem is the determination of the size of the contact area (elastic
flattening). The size of this area depends on the load, the geometry of contacting bodies and the
mechanical properties of materials. The dimensions of the contact area are much smaller then
dimensions of contacting bodies. The width of a possible contact zone in the first approximation can
be determined by the formula of Hertz. This fact is accompanied by a choice of sufficiently small size
of the volumetric finite elements adjacent to the contact area. In forming the finite element model of
contacting bodies the width of the contact zone, obtained by the formula of Hertz, should be increased.
It is necessary to account for the influence of uneven load distribution along the length of the contact
area.
Figure 2 shows the mosaic, which characterizes the distribution of equivalent stresses in the contact
zones of roller bearing. It is seen, that the area of largest equivalent stresses, which are marked red, is
located in the contact zone between the roller and outer ring. The value of the maximum equivalent
stress is equal to 548.6 MPa. In the opposite zone of contact between rollers and the inner ring, the
similar stresses significantly below, their maximum value is 491.3 MPa. Equivalent stresses in the
contact zones of the neighboring rollers with bearing rings considerably less, their maximum value
does not exceed 122.1 MPa. With using of computer simulation, which was based on the proposed
mathematical model, was revealed that the main reason for the destruction of a rolling bearing is the
intense cyclically changing technological load. Changing the stiffness of the support ring does not give
the desired result, but leads only to a relatively small increase in bearing life. Therefore, the basic idea
of the new design of roll mill is to remove of bearings out of the working crate. Two parallel back-up
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rolls were introduced in the construction of the roll mill instead of bearing. These back-up rolls are
located between the bearing surface of the work roll and a bearing surface of rail. New construction of
the working crate of rolling mill ХПТ-250 is shown in Fig.3. Working crate includes in its
membership: a motionless frame 1, on which is set crank drive 2; two upper rails, fixed on the
unmovable frame; the two lower rails; two gear racks 5, which designed to drive in rotational motion
of the working rolls, are also enshrined on the unmovable frame.

Fig.2 Distribution of equivalent stresses in the contact zones of roller bearing

Fig.3 The new design of the working crate
Cassette with two working rolls 7 is attached to a crank drive. In the central part of each work roll is
mounted caliber 8. The working rolls have the supporting surfaces, which located on both sides of the
caliber. At the edge of the working rolls is located gear 9, which is in engagement with the gear rack 5.
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Back-up rolls 10 have the opportunity for self-aligning supporting surface of work roll with one hand
and with one of the supporting rails - on the other.
In the process of technological cycle crank mechanism drives the cassette with the work rolls. Due to
the engagement gear mounted on the edge of the work roll, with the gear rack, the work rolls are
reported rotational motion, as a result embodied in these gauges produce a rolling billet. The load,
required for deforming billet is transferred from the caliber through the supporting surfaces of the
working roll in the back-up rolls, and then on the support rails 3 and 4. Housing carriage 11, is not
directly related to the cassette 6, allows the back-up rolls to hold the position of equilibrium between
the rail and the supporting surface of work roll. Carriage design allows it to freely self-install under the
influence of contact load and ensure an even distribution of pressure between the back-up rolls. This
eliminates the undesirable effect of shifting of the longitudinal axis of the back-up rolls relative to the
normal to the supporting surface of the rail. This fact contributes to further improve the accuracy of
the size of rolled tubes.
2. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The calculation scheme, which is shown in Fig.4, was used to calculate the stress-strain state of a new
variant of design of rolling mill. Due to the symmetry of the construction of rolling mill and loading,
its upper part, which includes a work roll, back-up rolls, rails and wedges, was considered. The
wedges are needed to adjust the roll gap. The movable carriage, which are designed to fix the backup
rolls were not considered in the finite element model. There are a few areas of contact in the abovedescribed calculation scheme: between the working roll and the four back-up rolls, between back-up
rolls and rails, between the rails and the wedges. Obtaining reliable results of the calculation of the
stress-strain state requires consideration of all the contact zones of the analyzed structure.
Accounting for all areas of possible contact is accompanied by difficulties solving the problem of
nonlinear elasticity. An analytical methods for solving the problems of this type does not currently
exist.

Fig.4 The calculation scheme of a new variant of the rolling mill
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In some works, devoted to the study of the stress-strain state of the contact interaction, is used a
simplified approach, which not lets to receive the reliable results. Using finite element method allowed
us to obtain a solution of this complex problem in closed form, without the prior division into its
constituent parts. Mathematical model of the structure, which above-described, is based on the using
of volumetric finite element with ten nodes and a special contact element, designed to simulate areas
of possible contact. The finite-element model of the analyzed structure is shown on Figure 5. The
model includes in its membership 366112 nodes, 246760 volume finite elements, 10608 contact
elements. The sizes of finite elements and the distance between nodes in the marked areas of possible
contact, is much less, than in other parts of the model. This fact is important for obtaining reliable
results of the calculation. Too little distance between nodes finite element model leads to a very large
number of finite elements and, consequently, a large volume of computer memory to solve the
problem. Initial distance between the nodes contact element on the contact surface was determined by
the Hertz theory, then this distance was changed, and was assessed the influence of the number of
nodes of the model at results of the solution. The optimal model for further calculations has been
determined as a result of computer simulation.

Fig.5 Finite-element model of the analyzed structure
The surface load, which is transmitted from the caliber on the work rolls, has been applied on the
horizontal plane of the groove, which is intended for its attachment, and was determined by dividing
the force of rolling on the area of its horizontal plane. The horizontal displacement of all nodes,
located in the horizontal plane of symmetry of the back-up rolls, in the direction perpendicular to its
longitudinal axis were equal to zero. Displacement of all nodes of finite element model, located in the
vertical plane of symmetry of the work roll, in the direction of its longitudinal axis, has been equal to
zero, due to symmetry of loading. Displacements of all nodes, located on the horizontal plane of the
wedge, in vertical direction have been equal to zero. It was assumed, that the value of coefficient of
friction, in the areas of possible contact, was equal to 0.14.
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Mosaic of vertical displacements of parts of the analyzed structure is shown on Figure 6. It is seen,
that the strain of work roll is accompanied by a pronounced bending. The region of the largest vertical
displacements, marked in red color, observed in the middle of the work roll, in the zone of load
application from the caliber. The maximum value of vertical displacement is equal to 0.551 mm. The
similar magnitude of maximum vertical displacement in the original structure of the rolling mill,
which was obtained from the numerical calculations, is equal to 1.038 mm. This fact indicates that the
introduction into the design of rolling mill back-up rolls, allowed to increase its rigidity, and this, in
turn, was led to an increase in the accuracy of the pipe. The vertical displacements in areas of contact
work roll with back-up rolls, which were hindered its vertical displacement, is much less. Their values
vary along the length of the contact area in interval from 0.054 mm to 0.338 mm. The displacement of
areas of the working rolls, which are located on its support surface between the back-up rolls, more,
than in the contact area. This fact can be explained by that the local displacement in the contact zone,
caused by the interaction of contacting bodies, is influenced at the resulting value of displacement.
The local flattening of the work roll in the contact zones with the back-up rolls is the result of the
interaction, marked above. The analogical flattening occurs in the contact zone between the back-up
rolls and the traverse due to the fact that the sizes of area of contact between these bodies are small.

Fig.6 Mosaic of vertical displacements
Distribution of equivalent stresses in work rolls is shown in Figure 7. On the left side of this figure the
distribution of equivalent stresses in the work roll is shown on the isometric view. On the right side of
this figure is shown the pattern of distribution of equivalent stresses on the top view. It is seen, that the
areas of largest equivalent stresses is located on the support surface in the contact zone with the backup rolls. The stresses are distributed extremely uneven along the length of the contact bodies. Their
maximum is observed in edge area, which is located closer to the place of installation of caliber or to
the vertical plane of symmetry of the work roll and is equal to 378.56 MPa. The equivalent stresses on
the opposite side of the contact zone significantly less, their maximum value is equal to 86.3 MPa. The
width of the contact zone varies as well and has a maximum value at the edge, which closer to the
vertical plane of symmetry.
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The picture of the distribution of equivalent stresses in the rail is shown in Figure 8. Two bright bands,
which correspond to zones of contact between the rail and the back-up rolls is clearly seen on this
figure. The values of equivalent stresses in these areas are much higher than similar values in the other
parts of the rail. Distribution of equivalent stresses along the length of this zone of contact is uneven
also. However, this unevenness is less pronounced, in contrast to the previously considered
unevenness in the contact zone between the work roll and backup rolls. The maximum value of
equivalent stress is equal to 408.36 MPa and is observed at the left edge of the contact zone, which is
closer to the caliber. On the opposite edge of the contact zone similar value of equivalent stress is
equal to 283.21 MPa.

Fig.7 Distribution of equivalent stresses in work rolls, MPa
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Fig.8 Distribution of equivalent stresses in the rail, MPa
CONCLUSION
Application of new actuator in the mill of XПT-250 allowed for three years, more than in 20 times to
lower expenses for support of its working capacity, firmness of basic plates has repeatedly raised,
fields of deviations of average values of wall thickness of the rolled tube have decreased to 60 %. The
use of two back-up rolls instead of rolling bearings has allowed three times to reduce the amount of
deflection of rail compared with the original variants of the design and thereby improve the accuracy
of the rolled tube.
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Abstract
The five stage of international controversy on information nature and its quantitative and qualitative
description had been revealed. Measures for information quantity estimation, various interpretations
of “the information” and “the data” at the base of publications had been analyzed; the information
properties had been summarized and described. This analysis allowed to formalize “the information”
and collection of its properties, presenting at the tensor aspect. The new linear spaces of vector
belonging functions allowed to register well-grounded that theory of information will be work out with
the help of tensor analysis and fussy theory.
Key worlds: theory of information, information, data, measures for information’s quality and
quantity, information properties, tensor interpretation of information, T- and S-norms.
1. INTRODUCTION
A unified concept of information in contemporary information-oriented society [1] has not been
defined unambiguously so far. Debate on the problem has already passed through five stages. The
term was not used before the beginning of the XXth century, which is documented by many
researchers [1-3], though the term “information” has been known by people since ancient times. The
first stage at the beginning of the XXth century led to the formation of the attributive concepts of
information [1, 4-6], according to which information is inherent in all objects of the Universe, and the
term itself was defined as reflected diversity of a model forming a common structure with matter and
energy. At the second stage in 1940s-1960s there dominated functional (cybernetic) concepts, which
were formed after the publication of N.Viner’s and K.A.Shannon’s classical works. The third stage in
1960s-1970s led to the emergence of anthropocentric (sociocentric) concepts which attributed the
concept of information to human society only, i.e. understood it as semantic information [4]. The
mentioned period also witnessed the surge of attention of Soviet philosophers towards understanding
the essence and nature of information (A.D.Ursul, Yu.A.Shreider, B.V.Biryukov, etc.). During the
fourth stage (in the 1980s – 1990s) the biological and semantic types of information were
supplemented by a third type – computer information functioning in rapidly developing computer
technology. This stage made the situation even more confusing as every author gave their own
definition of information. The term spread widely to all spheres of human activities, an informationoriented society was forming, but the meaning of information, its quantitative and qualitative
evaluation remained unsystematic. A lot of measures of quantitative evaluation of information were
used in scientific and educational contexts (table 1).
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Table 1. Measures used to evaluate the information quantity
K.A.Shannon [7]

H - measure of uncertainty of the
probabilistic ensemble (

R.Fisher [8]

)

- evaluated parameter;
- conditional sampling
distribution (plausibility function);
- arithmetical
derivative of the plausibility
function;
- the symbol of mathematical
expectation.

R.Fano [8]

- the elements of the
ensemble, X and Y accordingly;
- probability of the element
;
- conditional probability
of the element
given at the
condition of

S.Kulback [9]

- the average amount of
information for difference
at the measure

from

;

- the average amount of
information for difference

from

at the measure
Ya.A.Rips [10]

- discrete ensemble;
-

- discrete ensemble;
- improbability of the
effect
- improbability of the
cause

from the point of view of

effect observed

;

- information about the
cause
.
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G.Hacken [11]

-

dI f

= -α ξ 2 + α ξ +

dα
+ β ξ2 ξ4 - β ξ6

x

2

- measure of work
performed by the system;

α - command qualifier;
b - coefficient.

The attempts to solve the problem of the information nature not only from the quantitative but also
from the semantic point of view are described in [2-18]. One of the authors of this article took part in
the process [19, 20], having introduced systems concept of information (by combining the attributive
and functional approaches) through its visualization (unsurveying), and qualitative, surviving and
realized components.
The fifth stage of the debate about information (the beginning of the XXI century) is characterized by
the return to the reconsideration of the nature of information, its quantitative and semantic aspects [16, 21-29]. The most often used interpretations of the term “information” are given in table 2.
Table 2. Interpretations of the term “information”
Source

Definition

[30]

(Notification, explanation, description) – in a wide sense it is an abstract notion having a lot of
meanings depending on the context. In a narrower sense it means data (messages, facts) regardless
of the form of their presentation

[31]

In a system-cybernetic sense it is a body of data: about the control object and environment
(information about the condition); about the situation to be achieved (target information); about the
way (plan) to achieve the target formed by the control object (command information); the body of
data describing the rules of transforming state information (in compliance with the targets of the
system operation) into command information (procedure information).
On the one hand it represents the degree of space-time inhomogeneity of matter (the emphasis is
on the source of information), on the other hand it is the property of the matter closely connected
with the concept of reflection (here the emphasis is on the mode of getting information).

[32]

Any kind of data about objects, facts, concepts from the object domain.

[33]

Message, notification about a situation, data about something, which are exchanged among people

[34]

Meaningful (semantic) interpretation and correlation of a definite body of data for the purpose of
making decisions.

[35]

Data about people, objects, facts, events, phenomena and processes regardless of the form of their
presentation.

[36]

The body (system) of knowledge about a definite subject of perception, i.e. concepts about it.

[37]

Data about the objects and phenomena of the environment, their characteristics, properties and
conditions which reduces the degree of uncertainty, incompleteness of knowledge.

The analysis of Table 2 allows concluding that the term “information” is defined with the following
words: data, intelligence, messages, knowledge. However, these words: data, intelligence, messages,
knowledge – have their own definitions. Table 3 gives definitions of the term “data” taken from
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various sources. It is evident that in most cases given the term “data” is defined through the notion
“information”. The logical circle becomes faulty: information is defined as data, and data is defined as
information [21].
Table 3. Some definitions of the term “data”
Source

Definition

[14]

Presentation of information in a formalized way allowing transmitting, store and processing it in
the data network, computer network, information network.

[17]

Information presented in a formalized way fit for its interpretation, processing and transmitting
by a person or a technical device.

[19]

Information presented in a way fit for its processing by an automatic device with a possibility of
a person’s participation

[21]

Information presented in a formalized way fit for its processing by an automatic device with a
possibility of a person’s participation

[23]

Description of a phenomenon (or an idea) which seems valuable enough to be formulated and
accurately recorded.

[24]

Presentation of information in a formalized way suitable for its sending, collecting, storing and
processing.

[22]

Separate facts characterizing some objects, processes or phenomena of the object domain as well
as their properties.

[10]

Information prepared for definite purposes.

If we go on to analyze the definitions of the terms “intelligence”, “messages” and “knowledge” it will
complicate the situation even more as definitions of these notions also contain the word “information”.
Thus we arrive at a tentative conclusion that symbols, data, intelligence, messages and knowledge can
carry information, but they will be informative only for a certain person or group of people. In other
words things that appear to be information for one person may not be such for another. One can agree
with the opinion [5], that “an image can become information only when it is perceived and recognized
by a cybernetic system, a human being, for example.”
2. DEFINITION OF INFORMATION AND ITS PROPERTIES
The analysis of sources [30-44] allows making a set of requirements which information needs to meet.
Otherwise, we deal not with information but with different ways of presenting it by means of symbols,
data, intelligence, messages, knowledge, etc.
Table 4 gives a set of requirements which the category named “information” possesses.
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Table 4. A set of properties of information
№

Property

Description

1

Definite
orientation

Information always bears relationship to at least one of the following things: “who
about” or “what about”, “whom to” (possibly “what for” and “how”).

2

Polyvalency

There are quantitative, semantic and pragmatic aspects of information study

3

Measurability

During any aspects of its study information can be evaluated on the basis of a metric
(quantitative) measurement scale introduced by the subject.

4

Dynamics of
form

The ability of information to change with time: any fixed information soon becomes
out-dated.

5

Formality of
existence

Being nonmaterial information needs a material medium (form). These are usually
signal-symbol systems describing objective reality with certain exactness. Formality of
information existence (any form is always a limitation) makes information fixed in any
form “inexact”.

6

Transformability

Ability of information to change its form, place and currency on the basis of operators
introduced by the subject.

7

Reproducibility

It is mainly understood as a multitude of channels of its expansion (perception) and
also as “simplicity” of copying and wide availability.

8

Persistence

Being one of the properties of matter it is also characteristic for information which
appears through interaction with matter. It allows drawing an important
methodological conclusion about a possibility of forecasting all aspects of information
changes.

9

Interconnectivity

This property is genetically and methodologically similar to persistence. While all real
processes have a unique cause-effect foundation, it also refers to information and the
possibility of its “calculation”.

10

Destoyability

Theoretically information like matter cannot be destroyed (i.e. it can be “calculated”
by its results – tracks of destruction, restore by its “primary source”, define by some
other interconnected information, etc.). But in practice, it means fighting against heavy
odds.

11

Objectivity

It means that information is independent of anybody’s opinion or mind.

12

Completeness

Information can be considered complete if it contains a minimum number of indicators
which is sufficient for making a correct decision.

13

Credibility

The property of information to be properly perceived. Objective information is always
credible, but credible information can be both objective and subjective. The reasons
for its incredibility can be its deliberate perversion (misinformation), unintentional
distortion of a subjective character, a distortion as a result of interference, mistakes in
information fixation. Generally credibility of information is achieved by fixing the
time of the events reported, by comparing data received from different sources, by
timely disclosure of misinformation, by exclusion of distorted information, etc.

14

Adequacy

The degree to which information corresponds to the objective situation in reality.

15

Availability

The possibility to get any piece of information.

16

Currency

The degree to which information corresponds to the current situation and place.

17

Content-richness

The property which is inherent in information and remains intact when it is relocated
from one system into another.
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18

Importance

The property of being important for the consumer.

19

Identity

Information corresponds to the state of the object.

20

Cumulativity

The property of information to be concentrated in an array of small volume.

21

Protectability

The quality characteristic of information which exists or is used only in a definite
system.

22

Identifiability

Its property to be identified under certain conditions.

23

Controllability

Its ability to be produced, transmitted, saved, relocated, changes, etc. by the subject.

24

Accuracy

It corresponds to the demand or requirement of the consumer.

As it is evident from Table 4 one of the properties of information is its measurability, approaches to its
evaluation were shown in Table 1. It should also be emphasized that it is only one of the properties.
The given set of properties cannot be considered exhaustive.
3. INFORMATION QUANTITY MEASURE
Now let’s try and formalize the category of information. Let’s introduce into consideration the firstorder object as part of the category subject to formalization:

I = {I1 , I 2 ,.., I n },

(1)

where I 1 is a symbol, I 2 is a datum, I 3 is a fact, I4 is a message, and so on.
Now let’s introduce the second-order object which characterizes properties given in Table 4, their
value, and has the form:

Sij = ìï S11 ,.., S1n üï , i = 1, m , j = 1, n
í
ý
ïî S m1 ,.., S mn ïþ

(2)

To emphasize the diversity of implementation modes of objects I , let’s introduce into consideration
the second-order object

I tl = ìï I11 ,.., I1q üï , t = 1, n , l = 1, q
í
ý
ïî I n1 ,.., I nq ïþ

(3)

where each line is an implementation mode of object I, t = 1, n .
Thus, we have got an opportunity to correlate each l-variant of It with a definite set of properties,
considering the third-order object Sijl for this purpose. Thus, speaking of the category of
“information” we can characterize it as a collection of elements (1) or as a set of properties Sijl
described in Table 4. The use of index notation can be interpreted the following way: I – information
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as a whole; I i - information as a collection of separate elements; I il – different implementations of ielement.
It is reasonable to introduce into consideration a third-order object with an index notation of I tlr . The
third-order object can be understood as a detailed description of a certain class of objects. In this case
I tlr can be considered as a class of objects I. I il is a part of objects of class I tlr , which integrates a
number of types of objects of this class. Then, examining the compression of object Sij , we can come
to the conclusion that S is a measure. Thus, the construction I ijk is a set of projections of object I in a
system of imaging it through its elements (figure 1), and the construction S plr is a set of projections of
the same object I in the system of imaging it through its properties (figure 2).
objectivity

word

S

I

byte

compression

message

functionality
fig. 1

fig. 2

As index constructions I ijk and S plr are different representations of the same object there must be a
relation between them which can be defined by the following correlation:

Sijk = CipC jl Ckr I plr ,
where Cip , C jl , Cip , Ckr are transition matrixes made up of transformation coefficients of
projections of imaging objects.
4. INFORMATION QUALITY MEASURE
The transformation which was introduced into consideration allows examining a number of
philosophic categories, whose formalization in tensor interpretation is given in Table 5.
There are quite a number of well-known measures to evaluate the quantity of information as was
shown in Table 1. However, these measures do not take into account either the semantic content or the
properties of information given in Table 4.
Let us consider the construction of measure S. To do it let us give each of the properties described in
Table 4 a corresponding linguistic variable. Let us introduce into consideration linguistic variables Ai
in a form of a tuple ˂ Ai , Ti , Gi , Mi ˃, i = 1, n , where Ai is the name of the linguistic variable (Table
4); Ti is the multitude of its meanings representing the names of fuzzy variables the definitional
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domain of each of them is multitude X i ; Gi is the syntactic procedure which allows to operate the
elements of the set theory Ti , in particular to generate new terms; M i is the semantic procedure
which allows to transform each new meaning of the linguistic variable obtained through procedure G
into a lexical variable, i.e. to form a corresponding lexical multitude.
Table 5. Traditional and tensor interpretation of philosophic categories
Category

Traditional interpretation

Essence

Tensor interpretation
Formal

Contention

The main, basic, defining thing in the
content of an object, the reason inherent
in an object for all changes taking place
during its interaction with other objects

cip

The organizes system of inner connections of
an object, expressed in forces, processes,
interactions and relations of its parts.

Form

The scheme, mode of an object’s
structure

cip c jq

The combination of real inner connections of an
object with the structure regulating them.

Quality

The inner and outward specificity of an
object, the system of its characteristic
features, after losing it the object stops
being what it is, integrity identical to the
basic law of an object

cip c jq ckr

The collection of inner connections of an
object, organized in a certain structure
according to a definite archetype being the
basic law of its structure and development.

Content

Everything that is present in an object, c c c I
ip jq kr pqr
including its part, relations, connections,
processes
and
tendencies
of
development, i.e. vectors and gradients
of changes in its properties.

Whole

The form of existence and cooperation of
parts, complex unity of simple,
qualitative definiteness of interrelated
components.

Part

What the whole consists of and what it
can be divided into or break into.

pq

The collection of parts and components of the
object, combined by inner relations, organized
in a definite structure according to a definite
archetype being the basic law of its structure
and development.

cip c

The collection of parts combined as a whole by
a multitude of inner connections organized by a
given structure.

cip I p

The collection of parts combined as a whole by
an organized multitude of inner connections.

I pqr

A class of objects of objective reality as a part
of the multitude – the universe of all objects

I pq

The collection of objects-isomers, a part of a
class of objects

Ip

The collection of parts of the whole or a part of
the collection of objects-isomers.

Quantity

The outward definiteness of an object

S i××

The projection of the object on the perception
system axis or its representation by the
collection of its inherent properties

Phenom
enon

The outward form of existence of an
object, the form of manifestation of its
nature.

Sij

The projection of the object on the perception
system or its representation by the collection of
its inherent properties
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Using procedure

Mi

Xi

let us define on the multitudes

corresponding fuzzy subsets

Aij ,i = 1, n , j = 1, k introducing membership functions μ A ( x i ) , xi Î X i for this [45-48]. To work with
ij
these membership functions it is reasonable in each case to use corresponding T- and S-norms, some
of which are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Examples of most often used T- and S-norms
T (a, b)

S (a , b )

Characteristics

min{a, b}

max{ a , b}

-

a ×b

a + b - a ×b

-

max{0, a + b - 1}

min{1, a + b}

-

a, if b = 1

-

b, if a = 1

a, if b = 0
b, if a = 0

0, if a,b < 1

0, if a,b > 0

ab
max{ a , b, g }

(1 - a )(1 - b )
max{( 1 - a ), (1 - b ), g }

γ Î [0,1 ]

ab
g + (1 - g )( a + b - ab )

a + b - ( 2 - g ) ab
g - (1 - g ) ab

γ> 0

1

1

1
γ
γ
ö
ææ 1
ö
æ1
ö γ
1 + ç ç - 1÷ + ç - 1÷ ÷
çè a
b
ø
è
ø ÷ø
è

-γ
-γ
ææ 1
ö
æ1
ö
1 + ç ç - 1÷ + ç - 1÷
çè a
ø
èb
ø
è

1

1-

1
1 öγ
æ 1
ç γ + γ ÷ -1
b ø
èa

1 - (( 1 - a) γ + ( 1 - b)γ - ( 1 - a)γ ( 1 - b)γ )
1ü
ì
ïï
γ ïï
max í0,1 - (( 1 - a)γ + ( 1 - b)γ ) ý
ï
ï
ïþ
îï

æ
(γ a - 1 )(γ b - 1 ) ö
÷÷
log γ çç 1 +
γ -1
è
ø
max {0, (γ - 1 )(a + b) - 1 - γab }
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γ> 0

1
æ
1
1
çç
+
γ
( 1 - b) γ
è ( 1 - a)

1
γ

1
öγ
÷
÷
ø

(a γ + b γ - a γ b γ )

1
öγ
÷÷
ø

1
γ

γ> 0

1ü
ì
ïï
ï
γ
γ γï
min í1, (a + b ) ý
ï
ï
ïî
ïþ

æ
γ 1- a + γ 1 - b
1 - log γ çç 1 +
γ -1
è

min {1, a + b + γab }
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In this table a, b are corresponding membership functions. Choosing T- and S-norms and also selecting
superstructural characteristics subject to imposed restrictions we can get the results which are close
enough to those that are obtained by experts.
Pay attention to the fact that each linguistic variable Ai card(Ti ) = ji . Thus, we can give each
linguistic variable Ai a corresponding vector with coordinates

ì j
μ A = ï μ A i (xi
i
ï i
í
ï ji
ïî μ Ai (xi

ü.
)ï
ï
ý
ï
)ï
þ

Let us introduce into consideration a multitude of vectors μ A ( xi ) and let it be defined two vector
i
addition operations in L1 and multiplication of vectors by elements of field K. It means that

(

)

(

)

μ A (xi ) + μ A ( xi+1 )1 , T μ A ( xi ), μ A (xi+1 ) is installed for "μ A ( xi ) and μ A ( xi )1 , and T λ, μ A ( xi ) Î L is
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

installed for "μ A ( xi ) , "λ Î K , and properties are satisfied according [48]. Then multitude
i

L1 with

given operations is called linear space.
5. CONCLUSION
Thus, we have got the opportunity to establish relations between I and S by transforming
corresponding coordinates, whose value is defined by the magnitude of membership functions.
By introducing into consideration linear space, in general linear spaces, whose elements are vector
membership fuzzy functions, we can definitely show that information is a tensor magnitude, i.e. when
corresponding basis changes its coordinates change linearly. So we have developed necessary
background for the information theory elaboration which will be based on the methods of tensor
analysis and theory of fuzzy multitudes.
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DEGRADATION OF ARMOURED STEELS STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS AFTER
THEIR CUTTING BY WATER, PLASMA AND LASER BEAM
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Abstract
The paper deals with changes in mechanical properties of selected ARMOX steels after their cutting
with using of non-conventional cutting methods as are plasma, laser and water jet cutting. Three
variants of ARMOX steels (440, 500 and 600) were tested by tensile strength test in order to acquire
yield strength, tensile strength and elongation. Finally, the results are compared and evaluated to
formulate conclusions.
Key words: armour steels, ARMOX, plasma cutting, laser cutting, water jet cutting, mechanical
properties, tensile strength, yield strength
1. INTRODUCTION
The most known and most widely used steel armory plates are ARMOX steels by Swedish company
SSAB Oxelosund. Armox steels have high strength, hardness and good toughness. The steels acquire
these specific properties by application of thermo-mechanical treatment (TMT) and therefore the
producer recommends do not exceed the temperature circa 200°C during their secondary processing.
In a case of violation of this recommendation TMT effect will be eliminated by un-controlled
tempering and degradations of mechanical properties level occur.
Describing effect of armoured steels heat affection also occur at their cutting by un-conventional
technologies as are plasma, laser and water jet cutting.
2. CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR PARAMETERS
The plasma cutting process is based on the superheated gas plasma jet created via a
controlled electrical arc between the work head and the part to be processed. Inside the plasma arc
temperatures of 30,000 °C can arise, that realize in connection with the high kinetic energy of the
plasma beam and depending on the material thickness cutting speeds reaches 6000 m.s-1. These
conditions are adequate to easily cut through a variety of metals, with part accuracies better than 0.3
mm attainable with the high density torch designs. Cutting material must be electrically conductive.
The principle of the plasma cutting is presented in fig. 1a. [1, 2]
Laser cutting is a technology that uses a focused beam of high energy laser light to cut material by
selectively burning, vaporizing and/or melting a highly localized area, while an assist gas is used to
remove the molten material from the resulting cut. It is one of the fastest and most accurate methods
for cutting a variety of metals and non-metals. Both gaseous CO2 and solid-state Nd:YAG lasers
can be used for cutting. In each case, several subvariants can be identified, such as fast axial flow,
slow axial flow, transverse flow, and slab lasers for CO2 lasers. The type of gas flow can affect the
cutting performance. For example, transverse flow lasers circulate the gas mix at a lower velocity,
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requiring a simpler blower, while slab or diffusion cooled resonators have a static gas field that
requires no pressurization or glassware for protection. The principle of the plasma cutting is presented
in fig.1b [3, 4].
Water Jet cutting uses transformation of high pressure water jet to high speed water jet (pressure of
water: 380 MPa) as a force for material cutting. The addition of abrading agent increases cutting
efficiency what widely enlarges a variety of materials that can be cut with using of this technology.
The principle of the water jet cutting is presented in fig.1c [5, 6].
Technology of water jet cutting does not require high temperatures effect during its application and
therefore does not affect cutting material. Due to this fact, the technology is used as a comparative
standard to measure changes caused by laser and plasma cutting.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1 Principle of cutting technologies: a – plasma, b – laser, c - water jet [7, 8]
There are processes parameters used for cutting by plasma in the table 1, by laser in the table 2 and by
water jet in the table 3. Parameters settings depend on cutting material thickness at every used
technology.
Table. 1 Parameters of the plasma cutting process
Thickness [mm]

Voltage [V]

Current [A]

4
5
8

120
125
130

30
45
50

Cutting Speed
[m/min]
0.9
0.85
0.55

Plasma gas:
O2
Supplementary
gas: O2 / N2

Table 2 Parameters of the laser cutting process
Thickness [mm]
4
5
8
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Laser Output
[W]
3200
3200
1900

Frequency [Hz]
10000
10000
10000
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Cutting Speed
[m/min]
2,2
3,1
2,9
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Table 3 Parameters of the water jet cutting process
Thickness [mm]

Water pressure
[MPa]
350
350
350

4
5
8

Abrasive flow rate
0,25
0,25
0,25

Cutting Speed
[mm/min]
15,3
12,7
10,16

3. ARMOX STEELS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
Three types of ARMOX steel are used for experiment – ARMOX 440, 500, 600. Their basic
characteristics are shown in the table 4. Steels are delivered in the metal plate shape obviously. The
plates of selected steel of three different thickness (4, 5 and 8 mm) was cut with using plasma, laser
and water jet cutting technology in order to made the experimental samples. The shape of
experimental sample is designed according to STN EN ISO 6892 – 1 standard.

ARMOX 600

ARMOX 500

ARMOX 440

Table 4 Chemical composition and mechanical properties of examined steels [9]
Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties
Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties
Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties

C
0.2

Si
0.1-0.5

Mn
1.2

P
0.010

S
0.010

Cr
1.0

Ni
2.5

Mo
0.7

B
0.005

Tensile strength
Rm [MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness
KCU [ J]

Hardness
HBW

Elongation
A5 [ % ]

1250 - 1550

Min. 1100

35

420 - 480

10

C
0.32

Si
0.1-0.4

Mn
1.2

P
0.015

S
0.010

Cr
1.0

Ni
1.8

Mo
0.7

B
0.005

Tensile strength
Rm [MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness
KCU [ J]

Hardness
HBW

Elongation
A5 [ % ]

1450 - 1750

Min. 1250

25

480 - 540

8

Ni
3.0

Mo
0.7

C
0.47

Si
0.1-0.7

Mn
1.0

P
0.010

S
0.005

Cr
1.5

B
0.005

Tensile strength
Rm [MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness
KCU [ J]

Hardness
HBW

Elongation
A5 [ % ]

2000

1500

12

570 - 640

7

4. REALIZATION OF EXPERIMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All experimental samples were examined by tensile strength test (STN EN ISO 10002-1). Testing
device Instron 5500R with automatic evaluation of mechanical characteristics (Tensile and Yield
strength) is used. Elongation is evaluated manually.
Results of tensile strength test are presented in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7.
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Table 5 Experimental results of tensile strength Rm [ MPa ]
Type of steel

440

500

600

Technology

Thickness
4 mm

5 mm

8 mm

Laser

1360,06

1383,54

1255,43

Plasma

1290,22

1340,51

1151,20

Water Jet

1358,35

1413,10

1372,92

Laser

1579,15

1598,99

1404,65

Plasma

1539,89

1579,61

1288,00

Water Jet

1614,32

1638,05

1620,13

Laser

1956,49

1811,13

1672,45

Plasma

1895,28

1710,13

1489,44

Water Jet

2094,37

1967,90

2020,81

Table 6 Experimental results of Yield strength Rp0,2 [ MPa ]
Type of steel

440
500

600

Technology

Thickness
4 mm

5 mm

8 mm

Laser

1227,64

1255,19

1134,35

Plasma

1163,19

1278,25

1054,80

Water Jet

1226,76

1310,90

1277,25

Laser

1392,68

1391,31

1236,19

Plasma

1359,60

1389,70

1152,33

Water Jet

1422,08

1414,98

1409,37

Laser

1556,29

1477,66

1342,35

Plasma

1529,79

1412,10

1251,12

Water Jet

1562,11

1605,42

1630,44

Table 7 Experimental results of Contraction A [ % ]
Type of steel

440

500

600

245

Technology

Thickness
4 mm

5 mm

8 mm

Laser

10,00

13,75

14,69

Plasma

14,38

11,88

12,50

Water Jet

13,13

11,25

14,06

Laser

9,69

12,19

12,19

Plasma

9,38

10,31

12,50

Water Jet

14,38

10,94

13,44

Laser

4,38

4,69

5,31

Plasma

8,75

9,06

8,44

Water Jet

13,44

10,63

10,94
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1450

16

1400

14

1350

12

4 mm

1250
1200

5 mm

1150

6 mm

A [% ]

R m [MP a]

1300

10

4 mm

8

5 mm

6

6 mm

4

1100

2

1050
1000

0

L as er

P las ma

Water J et

L as er

a)

Water J et

b)

1700

16

1600

14
12

4 mm

1400

5 mm

1300

A [% ]

1500

R m [MP a]

P las ma

6 mm
1200

10

4 mm

8

5 mm

6

6 mm

4

1100

2
0

1000

L as er

P las ma

L as er

Water J et

c)

P las ma

Water J et

d)
16

2200

14

2000

12

4 mm
1600

5 mm

A [% ]

R m [MP a]

1800

6 mm

1400

10

4 mm

8

5 mm

6

6 mm

4
1200

2
0

1000

L as er

P las ma

Water J et

L as er

e)
Fig. 2 Results of tensile strength and contraction
a, b - Armox 440; c, d – Armox 500; e, f – Armox 600
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More effective interpretation of experimental result provides bar graphs on figure 2 where results of
tensile strength Rm and contraction A are shown for all tested steels.
The graphs indicated the decrease of mechanical properties level for all materials cut by plasma and
laser against materials cut by water jet. In a case of Armox 450 and 500 with thickness 4 and 8 mm is
the decrease about 2% for laser cut samples and about 5 % for plasma cut samples. In a case of
thickness 8 mm of these steels is the decrease about 15%.
Armox 600 has more noticeable decrease of mechanical properties. Samples with thickness 4 and 5
mm have decrease about 9-13% and samples with thickness 8 mm have decrease up-to 26%.
The changes of Rp0,2 values traces the changes of tensile strength values what results form method
for evaluating of the conventional yield strength Rp0,2.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results clearly provide the degradation of mechanical properties on samples affected by
heat during their cutting by plasma and laser. The affection is more significant with increasing of
cutting material thickness. The plasma cutting affected mechanical properties more intensively than
laser cutting.
Described influence may affect final quality of cutting product at smaller intersections mainly. Due to
these reasons is advisable to cut Armox materials by using of the water jet where no treat of the heat
affection is. Acceptance of this recommendation supports the increase of reliability and safety of
products.
Partial or complete publishing of presented experimental data without agreement of authors is
prohibited. The work reported in this paper was supported by grant VMSP-P-0104-09 cofinanced by
APVV agency, Slovak Republic.
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CHANGES IN MICROSTRUCTURE AND MICROHARDNESS AFTER APPLICATION OF
UNCONVENTIONAL CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES ON ARMOURED STEELS
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Abstract
The paper describes changes appeared in microstructure and microhardness of selected Armox steels
after their cutting by unconventional technologies as are plasma, laser and water jet cutting. Three
variants of ARMOX steels (440, 500 and 600) were cut with using of stated methods and then tested by
Vickers microhardness test and examined their micro structure. Finally, the results are compared and
evaluated to formulate conclusions.
Key words: armour steels, ARMOX, plasma cutting, laser cutting, water jet cutting, microhardness,
optical microscopy, metallographic examination
1. INTRODUCTION
The most known and most widely used steel armory plates are ARMOX steels by Swedish company
SSAB Oxelosund. Armox steels have high strength, hardness and good toughness. The steels acquire
these specific properties by application of thermo-mechanical treatment (TMT) and therefore the
producer recommends do not exceed the temperature circa 200°C during their secondary processing.
In a case of violation of this recommendation TMT effect will be eliminated by un-controlled
tempering and degradations of mechanical properties level occur.
Describing effect of armoured steels heat affection also occur at their cutting by un-conventional
technologies as are plasma, laser and water jet cutting.
2. CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR PARAMETERS
The plasma cutting process is based on the superheated gas plasma jet created via a
controlled electrical arc between the work head and the part to be processed. Inside the plasma arc
temperatures of 30,000 °C can arise, that realize in connection with the high kinetic energy of the
plasma beam and depending on the material thickness cutting speeds reaches 6000 m.s-1. These
conditions are adequate to easily cut through a variety of metals, with part accuracies better than 0.3
mm attainable with the high density torch designs. Cutting material must be electrically conductive.
The principle of the plasma cutting is presented in fig. 1a. [1, 2]
Laser cutting is a technology that uses a focused beam of high energy laser light to cut material by
selectively burning, vaporizing and/or melting a highly localized area, while an assist gas is used to
remove the molten material from the resulting cut. It is one of the fastest and most accurate methods
for cutting a variety of metals and non-metals. Both gaseous CO2 and solid-state Nd:YAG lasers
can be used for cutting. In each case, several subvariants can be identified, such as fast axial flow,
slow axial flow, transverse flow, and slab lasers for CO2 lasers. The type of gas flow can affect the
cutting performance. For example, transverse flow lasers circulate the gas mix at a lower velocity,
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requiring a simpler blower, while slab or diffusion cooled resonators have a static gas field that
requires no pressurization or glassware for protection. The principle of the plasma cutting is presented
in fig.1b [3, 4].
Water Jet cutting uses transformation of high pressure water jet to high speed water jet (pressure of
water: 380 MPa) as a force for material cutting. The addition of abrading agent increases cutting
efficiency what widely enlarges a variety of materials that can be cut with using of this technology.
The principle of the water jet cutting is presented in fig.1c [5, 6].
Technology of water jet cutting does not require high temperatures effect during its application and
therefore does not affect cutting material. Due to this fact, the technology is used as a comparative
standard to measure changes caused by laser and plasma cutting.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1 Principle of cutting technologies: a – plasma, b – laser, c - water jet [7, 8]
There are processes parameters used for cutting by plasma in the table 1, by laser in the table 2 and by
water jet in the table 3. Parameters settings depend on cutting material thickness at every used
technology.
Table. 1 Parameters of the plasma cutting process
Thickness [mm]

Voltage [V]

Current [A]

Cutting Speed
[m/min]

4

120

30

0.9

5

125

45

0.85

8

130

50

0.55

Plasma gas:
O2
Supplementary
gas: O2 / N2

Table 2 Parameters of the laser cutting process
Thickness [mm]

Laser Output

Frequency [Hz]

Cutting Speed
[m/min]

[W]
4

3200

10000

2,2

5

3200

10000

3,1

8

1900

10000

2,9
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Table 3 Parameters of the water jet cutting process
Thickness [mm]

Water pressure
[MPa]

Abrasive flow rate

Cutting Speed
[mm/min]

4

350

0,25

15,3

5

350

0,25

12,7

8

350

0,25

10,16

3. ARMOX STEELS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
Three types of ARMOX steel are used for experiment – ARMOX 440, 500, 600. Their basic
characteristics are shown in the table 4. Steels are delivered in the metal plate shape obviously. The
plates of selected steel of three different thickness (4, 5 and 8 mm) was cut with using plasma, laser
and water jet cutting technology in order to made the experimental samples. The shape of
experimental sample is designed according to STN EN ISO 6892 – 1 standard.
Table 4 Chemical composition and mechanical properties of examined steels [9]

ARMOX 440

Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties

ARMOX 500

Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties

ARMOX 600

Chemical
composition
[wt. %]
Mechanical
properties

251

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

B

0.2

0.1-0.5

1.2

0.010

0.010

1.0

2.5

0.7

0.005

Tensile
strength Rm
[MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness

Hardness

Elongation

KCU [ J]

HBW

A5 [ % ]

1250 - 1550

Min. 1100

35

420 - 480

10

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

B

0.32

0.1-0.4

1.2

0.015

0.010

1.0

1.8

0.7

0.005

Tensile
strength Rm
[MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness

Hardness

Elongation

KCU [ J]

HBW

A5 [ % ]

1450 - 1750

Min. 1250

25

480 - 540

8

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

B

0.47

0.1-0.7

1.0

0.010

0.005

1.5

3.0

0.7

0.005

Tensile
strength Rm
[MPa]

Yield strength
Rp0.2 [MPa]

Toughness

Hardness

Elongation

KCU [ J]

HBW

A5 [ % ]

2000

1500

12

570 - 640

7
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Cut experimental specimens were divided to smaller segments, subsequently moulded to bakelite
mass. Thereafter conventional metallographic preparation was performed with the samples – grinding,
polishing and surface etching by Nital.
The next step is evaluation of microhardness of surface layers with using Vickers hardness test
according to STN EN ISO 6507-1 standard. The microhardness test is used in order to evaluate the
deep of area affected by heat during cutting. The test was realized on Leco LM700 device with using
load force 0,5 kp (4,9 N).
4. CHANGES IN MICROSTRUCTURE OF CUTTING ARMOX STEELS
Armox 440 comprises of non-heterogeneous sorbitic structure (fig. 2a). Armox 500 and 600 comprise
of tempered martensite. From surface begins heat affected area whole comprised of martensite. There
is micro layer of shapeless martensite on the surface.
There is visually observable affected area in cases of plasma and laser cutting (fig. 2a, 2b) which
consist of three phases [5]:
·

Area of heating up over temperature A3 (range of temperatures between Ac3 + 150 0C and
solidus). These conditions cause coarsening of austenitic grain as consequence of heating to
high temperatures of steels which are predisposed to growth of austenitic grain. The result is
coarse-grained feritic-perlitic structure. This little layer is on the surface of cutting area of
sample cutting by plasma and laser.

·

Area of heating up between temperatures from Ac1 to Ac3 (area of uncompleted
transformation). These conditions lead to partial austenitization because the period of the
heating is too short. Appropriate conditions of cooling cause creation of wispy-shaped perlite.
Martensite transformation can take place with extreme conditions of cooling. This structure is
placed tightly under surfaced layer.

·

Area of heating up under temperature Ac1 (area without recrystallization). There is a not
radical microstructure change in this area. Processes occurred in range of these temperatures is
known from steel tempering as disintegrating of residual austenite or cementite creation.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF MICROHARDNESS HV0.5
Experimental results of HV0.5 microhardness values are in the table 5. More effective interpretation of
experimental result provides graphs on figure 3.
Microhardness HV0.5 is nearly constant in a case of samples cutting by water jet. In cases of samples
cutting by plasma and laser occur the decrease of microhardness in layers near to the surface. The
decrease is more intensive at samples with bigger thickness (figure 3b, 3d, 3f). There is micro layer
with hardness greater than hardness of basic material.
The decrease of microhardness is more noticeable at samples cut by plasma than by laser.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2 Selected microstructure of ARMOX 440 after plasma (a), laser (b) and water jet cutting (c),
magnification 50x
Table 5 Experimental results of microhardness HV0,5
Material

Thickn
ess

Distance form surface [mm]
Technology

0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 5,00 5,50 6,00 6,50

Laser

338

409

427

430

419

438

409

425

414

435

425

433

Plasma

458

409

337

375

390

414

427

427

425

425

430

430

Water Jet

461

473

492

489

486

464

492

479

489

492

486

499

Laser

386

435

441

314

329

377

393

407

438

433

438

433

Plasma

375

379

412

377

315

350

368

402

409

404

427

422

Water Jet

364

435

438

427

441

438

430

433

427

444

433

433

Laser

516

397

452

492

489

499

492

489

486

489

486

486

Plasma

541

381

358

397

414

446

476

482

482

486

489

492

Water Jet

433

438

427

444

435

433

427

433

441

427

444

441

Laser

561

553

577

298

340

388

430

458

489

512

492

502

Plasma

476

519

526

455

322

383

417

444

502

509

516

519

Water Jet

526

512

512

512

519

527

512

512

492

516

516

516

Laser

675

458

509

553

573

621

621

630

635

635

635

625

Plasma

665

660

381

420

452

512

541

577

630

635

635

645

Water Jet

670

654

660

640

675

665

675

670

625

612

630

635

Laser

755

755

794

660

379

425

470

516

640

645

645

645

Plasma

635

670

675

691

366

420

467

479

569

573

585

590

Water Jet

649

612

635

616

635

635

625

635

621

621

645

621

[mm]

4
Armox 440
8

4
Armox 500
8

4
Armox 600
8
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500
450
400
350

460
440
420
400
380
360
340
320

300

300
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

D epth[ mm ]
440 4 mm L as er

440 4 mm P las ma

440 4 mm Water J et

440 8 mm L aser

5

6

7

440 8 mm Water J et

b)

600

Mic rohardnes s HV0.5

Mic rohardnes s H V0.5

4

440 8 mm P lasma

a)
550
500
450
400
350

600
550
500
450
400
350

300
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

300

7

0

1

2

Depth[ mm ]
500 4 mm L a s er

3

4

5

6

7

Depth[ mm ]

500 4 mm P las ma

500 4 mm Water J et

500 8 mm L as er

500 8 mm P lasma

c)

500 8 mm Water J et

d)

700

Mic rohardnes s HV0.5

Mic rohardnes s HV0.5

3
D epth[ mm ]

650
600
550
500
450
400

900
800
700
600
500
400

350
300

300
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

D epth[ mm ]
600 4 mm L aser

600 4 mm P las ma

2

3

5

6

7

D epth[ mm ]
600 4 mm Water J et

e)
Fig. 3 Experimental results of microhardness HV0.5:

600 8 mm L aser

600 8 mm P las ma

600 8 mm Water J et

f)
a,b - Armox 440 thickness 4 and 8 mm;

c,d – Armox 500 thickness 4 and 8 mm; e,f – Armox 600 thickness 4 and 8 mm
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CONCLUSION
Water jet cutting do not require the heat to cut the materials, therefore samples of this kind do not
show changes of microstructure or microhardness in surface layers. On the other hand, affection of
samples cut by plasma or laser was confirmed from microstructure study as well as microhardness
study. The affection is more significant with increasing of cutting material thickness. The plasma
cutting affected mechanical properties more intensively than laser cutting.
Described influence may affect final quality of cutting product at smaller intersections mainly. Due to
these reasons is advisable to cut Armox materials by using of the water jet where no treat of the heat
affection is. Acceptance of this recommendation supports the increase of reliability and safety of
products.
Partial or complete publishing of presented experimental data without agreement of authors is
prohibited. The work reported in this paper was supported by grant VMSP-P-0104-09 cofinanced by
APVV agency, Slovak Republic.
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PARTITIONING OF POLY- AND DISACCHARIDES IN AQUEOUS BIPHASIC SYSTEM
BASED ON A HYDROPHILIC IONIC LIQUID
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Abstract
Aqueous biphasic salt-salt system formed by the hydrophilic ionic liquid 3-methyl-1-octylimidazolium
chloride and inorganic salt K2HPO4 are employed as alternative to volatile organic compounds for
partitioning of poly- and disaccharides, both present in culture broths of EPS (Extracellular
PolySaccharide) producing strains. The phase diagram of the aqueous biphasic system is determined.
The selected composition of phase-forming components is used to carry out extractions on model
aqueous solutions of xanthan and maltose. Based on the partition coefficients of both saccharides and
the factors of saccharides’ separation achieved in both phases, the effectiveness of the extraction
process is evaluated. In all the equilibrium experiments performed, xanthan is almost completely
transferred to the ionic liquid-rich phase, while the disaccharide separates in the aqueous K2HPO4rich phase.
Keywords:
system

polysaccharide, disaccharide, extraction, separation, ionic liquid, aqueous biphasic

1. INTRODUCTION
Separation of bioproducts from the bioreaction media is an essential task in biotechnology. The
demand for fast, cost-effective and environmental-friendly separation and purification processes has
lead to a significant effort to develop clean manufacturing methods and easily scaled-up industrially
relevant techniques to increase selectivity and capability and reduce overall costs.
In a case, the method for separation of poly- and disaccharides has not been addressed yet to a novel
“green” issue. The carbohydrate di- and polymers are both present in the final fermentation broth of
the EPS (Extracellular PolySaccharide) producing strains, as main substrate (carbon source) and target
product (Kambourova et al., 2009; Pavlova et al., 2010). Depending on the strain productivity, at the
best particular culture conditions, the maximal EPS yield may vary in two orders, from ca.0.1 to 10 g
dm-3 (Lee et al., 2001; Takita et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2006; Kambourova et al., 2009). While the sugar
substrate is added in ca.2 to 10%, in majority, finally about 3-4 g dm-3 remains unutilized; thus
becoming comparable to the EPS yield in the medium. The crude EPS is isolated from the cell free
culture supernatant usually by precipitation applying a polar organic solvent (ethanol, isopropyl
alcohol) in proportions up to four volume aliquots, followed by two-three washes with the organic
solvent. Thus at the isolation step, a great waste stream of volatile organic compounds is discharged in
the environment. After the recognition of the detrimental effect of such example processes, a new
class of solvents, ionic liquids (ILs), has emerged revealing bright future as environmentally benign
and tunable pretenders to replace conventional organic solvents.
Aqueous biphasic system (ABS) composed of a hydrophilic ionic liquid, carbohydrate, and water was
first described in the literature by Zhang et al. (2007) and since then researchers have been exploring
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sugars for tailoring the phase separation (Wu et al., 2008b; Chen et al., 2009). Along with the
implementation of bio-friendly substances, the systems of ionic liquid/carbohydrate/water offer the
convenience of adjustable pH of the aqueous phase which is of importance in partitioning of the
charged substances, including biopolymers (such as proteins) and monomers (organic, nucleic, amino
acids). However, only limited kinds of ionic liquids show capability of forming ABS with sugars, and
the described ones are: imidazolium tetrafluoroborates, [Cnmim]BF4 with carbon number of alkyl
chain on imidazolium ring, n≥3 (Chen et al., 2009) and allyl-substituted imidazolium halides,
[Amim]Cl/Br (Wu et al., 2008a). There is much more variety among the ionic liquids that can form
ABS adding inorganic salts with salting-out inducing behavior (Ventura et al., 2009) and their
applications on extraction and purification of distinct compounds have been already documented for
amino acids (L-tryptophan - Ventura et al., 2009), proteins (bovine serum albumin - Pei et al., 2009),
phenolic compounds (vanillin – Cláudio et al., 2010), alkaloids (Li et al., 2005), and others
summarized in a recent review by Oppermann et al. (2011).
The aim of this study is to investigate the partitioning and separation of EPS and disaccharides, a
model system xanthan/maltose, by means of an extracting system based on a hydrophilic ionic liquid.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no such information has been reported yet and it would broaden
the area of green downstream processing.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials
The ionic liquid, 3-methyl-1-octylimidazolium chloride ([C8mim]Cl, min. 98%) employed in this work
was purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The inorganic salt used to form ABS was K 2HPO4
(min. 99%, Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland). The carbohydrates, xanthan gum from Xanthomonas
campestris (practical grade) and D-(+)-maltose monohydrate (min. 95%) were products of SIGMA.
All other chemicals were of analytical grade and were used as received.
2.2. Preparation of phase diagram
The binodal curve of the system [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 was determined at 22 °C by the turbidimetric
titration method. Briefly, an IL aqueous solution of known concentration was weighted in a volume
graduated glass test tube. A K2HPO4 aqueous solution of known mass fraction was then added dropby-drop to the tube. The tube was shaken, and the system behavior was observed. If a phase separation
did not occurred, another known portion of the salt solution was added and so on until a phase change
was noted. The volume fraction of each phase was measured, the weight of the system was noted
(using analytical balance with a precision 0.0010 g), and the ABS composition was calculated. Water
was then added dropwise to get a clear one-phase system, and further more K 2HPO4 solution was
added to obtain again an ABS. The above procedure was repeated and so on until sufficient data was
collected to construct the phase diagram.
2.3. Extraction experiments
A specified amount of an aqueous solution of the single carbohydrate (maltose or xanthan gum) under
study or a mixture of them was dissolved into a known amount of [C8mim]Cl. Then a specified
amount of a K2HPO4 aqueous solution (known concentration) was added and the whole mixture in the
test tube was vigorously shaken for five minutes and allowed to reach equilibrium by the separation of
both phases overnight at 22 °C. In all the partitioning experiments, the solutions were prepared so that
the final weights of [C8mim]Cl and K2HPO4 were 0.6 g and 0.8 g, respectively, and the total volume of
the aqueous solution introduced was 1.5 cm3. This extracting composition is pointed on the phase
diagram below (Figure 1). The volumes of the upper IL- and the lower aqueous (K2HPO4-rich) phases
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were recorded. The samples from both phases were redrawn, diluted as appropriate and subjected to
analysis as described in the next section.
2.4. Determination of the carbohydrates’ concentration in both phases
The total carbohydrate content in each phase was measured by the colorimetric phenol-sulfuric acid
method closely followed as described by Dubois et al. (1956) using maltose as standard. In order to
avoid the interference from the other phase components, [C8mim]Cl and K2HPO4, the samples’
absorbance was measured versus blanks prepared by contacting of the same phases but without
carbohydrates, and subjected to the same (as samples were) analytical dilution. Further, in order to
distinguish between di- and polymer carbohydrate content as the phenol-sulfuric acid method could
not, the following procedure was accomplished:
(1) To the equilibrium aqueous phase, an equal volume of cool ethanol (96%) was added dropwise,
under stirring in ice bath. The mixture was refrigerated at -4°C overnight to separate xanthan if any.
The two phases formed were analyzed but xanthan was never seen to precipitate from either phase.
(2) The equilibrium IL-phase was chilled at -4°C overnight and two fractions were formed: (i)
precipitated xanthan and (ii) a supernatant of clear liquid. The two fractions were analyzed and then
(3) equal volumes of cool ethanol (96%) were added dropwise, under stirring in ice bath and the
resulted mixtures were refrigerated at -4°C overnight. Xanthan was never seen to precipitate from the
mixture of ethanol and (ii) the supernatant of clear liquid. Contrary, from the mixture of ethanol and
(i) precipitated xanthan, an amount of dissolved sugar (i.e. maltose) was determined in the liquid
supernatant.
Thus differentiated, the concentrations of maltose and xanthan in each equilibrium phase (IL and
aqueous) were recalculated independently. The overall mass balance was fulfilled within ε≤7% which
is comparable to the material (volume) loss in manipulations.
2.5. Determination of the partition coefficients, extraction efficiencies and separation factor of
the carbohydrates
The partition coefficients of xanthan (KXan) and maltose (KMal) were determined as the ratio of the
concentrations of the respective carbohydrate in the IL- and the aqueous (K 2HPO4-rich) equilibrium
phases, as follows:
K Xan =

[Xan]IL
[Xan]AQ

[-]

(1);

K Mal =

[Mal ]IL
[Mal ]AQ

[-]

(2),

where [Xan] and [Mal] refer to the concentrations of xanthan and maltose, respectively, and “IL” and
“AQ” indicate IL- and aqueous-rich equilibrium phase.
The extraction efficiencies of xanthan (EXan) and maltose (EMal) were calculated according to the
equations (3) and (4), respectively:
E Xan (%) =

[Xan]IL ´ VIL
´ 100
[ Xan]IL ´ VIL + [ Xan]AQ ´ V AQ

[%]

(3);

EMal (%) =

[Mal ]IL ´ VIL
´ 100
[ Mal ]IL ´ VIL + [Mal ]AQ ´ V AQ

[%]

(4),
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where V is the volume of the equilibrium IL-rich phase (“IL”) or the equilibrium aqueous-rich phase
(“AQ”).
The separation factors in the equilibrium IL-rich phase (SIL) and the equilibrium aqueous-rich phase
(SAQ) were defined as the ratio between the concentrations of xanthan and maltose in the respective
phase, as follows:
S IL =

[Xan]IL
[ Mal ]IL

S AQ =

[Mal ]AQ
[Xan]AQ

[-]

(5);

[-]

(6).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Phase diagram
Phase diagram data are needed for design of aqueous biphasic extraction process. The binodal curve of
the system [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 determined at 22°C is represented on Figure 1 in terms of molality and
compared with the data for other similar systems found in the literature. In the studied concentration
region of phase forming components, the system [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 shows phase transition behavior
close to the one of the less hydrophobic [C4mim]Br/K2HPO4. Due to this similarity, the extracting
composition employed in this study corresponded to that of [C4mim]Br/K2HPO4 used by Pei and coworkers (2009) for protein extraction.

IL molality [mol (IL) kg -1 (solvent)]

4.0
[C8 mim]Cl - this study

3.5
3.0

[C4 mim]Br -

(*)

[C8 mim]Br -

(*)

extracting system - this study

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.25

0.75

1.25

1.75

2.25

2.75

3.25

K2 HPO4 molality [mol (salt) kg-1 (solvent)]

Figure 1. Phase diagram of [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 aqueous biphasic system used in this study.
(*) Phase diagram data published by Pei et al. (2009)
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3.2. Phase volume fraction
Figure 2b represents the volume fraction of each equilibrium phase of the systems shown on the
binodal curve in the order pointed on Figure 2a. The systems 1-7, which consist of ionic liquid
molality higher than 1 mol kg-1, separate in greater volume fraction of IL-rich phase. In system 7 the
volume is almost equally partitioned in two phases. Further, the increase in the molal content of
K2HPO4 raises the volume fraction of the aqueous-rich phase. The volume distribution in the
extraction composition used corresponds to that of the system 8, namely 58% : 42% (lower to upper
phase). However, as it is shown below, the introduction of different saccharides (in type and
concentration) influences differently the volume partitioning.
On Figure 3 the phase volume fraction of five equilibrated systems containing saccharides is shown.
The initial saccharide compositions of the studied systems were:
System No 0 contained no carbohydrate. The other systems contained saccharides in the following
concentrations with respect to the total volume of the aqueous solution of 1.5 cm3:
System No 1 contained 10 g dm-3 of disaccharide, maltose;
System No 2 contained 0.1 g dm-3 of polysaccharide, xanthan;
System No 3 contained 1.0 g dm-3 of xanthan;
System No 4 contained 1.0 g dm-3 of xanthan and 1.0 g dm-3 of maltose;
System No 5 contained 1.0 g dm-3 of xanthan and 10 g dm-3 of maltose.

[C8 mim]Cl molality [mol (IL) kg -1 (solvent)]

4.0
binodal curve
3.5

extracting composition

3.0
2.5
1

2.0
1.5

7
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.25

0.75

1.25

K2 HPO4 molality [mol (salt)

1.75
kg -1

2.25

(solvent)]

(2a)
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P h a s e v o l u m e f r a c t i o n [%]

IL-rich upper phase
aqueous lower phase

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
1

7
E q u i l i b r i u m s y s t e m s (starting from 1, Fig. 2a)

(2b)
Figure 2. Phase volume fraction of equilibrium [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 aqueous biphasic systems (2b)
in the order shown on the binodal curve (2a)

P h a s e v o l u m e f r a c t i o n [%]

IL-rich upper phase
aqueous lower phase

100%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
No 0

No 1

No 2

No 3

No 4

S t u di e d s y s t e ms

No 5

Figure 3. Phase volume fraction of equilibrium [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 aqueous biphasic systems
containing different type and concentrations of carbohydrates
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Partition coefficient, KXan [-]

Partition coefficient, KMal [-]

Xanthan
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Maltose

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

200
150
100
50
0

0
No 1

No 2
No 4
S t u di e d s ys t e ms

No 3

No 5
(a)

No 4

No 5

S t u di e d s y s t e ms

(b)

Figure 4. Partition coefficients of maltose, KMal (a) and of xanthan, KXan (b)
in equilibrium [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 aqueous biphasic systems
The introduction of disaccharide, which preferably partitions in the aqueous rich phase, is associated
with an increase in the volume fraction of the lower phase as seen for System No 1 on Figure 3.
Inserting xanthan and raising its concentration resulted in enlargement of the volume of the upper ILrich phase. The Systems No 3, No 4, and No 5, which share the same amount of xanthan, have almost
the same volume distribution between the two phases, ca. 44% : 56% (lower to upper phase). Such
fractioning is the opposite of the System No 0.
3.3. Partition coefficients, extraction efficiencies and separation factor of the carbohydrates
The partitioning of poly- and disaccharides in the five studied systems was examined. Figures 4 and 5
represent partition coefficients and extraction efficiencies for both carbohydrates, as described in
section 2.5.
It is seen on Figure 4 that in all the studied systems the partition coefficients of the disaccharide, KMal,
do not exceed the value of 0.2, while the partition coefficients of the polysaccharide, KXan, are 1000fold higher.
As it was already mentioned (section 2.4), in the mixture systems (No 4 and No 5) the amount of
xanthan in the aqueous lower phase was below detectable limit, so its extraction efficiency approaches
100%, EXan ≈ 100% (Figure 5). Аlthough the initial maltose concentrations in these systems differ
from each other in 1-order, maltose was extracted with the same efficiency of about 20%. The
concentration of mutually extracted disaccharide is higher in System No 5 compared to the System No
4 which determines the lower separation factor in the IL-phase, SIL(System No 5)=0.60. In the system
of equal initial concentrations of maltose and xanthan (System No 4) the separation factor in the ILphase is SIL(System No 4)≈4. Regarding the aqueous-rich phase, as far as it contains only maltose and
no detectable amount of xanthan, a complete separation between di- and polysaccharide is achieved
therein, SAQ→¥.
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E(Maltose) %;

Extraction efficiency, E [%]

100%

E(Xanthan) %

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
No 1

No 2

No 3

No 4

No 5

S t u di e d s y s t e ms

(a)

Figure 5. Extraction efficiencies of maltose and of xanthan
in equilibrium [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 aqueous biphasic systems
The main driving force for xanthan transfer from the aqueous (lower) to the IL-rich (upper) phase is
induced by the salting-out effect of K2HPO4. The large amount of K2HPO4 present in the aqueous
solution competes with the polysaccharide for water molecules, resulting in the reduction of the
polymer hydration degree. Therefore, the introduction of a kosmotropic salt into an aqueous
saccharide solution promotes the removal of the carbohydrate polymer form. This mechanism is
analogous to the conventional dehydration by alcohols widely used for polysaccharide isolation. The
fractioning of the polysaccharide in the IL-rich phase can be observed visually as seen on a camera
picture representing System No 4 (Figure 6). In the mixture systems maltose extraction in the IL-phase
is probably due to an attachment to the polymer rather than particular transfer as depicted from its very
low extraction efficiency in the single case (System No 1).
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As xanthan is an anionic polysaccharide (García-Ochoa et al., 2000), other type of interactions, ex.
electrostatic, could be also implemented in the extraction process. However, the electrostatic
interactions between the appropriately charged polymer (through pH of the aqueous solution) and the
ionic liquid ions require other type of systems different from ABS in order to avoid the strong
electrostatic screening of the inorganic salt. Such alternative systems might be the biphasic systems
based on hydrophobic ionic liquids and further research effort will be required.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Partitioning and separation of poly- and disaccharides have been achieved for the first time by means
of aqueous biphasic system based on hydrophilic ionic liquid and inorganic salt. The phase diagram of
the aqueous biphasic salt-salt system [C8mim]Cl/K2HPO4 is determined and used for partitioning of a
xanthan/maltose model carbohydrate mixture. Complete removal of xanthan from the aqueous phase is
achieved. The polymer transfer to the IL-phase is attributed to the dehydration caused by the presence
of a kosmotropic salt in the aqueous source, i.e. mechanism analogous to the conventionally applied
precipitation by alcohols is exploited. Because of the extremely low extraction efficiency in the single
case, maltose extraction in the IL-phase is probably due to an attachment to the polymer rather than a
particular transfer. Considering the recognized “green aspect” of the ionic liquids with respect to their
negligible vapour pressure, the latter system is an example of alternative to the application of organic
solvents in biotechnology downstream processing.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of thermal analysis and spectral characterization of some
polypropylene (PP) - thermoplastic elastomer (styrene-ethylene/propylene-styrene block copolymer)
(TPE) blends. The thermal stabilities of different PP-TPE blends containing 0 - 20 % of TPE were
assessed by isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). It was observed that particles
reduced the degradation rate of the resulted material. Both the oxidation induction time (OIT) and the
time to oxidation peak (tm) values from isothermal measurements increase as increasing the TPE
concentration. Similar conclusions were obtained from non-isothermal data. As the observed
antioxidative effect is higher than that corresponding to the proportion of TPE, a synergistic behavior
was concluded. The thermal effect of oxidation and melting peaks indicates that the blends are
homogeneous in the investigated concentration range. The attenuated total reflectance – Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) data are in agreement with those of thermal analysis.
Some aspects about the optimum concentration of TPE on PP, were also evaluated from the
experimental data.
Key words: PP - TPE blends, thermal analysis, spectral characterization, isothermal DSC, ATR-FTIR
1. INTRODUCTION
Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs), is an interesting category of polymers which combine rubber-like
properties with the processing advantages of thermoplastics. Generally, TPEs are low modulus,
flexible materials that can be stretched, similar to traditional thermo-set rubbers. TPE melt when the
temperature exceeds a certain specific value. As compared to traditional elastomers, TPEs, present
many advantages, such as design flexibility, lower fabrication costs, simpler processing time, little or
no compounding required, completely recyclable scrap, lower consumption energy, total applicability
of the forming processes specific for thermoplastics, better control of the product quality, more
environmentally friendly, so on. [1].
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Different types of TPE, presenting various chemical structures are known, most of TPE being block or
graft copolymers [2]. Examples of TPE are polyurethanes (TPUs), co-polyesters (COPEs), polyamides
(PEBAs), polyolefin based thermoplastics (e.g. Ziegler-Natta block copolymers, hydrogenated diene
block-copolymers, polyolefin blends (TPOs), polyolefin alloys (TPVs) etc.) and styrene thermoplastic
elastomers (S-TPEs, e.g. styrene-butadiene-styrene, styrene-ethylene/butylene-styrene, styreneethylene/propylene-styrene etc.) [2, 3]. They can be considered as more or less classic TPEs due to the
fact that they are industrially produced for many years. However, new production processes and
ameliorated polymer structures are continuously reported in this direction together other newer TPE
categories, such as ionomers [2] or very low molecular weight - linear low density polyethylene
(VLMW-LLDPE) [1].
Among TPE, styrene block copolymers are of wide importance. These co-polymers are synthesized by
anionic polymerization in a non-polar solvent, in presence of organometallic catalysts (e.g. butyl
lithium). By both accurate control of the polymerization temperature and reagents purity, the resulting
polymer presents typical molecular weights from 100,000 to 300,000 g/mole, and narrow molecular
weight dispersion (with a typical polydispersity index of 1.04 - 1.05). Such characteristics are essential
to enable phase separation that is responsible for the elastomeric properties [4]. In some cases, special
techniques, such as continuous polymer fractionation (CPF) [5] and continuous spin fractionation
(CSF) [6] methods are applied for block copolymers preparative fractionation [7].
There are different structures in this category of the styrene TPEs:
- styrene-diene block copolymers, such as styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS), styrene-isoprene-styrene
(SIS) or styrene-(butadiene-isoprene)-styrene (S-(B/I)-S) block copolymers;
- styrene-olefins block copolymers, such as styrene-ethylene-propylene-styrene (SEPS) or styreneethylene-butylenes-styrene (SEBS).
The styrene block copolymers present interesting and useful properties due to their structure which
consists in polystyrene domains dispersed in a rubber (e.g. poly-diene, ethylene-propylene or ethylenebutylene) matrix, hence they are applied in a wide range of applications, such as lithography
techniques for micro and nanotechnologies [8], nanocomposite materials [9]. TPEs replace now the
traditional rubbers in many applications. They can be readily mixed with other polymers, oil, and
fillers, allowing versatile tuning of product properties [4]. Blends of TPEs with different polymers are
widely used, as for example, to improve the impact strength of rigid thermoplastics [1], to increase the
water treeing resistance of both XLPE and EVA insulation materials [10] or to increase the radiation
strength of PP based polymeric materials [11] as well as to prepare various nanocomposite materials
[9]. The applications range from radiation-sterilization of medical items [11], automotive, electronics,
and sport products, to civil-engineering processes [12].
In this paper, the properties of several TPE-PP blends, containing a SEPS block copolymer of styrene
and ethylene-propylene were studied. This work is a preliminary step, aiming the characterization and
the optimization of the properties of several mixtures, TPE-thermoplastic polymer, in order to prepare
materials with improved properties to be used as polymer matrix in further technical applications.
Polypropylene (PP) was chosen as thermoplastic polymer in this work because it one of the
widespread and versatile polymers known, being used in different forms, in a wide range of
applications.
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2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Materials
Styrene-ethylene-propylene-styrene (S-EP-S) TPE in the form of black pellets was kindly supplied by
an Europe-based company.
Iso-tactic polypropylene (J 700) pellets used in this study was of injection molding grade, with a MFI
value of 14.0 g/10 min at 230 °C. Pellets containing 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 100 % TPE were prepared
using a double-screw extruder with L/D = 25 and D = 90 mm according to specific procedure.
The resulted blend samples were denominated as PP/TPE a, where a is TPE content (percent).
2.2. Instruments and method
Both isothermal and non-isothermal (temperature ramp at constant heating rate) Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on a Setaram 131 evo (Setaram Instrumentation,
Fr) instrument using the Calisto Data Acquisition application.
The calculations of different DSC parameters (e.g. thermal effects, oxidation induction time (OIT),
oxidation onset temperature (OOT), glass transition temperature (Tg) and so on, were performed by
Calsito Data Processing application of Setaram/AKTS.
For the isothermal measurements, the following procedure and conditions were applied: the sample
was heated under inert atmosphere (nitrogen, 50 mL/min) from room temperature up to the testing
temperature (190 °C), and then the air (50 mL/min.) was admitted in the analysis chamber of DSC
instrument. The non-isothermal sequence of heating in nitrogen atmosphere was separately recorded.
In the case of non-isothermal measurements in air (temperature ramp, constant heating rate), the
sample was heated form 30 °C to 350 °C in air atmosphere (50 mL/min.) at a heating rate of 10 K/min.
Similar procedure was applied for the measurements in inert atmosphere, using nitrogen in the gas
flow.
In all cases, 1 - 2 mg samples, sliced from pellets, were placed in 30 mL aluminum pans. A similar
empty pan was taken as reference.
Attenuated Total Reflectance – Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) spectra were
measured on a Jasco 4200 spectrometer. The ATR accessory Jasco ATR PRO 470-H with diamond
crystal was mounted to enable the measurement of ATR-FTIR spectra. The following measurement
conditions were used: wave number range: 4000 – 400 cm-1; sample scan time: 48 scans; resolution: 4
cm-1.
SEM micrographs was carried under field emission crossbeam workstation (FESEM-FIB) model
Auriga made by Carl Zeiss SMT. Low accelerating voltages were applied (in the range of 1 kV) to
ensure the images accuracy. An Everhart Thornley type detector (in chamber) was used for secondary
electrons topography. The magnifications of SEM images were in the range of 500 X - 10.000X.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Non-isothermal DSC scans in nitrogen atmosphere presented the following effects (see table 1):
a) A glass transition of polystyrene domains (figure 1), at around 90 °C, which is quite close to those
usually reported for polystyrene domains in styrene TPE (see for example reference [3]). This
behavior suggests that PS domains are not modified or they are less modified by interactions with PP
matrix in the blends. In the case of PP/ TPE 100 sample, the Tg value is lower suggesting a certain
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modification of PS domains possibly by interaction with PP and PE segments. Note also the lower
value of the melting point of PP in PP/TPE 100 sample, which suggests different crystalline form of
PP segments as compared to the homopolymer.
The DCp values tend to slightly increase from PP/ TPE 5 to pure TPE (PP/TPE 100 sample) as the
styrene content increases. An explanation of the fact that the T g values are somewhat scattered could
be the low content in polystyrene of the analyzed materials that make difficult the determination of T g
by DSC [13].
A relaxation process, occurring both in polypropylene and in TPE containing blends near to the glass
transition can be another explanation for the mentioned dispersion of Tg and DCp values. Similar
relaxation process was considered to be responsible for the difficulties in determination of glass
transition of PS domains in the case of styrene-butadiene block copolymers [3].
b) An endothermic peak at ca. 120 °C assigned to the melting of the polyethylene segments. The
thermal effect increases with the TPE content in the blend, while the melting temperature tends to
decrease in the same direction.
c) An endothermic peak at ca. 164 °C assigned to melting of the polypropylene (PP), including the
blocks existing in TPE, which are probably in dissolved state in the PP matrix. The thermal effect
decreases as increasing the TPE content (PP concentration decreases), while the melting temperature
tends to decrease slowly in the same direction. In the case of the pure TPE, the melting temperature is
considerably lower indicating a different crystalline form of PP segments, due to possible interaction
with ethylene segments and styrene blocks.
Similar shifting in the melting temperature of PP in blends with other polyolefins were reported, as for
example in paper [14] for polypropylene - polybuthylene blends and were explained by either a
decrease in crystallite size or a change in crystalline order. Such an explanation holds also for the
above mentioned decrease in melting temperatures of the polyethylene segments.
Because no shoulders on the melting peak of the polypropylene were observed for all the studied
blends, a homogeneous dispersion of the EP segments of SEPS in the polyethylene matrix can be
concluded. The polypropylene domains of SEPS are probably dissolved in the polypropylene matrix,
as mentioned above, enabling uniform dispersion of SEPS.
Table 1: Characteristics of glass transition and melting processes in the studied PP/TPE blends
Sample

Glass transition

PE domains melting

PP domains melting

Tg (°C)

DCp (mW)

Tm (°C)

DH (J/g)

Tm (°C)

DH (J/g)

PP/TPE 0

-

-

-

-

164.7

68

PP/TPE 5

90

0.13

122.0

0.8

165.0

61

PP/TPE 10

83

0.18

121.6

0.74

164.3

55

PP/TPE 15

90

0.19

121.9

1.0

163.5

48

PP/TPE 20

94

0.18

120.9

2.51

163.2

47

PP/TPE 100

84

0.25

118.7

3.32

151.3

7.7
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Fig. 1: Non-isothermal DSC curves of different PP/ TPE blends in nitrogen atmosphere (10 K/min.)

Fig. 4: Non-isothermal DSC curves in the high temperature region, in nitrogen atmosphere (heating
rate 10 K/ min.) of PP/ TPE 15 and PP/ TPE 100 samples
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SEM micrographs (figures 2 and 3) lead to similar conclusions as DSC concerning the uniformity of
PP/TPE blends: in the studied composition range no distinct phases or domains were observed in the
case of the blends as compared to PP and generally, the morphologies of both PP and blends appear to
be similar.
d) The endothermic peak at 240 °C corresponding to the polystyrene domains melting is masked by a
larger and broader decomposition peak with several shoulders. However, a shoulder at 239 - 240 °C
(figure 4) is still visible and it can be assigned to styrene blocks melting process.
ATR-FTIR spectra (figure 5) confirmed the conclusions of DSC analysis. The characteristic bands of
C-H bonds [3] were clearly observed (table 2) and indicate PP as a major component of the blends.
The presence of PP, PE and PS in the TPE structure is also confirmed.
The bands observed at 1415 cm-1 (CH2=CH- deformation [15]) and 727 cm-1 (CH wagging [3])
suggest the presence of an unsaturated compound, possibly a crosslinking agent. The occurrence of a
crosslinking process is indicated by the exotherm peak observed in DSC at ca. 190 °C in TPE and, at
lower temperatures, in PP/TPE blends (see figure 4).
Several small peaks were found in the region of 1700 cm-1 of both PP/TPE 100 and blends, indicating
the possible presence of the carbon black as filler in these materials.
In non/isothermal measurements, the oxidation process starts at more than 200 °C for all the samples.
The oxidation onset temperature (OOT) is considerably higher for the blends as compared to
polypropylene (figure 6) indicating a higher thermal stability of the blends. Similar behavior was
observed in the case of iso-thermal measurements, i.e. OIT values sharply increased when TPE was
present: the sample containing 5 % TPE presented an OIT value comparable to that of 20 % TPE or
100 % TPE (figure 7 and table 3).

Fig. 2: SEM micrograph of PP/TPE 0
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Fig. 3: SEM micrograph of PP/TPE 10
Table 2: Structural assignment of the observed frequency peaks in the studied PP,
TPE and their blends
-1

Sample code/ peak wavenumber (cm )

Peak assignment

PP/TPE0

PP/TPE5

PP/TPE15

PP/TPE100

2950

2952

2951

2951

nasim(CH3) in PP [16]

2915

2916

2918

2919

n(CH) in PP and n(CH) (crystalline),
(amorphous) in PE [16] nsimCH3 in PS [16]

2870

2871

2870

-

-

-

-

2850

2836

2838

2838

-

2722

2718

2723

2727

-

-

1608

-

1455

1456

1456

1455

symmetric deformation of CH3 in PP and PP [16]

1414

1415

1415

dCH2 in vinyl units [15]

1377

1375

1378

symmetric deformation of CH3 in PP and PE [16] CH2
deformation in PE (amorphous) [16]

1375
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n(CH2)

nsim CH3 in PP [16]
nsim CH2 in PS and PE [16]
nsim CH2 in PP [16]
nsim CH3
nC-C of aromatic rings [3, 16, 17]
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Sample code/ peak wavenumber (cm-1)

Peak assignment

PP/TPE0

PP/TPE5

PP/TPE15

PP/TPE100

1360

1360

1360

-

combined CH equatorial bending and CH2 twisting
(hybrid vibration mode) [16]

1295

1301*

1301*

1307

combined wagging CH2 and twisting in PP (hybrid
vibration mode) [16] CH2 twisting in PE, at 1303 cm-1
[16] (*in blends, these bands are masked by the PS ring
vibration at ca. 1312 cm-1)

1254

1254

1255

1260

combined twisting CH2 and axial bending CH2 in PP [16]

-

-

1187

1185

ring vibration in PS [3, 16]

1167

1166

1166

-

combined axial rocking of CC and CH3 in PP (hybrid
vibration mode) [16]

1106

1108

1106

-

combined axial rocking of CH3 and CC in PP (hybrid
vibration mode) [16]

-

-

-

1078

ring vibration in PS [3, 16]

1034

1037

1037

1041

stretching C-CH3 bond in PP

-

-

-

1018

possible ring vibration in PS [16] and/or in additives

999

997

997

-

973

974

972

970

CH3 rocking in PP and PE [16]

910

CH vibration in styrene blocks [16]

901

899

combined CH3 rocking and CH bending (hybrid vibration
mode) in PP [16]

900

-

CH3 and CH2 rocking [16] in polypropylene matrix

876

873

possibly ring vibration in styrene blocks

840

841

840

845

CH2 rocking in polypropylene [16]

810

808

807

809

This band appears in all materials. It can be related to
deformation vibrations of 2 C-H bonds in the aromatic
ring of a substituted phenol antioxidant [16]

-

764

759

760

gCH in polystyrene [16]

-

-

-

728

CH bending (wagging)

-

-

715

714

CH2 rocking in PE [16]

-

700

699

700

CH bending in aromatic rings. Typical
monosubstituted aromatic rings [3, 16, 17, 18]

-

540

538

538

Polystyrene units [3]
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Fig. 5: FTIR spectra of various PP/TPE blends

Fig. 6: DSC non-isothermal curves in air atmosphere of PP and of a PE/TPE blend
containing 10 % TPE (air flow: 50 mL/min.; heating rate 10 K/min.)
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Fig. 7 : DSC isothermal curves in air atmosphere of different PE/TPE blends (Tiso = 190 °C;
air flow 50 mL/min.)
Table 3: Kinetic parameters of PP/TPE blends oxidation in non-isothermal and isothermal
conditions
OOT

OIT190 ºC

tmax

vox

DHox

(°C)

(min.)

(min.)

(%/min.)

(J/g)

PP/TPE 0

200.9

3

18

20.5

-4295

PP/TPE 5

221.3

47

83

3.4

-4069

PP/TPE 10

247.4

65

87

3.1

-3567

PP/TPE 15

255.1

-

-

-

-

PP/TPE 20

-

57

91

3.2

-1722

PP/TPE 100

-

71

94

6.23

-626

Sample

As the stabilization effect appears to be not cumulative, it can be assumed the occurrence of a
synergistic effect of the stabilizers present in the components. However, as no significant variation of
the stability with the composition, a supplementary stabilization effect produced by TPE
macromolecules can be also considered. Thus, is possible that the styrene domains act by different
simultaneous mechanisms in stabilization of the PP/TPE blends: de-activation of the high energy
states formed in PP matrix oxidation (energy scavenging mechanism [19, 20], and termination of
radicals at the border of the interface polystyrene-polypropylene [21]. Moreover, PP de-activating of
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PS macro radicals through intermolecular reactions is also possible [22]. The occurrence of these
supplementary stabilization effects is in agreement to the decrease of the oxidation heat (DHox) as the
TPE content increases (table 3).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The thermal stabilities of different PP-TPE blends containing 0 - 20 % of TPE were assessed by
isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). It was observed that TPE component are reducing
the degradation rate of the resulted material. Styrene domains may act by different simultaneous
mechanisms in stabilization of the PP/TPE blends, e.g. de-activation of the high energy states formed
in PP matrix oxidation (energy scavenging mechanism or termination of radicals at the border of the
interface polystyrene-polypropylene).
DSC behavior at the PP melting point suggests that the polypropylene domains of SEPS are dissolved
in the polypropylene matrix enabling the uniform dispersion of SEPS. SEM and ATR-FTIR data
confirm this conclusion.
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LANDSCAPE DEGRADATION AS A RESULT OF MINING OPERATIONS- LAND
RESTORATION AND REMEDIATION OF MINING WATER. CASE STUDY OF BOITA
LOCALITY, ROMANIA
Laura I. Golosie1
1

”Politehnica” University of Timisoara, Water Developments and Land Improvement Department,
George Enescu Street, 1/A, 300022, Timisoara, Romania

Abstract
“Boita”, the mining site, shows a very diverse potential study. The mining complex included
horizontal galleries, vertical wells and related galleries. Also, near by was built the preparation
station of ore and at few hundred meters is situated the mining settling pit which served as
preparation station. Very interesting is the study which refers to the type’s evolution of extracted ore:
was begun with iron ore, continue with sulphur ore, sulphur complex and reached to uranium ore (and
then the exploitation was stopped). In that area I studied: the quality of groundwater from galleries,
stabilization of dirt-heaps, stabilization and composition of the mining settling and the influence of all
mining operations on the land and population. Also I considerate that is necessary to continue the
study five years from now; about the remediation of water from mine- in present the mining water
treatment is done with questionable efficiency. In the paper are identified several potential disasters
determined by these mining works. This work is a case study about the anthropic changes of Boita
locality from Romania.
Key words: mining activities, slope galleries, waste dump, revegetation, acid drainage, treatment
station, radiometric measurements, potential disasters
1. INTRODUCTION
In the Poiana Rusca Massive, the Getic domain- in the “Sebes” series, there are some siderite
appearance with dimensions relative smalls, over the mezzo- metamorphic unit. There are disposed in
the dolomites limestone. At Boita can see very easy the way of the mineralization forming through the
metal-genetic complex, which started in the Superior Anteproteruzoic and finalized in Quaternary. In
the area, the crystalline rocks series of “Sebes” Mountains is present through the sericite– quartiles
phyllite with chlorite and is closed with the complex of the actinolite schist, which are formed by
muscovite with garnet and graphitic pigment. In the inferior part were identified lens intercalations
with amphibolites shale and crystalline calc, dolomite.
At “Boita” village, the siderite and ankerit are impregnate in that lens. Those forms come from the
area metamorphosing of the facies of the green shale which are formed by:
-

chlorite [(MgFe)6(AlFe)2(OH)8Si4Al2O10]– albite [NaAlSi3O8]– quartz SiO2;

-

quartz SiO2 – albite [NaAlSi3O8]– almandine [Fe3Al2(SiO)4]

-

quartz SiO2 – albite [NaAlSi3O8]– muscovite [Kal2(AlSi3)O16(OH)2]

-

chlorite [(MgFe)6(AlFe)2(OH)8Si4Al2O10]
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The mining exploitation from “Boita” is located up from “Boita”. The “Boita”– “Hateg” fault is the
tectonic board of the Paleogene deposit from the Piedmont’s Hateg. In the north area of the tectonic
contact can be found the “Boita” complex ore deposit. The goal of the mining activities, in 1949 was
to extract the iron ore gossan. The exploitation was well developed until 1966 when all mining
activities were stopped and the mines were conserved until 1969. The medium production was around
6000 – 8000 t/month. First all ore was transported with auto means to the “Subcetate” railway and
from there to “Gura Barza”– “Brad” by train. The beginning of the mining activities for the complex
ore (S, Zn, Pb, Mo, Ca), made necessary the construction of a Flotation Station for the first processing
of the exploited ore.
The processed ore was transported: the sulfur to “Valea Calugareasca” area, zinc and lead to “Copsa
Mica” locality. The Flotation Station worked until September 1997 when all mining activities were
stopped. The mining exploitation was organized with more work points:
A. Levels on the well:
a. The “120” level was the principal level and was named also the “Meches” level.
After 1.5 km on horizontal plain the level continue in down to the inferior levels;
b. The “160” level;
c. The “200” level;
d. The “240” level;

Fig.1. Level 120

Fig.2. The +10 Gallery

B. Slope Galleries:
a. The “+10” gallery– go 3 km to “Livezile”. In present the galleries are situated in
back of the flotation pulp. The “+10” West gallery have 7– 800 m to the well and
in the horizontal level have some longwall advancing and was projected to get at
“Rachitova” locality. The ore from this gallery were transported to “120” main
gallery. The well get to “+40”, “+80” and “120” levels and the ore was
transported underground to the main gallery;
b. The “+10” West gallery is located in the “Parani” Valley, in the superior part of
the valley. From this gallery began the works for the galleries “8” and “9”. The
“8” gallery had a opening to exterior. The “9” gallery had no exterior opening;
c. The “+40” gallery and “+80” gone from the “+10” West gallery;
d. The “+8” gallery was the exploration drift and wasn’t utilized for production;
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e. The “11” gallery which is open is located up from the decantation lake from the
“Luponi” Valley.

Fig. 3. Area of 120 and 10 galleries

Fig. 4. Flotation from “Boita” locality

The sterile mining wastes dumps have small dimensions:
-

at “+10” West gallery, the length of mining waste dump is 50 m, the width is 30 m and the height
is 25 m; the dump is artificial re-vegetates with acacia and conifers but can be seen a natural revegetation also;

-

The mining waste dump from the gallery of the “120” principal level is situated at 50 m down.
The surface of the mining waste dumps in the “120” gallery and Flotation Station area have
around 3.5– 4 ha and was artificial re-vegetated with acacia but there can be seen also the natural
re-vegetation.

-

The “+8” and “11” galleries have no mining waste dumps.

-

Fig. 5. Water treatment system

Fig. 6. Decanted slime

The drainage from the mining works is more types:
1. The drainage from the “120” gallery is made through the Treatment Station nearby the former
Flotation: the water from the gallery comes with a 6 to 7 pH, never constant. The rain and snow
change the pH. The debit is around 2.700 m2/12 h. Inside the Treatment Station the water is
treated with white lime and leave the station with a 8.5- 10 pH in to the “Galbena” Stream trough
an 4 km underground pipe. The drainage mouth is located in the “Densus” village area. The
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slimes resulted from mine waters treatment is decanted in two phases in two open concrete
basins.
a. The resulted dry slime is transported with mechanic means into a deposit up in front of
the “10” gallery.
b. “10” gallery is closed with a concrete wall with drainage system on the base and a
ventilation mouth in the superior side. The water have a 7.5– 8 pH.
c. The “+10” West gallery and “11” gallery have no drainage system only the rain water
wash the sterile waste dump.
d. The natural drainage in the Flotation perimeter are very well marked but are not
controlled. All drainage flow over in the nearby stream which crosses “Boita” village.

Fig. 7. Drainage from 120 gallery

Fig. 8. Uncontrolled drainage from Flotation

Another mining work is the decantation lake on the “Luponi” Valley. This is a lake between two
slopes at a few hundred meters distance from flotation. The decantation have 2 ha surface with 100 m
dry distance, 100 m floated distance, 80– 90 m width and 30– 35 m height. This work is not stabile
because the dump wasn’t stabilized. Consolidates activities was made but those are not enough.
Artificial revegetation with acacia was also made. The natural revegetation is slowly. On the
decantation lake horizontal surface there are ditches from the rain or the drainage water. Were build
collecting canals for the rain waters. The water from the direct drainage which comes from the
decantation lake has a 7.5 pH.
In the “Boita” area, mining activities can be also identified in the “Meches” Valley and “Plesu”
Valley, but those are not very important. Here, there are four stabile mining waste dumps and all are
natural re-vegetated.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Information about the site
Topography, History, Geology and Soils, Climatology, Hydrology, Vegetation, anthropic and entropic
modifications, radionuclide and heavy metals circuit in the nature (the studied exposure ways), Stages
in the process of the metal extraction, the site for the sterile material, abandoned sites, problems and
solutions.
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Fig. 9. Location on the map of mining area
2.2. Methodology
Collecting samples, analyses, mechanic and biologic stabilization of the site: goal, methods, species
selection, planting techniques, management of wastes; This study was made on base of own research.
It’s useful to identify and the history of mining work to understand all the phenomena which take
place and are into independence bond. The working methods have been interdisciplinary and had
following stages:
- the identification zone on maps and using the technique airpartial;
- discussions with locals and authorities who worked in the area;
- measurements on the field and laboratories in the country and abroad;
- questionnaires applied inhabitants.
Materials- NBC (nuclear- bacteriological- chimical) autolaboratory provided with radiopolymeter and
fast analysis putty.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In August 2010 were made radiometric measurements in those areas. Speaking with the local
inhabitants we found that those know that to “–200” and “–240” levels was identified uranium ore.
The geological knowledge shown that at “–120” level was found an gossan (an iron– magnetite and
hematite lens). At the “–160” and “–200” levels were found sulfur, wolfram and zinc and at the “–
240” level was found lead. The uranium ore is under “–240” level. Were founded lungs cancer forms
at miners who worked in galleries; but then the wrong ventilation was accused or the fact that the work
was dry. After 1970 the double ventilation was installed but this was no permanent. Many miners who
worked in the “+10” gallery got cancer in throat.
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Fig. 10. The “Luponi” Decantation

Fig. 11. Revegetated area

In the measurement made in 2010 are found following values:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

20– 35 cps in the Flotation perimeter;
15– 30 cps in the slam in the decantation basins;
20–35 cps in the sterile mining waste dump up from Flotation;
20-35 cps inside “8” gallery;
50– 60 cps at the entrance of “+10” gallery;
75–80 cps in the mining waste dump of „10” gallery;
65–85 cps on the access road to „10” gallery
65–95 cps in the natural ventilation in „10” West gallery;
25–48 cps in the mining waste dump at „10” West gallery– superior area;
25–40 cps in the mining waste dump at „10 West” gallery– inferior area;
50–55 cps in the „Luponii” Decantation Lake– in the soil (clay) on the slopes;
25–35 cps the „Luponii” Decantation Lake– horisontal surface.

The studies made allow the identification of some potential natural disasters, as result of the mining in
“Boita” area. Those can be:
-

The contamination of the wells or streams in the area with mine waters. Today the well’s water
has a 7 pH and is often tested. Is very interesting the fact that the drainage from “–120” level
drain now ore and some toxic substances even in the clean up area were build three concrete walls
and the going up were closed;

-

The uncontrolled drainages will contaminate a surface bigger and bigger in the down area;

-

The decantation lake in the “Luponii” Valley is very instable. The stabilization actions have to
continue especially in the inferior base of the seeding dump. Also the revegetation of this lake
through artificial bio stabilization has to be encouraged.

4. CONCLUSIONS
-

Concerning the health of the population, have to follow the health situation of the miners group
which were retired at 40 years old. An interesting phenomenon is common at lambs born with
congenital malformations. The shepherds told that this happens quite often at the sheep which
grassing in “Boita” area.
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-

Is required to be done a detailed study after cleaning-up and to remediate what is possible.

Fig. 12. Slime thickener channels

Fig. 13. Acacia surface

The mining waste dump in the “Parani” Valley, from “+10” West gallery, is now a day broken down
and stopped the “Parani” stream. Down on the stream was building a transversal concrete dump but in
the situation of a deflation of the mining waste, this is not enough to stop the disaster.

Fig. 14. Mesurements on “Luponi” decantation
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Abstract
Modern leather-producing enterprises operate on toxic chromium tanning agents. The environment
contamination, caused by chromium(IV) escaping with effluents, can be eliminated by substituting,
either totally or partially, the chromium tanning agents for non-toxic materials. A technology of a
non-toxic titanium-aluminium leather tanning agent from titanite concentrate containing an
alumosilicate material – nepheline – has been developed. The kinetic studies included the sulphuric
acid processing of the concentrate, converting the acid-soluble components, titanium(IV) and
aluminium in particular, into a sulphuric acid solution, from which a complex salt is crystallized, by
using ammonium sulphate as a salting out agent. When dissolved, the salt forms metastable titaniumaluminium complexes enhancing the titanium stability and promoting its penetration into the leather
collagen. Thus, the new tannin ensures diminishing of environmental loads without impairing the
leather quality.
Key words: titanium tanning agent, titanite, nepheline, titanium (IV) salt, eco friendly.
1.INTRODUCTION
Leather is a unique material unmatched in properties by synthetics. Leather making is an
environmentally challenged process. Tanning is the key process that renders stability to the skin
matrix against microbial degradation, heat, sweat etc. Chromium (III) has been used widely in tanning
for the excellent properties that it renders to the leather along with simplicity of operation. More than
90% of global leather production of 18 billion sq. ft is through chrome-tanning process currently. The
conventional methods employed for tanning lead to significant material loss and serious environmental
concern. The current chrome management options like high exhaustion tannage, chrome recycling and
recovery–reuse methods, though offering improvements, do not provide comprehensive solutions
(Sundar et all., 2002, Kolomaznik et all., 2008). During the tanning process, the exhaustion of
chromium is between 40-70% only (Zaroual et all., 2009, Espinoza-Quinones et all., 2009). In specific
environmental condition, chromium (III) can be converted to chromium (VI), (Fathima et al., 2001,
Milacic and Stupar 1995, Chandra et all., 2005) resulting in skin allergy (Pederson, 1982), cancer
(Hayes, 1982) and kidney necrosis (Dartsch et all., 1998). The recovery of solid wastes may also pose
problems. One of them is chrome shavings, and this contributes to an extent of 10% of the quantum of
raw skins/hides processed, amounting to 0.8 million ton globally (Rao et all., 2002). This waste is
partly used in the manufacture of leather board, but most are deposited in landfill. This waste is
classified as a category-one waste, one of the most dangerous and harmful wastes if discarded into the
environment without any further treatment. Because of this, such a material needs a special disposal,
which is very expensive (Nakajimaa and Babab 2004). Therefore searching for new, non-toxic,
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tanning materials could tackle many of these challenges. Such materials have been a subject of several
studies (see review of Sreeram and Ramasami, 2003).
Among the common metal salts with good tanning properties, titanium is abundant in nature, easily
obtainable and non-toxic. Titanium tanned leather has better performance compared with other metal
tanning agents (Heidemann, 1993). So, titanium tanning is one of the most promising replacements for
chromium tanning in today`s leather industry.
As titanium tanning agents, titanium sulphate (Peng, et all., 2007) and ammonium oxotitanium
sulphate (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O (Motov, et all., 1976) can be used. However, a serious drawback in
this case is the fact that tanning solutions hydrolyze during basification. If the solution pH is increased,
the composition of the tanning complex changes. The oxo(hydroxo) titanium particles are fairly large
and can hardly penetrate into leather, which both hinders the tanning rate and deteriorates the leather
quality. To increase a titanium complex stability, masking agents are used, organic addends in
particular (Chorles, 1960).
The stability of titanium tanning complex can be increased by producing a multicomponent agent,
where tanning components are in a chemically bound state, for instance, a titanium-zirconium tannin
based on oxotitanium ammonium sulphate (Motov, et all., 1986) and a titanium-aluminium one
(Maslova, et all., 1997, Hinley, 1989). Unlike monocomponent agents, the multicomponent ones can
interact simultaneously with several active groups of leather protein, i.e. collagen, facilitating the
tanning process. For example, titanium mostly interacts with nitrogen-containing protein groups,
whereas aluminium is weakly bonded with these groups while interacting with other functional
groups, which increases the shrinkage temperature and hydrothermal stability of the leather
(Covington, 1987). Aluminium enhances the titanium complex resistance to hydrolysis (Maslova, et
all., 2001), promoting a better binding of components penetrating into the leather. Due to the
combined action of aluminum, making the leather softer, and titanium compounds, increasing its
strength and filling degree, such materials can be used in manufacture of different leather products.
The work demonstrates the possibility of producing a complex titanium leather tanning agent from
multicomponent dressing wastes of apatite-nepheline ore (Russia) and methods of its application in
leather tanning.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The object of research was the current wastes of apatite-nepheline process with the main component
contents given below, w/o:
titanite

nepheline

apatite

egirine

75-90

2-15

1-3

7-12

First, the material was ground in a vibratory mill. The fraction used for concentrate decomposition was
less than 30 µm. The minerals were decomposed under conditions providing converting of titanium
and aluminium from the minerals to solution (Gerasimova et al., 2008). The concentrate was batched
into a sulphuric acid solution heated to 70-80оС at a concentration of 600 g·l-1 H2SO4. The ratio of the
reagent volume to the concentrate mass was Vacid:Т=3.5:1. In all the experiments, the acid volume was
2.5 times higher than its stoichiometric quantity needed to bond the acid-soluble components. The
concentrate and sulphuric acid were left to interact under boiling and stirring for 7 hours. The
suspension was then filtered, with the filtrate (sulphate titanium-aluminium solution) subsequently
converted to a complex salt.
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The tanning material was synthesized in the following way: the resulting sulphate solution containing
TiO2-80 g·l-1, Al2O3-10 g·l-1, free sulphuric acid H2SO4free-350 g·l-1 and 450 g·l-1, was gradually doped
with a salting out agent – ammonium sulphate. The quantity of the latter was calculated so that its final
concentration in a free state (unbound with titanium (IV) or aluminium) was (NH4)2SO4free – 60-300
g·l-1. After the reagent was added, the suspension was held for 2 hours under stirring and then left at
rest to form a compound, i.e. a complex salt. The salt was then separated using filtration and washed
with a saturated ammonium sulphate solution.
The solution’s pH was measured with an Orion pH meter 611. The concentration of metal ions in
solutions was determined using an AAS-300 atomic absorption spectrometer. The powder X-ray
diffraction studies of samples were performed using a Siemens D 5000 diffractometer with a
monochromatic Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). A scanning rate of 2.4º min-1 was used for a 2θ
diffraction angle range of 10-60 degrees. Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermal analysis
(DTA) of the samples were carried out in an argon atmosphere using a high-resolution
thermogravimetric analyzer (Model Netzch STA 409/QMS) in a range of 25-900ºC at a heating rate of
10 ºC.min-1. The morphologies of the samples were studied using a Philips XL 30 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) equipped with a LaB6 emission source. The sizes and shapes of titanium phosphate
agglomerates were measured using a polarization microscope Leica DM 2500R.
An important factor, indicating the quality of the complex salt as leather tannin, is its basicity
determining the content of free sulphuric acid in the tannin. Basicity is rigorously limited by
consumers, because it affects both the leather quality and consumption of other ingredients in tanning.
The higher the tannin basicity, the easier it is to raise the leather pH to the required value, and the
better the tanning process occurs. Good tannin basicity values are in the range of 38-42%. Below 38%,
the leather becomes acidified, which increases the consumption of basificating materials. At higher
than 42%, the tanning process slows down due to hydrolysis of tanning components, as a result of
which tanning components fail to fill the hide completely. The bacisity value was determined by the
following formula:

C
é
ù
X = ê1 ú × 100% , where
ë A × 2,455 + B × 2,882 û
С – the content of active sulphuric acid, %;
А – TiO2 content in the tanning agent, %;
B – Al2O3 content in the tanning agent, %.
2.455 and 2.882 are coefficients for calculating the amount of sulphuric acid bound with titanium and
aluminium, respectively.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Interaction between the concentrate, activated through grinding, and acid-soluble titanite, nepheline,
and some of the apatite, with sulphuric acid in the selected concentration range occurs by the
following reactions (Lazareva et al., 2006):
КNa3(AlSiO4)4+7H2SO4= (KNa)2SO4+2AI2(SO4)3+↓4SiO2.Н2О +7H2O

(1)

(nepheline)
CaSiTiO5+2H2SO4=TiOSO4+↓CaSO4+↓SiO2. хН2О+H2O
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(titanite)
Ca5(PO4)3(ОН,F),+5H2SO4= 3H3PO4 + HF + 5CaSO4

(3)

(apatite)
Egirine does not interact with sulphuric acid, passing unaltered to the solid reaction products.
When interacting with acid, nepheline, as the easiest soluble component, enters into reaction already at
the stage of concentrate feeding. From it, aluminum, sodium and potassium are leached to solution,
their concentration varying depending on the nepheline content in concentrate. At the same time,
titanium (IV) is converted from titanite. However, the rate of this process is much slower than that of
nepheline: a fairly high level of titanium (IV) extraction to the liquid phase is achieved after 7 hours of
boiling of the reacting mass (Table 1).
Table 1. Composition of sulphate solutions after leaching
Filtrate, g·l-1

Nepheline content in
concentrate, %

TiO2

H2SO4

Al2O3

Fe2O3

Na2O

K2O

0

126.7

580.2

-

1.8

-

-

1,5

120,5

574,6

4,76

2,71

1,6

0,57

3,0

120,5

553,4

5,93

2,91

2,1

0,78

5,0

107,8

542,7

9,07

3,3

2,5

1,0

8,0

114,1

532,7

7,63

3,49

3,6

1,4

10,0

101,5

530,7

15,26

3,86

3,7

1,7

1

100

Release TiO2,%

2

80
3

60
40
20
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Time, h

Fig.1 The level of titanium (in terms of TiO2) release from concentrate depending on nepheline
content, w/o: 1- 1,5%; 2 –5%; 3 – 10%. (Zero point is the onset of reaction mass boiling).
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Kinetic studies of titanite decomposition in the presence of nepheline have revealed that the process of
titanium (IV) leaching from titanite in sulphate solution decelerates with increasing salt contents. The
relationship between the level of titanium (IV) release and nepheline quantity in the concentrate is
presented in Fig.1.
The precipitates contained the following solid reaction products: calcium sulphate (anhydrate),
amorphous silica, and particles of undecomposed titanite and egirine. Using TGA analysis (Fig.2), it
was found that mass losses up to 200oC, are mostly caused by the loss of crystallization water
becoming higher as the nepheline content increases. When the content of nepheline concentrate
achieves 10%, the amount of water increases by an order of magnitude compared with the experiment,
where nepheline was absent. This fact can be accounted for by increasing quantity of amorphous
silica in the solid. Further, up to about 1000оС, the mass loss for Precipitate 1 is 2%, a low-intensity
effect, probably caused by calcium compounds desulphatization, being noted at 806оС. For Precipitate
2, the mass loss was 6%. Two effects up to 300оС, and two at 530оС and 683оС, must have been
caused by crystallizing of amorphous titanium phosphate, precipitating in the process of titanium (IV)
interaction with phosphoric acid formed by Reaction 3.
2.

1.

Fig. 2. TG and DTA analysis of solid phases after decomposing of concentrate without nepheline (1)
and 10% of nepheline (2)
The kinetics of phase formation in a sulphate titanium-aluminium system involves a latent period
lasting until achieving an ammonium concentration necessary to bind the main components (titanium
and aluminium) into a solid phase. As shown by XRD analysis (Fig.3), the solid phase is represented
by two crystalline compounds: ammonia alum NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O and ammonium oxotitanium
sulphate (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O.
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Fig.3. XRD powder patterns for (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O
NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O+ (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O (3)

(1),

NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O

(2),

These compounds are identified by using an optic microscope (Fig.4). The particles of Phase 1 are
large crystals of 20 to 50 µm in size. Particles of the titanium phase (2) are aggregates with sizes
varying between 5-7 µm. The bulk of the aggregates have a shell.

Fig. 4. The results of crystallooptic analysis. Magnification 200.
NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O (1)

(NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O (2)

NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O+
(NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O (3)
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Fig.5 demonstrates the SEM images of the complex phase (1) and the titanium phase (2). It can be
seen that single particles within the titanium phase aggregates in the complex salt are much smaller
than the monosalt particles. This indicates the formation of predominantly phase NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O
at the first crystallization stage and of ammonium oxotitanium sulphate (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O (AOS)
– at the second stage.

Fig 5. SEM images of solid phase particles
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TiO2 precipitation, %

NH4Al(SO4)2×12H2O+ (NH4)2TiO(SO4)2×H2O.
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1
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2
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Fig. 6. The effect of ammonium sulphate on Fig. 7. The effect of ammonium sulphate on the
titanium(IV) precipitation during desalination:1- complex salt basicity:1-[H2SO4]free – 450 g·l-1, 2-[H2SO4]free– 450 g·l-1, 2--[H2SO4]free – 350 g·l-1.
[H2SO4]free – 350 g·l-1
Diminishing of the titanium phase particles size is probably due to the slow rate of dozing of the
salting-out component, which fails to create a concentration necessary for building up the AOS
particles.
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Inquiry into the effect of ammonium sulphate concentration on the degree of titanium(IV) release to
the solid phase from sulphate titanium-aluminium solutions at its acidity: 1- 450g·l-1; 2- 350 g·l-1 has
revealed that increasing ammonium sulphate concentrations initiates the crystallization process due to
increased salting mass that diminishes the titanium(IV) solubility (Fig.6). Decreasing of the H2SO4
concentration has led to greater titanium (IV) precipitation during the crystallization process. Greater
ammonium sulphate and sulfuric acid consumption results in diminishing of the basicity index (Fig.7).
The properties of the salt isolated from sulphate titanium solutions with different aluminium contents
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Composition and basicity of the salts
№

Content of main components, w/o

Basicity,%

TiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

Na2O

K2O

1

21,6

0.3

0,09

0,10

0,06

42,3

2

15,6

3,0

0,12

0,25

0,14

40,1

3

12,3

5,9

0,19

0.31

0,20

38,4

Test results on the stability of tanning solutions are presented in the Table 3. Basicity of the tanning
salts in all experiments was 40.1%. The stability index was the time interval before the onset of
titanium (IV) hydrolysis. This index is essential for the leather tanning process (Table 3).
Table 3. Stability of complex salt solutions
Solution composition, g·l-1

Time before
hydrolysis, h

TiO2

H2SO4

Al2O3

20

25

-

0.5

20

30

-

1,0

50

62,5

-

1,4

50

75

-

2,0

50

75

3,0

6,0

50

70

6.0

9,0

50

70

12.0

3,75

70

87.5

3,0

15,0

70

87.5

6,0

18,0

70

98

6,0

More than 24

70

98

12,0

20,5

As the sulphuric acid and titanium (IV) concentrations in solution are increased, the solution stability
increases correspondingly. The presence of aluminium, up to a certain concentration, also promotes
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stability owing to the formation of a metastable titanium-aluminium complex (Maslova et al., 2001).
However, at higher than 10-12 g·l-1 Al2O3, the solid phase crystallizes in the form of ammonia alum.
Our research has resulted in developing of the most favorable parameters and process regimes for
nepheline-containing titanium concentrate, yielding a complex salt with a composition and properties
acceptable for leather tanning. The technology has been patented (Gerasimova et all, 2010) and tested
on an experimental-industrial scale.
Samples of the titanium-aluminium tanning agent were tested in laboratory on raw cattle hides. The
soaking and other pre-tanning processes and operations were carried out in a conventional way. For
pickling, sodium chloride and sulphuric acid were used in amounts of 6% and 0.7%, respectively, of
the raw hide mass. At the end of pickling, the titanium-aluminium tanning agent was added to the bath
(at 3.9% of the hide mass, in terms of titanium and aluminium oxide sum). The concentration of
titanium-aluminium tanning agent in the tanning chamber was 20 g·l-1 in terms of titanium and
aluminium oxides.
The fact of tannin penetration into hides was evaluated by their yellow colouring when treated by 3%
hydroxide solution. The shrinking temperature was recorded after 1, 2, 3 and 5 hours. Besides, the
hides were tested for the tanning agent’s penetration in terms of titanium and aluminium oxides, the
tanning salt content in the spent bath, and the physical-mechanical properties of the leather.
Table 4. Test results
Indices

Sample №1

Sample №2

Sample №3

Standard

Contents of titanium and aluminium dioxides
in spent solution, g·l-1

6,2

5,0

5,4

—

Tannin penetration into hides, %

75

95

100

—

рН of the solution during tanning

1,92

1,85

1,51

Shrinking temperature of the leather after
basification

78

84

87

—
100

Ultimate tensile strength, 10 MPa

1,6±0,5

2,0 ±0,5

1,7

1,8

Specific elongation at 10 МPа, %

15,2±1,0

19,2±1,1

18,5±1,0

15-35

CONCLUSIONS
The conditions of a sulphate titanium-aluminium solution production from a concentrate containing
nepheline and titanite have been investigated. It has been shown that the presence of nepheline hinders
the titanium leaching to solution due to the formation of an amorphous silica shell on the surface of
titanite particles. The optimal nepheline content in the concentrate was found to be not higher than 3%
in terms of Al2O3, providing both stability for the solution and a technologically attractive level of
releasing main components.
Studies of the process of solid phase crystallization from sulphate titanium-aluminium solution by
adding ammonium sulphate as a salting-out agent have led to establishing of a relationship between
the agent consumption and the degree of components precipitation at different levels of initial acidity.
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The crystallization kinetics and properties of solid phases, consisting of ammonium sulphate
oxotitanate and ammonia alum, have been investigated.
On the basis of our findings, a technology of a nontoxic titanium-aluminium tanning agent has been
created and successfully tested in a specialized company.
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Abstract
The most widely used process for purification of flue gases from SO2 is its absorption with slurry
containing CaCO3. Up to now there are installations for carrying out of the SO2 absorption according
to this process only for big capacity boilers because of the great height of the existing absorbers for
this technology, about 20-30 m. To create new absorbers for small and middle capacity boilers,
equilibrium data for the absorption of SO2 are necessary. Up to now such data are available in the
literature only for a temperature of 25oC. That is why experiments for obtaining of equilibrium data
for the partial pressure of SO2 over slurry containing CaCO3, CaSO3 and CaSO4 at different
temperatures are carried out. The results show that the increasing of the temperature from 25 to 45oC
leads to about 3 times increasing of the partial pressure of SO2 in the area of the lowest partial
pressures. The respective increasing for the range of 25o to 60oC is about 10 times.
Key words: SO2, purification of flue gas, equilibrium partial pressure, absorption slurry, gypsum,
absorption degree, experiment.
1. INTRODUCTION
The most widely used process for purification of flue gases from SO2 is its absorption with slurry
containing CaCO3 [1-17]. Even when Ca(OH)2 slurry is used as an absorbent, as a result of its
circulation in the absorber and saturation in CO2 from the flue gas (CO2 concentration about 12%), the
absorbent is transformed into CaCO3. Up to now there are installations for carrying out of the SO2
absorption according to this process only for big capacity boilers. It is because the height of the
existing absorbers for this technology is too great, about 20-30 m. Building of such installations for
small and middle capacity boilers is too expensive and leads to unacceptably long pay back term.
Another disadvantage of the existing installations is their low degree of absorption, about 95%. It
means that about 5 % of the SO2 entering the absorber goes out with the flue gases into the
atmosphere. Because they are cooled in the installation, their distribution in the atmosphere, with an
initial SO2 concentration of about 150 ppm, requires a great height of the stack. That is why the
National Science Fund of Bulgaria in partnership with Trade and technology joint-stock company –
Bulgaria funded a project for creation of an installation proper for small and middle capacity boilers.
For choosing the technological scheme and type of the absorbers and their calculation, data for the
equilibrium partial pressure of SO2 over the slurry at the temperature in the absorber are necessary.
Although a great number of papers are published in the area of the considered technology, data for the
equilibrium partial pressure of the SO2 are found only at a temperature of 20 oC [15] and 25oC, [16].
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There are no data at temperatures at which the industrial apparatuses for absorption of SO2 from the
flue gases operate. The aim of this paper is to obtain the necessary data.
2. CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN ABSORPTION OF SO2 WITH CaCO3 SLURRY
In the absorption of SO2 with slurry of CaCO3, the following chemical reactions take place in the
liquid phase:
SO2(aq ) + H20 = H2SO3

(1)

H 2 SO3 = H + + HSO3-

(2)

HSO 3- = H + + SO32 -

(3)

HSO 3- + 0,5O2 = HSO 4-

(4)

HSO4- = H + + SO42 -

(5)

H2О = H + + OH-

(6)

CaCO3 + H 2 SO3 = CaSO3 + H 2 CO3

(7)

H 2 CO3 = H + + HCO 3-

(8)

HSO 4- + CaCO3 = CaSO4 + HCO3-

(9)

CaSO3 + SO2 + H 2O = Ca( HSO3 )2

(10)

2 HSO4' + Ca + + + 2 H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O + H 2 SO4

(11)

H 2 SO4 + CaCO3 + H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O + CO2

(12)

Of all components which take place in the reactions, CaCO3, CaSO3 and CaSO4 are badly soluble, and
their concentrations in the slurry are quite greater than their solubility. That is why the concentration
of the SO2(aq ) in the liquid of the slurry, which directly determines the equilibrium partial pressure of
SO2 in the gas phase, is not dependent on the concentration of these three components in the slurry.
The concentrations of H+, HSO 3- , H 2 SO3 , SO32 - , SO42 - , HSO 4+ , H 2 SO4 are connected definitely
trough the dissociation constants by the corresponding equations:

C H + .C HSO -

K H 2 SO3 =

K HSO - =

3

C H 2 SO3

C H 2 .C HSO 23

C HSO -

3

(13)

(14)

3

KH

2 SO4

=

C H + .C SO 24

C HSO 4
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KH

2 SO3

=

C H + C HSO 3

C H 2 SO3

,

(16)

where K are the dissociation constants and C the concentrations. The indices denote the corresponding
chemical compounds or ions.
The value of C H + is also connected with the ionic product of water:

K = COH - .C H +

(17)

The concentration of Ca2+ depends on the solubility products of CaSO3 and of CaCO3. The
concentration of CO2 at equilibrium depends only on its solubility. Thus all concentrations of the
solution of the slurry are functions of the concentration of H+, and of course of the temperature, on
which the mentioned constants depend.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM PARTIAL PRESSURE
OF SO2 AS A FUNCTION OF PH AND THE TEMPERATURE.
The scheme of the experimental device is presented in Fig. 1. The slurry is thermostated in the vessel
(1) with magnetic agitator (2) and (3) and bubbler (13). The inert gas enters trough pipe (9) the
bubbler (13) and contacts the slurry at intensive agitation. Then it goes out trough vertical cooler (6) in
which the great part of the evaporated in the vessel (1) water vapor condenses and goes back in the
vessel (1). The pipe (7) connects the cooler (6) with a gas pump, which is a part of the gas analyzer
(8), and the analyzer. The analyzed gas comes back to the vessel and circulates trough it and the gas
analyzer until the measured concentration becomes constant, that is until reaching the equilibrium.
Position (4) and (5) are pipes connecting the thermostating jacket of the vessel (1) with the thermostat
of the installation, not presented in the figure. Pos. (10) and (11) are thermometer and glass pHelectrode connected with a pH-meter not presented in the figure. Pos. (12) is a capillary connected
with the atmosphere to ensure the pressure in the vessel (1) equal to the atmospheric pressure. For
analyzing of the SO2 in the gas phase an infrared Hartman and Braun analyzer is used. To determine
its “0”, air circulating trough the analyzer, which was purified in the absorption vessel (1) with NaOH
solution, was used.
In Table 1 the obtained experimental data are presented.
The equilibrium partial pressure of SO2 ( PSO2 ) in Pa is calculated by the equation:

PSO2 = 10 - 6 Pa

Pa - PH 2O
Pa

CGSO2 ,

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure in Pa;

PH 2O - the equilibrium partial pressure of the H2O vapors at the temperature in the vessel (1);
CGSO2 - the concentration of the SO2 in the gas phase in ppm in the gas analyzer.
The constant 10-6 is for transformation of CGSO 2 from ppm to mol/mol, and the expression
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Pa - PH 2O
Pa
for taking into account the ratio of the partial pressure of SO2 in the vessel (1) to that in the analyzer,
where the concentration CGSO 2 is determined.

Fig. 1. Experimental installation: 1- thermostated vessel; 2 and 3 – magnetic agitator; 4 and 5 pipes for
connection with the thermostat; 6- vertical cooler; 7 – pipe; 8- gas analyzer; 9- pipe; 10- thermometer;
11- glass pH-electrode; 12- capillary tube; 13- bubbler.
The values of the determined equilibrium partial pressure are also presented in Table 1.
Some of the data from Table 1 are presented in Fig. 2 in double logarithmic coordinates.
From the figure it can be seen that the increasing of the temperature from 25 oC to 45oC leads to about
3 times increasing of the partial pressure of SO2 in the area of the lower partial pressures. The
respective increasing corresponding to the change from 25 oC to 60oC is about 10 times.
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Table 1. Experimental results
Temperature
°C

60°C

45°C

25°C

301

pH

Atmospheric
pressure, Pa

Concentration
of sulphur
dioxide, ppm

Sulphur dioxide
partial pressure, Pa

3.23
3.35
3.46
3.56
3.65
3.72
3.87
3.96
4.10
4.22
4.31
4.42
4.51
4.63
4.70
4.3
4.71
4.86
4.77
4.77
2.98
3.09
3.18
3.22
3.36
3.47
3.59
3.64
3.75
3.88
3.89
4.01
4.14
4.26
4.42
4.52
4.57
4.59
2.85
2.97
3.06
3.15
3.29
3.43
3.53
3.65
3.66
3.67
3.77
3.9
4.05
4.14
4.22

95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
95272.56
94429.44
94429.44
94429.44
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94804.16
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94523.12
94897.84
94897.84
94897.84
94897.84
94897.84
94897.84

5047
4216
3197
2366
1753
1357
1064
686
479
288
184
125
69
51
22
147
22
4
2
1
4352
3658
2983
2648
1778
1279
878
665
500
316
311
197
113
70
31
16
4
3
3415
2620
2061
1589
1016
644
463
295
280
212
146
99
56
37
25

380.2836
317.6691
240.889
178.2744
132.0858
102.2478
80.17075
51.68904
36.09191
21.70035
13.86411
9.418556
5.199043
3.842771
1.657666
10.95228
1.639117
0.298021
0.17044
0.08522
370.8765
311.734
254.2106
225.662
151.5208
108.9961
74.57622
56.48427
42.46938
26.84065
26.41595
16.73293
9.598079
5.945713
2.633101
1.35902
0.339755
0.254816
311.9756
239.3488
188.2816
145.1623
92.81616
58.83229
42.29713
26.94957
25.57926
19.44659
13.39246
9.081192
5.136836
3.393981
2.29323
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium partial pressure of SO2 over the absorption slurry versus its pH.
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Abstract
The presented investigations are connected with creation of a new suitable for small and middle
capacity boilers technology for removal of SO2 from flue gases by absorption with CaCO3 slurry,
producing gypsum for building material. To reduce the capital investments it was decided to eliminate
the hydrocyclone block and the centrifuge of the existing technologies and to dry the slurry of
CaSO4.2H2O directly in a spray dryer by flue gases, utilizing the heat of evaporation in a contact
economizer system. This decision required practically full oxidation of the CaSO3 to CaSO4 in the
oxidizer. A construction of a new oxidizer, divided by vertical partitions into 4 chambers with regular
distribution of the air in the slurry by means of perforated horizontal tubes, is described. Some
possibilities for cleaning of the orifices of the tubes are specially investigated and a solution is found.
It is shown that at presence of catalysts, Fe and Mn ions, more than 99% of the slurry can be oxidized
in 9 hours. The obtained after the drying of the slurry gypsum is white. The test of its compressive
strength shows a value of 3.5 MPa, i.e. 40% higher than the requirements of the Bulgarian national
standard for building gypsum. The obtained data are used for designing the oxidizer of an industrial
installation for purification of flue gases from SO2.
Key wards: purification of flue gases, SO2.removal, absorption degree, new technology, catalyst,
CaSO3 oxidation, slurry, gypsum compressive strength.
1. INTRODUCTION
The gypsum technology is the most widely used process for purification of flue gases from SO2 [1-10].
The typical technological scheme includes an absorber, where the SO2 from the flue gases is absorbed
by slurry of CaCO3 to CaSO3, an oxidizer, where the obtained CaSO3 is oxidized by air to CaSO4,
respectively CaSO4.2H2O, and a dryer for transforming the CaSO4.2H2O into CaSO4.0.5H2O (building
gypsum). The disadvantages of the existing technology are:
1. It is created only for big capacity boilers because their absorbers are high, about 20-30 m and the
necessary capital investments are unacceptably great for small and middle capacity boilers.
2. The absorption degree is not high enough – about 95%. It means that about 5% of the initial SO2 is
exhausted in the atmosphere with cooled flue gas, and that is why with poor spreading ability and high
concentration in the atmosphere.
The stringent regulations for the maximal permissible concentration of SO2 in the purified flue gases,
connected with the membership of Bulgaria in EU and their continuous tightening call for better
solving of the problem. That is why the National Science Fund of Bulgaria in partnership with Trade
and technology joint-stock company – Bulgaria funded a project for creation of an installation proper
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for small and middle capacity boilers. A part of these investigations is connected with creating of a
unit for oxidation of the CaSO3 and drying of the product to gypsum for building purposes. In the
present paper the results of this investigation are presented.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
According to the literature [3, 4, 11-14] the CaSO3 obtained by absorption of SO2 in CaCO3 slurry is
oxidized by oxygen (air) to CaSO4.2H2O. The chemical reactions connected with sulfite oxidation,
which begin in the SO2 absorber and finish practically in the oxidizer, are as follows:

CaSO3 + 0,5O2 + 2 H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O

(1)

SO2(aq ) + H2O = H2SO3

(2)

H 2 S 03 = H + + HSO3-

(3)

HSO3- + 0,5O2 = HSO4-

(4)

HSO4- = H + + SO42 -

(5)

HSO4- + CaCO3 = CaSO4 + HCO3-

(6)

HCO3- = CO2 + OH -

(7)

OH - + H + = H 2O

(8)

CaSO3 + H 2 SO3 = Ca (HSO3 ) 2

(9)

2 HSO4' + Ca + + + 2 H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O + H 2 SO4

(10)

H 2 SO4 + CaCO3 + H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O + CO2

(11)

The reactions (2) and (3) take place only in the absorber and all other in both the absorber and the
oxydizer. Because of extremely low solubility of the CaSO3, reaction (1) takes place practically only
in the solid phase and that is why its rate is diffusion limited and low. The reaction (4) is the main
reaction of the oxidation and takes place in the liquid phase. Because the concentration of the HSO3increases with reduction of pH, the reaction rate also increases with reduction of pH.
For calculation of the reaction rate of the sulfite oxidation at 25oC and pH equal to 7.5 and 9 in [15]
and [16] the following equation is presented:
2
r = Kc1M/ 2cS3 (/ IV
) ,

(12)

where r is in mol per unit of time in unit of reaction volume, K is the kinetic constant and cS(IV) the
total sulfite concentration. At 25oC the value of K is between 2 х 106 и 36 х 106 m3/mol.s, depending
strongly on the composition of the liquid phase, the concentration of the oxygen and pH. Even traces
of catalysts such as Co2+, Cu2+, Mn2+ and Fe2+ and inhibitors, like alcohols, phenols and xydrohinon
[17] change strongly the reaction rate. The equation (12) is obtained accepting that the reaction of
oxidation is carried out by the chain mechanism of Bäckstrom, where the free radicals which initiate
the chain are generated by a reaction with the metallic impurities present in the solution, or by the
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action of UV radiation. [18, 19]. According to the investigation [20], the reaction is of a zero-order in
oxygen and its rate can be determined by the equation:

r = K .cHSO - .

(13)

3

The distribution of the air in the apparatuses for oxidation of the CaSO3 slurry in the existing
installations takes place by means of a system of agitators. This system has one advantage and two
disadvantages in comparison with the air feeding by means of evenly distributed small orifices, never
employed in this case up to now. The advantage, which determines the use of agitators in all existing
installations, is that they have no problems with fouling. The first disadvantage is the great energy
consumption of the agitators. The second is the constant value of pH of the slurry distributed on the
absorber cross section, independent of the concentration of SO2 in the entering flue gas. This leads to
reduction of the driving force in the absorber and thus to reduction of its efficiency.
In the existing installations the CaSO4.2H2O is separated from the slurry by means of a hydrocyclone
block for preliminary separation of the bigger crystals and a following centrifuge for separation of the
solution after the hydrocyclone block. The advantage of this type of operation is that the concentration
of the sulfites in the oxidized slurry remains constantly high, which leads to increasing of the
oxidation rate. On the other hand this leads to irrigation of the absorber by slurry with lower value of
pH, which results in reduction of the driving force of the absorption process and thus to reduction of
the absorption rate.
Another disadvantage of the existing solution is that because of the high capital investments for the
centrifuge it is too expensive for small boilers. That is why it was proposed in a previous investigation
[21] to oxidize the sulfites in the slurry practically completely and to dry the CaSO4.2H2O in an spray
dryer without preliminary separation of the liquid phase. This solution is especially proper, also from
energy saving point of view, when the heat used for drying is utilized from the flue gases after the
filter following the spray dryer by means of a contact economizer system [21].
The references show that there are no reliable data for the oxidation rate which can be used for
dimensioning of the proposed oxidizer with air distribution by means of perforated tubes, and
especially for determination of the condition at which no fouling can interrupt its normal operation.
The necessary data can be obtained only experimentally. On the other hand, it is well known that
every 10oC increasing of the temperature leads to 2 - 3 times increasing of the chemical reaction rate.
That is why it is expedient to carry out some experiments to examine the possibility to oxidize the
CaSO3 in the dryer.
3. INVESTIGATION OF THE OXIDATION OF THE CaSO3 SLURRY IN THE OXIDIZER
3.1. Experimental
The slurry for the oxidation experiments was obtained by precipitation of CaSO3 obtained by the
reaction:
CaCl 2 + Na 2 SO3 = CaSO3 + 2 NaCl ,

separation of the CaSO3 by filtration, washing away the NaCl and acidifying the obtained suspension
by 6% solution of H2SO3. In Table 1 the data for pH of the suspension as a function of the volume of
the added H2SO3, is presented.
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Table 1. Changing of the pH of 500 g, 20.84 % CaSO3 suspension by adding of 6% solution of H2SO3
at a temperature of 45оС.
ml H2SO3

1.1

2.15

3.9

6.15

9.3

12.4

15.7

16.3

23.8

32.0

рН

5.73

5.18

4.62

4.20

3.86

3.65

3.46

3.37

3.2

3.1

The experiments were carried out in a Plexiglas reactor with a rectangular cross section 48x50 mm,
placed in a thermostat. The height of the slurry in it was 200 mm. The air stream for oxidation was
preliminary humidified and heated to the temperature of the oxygen absorption in the reactor. The
preliminary experiments were carried out by passing the air through a perforated synthetic resinbonded paper (SRBP) plate with different diameters of the orifices in the different cases. The results
show that after some time of passing of the air, depending on the orifices’ diameter, the pressure drop
of the oxidizer, respectively of its orifices, abruptly increases (because of fouling of the orifices). The
reduction of the pressure drop to its initial value at a given flowrate is possible by washing of the
orifices with water. To minimize the necessary quantity of water it was chosen to distribute the air by
means of tubes of a 10 mm diameter with orifices on the lower side.
Because in the small experimental reactor it was possible to distribute the orifices uniformly only by a
perforated plate, an experiment with a tube was carried out to test the possibility for unbroken
conducting of the process, expecting smaller oxidation rate. In an industrial reactor the orifices are
uniformly distributed by applying both types of air distributors.
Since the increasing of pH of the slurry, due to desorption of SO2, leads to reduction of the oxidation
rate, in every 30 minutes pH was corrected to its initial value by adding of 6% solution of H2SO3. The
temperature was maintained constant by a thermostat. For intensifying the oxidation process, the
catalytic effect of different metal ions described in the literature [15, 17, 22] is tested. The best results
are obtained with a mixture of MnSO4 and Fe3(SO4)2 solution in a ratio of Mn to Fe about 4:1, which
according to the literature data has the greatest synergistic effect. In case of a mixture of Mn and Fe
ions the catalyst was prepared by solution in water of 3.569 g Fe2(SO4)3.7H2O plus 7.883 g MnSO4
plus 0.3 ml concentrated H2SO4 to 50 ml in a graduated flask. The catalyst concentration in this
experimental investigation was chosen small enough not to change the white color of the produced dry
gypsum.
During the experiments when the applied air distribution device appeared undoubtedly inefficient, to
save time the experiment continued with another air distribution device.
3.2. Results and discussion
The experimental conditions and some of the obtained results are presented in Tables 2.1. to 4.2.
Under the Tables some comments and details about the experiments are presented.
Explanation of the symbols in the Tables:
τ- time in h;
C- concentration of the CaSO3 in %;
ΔC – changing of the concentration of the CaSO3 in % /h;
ΔP- the pressure drop in mm H2O column;
V – air flowrate in l/h;
t- temperature in oC;
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2 or 3 values separated by “/”of ΔP and V –denote values measured before plugging and after cleaning
once or twice of the orifices for air distribution at the same other conditions;
Two successive measurements of ΔP when a higher value is followed by a low value means that the
experiment is continued after cleaning the plugged orifices for air distribution;
2 values separated by “/”of pH - every 30 minutes pH is corrected to its initial value by adding 6%
solution of H2SO3 , the two values are before and after this correction;
2 or 3 values separated by “/”of t- denote measurements at different temperatures, when testing the
influence of the temperature on the plugging of the orifices for air distribution;
blank cell– the value is not measured.
Table 2.1. Air distribution by a SRBP plate with 9 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm;
Content of Fe 0.06 g/l and of Mn 0.22 g/l.
Experiment No 2.1.

1

τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/
h

0

22.54

1

20.12

2

∆Р

V

mm
H2O
column

l/h

3.1

580

330

2.42

3.1

620

320

17.74

2.38

3.6/3.1

665

320

3

16.24

1.5

3.8/3.1

475

340

4

14.49

1.75

3.5/3.0

650

315

5

12.97

1.52

3.6/3.1

610

315

6

11.84

1.13

3.6/3.1

710

310

7

10.23

1.61

3.6/3.1

710

310

8

9.32

0.91

3.6/3.1

770

310

0.39

3.6/3.1

1090

300

1

pH

9

8.93

10

7.55

1.38

3.6/3.1

640

350

11

6.26

1.29

3.5/3.1

660

350

12

5.31

0.95

3.5/3.1

645

350

13

4.4

0.91

3.5/3.1

645

350

14

3.55

0.85

3.5/3.1

645

345

15

2.7

0.85

3.4/3.1

635

340

16

2.21

0.49

3.6/3.1

635

340

17

1.01

1.2

3.4/3.1

660

325

18

0.22

0.79

3.2/3.1

640

325

19

0.14

0.08

2.9

640

325

the experiment stopped for unplugging the orifices by washing with water.
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Table 2.2. Air distribution by a SRBP plate with 9 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm;
Content of Fe 0.15 g/l and of Mn 0.57 g/l.
Experiment No 2.2
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

15.67

1

12.46

2

pH

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

560

330

3.21

4.9/3.1

610

320

9.19

3.27

3.5/3.1

645

320

3

7.21

1.98

3.5/3.1

770

305

4

5.58

1.63

3.5/3.0

870

300

5

3.56

2.02

3.5/3.1

820

320

6

2.57

0.99

4.1

870

310

It can be seen from Table 2.2. that at a lower initial CaSO3 concentration, high content of a the catalyst
and a great air flowrate the CaSO3 oxidation rate is relatively high, decreasing with the advance of the
oxidation degree. An increase of the pressure drop, owing to plugging of the air distribution orifices, is
observed.
Table 2.3. Air distribution by a SRBP plate with 9 orifices with a diameter of 0.7mm;
Content of Fe 0.15 g/l and of Mn 0.57 g/l
Experiment No 2.3.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

22.25

-

1

18.56

2*

pH

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

460

340

3.69

3.7/3.1

830

300

14.62

3.94

3.6/2.9

1040

285

3

11.64

2.98

3.8/3.05

440

340

4

10.5

1.14

4.5/3.1

650

335

5

7.61

2.89

3.6/3.1

660

325

6

4.65

2.96

3.6/3.1

650

330

7

3.05

1.6

3.5/3.1

655

330

8

1.42

1.63

3.6/3.0

650

325

9

0.22

1.2

2.2

625

350

* plugging of the air distribution orifices between the 2nd and the 3rd hour.
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The influence of the catalyst concentration on CaSO3 oxidation rate is presented in Fig. 1.

25
Fe-0.06g/l; Mn-0.22g/l;
Fe-0.15g/l, Mn-0.57g/l; C0=15.67%;

CCaSO3, wt%

20

Fe-0.15g/l, Mn-0.57g/l; C0=23.98%;

15

10

5

0

0

5

10

15

20

Time, hours
Fig. 1. Influence of the catalyst concentration on CaSO3 oxidation rate (Co is initial CaSO3
concentration).
Table 3.1. Air distribution by a rubber plate with 9 orifices with a diameter of 1.5 mm;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.1.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

24.28

pH

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

800

300

1
2

310

3

20.56

3.72

3.4/3.1

1420

250

4

19.74

0.82

3.6/3.1

1200

320

5

17.11

2.63

3.7/3.1

1100

295

6

15.56

1.55

3.4/3.1

980

300

7

14.13

1.43

3.5/3.1

1080

285

8

12.12

2.01

3.8/3.1

1100

280

9

11

1.12

3.5/3.1

1300

265

10

10

1

3.5/3.1

1380

255
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8.37

1.63

3.5/3.1

1400

250

12

7.17

1.2

3.4/3.1

960

230

13

5.68

1.49

3.7/3.1

345

390

14

5.21

0.47

3.4/3.1

340

395

15

4.51

0.7

3.4/3.1

390

340

16

3.25

1.26

3.5/3.0

330

395

17

1.7

2.35

3.5

335

395

Table 3.2. Air distribution by a teflon plate with 9* orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm and a
teflon tube with 6 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l
Experiment No 3.2.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

22.94

-

1

19.26

2

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3

525

250

3.68

3.6/3.1

550

235

18.21

1.05

4.0/3.1

670

260

3

15.15

3.06

3.5/3.1

850/615

305

4

11.93

3.22

3.5/3.1

840/670

250

5

11.83

0.1

3.5/3.1

900/580

210

6

10.5

1.33

3.4/3.07

1110/800

195

7

8.62

1.88

3.5/3.1

860/655

205/255

8

6.92

1.7

3.6/3.1

710

350

9

5.66

1.26

3.5/3.1

750/520

100

10

5.36

0.3

3.5/3.1

515

100

11

5.11

0.25

3.5/3.1

490

100

12

4.79

0.32

3.5/3.1

820

100

13

4.67

0.12

3.3/3.1

730

100

14

3.3/3.05

700

100

15

3.3/3.1

760

100

16

3.3/3.1

750

17

3.3/3.1

1010

3.3/3.1

960

18

2.71

1.96

pH

100

* At an air flowrate of about 200-250 l/h, 6 orifices are not plugged. The number of the open orifices
decreases at a smaller flowrate and increases to the maximal at a greater flowrate.
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The Experiment No 3.1, presented in Table 3.1., was conducted with a rubber plate with 9 orifices of
about 1.5 mm diameter. It was expected that the vibrations of the elastic plate material would result in
self-cleaning of the orifices. This idea was not successful because the orifices were plugged with
gypsum between the 7th and 8th hour. After cleaning they were plugged again between the 11th and 12th
hour.
The Experiment No 3.2., Table 3.2., started with air distribution by a teflon plate with 9 orifices with a
diameter of 0.7 mm. Plugging of the orifices occurred at the 2nd hour. The decrease of the pressure
drop to 615 mm H2O is due to a orifices’ cleaning. After the 7th hour the experiment continued with air
distribution by a horizontal perforated teflon tube placed diagonally in the reactor. The tube has 6
orifices, 3 on each side. The orifices are with a diameter of 0.7 mm and are bored at an angle of 60 о
directed downwards.
Table 3.3. Air distribution by a teflon plates with 16 orifices with a diameter of 0.4 mm and with 4
orifices with a diameter of 1 mm;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.3.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

23.98

1

21.96

2

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.05

505

105

2.02

3.3/3.12

750

100

21.12

0.84

3.3/3.1

950

205

3

19.98

1.14

3.5/3.1

740

160

4

18.2

1.78

3.6/3.05

600/1230

150

5

15.72

2.48

3.3/3.1

700/1070

150

5.5

15.07

0.65

3.6/3.1

490

110

3.3/3.05

525

110

3.3/3.1

560

110

3.3/3.1

645

105

3.3/3.1

725

100

3.3/3.1

890

115

3.2/3.1

970

110

3.3/3.1

1100

100

3.8/3.1

550

100

10

3.3/3.1

610

100

10.5

3.3/3.1

1000

110

11

3.3/3.1

1040

105

3.3/3.1

1140

100

6
6.5

14.46

0.61

7
7.5

13.99

0.47

8
8.5

13.59

0.4

9
9.5

11.5

312

13.57

7.85

0.02

5.72

pH
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6.12

1.73

3.4/3.1

610

100

15

5.51

0.61

3.3/3.1

535

110

16

5.31

0.2

3.5/3.1

625

100

17

4.98

0.33

3.4/3.1

680

95

18

4.63

0.35

3.4/3.1

1000

90

19

3.8

0.83

3.3/3.05

600

250

20

3.16

0.64

3.5/3.1

900

225

20.5

1.76

1.4

4.15

1100

190

Experiment No 3.3., Table 3.3., was carried out with air distribution by a teflon plate with 16 orifices
with a diameter of 0.4 mm. Because of the many times plugging of the orifices and the sharp increase
of the pressure drop after the 5.5 hours, this teflon plate was changed by another with 4 orifices with a
diameter of 1 mm. Although the flowrate was increased and the plate orifices were bigger (1 mm
diameter), the oxidation rate was low and plugging occurred many times. At the 21.5 hour the
experiment was stopped by full plugging of the orifices.
Table 3.4. Air distribution by a teflon plate with 16 orifices with a diameter of 0.4 mm and teflon
perforated tubes;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.4.

313

τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

21.24

-

1

19.59

2

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.5

1240

240

1.65

3.6/3.1

1300

190

18.88

0.71

3.7/3.55

1320

190

3.5

17.63

1.25

3.6/3.1

1320

190

4.5

16.12

1.51

3.7/3.5

1440

170

5.5

15.59

0.53

3.7/3.5

1500

160

6.5

14.69

0.9

3.6/3.5

840

230

7.5

13.99

0.7

3.7/3.5

830

220

8.5

12.44

1.55

3.6/3.1

585

190

9.5

11.28

1.16

3.3/3.1

1300/1640

200

10.5

10.46

0.82

3.4/3.1

620

230

11.5

9.43

1.03

3.5/3.1

1200

185

12

-

3.4/3.1

1800

130

12.5

8.82

4.1/3.5

590

200

0.61

pH
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16.5

3.6/3.5

980

200

17.5

3.6/3.5

970

195

18.5

8.31

0.51

2.67

730

200

19.5

7.59

0.72

2.86

1600

200

21.5

6.47

1.12

3.6/3.1

1610/615

210/200

23

5.32

1.15

3.7/3.1

630

200

23.5

5.19

0.13

3.1

Experiment No 3.4., Table 3.4., was carried out with air distribution by a teflon plate with 16 orifices
with a diameter of 0.4 mm. Plugging of the orifices occurred during the first half an hour. The
experiment was performed at a higher pH and a room temperature of 18-22oC to test the plugging of
the orifices. After 8.5 hours the experiment was continued with air distribution by a horizontal teflon
tube with a diameter of 10 mm and a wall thickness of 1 mm. It has 6 orifices, 3 on each side. The
orifices are with a diameter of 0.7 mm and are bored at an angle of 60 о directed downwards. At the
18.5 hour the operation was continued in a thermostat at a temperature of 45oC. At the 21.5 hour the
experiment continued with air distribution by a horizontal teflon tube with 6 orifices with a diameter
of 0.7 mm directed vertically downwards. It was found that this design allowed more effective
washing.
Table 3.5. Air distribution by teflon perforated tubes;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.5.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

25.75

1

22.99

2

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

1000

200

2.76

3.6/3.1

620

235

20.43

2.56

3.8/3.1

1080/1560

240

2.5

18.21

2.22

3.7/3.1

1570

215

3.5

16.67

1.54

3.6/3.1

1680

300

4.5

14.21

2.46

3.6/3.1

740

230

5.5

13.39

0.82

3.4/3.1

1010

200

3.5/3.1

1150/630

250

3.5/3.1

780

250

3.6/3.1

2040/1590

190

6
7

12.66

0.73

7.5
8

11.93

0.73

3.5/3.1

970/700

250

9

11.78

0.15

3.5/3.1

720

295

3.5/3.1

660

290

10

314

pH
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10.73

1.05

3.5/3.1

1100

240

12

10.27

0.46

3.5/3.1

1200/820

270

13

9.61

0.66

3.5/3.1

1695/730

250

3.5/3.1

1900/1650

200

13.5
14

9.48

0.13

3.5/3.1

560

255

15

8.78

0.7

3.6/3.1

1140/650

250

16

8.25

0.53

3.6/3.1

1260/860

240

17

7.7

0.55

3.3/3.1

725

240

18

6.6

1.1

3.4/3.1

1610

110

19

6.39

0.21

3.6/3.1

670

250

20

5.02

1.37

3.6/3.1

1780/1040

230

22

4.47

0.55

3.5/3.1

960

200

23

4.12

0.35

3.5/3.1

725

220

24

3.69

0.43

3.5/3.1

1840/1320

170

Experiment No 3.5, Table 3.5., started with air distribution by a teflon tube (6 orifices with a diameter
of 0.7 mm directed vertically downwards) at 45оС. From the 4.5 hour the experiment continued with
two thermostats, one for the air at 60 oC, and the second for the reactor at 45 oC. The aim was to use
the water, condensed from the air cooled in the oxidizer, for washing the orifices of the teflon tube. At
the 14th hour the air distribution continued by a teflon tube with 6 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm,
3 on each side directed downwards at an angle of 60о. Between the 16th and the 17th hour plugging
occurred. The orifices were blown through by increasing the air pressure.
Table 3.6. Air distribution by a teflon tube with 6 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm directed
vertically downwards;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No. 3.6.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

28.21

0

1

28.01

2

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

1205/600

200

44.5

0.2

3.3/3.1

660

200

40.1

27.84

0.17

3.3/3.1

670

3

27.67

0.17

3.5/3.1

530

200

34.7

4

27.55

0.12

4.0/3.3

565

200

20

4.5

3.5/3.3

940/600

185/210

23

5

3.5/3.3

1700/600

90/200

23

3.5/3.3

1320/650

150/210

23.1

6

315

27.32

0.23

pH

t

37.4
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910/625

170/210

23.8

8

27.21

0.11

3.5/3.3

1400/630

140/210

23.8

10

26.98

0.23

3.5/3.3

1700/590

80/215

23.8

10.5

3.7/3.3

580

220

25.1

11

3.5/3.3

580

215

25.7

11.5

3.6/3.3

595

215

26.6

12

3.5/3.3

1150/940

190/220

35.5

12.5

21.31

5.67

3.6/3.3

800

215

42.1

13.5

19.53

1.78

3.8/3.1

685/565

220

45

14

17.82

1.71

3.5/3.1

1100/860

200

45/83

15

15.77

2.05

3.5/3.1

940/720

225

46

3.5/3.1

1390/920

150

44/84.5

3.72

700

190

44/63

3.96

780

185

44/63

3.98

830

180

42/63

4.0/3.85

1410/780

185

42/63

15.5
16

15.47

0.3

16.5
17

14.69

0.78

17.5
18

14.12

0.57

3.94

980

170

41/63

18

14.12

0.57

4

720

200

42.5/63

18.5

4

770

200

45.2/63

19

4.3/4.0

1040/610

200

46/63

19.5

4.3

650

200

45./63

4.7/4.0

850

190

45/63

20.5

4.2

730

195

45/63

21

4.41/4.0

1200/610

200

46/63.5

21.5

4.5/4.0

900

200

44.5/63

20

10.52

3.6

22

7.12

3.4

4.6/4.3

1340/680

215

45/63

22

7.12

3.4

4.6/4.1

730

190

45/63

22.5

4.2

770

190

45/66

23

4.4

800

195

44/56.5/66.5

4.5

810

185

45/56/66.5

24.5

4.6/4.4

820

180

45/56/66.5

25.5

4.6/4.4

930

170

45/56/66.5

4.7/4.4

730

190

45/56/66.5

26.5

4.3

710

200

45/56/66.5

27

4.75/4.4

800

190

45/60.5/71

24

26

316

3.5/3.3

5.48

4.34

1.64

1.14
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27.5
28

2.18

2.16

28.5
29

1.39

0.79

29.5
30

0.72

0.67

30.5
31

0.36

0.36

4.4

825

190

45/59.5/70

4.6/4.4

910

190

45/59.5/70

4.7/4.4

915

185

45/59.5/70

4.5

1080

200

45/63/70

4.6/4.5

1070

200

45/60/69

4.55

1090

200

45/60/69

4.6/4.5

1080

200

45/60/69

2.79

1100

200

45/60/69

In Experiment No 3.6., Table 3.6., the data for the oxidation were obtained at cooling and heating of
the reactor with the aim to test the influence of the temperature on the plugging of the orifices. The
heating began at the 11.5 hour and at the 12th hour plugging was observed. At a temperature of 85oC of
the thermostat for the air, spontaneous unplugging was observed. At the 18th hour the concentration C
was corrected by compensation of the effect of watering of 70 g/h. At the 22th hour watering of the
slurry was observed with 42.5 g/h and the slurry was corrected to the initial volume and catalyst
concentration.
Table 3.7. Air distribution by teflon perforated tubes;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.7.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

22.37

0

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.5

670

220

44/55/69

0.5

3.8/3.5

940

180

45/53/69

1

3.8/3.5

1130

170

45/51/69

3.8/3.5

1570

100

45/28/69

3.9/3.5

690

200

45/59/69

3.8/3.5

1150/790

200

45/56/69

3.6/3.5

820

230

45/54/69

3.9/3.5

570

230

45/59/69

4

3.8/3.5

590

220

45/58/69

4.5

3.8/3.5

600

200

45/58/69

5

4.1/3.5

630

210

45/59/69

5.5

3.9/3.5

665

230

45/59/69

04.3.2005

610

230

45/59/69

3.8/3.5

620

230

45/60/69

2

19.8

2.57

2
2.5

18.53

1.27

3
3.5

6
6.5

317

16.6

15.91

1.93

0.69

pH
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3.9/3.5

635

220

45/59/69

7.5

14.38

1.53

3.9/3.5

630

210

45/58/69

7.5

14.38

1.53

3.5

820

195

45/56/69

3.75/3.5

715

210

45/56/69

3.85/3.5

630

210

45/57/69

3.8/3.5

635

210

45/57/69

3.9

790

200

45/55/69

3.9

590

220

45/57/69

8
8.5

13.87

0.51

9
9

13.02

0.85

9.5
10

12.56

0.46

3.9

705

200

45/56/69

11

11.48

1.08

4.3/3.95

800

200

45/56/69

4.2/3.95

825

200

45/56/69

4.2/4.0

910

190

45/55/69

4.2/4.0

1240

150

45/51/69

11.5
12

10.13

1.35

12.5
13

8.92

1.21

4.15/4.0

1150

165

44/49/69

13.5

7.35

1.57

4.3/4.0

920

260

45/60/69

4.3

680

300

46.8/62/69

4.8/4.5

740

310

49.5/62.5/69

15.5

4.8/4.5

735

305

47.5/62/69*

17.5

4.9/4.5

620

315

45/58.5/69

18

5

685

300

45/62/69

4.5

770

300

45/61/69

4.6/4.5

735

300

45/62/69

4.7/4.5

745

300

45/62.5/69

4.7/4.5

760

300

45/62/69

4.7/4.5

720

300

45/62.5/69

4.6/4.5

720

310

45/62/69

4.6/4.5

720

300

45/62/69

13.5
14.5

18.5

6.55

5.04

0.8

1.51

19.5
20

4.24

0.8

20.5
21

3.32

0.92

21.5
22

2.28

1.04

In Experiment No 3.7., Table 3.7, at the 2nd hour plugging was observed. The data presented were
obtained after cleaning the tube orifices. At the 5th hour an average slurry watering of 34 g/h was
observed and compensated. At the 7th hour the probe is concentrated by decantation as in the previous
cases. An average watering of 72.5 g/h was observed. From the 13.5 hour the air flowrate was
increased to about 300 l/h, to test the possibility for self-cleaning of the orifices (47.5/62/69*, room
temperature 16 оС). An average watering of 65 g/h was observed.
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Table 3.8. Air distribution by teflon and steel perforated tubes covered with a hydrophobic membrane;
Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 3.8.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

19.55

0

1

16.54

3.01

1.5

∆Р

V

t

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

800

260

45/61/69

3.9/3.1

1200

210

45/58/69

3.3/3.1

710

270

45/61/69

2

16.02

0.52

3.25

660

280

45/60/69

3

15.69

0.33

3.9/3.5

1040

225

45/59/69

3.75/3.5

1180

205

45/58/69

3.75/3.5

675

280

45/58/69

5

4.1/3.5

770

285

45/62/69

5.5

3.9/3.5

900

260

45/61/69

3.9/3.5

1230

230

45/60/69

3.9/3.5

1380

210

45/60/69

3.9/3.5

1100

210

45/61/69

3.7/3.5

1300

180

45/56/69

4.0/3.5

760

300

45/62/69

8.5

3.8/3.5

970

390

45/61/69

9

3..9/3.5

950

275

45/61/69

9.5

4.0/3.5

1020/760

3.5
4

6

15.22

14.57

0.47

0.65

6.5
7

14.14

0.43

7.5
8

13.92

0.22

45/59/69

10

9.94

3.98

3.9/3.5

890

275

45/59/69

10

9.94

3.98

3.8/3.5

690

335

45/63/69

3.9/3.5

770

340

45/61/69

4.0/3.5

810

270

45/62/69

3.8/3.5

910

265

45/61/69

3.9/3.5

1000/710

260

45/61/69

3.85/3.5

930

260

45/59/69

4.1/3.5

670

300

45/61/69

3.9/3.5

730

300

45/63/69

4.0/3.5

820

300

45/61/69

4.0/3.5

880

290

45/62/69

3.9/3.5

900

290

45/62/69

3.9/3.5

950

275

45/61/69

3.9/3.5

1100

250

45/61/69

10.5
11

9.16

0.78

11.5
12

8.53

0.63

12.5
13

8.05

0.48

13.5
14

6.72

1.33

14.5
15

5.17

1.55

15.5
16

319

pH

4.16

1.01
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In Experiment No 3.8., Table 3.8., the system was plugged between the 3.5 and the 4th hour and again
between the 7.5 and the 8th hour. An average watering of 70 g/h was observed. Tests were carried out
with a perforated teflon and stainless steel tubes covered with a hydrophobic membrane. The obtained
results showed very high degree of slurry oxidation. Unfortunately the membrane was covered by
gypsum and plugged. Washing was possible only from outside the tube and that was why these
experiments were stopped.
The following tests were carried out with the purpose of determining the possibilities for plugging and
unplugging of tubes with different perforation. The results are shown in Tables 4.1.and 4.2.
Table 4.1. Air distribution by a horizontal steel tube with 4 orifices with a diameter of 1 mm directed
vertically downwards; Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 4.1.
τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

12.14

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.1

750

200

45

0.5

3.9/3.1

690

210

47

1

3.9/3.1

760

210

46

1.5

3.8/3.1

930/760

190/210

46

2

3.1

940/760

190/210

46

3.9/3.1

930/690

210

45

3

3.4/3.1

940/740

190/210

43

3.5

3.4/3.1

920/780

190/210

3.9/3.1

815

200

5

4.1/3.1

780

210

6

3.6/3.1

930

200

3.8/3.1

1050/780

190/210

2.5

4.5

6.5

7.46

5.49

4.66

4.68

1.97

0.83

pH

t

Table 4.2. Air distribution by a horizontal steel tube with 6 orifices with a diameter of 0.7 mm
directed vertically downwards; Fe 0.06 g/l and Mn 0.22 g/l;
Experiment No 4.2.

320

τ

C

ΔC

h

%

%/ h

0

19.96

0

pH

∆Р

V

mm H2O column

l/h

3.5

620

200

37

0.5

3.8

920/670

180/200

43

1

4.4/3.5

790/740

185/200

45

1.5

3.9/3.5

930/740

180/200

45

2

4.0/3.5

770/740

200

45
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2.5

17.27

2.69

4.0/3.5

1230/780

160/200

45

2.5*

17.27

2.69

3.5

605(610)

205

36

3.5

3.9/3.5

775/600

190/210

45

4.5

4.05/3.5

750/610

200/210

45.5

5.5

4.1/3.5

770/610

195/205

45.6

6.0**

15.72

1.55

3.9/3.5

700/610

200/205

45.6

6

15.72

1.55

3.5

695

200

36

7.5

3.9/3.5

750/635

195/210

44

9

4.1/3.5

790/640

195/210

45

10

12.75

2.97

3.9

780/ stop

180

48

10

12.75

2.97

3.5

620

200

30

12

3.9/3.5

800/615

180/200

45

13.5

4.1/3.5

870/670

200/210

45

14.5

4.1/3.5

780

200

45

15

10.27

2.48

4.1/3.5

830

200

44

15

10.27

2.48

3.5

700

200

42.5

16

4.1/3.5

810/620

195/205

46.5

17

4.1/3.5

800/615

195/205

44

18

3.9/3.5

790

200

44

19

3.9/3.5

780

200/205

45

3.9

780/600

200/215

45

20

5.21

5.06

In both experiments, Table 4.1., and 4.2., the procedure was the following. For washing of the tube
orifices, pure water was injected with the air every half an hour. The reactor was stopped periodically
and after decantation of the slurry the additional water from washing and condensation of the water
vapor from the air was removed. It was found by chemical analysis that the water contained no
calcium sulfite and bisulfite. The total water flowrate varied between 100 and 140 ml/h. The presented
data for the sulfite concentration were obtained from the analysis data recalculated with the increase of
the slurry volume due to watering.
In conclusion it was found the following:
1. By injecting water with the air every 30 minutes, the process can be carried out continuously
without stopping for cleaning of the tube orifices;
2. The oxidation rate without catalyst is unacceptably low for our technology;
3. At adding of 0.06 g/l Fe ions and 0.22 g/l Mn ions, over 99% of the slurry have been transformed
into gypsum for 19 hours (Fig.1 and Table 2.1, Experiment No 2.1.);
4. At adding of 0.15 g/l Fe ions and 0.57 g/l Mn ions, over 99% of the slurry have been transformed
into gypsum for 9 hours (Fig.1 and Table 2.3., Experiment No 2.3.);
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5. The adding of catalyst in the concentrations given above does not change the white color of the
obtained dried gypsum.
3. ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE OBTAINED GYPSUM
In the following Figures some electron microscope photographs of the obtained gypsum crystals are
presented, taken immediately after the oxidation of the slurry, Fig.1, and 40 days after the oxidation of
the slurry, Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Gypsum crystals immediately after the oxidation of the slurry
The tests of the compressive strength of the obtained gypsum show a value of 3.5 MPa, i.e. 40%
higher than the requirements of the Bulgarian national standard for building gypsum.
The obtained data are used for designing the oxidizer of an industrial installation for purification of
flue gases from SO2.
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Fig. 1. Gypsum crystals 40 days after the oxidation of the slurry.
4. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION FOR OXIDATION OF CaSO3 BY DRYING
Besides in slurry a test oxidation of CaSO3 was also carried out at the temperature of drying. The
purpose was to test the possibility for oxidation of CaSO3 dust on the filter after the spray dryer. The
experiment was carried out by passing 200 l/h hot air with a temperature 220-230oC trough a layer of a
precipitate of CaSO3 on a glass shot filter with a diameter of 40 mm. The result shows that for 2 hours
oxidation the transforming of the CaSO3 into CaSO4 was only 26.4%, i.e. insufficient to make this
possibility of oxidation perspective from economical point of view.
5. CONCLUSION
A construction of a new oxidizer, with regular distribution of the air in the slurry by means of
perforated horizontal tubes, is proposed. Some possibilities for cleaning of the orifices of the tubes are
specially tested and it is found that by injecting water with the air every 30 minutes, the process can be
carried out continuously without stopping for cleaning of the orifices. It is shown that at presence of
catalysts, Fe and Mn ions, more than 99% of the slurry can be oxidized in 9 hours. The obtained after
the drying of the slurry gypsum is white. The test of its compressive strength shows a value of 3.5
MPa, i.e. 40% higher than the requirements of the Bulgarian national standard for building gypsum.
The obtained data are used for designing the oxidizer of an industrial installation for purification of
flue gases from SO2.
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PERVAPORATION IN THE CONTEXT OF WASTEWATER TREATEMENT
Madlena P. Lazarova
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Chemical Engineering, 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract
Membrane technologies represent one of the most effective and energy-saving alternative separation
processes. In this paper the emerging process of pervaporation is introduced together with other
membrane processes relevant to environmental applications, in particular to wastewater treatment.
The basic process layouts of pervaporation are given; the mass transport is described by a three-step
process and the selection criteria for membranes are included. Brief description of commercial
pervaporation modules is given and the coupling of pervaporation with other separation techniques
for better performance and process optimization is considered.
Key words: pervaporation, wastewater treatment, module design, hybrid process
1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial companies today have to constantly improve its production performance by investing into
new technologies. Membrane separation processes offer advantages over the conventional techniques
such as higher selectivity, lower energy consumption and compact modular design (Chapman et al.,
2008). The membrane processes microfiltration, ultrafiltration, electrodialysis, gas separation and
reverse osmosis have shown to be successful alternatives for environmental applications to the
existing adsorption, absorption and extraction. For example, the use of electrodialysis for the removal
of metals from wastewater effluents, or the use of reverse osmosis for the production of potable water
by desalination.
Pervaporation is a relatively new membrane technique. It has found its main applications in
dehydration of organic solvents, removal of dilute organics from aqueous streams and separation of
organic-organic mixtures, which are putting pervaporation into practice also for environmental
applications (Lazarova and Friedl, 2010).
Membrane processes relevant to environmental management are listed in Table 1. In case of
pervaporation, hydrophobic pervaporation has the highest potential for environmental applications by
removal of organic compounds from diluted wastewater streams, thus its performance and prospects
are discussed in this paper.
2. PERVAPORATION PROCESS LAYOUT
In pervaporation the mass transfer of components is realized through a dense membrane combined
with a phase change from liquid to vapor. A liquid mixture comes in contact with the upstream side of
the membrane and the permeating through it product is removed as vapor at the downstream side. The
driving force for transport across the membrane is the gradient of chemical potential based on a partial
pressure difference (Lipnizki, 2004). Usually partial pressure difference is generated by a vacuum
pump, maintaining a low vapor pressure on the downstream side (Fig.1.1.), or an inert sweep gas can
be used on the permeate side (Fig.1.2).
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Table 1. Membrane processes for environmental applications
Membrane process

Applications

Microfiltration

Separation of oil-water emulsions; removal
of colloids from wastewater; removal of dust
particles from air

Ultrafiltration

Separation of oil-water emulsions; recovery
of proteins from whey and milk

Nanofiltration

Treatment of electroplating rinse water

Gas separation

Removal of CO2 and H2S from landfill gas;
removal of condensable solvents

Reverse osmosis

Treatment of leachate from landfill sites;
removal of nitrate from ground water

Vapor permeation

Removal of condensable solvents from air

Pervaporation
Membrane distillation

Dehydration of solvents;
organics from wastewater

removal

Desalination of brine

Electrodialysis

Removal of metals from wastewater; acid
recycle from ‘pickling’ baths; desalination
of brackish water

Liquid membranes

Recovery of plating chemicals; removal of
acid gases from air

Retentate
(liquid)

Feed
(liquid)

Permeate
(vapor)

Fig. 1.1. Pervaporation process layout – vacuum pervaporation
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Feed
(liquid)

Retentate
(liquid)

Inert gas
(gas)

Permeate + Inert gas
(gas)

Fig. 1.2. Pervaporation process layout – sweep gas pervaporation
Commonly vacuum pervaporation is used in industry and the main process units are feed mixture, feed
pump, heater, membrane module, condenser and vacuum pump. For successful implementation a good
understanding of mass transfer in pervaporation is required.
3. MASS TRANSPORT IN PERVAPORATION AND MEMBRANE SELECTION
Knowledge of mass transport mechanism in pervaporation enables the improvement of membranes
and membrane modules. The components in the feed stream partition into the membrane, permeate
through the membrane and evaporate into the vapor phase. The species in the feed have different
membrane affinities and different diffusion rates through the membrane, so separation is based upon
selective solution and diffusion. Thus, pervaporation transport is widely described by the solutiondiffusion theory. According to it the overall mass transfer mechanism consists of three steps: sorption
of the components into the upstream side of the membrane, diffusion of the permeants through the
membrane and desorption at the downstream side of the membrane (Khayet et al., 2008).
As mentioned above, the driving force for transport across the membrane is the concentration gradient
as representation of the chemical potential difference of a species i between the bulk feed and the bulk
permeate phases. The flux through the membrane is proportional to the concentration gradient and
inversely proportional to the overall mass transfer resistance. The latter is a sum of the resistance in
the liquid boundary layer on the feed side of the membrane, RiL , the resistance of the membrane, RiM
, and the resistance in the vapor boundary layer on the permeate side of the membrane, RiV :

Ji =

) (

1
1
´ DC i = L
´ C iL - C iV
M
V
Ri
Ri + Ri + Ri

(

)

(1)

The mass transfer through both liquid boundary layer and membrane is assumed to be dominating and
the resistance in the vapor boundary layer is considered small (Vane, 2005).
In addition to flux, the performance of a pervaporation membrane is based on its ability to separate
different feed components and to deliver permeate highly enriched in the desired component. Usually,
the separation factor of species i relative to species j, a ij , is given as a measure for separation quality:
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a ij =

C iV ´ C Lj

(2)

C iL ´ C Vj

where C is the respective concentration.
Thus, the main selection criteria for a suitable pervaporation membrane are to achieve a significant
permeate flux together with a high separation performance.
For the recovery of organic compounds from wastewater effluents, hydrophobic membranes are
needed. Different materials have been studied for this purpose. From the hydrophobic polymers those
with leading properties are silicone rubbers (polydimethylsiloxane, tetramethyldisiloxane,
polyoctylmethylsiloxane),
polytrimethylsilyl
propyne,
polyvinylidenefluoride
and
polytetrafluoroethylene. Along with polymeric materials, inorganic and mixed matrix materials have
been tested. Still, the most widely applied membranes for organic compounds recovery from
wastewaters by pervaporation are the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes. Some examples for
the selectivity of PDMS are given in table 2.
Table 2. Pervaporation separation factors of PDMS membranes for recovery of organic
compounds from wastewaters (Böddeker and Bengtson, 1989; Raghunath and Hwang, 1992;
Athayde et al., 1997)
Target compound

Separation factor

Ethanol, methanol

5-20

Propanol, butanol, aniline

20-200

Phenol

27

Acetone

50

Benzene, toluene, chloroform

200-1000

Acetaldehyde

48

n-Hexane

1300

Acetic acid, ethylene glycol

1-5

4. COMMERCIAL PERVAPORATION MODULES
Membranes have to be incorporated into modules in order to be used in the process. Therefore, the
development of a suitable module design together with the choice of membrane greatly influence the
successful application of pervaporation. The membrane module configurations commercially available
today are shown in figures 2.1 to 2.4 (after Xu, 2001; Lipnizki, 1999). The main module designs are
the plate-and-frame and the spiral-wound systems which are based on flat membranes, as well as the
hollow fiber modules, based on tubular membrane configurations (Scott, 1995).
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Fig. 2.2. Commercial pervaporation modules – plate-and-frame design

Fig. 2.2. Commercial pervaporation modules – spiral-wound design

Fig. 2.3.1. Commercial pervaporation modules – hollow fiber design, shell side feed
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Fig. 2.3.2. Commercial pervaporation modules – hollow fiber design, tube side feed

Fig. 2.4. Commercial pervaporation modules – pocket design
In the plate-and-frame modules the membranes are supported by stainless steel perforated plates and
spacers, which form permeate channels. These channels are open to all sides and ensure easy removal
of the permeate. The plate-and-frame modules have good resistance to fouling.
The spiral-wound modules consist of a membrane envelope wound around a perforated central
collection tube and the assembly is fitted inside an appropriate tubular housing. The feed is circulated
axially down the module across the membrane, permeate spirals towards the centre and exits via the
collection tube. The spiral-wound modules are not suitable for high pressure operation.
Hollow fiber modules are formed in two basic geometries in which the feed flows on the shell side of
the fibers or into the fibers (tube side feed). The first is the closed-end design where compounds pass
through the fiber wall from outside in and permeate exits via the open fiber ends. This design allows
very large membrane area to be contained in an economical system. In the second hollow fiber design
the feed flows through the fibers which often have larger diameters than those used in closed-end
design.
A novel design, the so called pocket module (Fig.2.4) from GKSS (Germany), gives good mass
transfer on the feed side and a low permeate pressure drop (Lipnizki, 1999).
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Although several companies produce different types of commercial pervaporation modules, the market
leader is Sulzer Chemtech Membrantechnik AG (Germany).
5. RECOVERY/REMOVAL OF ORGANICS FROM WASTEWATERS BY
PERVAPORATION
The level of organic compounds allowed in wastewater effluents is lowered every few years. When the
target organics are valuable (see Table 2), they are recovered and reused/recycled. In case of organic
contaminants such as petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons – trichloroethylene and
carbon tetrachloride, they need to be removed and safely disposed. Compared to conventional
technologies, hydrophobic pervaporation can be used to effectively recover and concentrate organics
from water to a standard that both organics and water can be reused without further processing and no
additives are required.
There are considerations for pervaporation restrictions due to exponential increase of membrane area
when recovering low organic concentrations, as well as limited membrane selectivity which might
provide sufficiently pure permeate. Thus, coupling of pervaporation with other separation techniques
for better performance and process optimization can be applied. Successful applications so far are
process combinations of bioreactor and pervaporation unit or hydrophobic pervaporation with
hydrophilic pervaporation (Lipnizki et al., 1999).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The emerging membrane technique pervaporation shows to be a successful alternative for
environmental applications to the conventional processes. Its main environmental application is in
recovery of organics from industrial wastewater streams. For this purpose, the most widely used
hydrophobic membranes are rubbery polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane. A number of companies
produce commercial membranes suitable for organic removal from water which are utilised at pilot
and industrial scales. From an economical aspect, when low organic concentrations are targeted,
pervaporation can be coupled with another separation process to achieve better performance and/or
process optimisation.
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Abstract
The possibility to use electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to monitor the cell attachment and the
biofilm proliferation was tested. In order to identify characteristic events induced on the metal surface
Gram-negative (Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1) and Gram-positive (Bacillus subtillis) bacteria
strains have been studied. Electrochemical impedance spectra of AISI 304 electrodes during cell
attachment and initial biofilm growth for both strains were obtained. It can be observed that the
resistance increases gradually with the culture time and decreases with the biofilm detachment. So,
the applicability of electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) for studying the attachment and
spreading of cells on a metal surface has been demonstrated. The biofilm formation was also
characterized by the use of SEM and confocal laser scanning microscopy and COMSTAT image
analysis. The electrochemical results roughly agree with the microscope image observations. The
obtained results have been compared to existing data and the possibility to use the method for biofilm
characterization was discussed. The ECIS technique used in this study was used for continuous realtime monitoring of the initial bacterial adhesion and the biofilm growth. It provides a simple and non
expensive electrochemical method for in vitro assessment of the presence of biofilms on metal
surfaces.
Key words: electrochemical impedance, microbial adhesion, biofilm thickness.
1. INTRODUCTION
Biofilms are a well recognized phenomenon in process industry. Biofouling and biodeterioration due
to biofilm formation are becoming increasingly important since they touch various domains of
applications, such as biomedical, industrial marine and environmental. This process is referred to as
biocorrosion or microbial influenced corrosion (MIC). Initial bacterial adhesion can be described by
the van Oss theory [1,2] in which adhesion is predicted as an interplay of Lifshitz-van der Waals, acidbase and electrostatic interactions between bacteria and substratum. The potential of the interacting
surfaces is usually assumed to be constant. However, both surface potential and surface charge density
may change during adhesion as it was determined by Poortinga et al. [3].
Charge transfer between bacteria and conducting or semi-conducting materials plays an important role
in initial bacterial adhesion. Bacterial cell surface consists of a variety of macromolecules, which
contain electrochemical active groups that facilitate charge transfer and exchange [4]. As a result the
bacterial surface contains free electrons, which might be exchanged during initial adhesion. The
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charge transfer being a fundamental electrochemical process present in chemical and biological
systems, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be successfully used to monitor initial
bacterial adhesion and biofilm growth on conducting and semi-conducting materials [4-7] and for the
development of sensor devices for continuous real-time monitoring of initial biofilm formation and
biofilm growth [8].
The aim of this study was to apply the EIS to monitor the cell attachment and the biofilm proliferation
in order to identify characteristic events induced on the metal surface by a Gram-positive Bacillus
Subtilis CIP 5265 bacteria strain and a Gram-negative one Pseudomonas auriginosa PAO1. The results
are compared to data obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and confocal scanning laser
microscopy (CSLM) to image the cell distribution and obtain quantitative information about the
biofilm thickness and its morphology. The possibility to use the charge transfer process involved in the
bacterial adhesion for real-time monitoring of the biofilm formation is discussed.
2. THEORITICAL
Application of an electrical perturbation to an electrical circuit induces the appearance of a response.
In the EIS, the system response to the application of a sinusoidal signal is studied. This signal is E =
EoSin(wt), where Eo is the signal amplitude, w=2pf is the angular frequency and f is the signal
frequency. The ratio of the Laplace transforms of potential and current, E(s)/i(s), where the parameter
s=jw called frequency replaces the function of time, is expressed in the units of resistance (W), and is
called impedance Z(s). In order to simplify the calculations of impedances, the system impedance
Z(jw), may be represented as

Z( jw) = R - j

1
wC

(1)

with real Z’ = R and imaginary Z” = - 1/wC parts, respectively. Further, the modulus of Z(jw) equals:
/Z/ =

( Z' ) 2 + ( Z" ) 2

(2)

The result may be presented graphically using two types of plots: complex plane (also known as
Nyquist plots) and Bode plots. Complex plane plots are the most often used in the electrochemical
literature, while Bode plots are mainly used in the circuit analysis.
Total electrode impedance consists of the contribution of the electrolyte, the electrode-solution
interface and the electrochemical reaction taking place on the electrode. For the reaction:

where kd and ki are the potential dependent rate constants for the forward and backward reactions the
current is described as

i = nF[k d C O (0) - k i C R (0)]

(3)

and f = F/RT. In general, the current is a function of the potential and concentrations and it may be
represented as an infinite Taylor series where only first-order derivatives versus concentrations are
different from zero. In order to find concentrations, Fick’s diffusion equation must be solved for DC.
For an infinite diffusion layer the impedance is given by:
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(4)

In this manner the total electrode impedance consists of the solution resistance, Re, in series with the
parallel connection of the double-layer capacitance, Cd, and faradaic impedance replaced by the
charge-transfer resistance Rt and the Warburg impedance W. This is the so called Randles model. The
model for a cell where polarization is due to a combination of kinetic and diffusion processes is shown
in Fig.1.

Fig. 1 Complex plane plot according to the Randles model
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Support used
To study the microbial adhesion AISI 304 stainless steel grids and coupons (thickness 1.1 mm) were
used. The support hydrophobicity was determined by contact angle measurement after ultrasonically
cleaning in acetone, ethanol and deionised water. Contact angles were obtained using the sessile drop
method with a Digidrop Model MSE contact angle analyser. This instrument consists of a CCD video
camera, multiple dosing/micro-syringe units and a temperature controlled environmental chamber. The
drop image was processed by an image analysis system (Windrop), which calculates both the left and
the right contact angles from the shape of the drop with an accuracy of ± 0.1°. Three test liquids were
used as a probe for surface free energy calculations: distilled water, diiodomethane and formamide.
The supports exhibit a hydrophobic character (water contact angle of 80.7°) and have a surface free
energy of 41.1 mJ.m-2 (γLW = 40.5 mJ.m-2, γAB = 0.6 mJ.m-2). These parameters have been used to
select the microorganisms.
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3.2. Bacteria used
In this study, a Gram-positive bacteria strain Bacillus Subtilis CIP 5265 (with a thick layer of
peptidoglycan in the cell wall) and a Gram-negative bacteria strain Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1gfp
containing the plasmid pSMC21 were used. The plasmid constitutively expresses gfp, which label the
strain for microscopy studies. This P.aeruginosa strain does not produce an important amount of
exopolysaccharides (EPS). The organisms were defrosted and cultured in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium,
containing Tryptone - 10 g.l-1, Yeast extract - 5 g.l-1and NaCl - 10 g.l-1 at pH=7 and 37°C in a rotary
shaker (180 rpm). For P. aeruginosa PAO1gfp, medium culture was supplemented with ampicillin and
kanamycin. The various samples were exposed to the cell suspension in flasks in a rotary shaker at
37°C. The culture medium was changed every 24h, and cultivation of the biofilm was continued in the
same flasks. At different time intervals three samples were taken out and treated with sterile deionised
water to remove the non-adhered bacteria.
3.3. Monitoring of cell attachment and biofilm growth
The experiments were conducted at constant temperature (37°C). The dynamics of microbial
colonisation was monitored using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), confocal scanning laser
microscopy (CSLM) and electrochemical impedancemetry. Microscopy provides information about
the morphology of microbial cells and colonies, their distribution on the surface, the presence of EPS,
etc. CSLM pictures were taken at different times of cultivation and were used to provide threedimensional information on the biofilm/metal surface interactions. Using these pictures, the biofilm
structures were quantified using a COMSTAT image analysis [9,10], which comprises ten features for
quantifying three-dimensional biofilm image stacks.

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the electrochemical cell
Electrochemical impedance experiments have been performed using an electrochemical workstation
with a one-compartment three-electrode cell. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a graphite
electrode served as reference and counter electrode, respectively. The grids (colonized and non337
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colonized) were used as working electrodes connected to a potentiostat (Voltalab 40- Radiometer
Analytical Instruments, France). A homemade single-compartment cell shown in Fig.2 was used in
these experiments. A constant working electrode geometrical area has been ensured for different
electrodes in order to improve the measurement reproducibility and the reliability of the experimental
results.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Hydrophobicity
Microbial surface hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity can be evaluated using ΔG131TOT, being the total
free energy of interactions between the microbial cells (1) immersed in water (3), determined as the
sum of ΔG131LW, i.e. Lifshitz-Van der Waals interaction free energy and ΔG131AB, i.e. Lewis acid-base
interaction free energy [8]:
TOT
LW
AB
DG131
= DG131
+ DG131

(

(5)

LW
DG131
= -2 g 3LW - g 1LW

(

AB
DG131
= -4 g 1+ - g 3+

)( g

1

)

2

- g 3-

(6)

)

(7)

Bacterial hydrophobicity was determined by water contact angle measurement on bacterial lawns.
According to Table 1 bacteria exhibit a predominant hydrophilic surface with contact angles of 40
degrees. Our results concerning the contact angles appear to be very close to those obtained by Logan
[11]. The bacteria exhibit a monopolar surface, and the component of the surface free energy γ- plays
the most important role among other surface thermodynamic parameters. The surface free energy of
the bacteria is 45 mJ.m-2 so only substrates exhibiting lower surface free energy can be significantly
colonized. That confirms the choice of the AISI 304 stainless steel grids as suitable support for this
study.
Bacterial adhesion to solid surfaces can be evaluated using ΔG132TOT, the total free energy of
interactions between bacterial cells (1) and the substrate (2) immersed in water (3), is determined as
the sum of Lifshitz-Van der Waals interaction energy ΔG132LW, Lewis acid -base interactions free
energy ΔG132AB, and electrostatic interaction free energy ΔG132EL:
TOT
LW
AB
EL
DG132
= DG132
+ DG132
+ DG132

LW
DG132
= -2 g 3LW - g 1LW

)( g

1

+
1

( (g

AB
DG132
= 2 g 3+

(

)

+ g 2- - g 3- + g 3-

(g

LW
2

- g 3LW

+ g 2+ - g 3+

(8)

)
)-

(9)

g 1+ g 2- - g 1- g 2+

)

(10)

This is the case of the support studied. The total free energy of interactions ΔG132TOT has been
evaluated. The obtained value (given in Table 1) is lower than the value of ΔG131TOT
(ΔG132TOT<ΔG131TOT) so bacterial adhesion to the substratum can be observed.
The charge transfer is an omnipresent process in biological systems. As it is involved in bacterial cell
adhesion, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can be used in the investigation of the biofilm
formation and growth on conducting surfaces. Fig. 3 shows typical electrochemical impedance spectra
for the PAO1 and BS bacteria strains presented as Nyquist plots (Zim vs. Zre) of an AISI 304 stainless
steel grid before and after colonization recorded in a LB culture medium. In the control experiment,
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the stainless steel grid was incubated in culture medium in absence of cells, and then electrochemical
impedance measurements were performed by using these samples as working electrodes. It was
possible, in this manner, to take into account the non-specific adsorption of substances from the
culture medium onto the metal surface.
Table 1. Contact angles and surface free energy components (mJ.m-2) of the microbial strains
Contact
angle

γAB

γLW

γ+

γ-

ET

∆G131TOT

∆G132TOT

B.subtilis

34

18,32

30,2

1,8

46.6

48,3

24,99

8,1

P.aeruginosa

40

4,45

32,70

0,1

49.6

45,4

35,53

11,28

4.2. EIS and microscope monitoring of cell attachment and biofilm growth on AISI 304 electrodes
As shown in Fig.3 the adhesion process is presented by a typical Randles model for a cell where
polarization is due to a combination of kinetic and diffusion processes. The electron-transfer resistance
increases significantly after 7 days of bacterial colonization. The significant increase observed is
related to existence of cells on the AISI 304 stainless steel surface. At the same time no significant
difference can be detected concerning the initial bacterial adhesion of both strains. It can be
concluded, that the electrochemical method detects the initial bacterial adhesion but cannot
differentiate various bacterial strains.
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Fig.3 Typical Nyquist plots for the electrochemical impedance measurements for a bare support (¸)
and colonized with P.aeruginosa and B.subtillis electrodes
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At the same time, bacterial adhesion on metal grid samples was also observed using a Leica TCS SP II
confocal scanning laser microscope (Leica Lasertechnik, Heidelberg, Germany). The CSLM pictures
of Ps.aeruginosa and Bacillus subtillis after 1 week biofilm growth given in Fig. 4 show an important
difference in the biofilm structure.

Fig. 4 CSLM pictures of B.subtillis (a) and Ps.aeruginosa (b) biofilms after 24 hours
and 1 week biofilm growth
To confirm this difference SEM pictures have been taken during the cultivation course. Fig 5 shows
the biofilm growth observed using SEM pictures. From the beginning, the P.aeruginosa adhesion
takes place on some points of the surface of the support. The biofilm depth is not uniform. After 72h
of cultivation course, a thin biofilm monolayer is formed and in the following days, the cells grow
unceasingly and a multilayer film is observed. The B.subtillis bacterial strain forms colonies and these
colonies spread on the surface without forming a uniform layer.

Fig. 5 SEM pictures of P.aeruginosa a) and B.subtillis b) biofilm after: 9h and 72h of cultivation
The obtained results show, however, that charge transfer is involved in bacterial cell adhesion and that
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can be used in the investigation of the biofilm formation and
growth on conducting surfaces. Fig. 6 illustrates the variations of electrochemical impedance spectra
for the PAO1 bacteria strain presented as Nyquist plots of an AISI 304 stainless steel grid before and
after colonization recorded in a LB culture medium. It can be observed that bacterial adhesion on the
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electrode surface affects the impedance of the system. When initial bacterial adhesion occurs the
impedance magnitude is found to decay exponentially as the biofilm is formed.
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Fig. 6 Nyquist plots for the electrochemical impedance measurements for a bare support and colonized
with P.aeruginosa electrodes (different colonization times)
If an image analysis is performed, an important difference between both bioadhesion mechanisms can
be detected. Fig. 7 illustrates the variations of the impedance magnitude as a function of time during
the cell attachment and the initial biofilm growth for the Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain.
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Fig. 7 Variations of biofilm depth and impedance magnitude as function of time
(dmean – mean biofilm depth; dmax – maximal biofilm depth; dmin – minimal biofilm depth)
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Fig. 8 Nyquist plots for the electrochemical impedance measurements for a bare support and colonized
by P.aeruginosa and B.subtillis electrodes (aged biofilms)
It can be observed, that bacterial adhesion on the electrode surface affects the impedance of the
system. The difference between the maximal and the mean biofilm depth shows that the initial
colonization is not uniform and takes place in function of the surface roughness. Further, the minimum
biofilm depth increases and equals the mean biofilm depth. The biofilm becomes more uniform and
the impedance magnitude decreases only slightly. If the same analysis is performed on the Bacillus
subtillis the maximal biofilm depths is very important (106 µm), while the minimum equals 0.001 µm
and remains low and constant. Even aged biofilm does not exhibit higher minimum depths. In fact,
aged Bacillus subtillis biofilms remain stable and show little evolution with time, while the
Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm is easy to erode when aged and thick, as it can be seen in Fig. 8.
5. DISCUSSION
Some authors [7, 12] have shown that the adsorption of bacteria on the electrode surface can affect
dramatically the variations of the real and imaginary impedance components at a detection time. In
order to investigate the possibility to differentiate various bacterial strains using the imaginary and the
real impedance, these parameters are plotted against the deposition time as shown in Fig. 9a and 9b.
The data are obtained at a fixed low frequency equal to 147.1 mHz. This frequency allows the
comparison between our data and those obtained by Bayoudh et al. [12]. To take into account the
initial conductivity of the culture medium, the results are presented in the dimensionless form Z/Zo .
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Fig.9 Variations of the real (a) and imaginary (b) impedance as function of time
As it can be seen, the decrease in the impedance magnitude (Fig.6) is determined predominantly by the
decrease in its imaginary component, since the real impedance component increased only slightly. The
imaginary impedance originates from the double charged layer capacitance, reflecting well the
adsorption-adhesion process on the substratum surface [6]. This indicates that this parameter plays an
important role in bacterial adhesion. At the same time, the comparison with other data shows that in all
cases the decrease in the imaginary impedance and the lower increase in the real impedance can be
fitted as a linear decrease resp. polynomial increase of these parameters. The given relationships are
independent on the bacterial strain. It is important to note that Gram-positive and Gram negative
strains show the same comportment and so it can be concluded that the electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy can successfully detect the initial bacterial adhesion and the biofilm growth, but cannot
give information about the bacterial strain and the biofilm character and thickness.
A typical electrochemical impedance spectrum presented in the form of a Nyquist plot includes a
semicircle region lying on the ZRe axis observed at higher frequencies corresponding to the electrontransfer-limited process, followed by a linear part at lower frequencies representing the diffusionlimited electron-transfer process. Usually, the electron-transfer kinetics and diffusional characteristics
can be extracted from the spectra. The attachment of the cells and the development of the biofilm on
the metal surface are expected to retard the interfacial electron-transfer kinetics and increase the
electron-transfer resistance. As shown in Fig. 3 the charge-transfer resistance increases significantly
after 7 days of bacterial colonization. The significant increase observed is related to existence of cells
on the AISI 304 stainless steel surface. As, the method is based on a resistance measurements, it is
evident that abiotic processes in the culture medium can influence the obtained results. The control
experiment takes into account for these phenomena.
Biological cells often act as insulating particles when attach and grow on substrates, and therefore the
existence of cells on the electrode surface would undoubtedly inhibit the electron transfer between the
redox probe in the solution and the working electrode. This result indicates that EIS is capable of
monitoring the change in charge-transfer resistance resulting from the growth of bacteria on the
electrode surface. The Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain which is an EPS producer colonizes the entire
substratum very rapidly (substratum coverage of 80-95% on all days) and therefore showed good
biofilm formation despite of its relative hydrophobicity. Obviously the bacteria outer surface and
polymer production have some influence on the adhesion process as it was mentioned by Liu et al
[13]. Our results can also be compared to results obtained by Klausen [10] and Heydorn [9]
concerning the biofilm structure, his thickness and surface to volume ratio of Pseudomonas
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aeruginosa grown on various media. In all cases the substratum coverage is very high but the biofilm
structure depends on the nutritional and environmental conditions as mentioned by Klausen et al [10].

Fig. 10 Real-time monitoring of the initial biofilm formation and the biofilm growth of Ps.aeruginosa
biofilm (comparison between support with and without biofilm)
This is not the case of the Bacillus subtillis strain. It is most hydrophilic and has lower total free
energy of interactions ΔG132TOT so cell adhesion must be more rapid. At the same time, the BS strain
does not produce EPS. Taking all this into account, we can consider that during the early cultivation
periods, cells are attached on the metal surface resulting in an electron-transfer barrier between the
redox probe and the electrode surface. They form colonies that grow during cultivation. Initially, the
free metal surface is relatively important so this barrier is not very important. With the increase in the
number of attached cells, the charge-transfer barrier increases. The difference between both strains
appears after about 24 hours of cultivation. In the case of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the number of
attached cells is important and their metabolic activities contribute to a uniform biofilm formation,
while the Bacillus subtillis strain increases the number of colonies without changing the biofilm
structure. These activities do not influence significantly the electron-transfer barrier between the
electrodes. The Pseudomonas aeruginosa mature biofilm once formed, it deepens more and more
which results in a larger and larger electron-transfer barrier between the electrodes. Obviously, the
cells have been allowed to grow on the support for enough time to reach density inhibition and to form
considerable amount of EPS. After 1-2 weeks of cultivation the curves obtained with both strains are
not identical. The BS strain remains firmly attached on the substratum, while part of the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa cells are reversibly attached, do not come in direct contact with the substratum surface and
are held only by temporary cellular bonds. These bonds can be broken by changes in flow or cell
motility. This fact can justify the results given in Fig.8.
Obviously, the electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) can be a powerful tool for
characterizing initial bacterial adhesion, the presence of mature biofilm and to quantify the effect of
biocide injection or sterilization on existing biofilm. The applicability of ECIS detecting the
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attachment and spreading of cells on a metal surface can be demonstrated for the case of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa strain. Quantitative information about cell growth has been obtained with this method and
shown in Fig. 10 where potentials of zero charge for AISI 304 stainless steel surfaces without and with
biofilm are compared. The results show that the ECIS technique used in this study can be used for
continuous real-time monitoring of the initial biofilm formation and the biofilm growth. It provides a
simple and non expensive electrochemical method for in vitro assessment of the presence of biofilms
on metal surfaces.
6. CONCLUSION
The applicability of electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) for studying the attachment and
proliferation of cells on a metal surface has been demonstrated for the Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Bacillus subtillis strains. Quantitative information about cell growth has been obtained using this
method. The results are compared to SEM and CSLM pictures. The electrochemical results roughly
agree with the microscope image observations. The ECIS technique can be used for continuous realtime monitoring of initial biofilm formation and biofilm growth. It provides a simple and inexpensive
electrochemical technique for in vitro assessment of the presence of biofilms on metal surfaces.
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TESTING THE LOCAL-LOOP AND DSL
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Abstract
This paper describe practical methods to detect and repair faults and impairments found in the localloop telephony cable plant. Although all aspects of telephone cable are discussed an emphasis is
placed on preparing cables for the broadband signal of DSL, and looks at the testing elements
recommended to support DSL through local-loop qualification and DSL service-confirmation testing.
Key words: Local-loop, testing, xDSL, troubleshooting
1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional telephone network, commonly known as the plain old telephone system (POTS), uses
circuit-switched methods to route telephone signals from one destination to another. For the most part,
each subscriber is connected to the network with a single pair of twisted wires. Typically these local
loops are less than 20 000 feet (6 km) in length. However, some can be as long as 90 000 feet (27 km)
in rural areas. Once a subscriber’s telephony signals are digitized and carried from city to city and
country to country over digital transmission facilities. Currently in the Bulgaria (city Gabrovo, branch
of BTC), there are thousand telephone lines, that are routed through circuit switches, of which over
hundred are residential. It took over a hundred years and hundreds of millions of levs to build the
current telephone network. A large part of the investment has been made in the local-loop plant, in
other words, the copper wire between the central office (CO) exchange and the subscriber.
Within the past few years, digital subscriber line (DSL) technology has become popular and is being
rapidly deployed. DSL bypasses the bandwidth-limited, circuit-switching infrastructure of the POTS
network. In the case of DSL, the copper local loops that carry DSL signals from the subscriber to the
central office are terminated into a parallel device called a digital-subscriber loop-access multiplexer
(DSLAM). From the DSLAM, the data moves directly to high-speed digital backbone networks that
connect to application server such as those found at Internet service providers. In addition, DSLAM
may serve as virtual private network (VPN) to corporate users, or may enable other services such as
streaming video services. The prime advantage of DSL is that it permits the reuse of the current
investment in existing copper, but without dependency on, and limitations of, the central office switch.
2. DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE
DSL is a digital broadband technology that involves sending digital information over a subscriber’s
line, which is also referred to as the local loop. The applications of DSL involve the transport of highspeed data to residential and business customers.
Compared to regular analog modems (for example, a dial-up, 56 kbps V.92 modem), DSL achieves its
higher data transfer rates by utilizing more of the available bandwidth of a local loop. Ordinary
telephone service only makes use of a limited amount of bandwidth, up to 3400 Hz. DSL provides
between 256 kbps and 100 Mbps. This allows for the simultaneous transmission of high-quality digital
voice, data and video.
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Despite all of its positive attributes, DSL, like most technologies, is not without flaws. For instance, in
order to be eligible for DSL, end users must be located within a certain distance from the central
telephone office, otherwise, the signal degradation (attenuation) may be too great such that DSL is
either not feasible, the bit rate attainable is not attractive to the customer, or an expensive repeater
needs to be added.

Fig. 1. Basic DSL architecture.
DSL service performance varies due to the following factors:
The distance between a customer premises and the local telephone company’s CO or remote
terminal;
-

The type and brand of DSL equipment used at both ends of the connection;

-

The capacity of the digital backbone that is available to support each DSLAM;

-

The number of users that are aggregated to the available digital backbone;

-

The behavior of the server community;

-

The quality of the local loop between the customer premises and the service provider’ CO;

-

The proximity of noise sources to the DSL equipment and the local loop;

-

The state of the customer premises wiring;

-

The state and power of the user’s PC and/or routers;

-

The condition of the public power feed and grounding.

Distance is an important factor in the delivery of DSL services. The longer the loop, the higher the
attenuation and the greater the amount of external noise coupled onto the loop from various sources.
Many service providers use only a “best guess” method to determine which subscribers are within
their serving area for a particular version of DSL. Businesses are less likely to be denied DSL as there
is higher concentration of businesses in urban areas. Telephone company has generally designed her
networks in such a way that these areas are well served. On other hand, DSL is relatively new to the
residential user. Longer loops are a more common limiting factor in residential DSL delivery.
The “best guess” method is only a partially successful method of eliminating long-loop subscribers
since telephone cables are not laid in a straight line. They follow streets, roads, tunnels, cable routes,
and rivers. If a telephone company has detailed cable-plant records, these can be used. Unfortunately,
cable-plant records, in most cases, have not been kept up to date, or do not include repair information.
A more accurate approach to determining the correct distance from the telephone company’s serving
office is through the method of pre-qualification. Generally, an automatic test system is used to
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measure some parameters of each loop in order to determine its length and perhaps its quality. One
method that is in common use is time-domain reflectometry (TDR).
If a local loop is properly terminated (i.e., connected to a telephone and DSL modem at the subscriber
site), the energy of a TDR pulse may be totally absorbed and not reflected. Telephone companies that
rely solely on TDR therefore need to install an automatic loop-disconnect device within the network
interface device (NID), a small box attached to the outside of a customer’s premises. Alternatively, the
telephone company can dispatch personnel to the subscriber’s location to run the test (i.e., roll a truck).
Alternatively, the capacitance of the cable can be measured to approximate its length – the longer the
cable, the greater the capacitance. Typically, cable has a capacitance of approximately 52 nF per km.
Unfortunately, measuring the capacitance of cable is not always an accurate method of determining
cable length. The distance between the conductors has an effect on its capacitance. Each type and
brand of cable bundle has a unique value of capacitance per kilometer. Some local loops have extra
capacitors in order to compensate for longer-length impedance matching. Subscriber-side equipment
such as POTS splitters and micro-filters, which are added to enable DSL services, add large amounts
of capacitance. The capacitance of bridged taps (also called laterals and multiple appearances) is
added to the capacitance of the cable. As is the case for TDR measurements, the local loop needs to be
uncoupled from the subscriber’s premises, otherwise, the capacitance added by micro-filters, POTS
splitters, telephones and modems would need to be taken into account for an accurate measurement.
Additional capacitance makes the local loop appear to be much longer than it really is.
3. INTEROPERABILITY OF DSL EQUIPMENT
DSL is slowly becoming a technology that allows subscribers to buy customer premises equipment
(CPE) from a number of different manufactures and feel confident that this equipment will be
compatible with the network. Despite favorable press about interoperability, the best approach for true
DSL interoperability is still to use the same brand of equipment in the CO DSLAM and in the
equipment at the customer premises. This ensures maximum interoperability and maximizes data rates.
Installers and maintenance staff use such portable test sets to confirm the connection rates of both
asymmetrical (ADSL, ADSL2+, VDSL2) and symmetrical (SHDSL, VDSL2) services. They are also
used to troubleshoot the Internet connection through the IP layers.
More and more service providers are now offering video services to their subscribers. These services
could be video-on-demand or broadcast television services. Most companies have chosen Internet
protocol-based television, commonly known as IPTV. Typically, these services require a fairly highbit-rate DSL service that is very stable and error-free. As service providers migrate from “best effort”
delivery of Internet and e-mail services to the triple-play delivery of HDTV television, VoIP and
Internet services, the demand for circuit-by-circuit testing becomes more critical.
Today, there are a number of different DSL technologies available, each offering different speeds for
different needs and applications. Regardless of the technology, DSL offers fast speeds for both the
residential and the business customers. Various types of DSLs have been designed to either operate
over one or two pair(s) of copper cable. For example, HDSL was originally designed as a two-pair
technology, while ADSL was conceived as a single-pair technology from the start. ADSL was created
to coexist on the same pair of copper cable as analog voice transmission (i.e., POTS), allowing users
to use their existing phone lines.
In addition, ADSL can also coexist on the same cable pair as basic-rate ISDN transmission so that
users do not have to give up the dedicated digital voice, fax, data, and video link they already enjoy in
order to subscribe to high-speed access to the Internet. Although ISDN is not commonly distributed to
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residential customers in the Bulgaria (city Gabrovo), it is quite important in many European countries
and elsewhere in the world.
All the various DSL technologies are provisioned via pairs of DSL modem-chip sets, with one
modem-chip set located inside the DSLAM either in the CO or in the remote cabinet, and the other at
the customer premises inside the DSL modem/router. Although rarely labeled DSL, integratedservices digital network (ISDN) service is a unique example of type of DSL because although it is a
digital technology, it uses analog signals over the existing telephony local-loop cabling infrastructure.
However, ISDN differs from pure DSL technologies in that it is a public switched-network service, as
apposed to DSL that is point-to-point over the local loop and generally ATM- and/or IP-concentric.
Some of the more popular xDSL technologies are described as follows:
- Integrated-services digital network (ISDN) – can be considered one of the first DSL technologies.
ISDN was developed to simultaneously carry digital voice, data, and images over conventional copper
cable. Basic-rate ISDN is comprised of three logical channels operating over a single copper pair. Two
bearer channels (B channels) carry the voice, data, and images, while the one signaling/control
channel (D channel) is used for signaling. ISDN offers speeds of up to 160 kbps symmetrically. ISDN
is also available in a primary-rate interface (PRI) configuration. The PRI offers data/voice/image
transfers of up to 1,544 Mbps (North American T1 format) over 23 B channels with one D channel or
up to 2,048 Mbps (European and international E1 format) over 30 B channels with one D channel.
Each channel in the PRI configuration operates at 64 kbps.
ISDN uses a 2B1Q line coding (two binary, one quaternary) to represent information. 2B1Q maps two
bits of data into one quaternary symbol, i.e., onto four voltage levels that represent two bits of digital
information at a regular clocking rate.
- ISDN digital subscriber line (IDSL) – is similar to ISDN except a packet router replaces the
CLASS 5-style switch at the central office. With this technology, there is generally only one logical
channel containing all the information. IDSL is always connected to the server and therefore “calls” do
not to be set up. This type of service is now considered obsolete technology that has mostly been
replaced by ADSL, ADSL2+ or SHDSL.
- High-bit-rate digital subscriber line (HDSL) – is a symmetric DSL similar to T1 or E1 in that it
delivers a bit rate of up to 1,544 or 2,048 Mbps. Most HDSL systems use one or two copper cables,
twisted pairs, although some very early 2,048 Mbps systems required three copper twisted-pair cables.
HDSL is comprised of an HDSL transceiver unit, located at the central office (HTU-CO), and a
remote HDSL transceiver unit (HTU-R), located at the customer premises. HDSL’s operating range, in
terms of distance, is more limited than that of SHDSL, ADSL and ADSL2+. Normally, an HDSL
service can only serve customers within 3,6 km of the serving office. Beyond such distances, signal
repeaters are needed to extend the service.
As HDSL requires two twisted pairs, it is deployed primary for businesses that require private branch
exchange (PBX) network connections, virtual private networks (VPNs), frame-relay circuits, Internet
access, and private data networks. HDSL uses 2B1Q or carrier-less amplitude/phase modulation
(CAP)-based line coding.
HDSL2 and SDSL are similar technologies to HDSL in operation, but they are capable of achieving
HDSL rates over a single pair of wires. This tends to limit transmission distances, but it is still a
successful technology.
Symmetrical high-speed digital subscriber line (SDHL) – is a technology that is similar to HDSL and
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HDSL2. SDHL operates over a single pair or two pairs of wire, depending upon the application. For
single-pair operation, SDHL offers data rates from 192 kbps to 2,3 Mbps in a symmetrical fashion,
while two-pair operation offers data rates ranging from 384 kbps to 4,72 Mbps.

Fig. 2. HDSL architecture.
SDHL is designed to be more of a business solution than a residential service due to its symmetry. It
can be used as a T1/E1 replacement technology and is also well-suited for VoDSL solution.
SDHL has been developed to be spectrally compatible with other technologies within bundles of local
loops. SDHL owes this to the trellis-coded pulse amplitude modulation (TC-PAM) line coding. This
coding technique maximizes the use of the lower frequencies of available loop bandwidth, thus
avoiding higher frequencies where signals are more susceptible to crosstalk.

Fig. 3. SDHL architecture.
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- Asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) – provides delivery of high-bit rate digital technology
for consumer-based Internet access. ADSL delivers more bandwidth downstream (from the service
provider to the subscriber’s premises) than upstream (from the subscriber premises towards the
network). As most users view far more information than they create, ADSL is optimal for Internet and
other IP-based services. Downstream rates range from 256 kbps to 9 Mbps, while upstream bandwidth
ranges from 16 kbps to 640 kbps. ADSL transmissions may work at distances of more than 5,4 km
over a single copper twisted pair of wires, although it should be noted that only the lowest bit rates are
available at these lengths.
-

Fig. 4. ADSL architecture.
For service providers and customers alike, ADSL allows subscribers to simultaneously use their
existing phone line for high-speed Internet access as well as regular (including vital life-line) plain old
telephone service (POTS). ADSL signals are able to coexist on the same loop as POTS service
because they occupy a higher frequency band than POTS. Typically, ADSL uses the 25 kHz to 1,104
MHz range, while POTS uses the 300 Hz to 3400 Hz range. As a necessary precaution, a low-pass
filter is placed on the line to separate ADSL signals from POTS signals. These small devices allow
voice band frequencies to pass through to analog telephones while keeping the high-frequency signals
of ADSL away from the phones. Likewise, the input filters in ADSL modems prevent telephone
signals from entering. In a similar fashion to ADSL and POTS on the same line, ADSL can also
coexist with ISDN. Since ISDN operates in the bandwidth up to 150 kHz there are fewer ADSL
subchannels that can be used for ADSL data transmission resulting in a lower achievable data rate.
ADSL modems that are designed for use in conjunction with POTS services only are referred to as
Annex A modems, whereas those designed to work on loop with ISDN are called Annex B. Both of
these designations come from the annexes of ANSI T1E1.4 published standards.
Two types of line coding exist for ADSL. An early scheme used a non-standards-compliant carrierless amplitude/phase modulation (CAP) method. This modulation technique is very similar to that
used for dial-up modems. These days, virtually all ADSL DSLAM and modems use the discrete
multitone (DMT) technique.
A DMT transmission scheme divides the frequency band from 0 Hz to 1.104 MHz into equally spaced
subchannels or “bins”. This equates to a total of 256 bins. Each bin occupies 4,3125 kHz of
bandwidth.
In systems that use echo cancellation – a method where the upstream and downstream tones coexist at
the same frequencies – 32 bins are allocated for upstream transmission, and up to 250 bins are
allocated for downstream transmission. For the most part, however, DMT implementations will use
218 bins for downstream signals. Guard bands that separate the upstream signals from the downstream
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signals use some of the possible carrier allocations. There is also a guard band between the POST
signals and the DMT carriers of ADSL signals.
DMT standards suggest that equipment can use up to 15 analog levels per frequency bin to encode
data per subchannel. However, using the maximum 15 states per bin may result in the overall ADSL
transmit power to be higher than would be practical or allowed by government regulators in a cable
bundle. For the most part, ADSL makes have limited their designs to use 13 or 14 bits/bin. This lowers
the power transmitted between modems and maximizes the reach of transmission without
compromising potential data rates.
- Rate-adaptive digital line (R-ADSL) – This was an early name for specific type of ADSL modem
that adjusted the transmission speed dynamically to the length and quality of the local loop. These
days, most ADSL modems are rate-adaptive and most DSLAM network management systems allow
the transmission speed to be set or limited to a maximum bit rate.
- G.Lite – This is a lighter version of a ADSL in which downstream rates are limited to
approximately 1,5 Mbps. G.Lite uses 128 bins rather than 256 (still using 4,3125 kHz subchannel
bandwidth) and only up to 8 states/bin can be encoded per subchannel.
- ADSL2 – This is an improved version of ADSL with slightly better data rates. Described in ITU-T
standards G.992.3 and G.992, ADSL2 can offer the same bit rate over longer loops and also includes
on-the-fly rate adaptation as well as certain diagnostics of the local loop. ADSL2 modems should
generally be backward-compatible with ADSL modems.
- ADSL2+ - Shortly after the release of ADSL2, the standards for ADSL2+ (ITU-T standard
G.992.5) were published, and chip sets than supported the technology became available. This scheme
more than doubles the downstream data rate of ADSL to 25 Mbps by doubling the utilized bandwidth
(from 1,1 MHz to 2,2 MHz) and doubling the number of DMT carriers (from approximately 256 to
approximately 512).This access technology is primarily designed to enable the delivery of streaming
broadcast-quality video to subscribers. ADSL2+ modems also offer the full capabilities and
interoperability of ADSL and ADSL2 modems.
- Reach-extended ADSL2 (RE-ADSL2) – This variety of ADSL was approved by the ITU-T in
October 2003 and is described in Annex L of the document. The RE-ADSL2 transmission scheme
carries fit to newly defined power spectral-density masks that reduce the crosstalk interference from
pair to pair, thus increasing the ADSL2 reach.
- -Very-high-speed digital subscriber line (VDSL) – The intent of VDSL is to provide users with
very-high-speed asymmetrical and symmetrical services by placing carries at frequencies of up to 12
MHz and supporting bit rates as high as 52 Mbps. The trade-off of VDSL is that it can only operate at
higher bit rates on relatively short loops (less than 1350 m). To achieve the short distances and high
rates, VDSL is typically deployed in a fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) architecture, in which a fiber-optic
backbone (OC-3, OC-12, OC-48, GigE, or 10GigE) network feeds a neighborhood. Because of the
loop’s distance limitations and the cost of deploying fiber-optic cable to each serving area, VDSL has
been mostly successful in multitenant units (MTU) or multidwelling units (MDU) although some
carries have announced plans to deploy large-scale VDSL2.
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Fig. 5. VDSL architecture.
The standards bodies such as ITU-T and ANSI Committee T1 have preliminarily defined VDSL to use
frequencies up to 12 MHz. Maximum asymmetrical data rates of 22 Mbps (downstream) and 3 Mbps
(upstream), and maximum symmetrical data rates of 13 Mbps.
Table 1. Data rates for asymmetrical and symmetrical service.
Service Type

Downstream Data Rate (Mbps)

Upstream Data Rate (Mbps)

Asymmetrical

22

3

Symmetrical

6

6

13

13

The typical makeup of a VDSL deployment will consist of an optical network unit (ONU), a VDSL
transceiver unit ONU (VTU-O), and a remote VDSL transceiver unit (VTU-R).
VDSL can operate in two modes depending upon the manufacturer and service provider. The VDSL
standard proposes two line-coding techniques – single-carrier modulation (CAP), and multicarrier
modulation (DMT).
- Very-high-speed digital subscriber line, version 2 (VDSL2) – This standard (G.993.2) was
approved by the ITU in May 2006. Like ADSL and ADSL2+, VDSL2 is based on DMT modulation
code. It provides spectral compatibility with existing services and enables backward interoperability
with ADSL.
VDSL2 is a true worldwide standard, providing numerous configuration profiles and band plans to
meet regional service-provider requirements. Its frequency bandwidth has increased to 30 MHz, with
configuration options at 8,5 MHz, 12 MHz, 17,7 MHz and 30 MHz. With VDSL2, the potential for
data rates over 100 Mbps is possible on very short loops (less than 300 m), which makes it ideal for
deployment in FTTN and FTTB networks.
The latter offers several capabilities to benefit service providers. Among them are the following:
- Extended reach – VDSL2 takes advantage of the first upstream band (US0), which consists of the
same upstream frequencies used by ADSL2+. The use if US0 requires training sequences similar to
those used for ADSL to train equalizers and echo cancellers.
- Impulse noise protection – Electrical appliances often generate short burst high-amplitude noise
called impulse noise. Impulse noise could cause large burst of errors, which could have a significant
impact on video services. VDSL2 takes advantage of its inherent impulse noise protection (INP)
capability to correct the errors as they happen.
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- Improved quality of service with dual latency – Dual-latency operation mode for VDSL2 has been
adopted to better support triple-play applications. As video services must be immune to short burst of
errors, they have generated a need for error-protection such as greater interleaves depth. Although this
will cause them to experience more latency, video services are not sensitive to delay assuming that
they are in a specified range and that there is little jitter present. Voice, on the other hand, does not
require excessive error protection but is very sensitive to delay. Being able to configure dual latency is
therefore a considerable advantage for delivering triple-play services.
- Packet transfer mode – In recent years, we experienced the transition from ATM to IP for backbone
networks.VDSL2 allows the industry to drop ATM in the first mile and replace it with Ethernet. IEEE
802.3ah has defined a specific Ethernet TPS-TC using the 64/65-octet encapsulation for Ethernet
applications without an underlying ATM. In the ITU-T VDSL2 specification, TPS-TC is referred to as
PTM-TC.
4. DSL TESTING AND LOOP QUALIFICATION
With the growth in Internet, video on demand (VoD), broadcast/multicast video services (IPTV) and
small office/home office (SOHO) applications has come an increased emphasis on providing stable,
high-speed, broadband connections. One way to guarantee stability and to ensure maximum bit rates is
through an increased level of service and local loop testing. Most providers have adopted, or are
turning to, pre-qualification of copper loops in order to determine if local loops are capable of
supporting various DSL transmission rates. Defining a superior installation and maintenance plan is
becoming critical in terms of service provider competitiveness. The more than is known about the
local loop, the greater the efficiency of repair crews and the lower the risk of customer disappointment
through installation delays, intermittent failures, or under-performing service.

Fig. 6. Testing the local loop answers many questions.
Frequency Response. It is very intuitive that the longer a twisted-copper telephone cable is, the greater
the DC resistance. Like any conductors that are wound in spiral fashion (i.e., twisted pair), telephone
cable also has a certain amount of inductance per unit length. When all of these factors (L, R, C) are
taken into account, it can be seen that twisted-pair cable has complex impedance that varies with
length.
Twisted-pair cable therefore has a non-linear attenuation. Higher frequencies are attenuated more than
lower frequencies, and this effect is enhanced on longer circuits. The end result is that short cables
have less attenuation overall, and the difference in attenuation between low frequencies and high
frequencies is not as pronounced. On the whole, long cables have greater attenuation as compared to
short cables. In addition, the higher frequencies on long cables are more greatly attenuated when
compared to lower frequencies.
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Measuring the frequency response of a local loop involves inserting a test tone of a known power level
at one end and measuring the power of the tone after it passes through the loop. The difference in
power level between the transmitted test tone and received test tone is the attenuation at that
frequency. By stepping through a number of different frequencies, the frequency response of the
circuit can be determined. Telephone company personnel may also refer to this as insertion loss,
attenuation, level tracing or slope. It is also possible to measure the insertion loss of a local loop from
just one end of the local loop. This is achieved by creating an open circuit or short circuit at the far end
of the loop. After some isolation, the transmit signal is canceled from the receive signals. That leaves
only signals that have traveled the length of the circuit, that have been reflected back from the open or
shorted end of the cable and once again traveled the length of the local loop. The one-way attenuation
is one half of the overall attenuation measured.
With the results from this test, a technician can determine if various points of loss across the specific
bandwidth of interest are too great to be able to transport DSL signals.
Insertion Loss at a Specific Frequency. A single frequency measurement of insertion loss is not
effective for testing loops for their ability to carry the DMT signals of ADSL transmission. A single
bridged tap can cause a reflection that effectively nulls the test tone at the test frequency. A bridged
tap will only knock out very few frequencies. Therefore, it is possible to have a huge attenuation at a
chosen test tone frequency but, in reality, have an excellent transmission path for ADSL. On the other
hand, technologies like HDSL, HDSL2, ISDN, IDSL, and SHDSL use a signature frequency that can
be tested using a single test tone. Inserting a tone at these specific frequencies can be used as a rough
method to determine the stability of the loop. This is a good way to approximate the response of the
actual system. If the loss at the “signature” frequency is out of pre-set limits, technicians can isolate
loop problems before attempting to install the transmission hardware. The adjacent table lists the
signature frequencies commonly used to test each technology. Notice that IDSL and ISDN use the
same test frequency. HDSL2 and SDSL also use the same frequency.
Table 2. Frequency used various DSL services.
Technology

Signature Frequency

ISDN/IDSL

40 kHz

HDSL

196 kHz

HDSL2/SDSL

392 kHz

Noise and Crosstalk. Noise is any unwanted signal that could adversely affect the desired signal as it
passes through the transmission path. The end result might be a corrupt signal that can be
misinterpreted by the receiver. This is translates to errors in the digital bit stream.
The noise found on local loops is caused by many sources: light dimmers, radio signals, neon lights,
electrical trains, and adjacent power lines are a few examples. The most common and problematic
types of noise are caused by the electromagnetic coupling of signals from one local loop to another
within the same cable bundle. This effect is known as crosstalk. In fact, the reason that telephone cable
is twisted is to reduce crosstalk.
A quiet terminated noise measurement is the best method for measuring noise. Again, it is desirable
for the technician to be able to view a spectral display (spectrum analysis) of the measured noise.
Because ADSL, ADSL2+ and VDSL2 use many carriers (up to 4096 subchannels), so long as the
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total power of the noise is concentrated in narrow band of frequencies, DSL transmission is still
possible. For this reason, a numeric measurement of the total noise power in the transmission
bandwidth is absolutely meaningless. Only a measurement that shows the noise distribution in each
carrier’s bandwidth has any meaning. The telecom industry has coined the term power spectral density
(PSD) to indicate the graphical display of noise power at various frequencies.
The effect of crosstalk can only be determined in “live” bundles that already carry several DSL
services. Consider, for example, an F2 facility with a pair count of 25. If no DSL or other higher-rate
services have been deployed on that bundle, there is no useful crosstalk information to be measured.
Once the first DSL circuit is deployed, the amount of crosstalk in the band of interest will drastically
increase. Each subsequently added DSL service will continue to add to the crosstalk level.
Impulse Noise. Spikes of transient voltages or noise can also disturb a modem’s ability to discern
between coding levels or states. If these impulses happen often enough, they can take bandwidth away
from the transmission path. Therefore, the common signal coding that carry DSL (DMT, CAP, 2B1Q
and TC-PAM) signals can be equally affected. For this reason, measurements of impulse noise are
important.
In order to measure only the impulses that affect the DSL of interest, the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the International
Telecommunications Union, Telecom (ITU-T), all which are standards bodies, have defined various
noise filters. The table below lists those filters, along with their bandwidths and their application:
Table 3. Filters defined by standards bodies.
Filter

Related Technology

Frequency Band

D Filter

DDS

0 kHz to 32 kHz

E Filter

ISDN

1,0 kHz to 50 kHz

F Filter

HDSL

4,9 kHz to 292 kHz

G Filter

ADSL

20 kHz to 1,1 MHz

Longitudinal Balance. A proper pair of local-loop wires consists of two conductors, both of which are
floating and balanced with respect to ground. Measuring the longitudinal balance of a pair gives an
indication of the differential voltages caused by imperfect balancing of tip and ring with respect
ground. The measurement is given as a level in dB. The higher the dB reading, the better the balance
of the cable pair under test. A poorly balanced pair invites greater near-end crosstalk (NEXT) or farend crosstalk (FEXT) that may disturb the carried signals.
Longitudinal balance is affected by short circuits, or partial short circuits, between either conductor
and the cable sheaths and other ground sources. Water in the cable is one of the principal sources of
partial conductivity to ground.
For DSL deployments and loop fault-finding, it is important to measure longitudinal balance at many
frequencies across the utilized bandwidth. Although a DC fault (i.e., conductivity to ground) will
cause problems with longitudinal balance across all frequencies, AC faults (i.e., capacitive
conductivity to ground) may only present itself as high-frequency imbalances. Capacitive faults occur
when cable bundles are squeezed or kinked during installation or with frost heaving, earthquakes,
construction loading, etc.
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Load-Coil Detection. Load coils were introduced in the local loop to lessen the effect of non-linear
attenuation on voice circuits, usually on lines exceeding 18 kft. These series of inductors cause a
flattening of the frequency response in the voice band that allows long-length loops to carry acceptable
voice transmission.
Load coils result in large attenuations of signals at higher frequencies, making the transport of DSL
signals impossible. As a result, it is necessary to find and remove all load coils on a circuit intended
for such services.
A TDR may be used for a graphical interpretation of faults on a line and their respective location. In
ideal conditions, a load coil procedures a spike in the TDR plot. This is an effective test, but it leaves
the user to determine which spike is, in fact, a load coil and which is another type of cable fault.
A load coil can also be found by using impedance vs. frequency plot. This test is performed using one
test set from one of the cable. A loop that does not have load coil will have a smooth, ascending
impedance plot, whereas a loop with load coils will have swings in impedance.
Bridged Taps – are unterminated lengths of wire connected at some point along the utilized local loop.
Various names exist for bridged taps, including laterals, multiple appearances, tail circuits, etc. As a
common practice, most bridged taps were installed as a planning measure so that plenty of local loops
would be available for subscribers without doubling the capacity of feeder cable (F1) bundles. Bridged
taps cause a reflection of the original signals that are delayed in time and somewhat attenuated. These
signals can confuse DSL receivers and cause bit errors which can result in poor DSL service. A
degradation of 300 kbps or more could be experienced.
Other sources of bridged taps include subscribers, contractors or poorly trained technicians who
perform wire repair or circuit rerouting. Technicians often leave an unused section of wire pair
connected to the newly installed pair, thus producing an unwanted bridged tap.
Many negative effects caused by bridged taps can be reduced or eliminated by the digital signal
processing algorithms found in most DSL systems [7]. The taps that create the most problems would
be those that are located near the CO or the remote terminal. In practical terms, this generally means
the taps within the customer premises or multiple appearances in the local distribution cable (F2).
These taps need to be found and removed.
One special case to note is when the lateral (bridged tap) is longer than the primary path to the
subscriber. Automatic CO-based loop-qualification test systems that use reflectometry technology to
determine the end of a cable will be fooled into thinking that the end of the lateral is the end of the
cable and that the end of the bridged tap is the end of the loop. Frequency-domain reflectometry
(FDR) is the best method to locate bridged taps.
Split Pairs. The pairs of wires within cable bundles are twisted for a number of reasons, namely, to
reduce the amount of crosstalk coupled to/from adjacent pairs. Telephone-company personnel utilize
pairs as needed for customer services. In neighborhoods or business parks, where spare pairs have
become scarce, telephone technician have often turned to “split” pairs to deliver service. A split pair is
created from two semi-defective loops, each of which contains a single broken conductor. By using
the remaining good conductor from each pair, an additional pair is gained.
Identifying split pairs within cable bundles that already have other DSL circuits within the same
binder group is quite simple. Since a split pair does not have a consistent twisting between its two
conductors, it will pick up more crosstalk than normal pairs.
High-Resistance Faults. The copper-loop plant is generally a blend between old and new facilities. A
typical loop plant is made up several different types of cable of various gauges. Typically, 19, 22, 24
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and 26 gauge cable is used in the USA and Canada with 0,4, 0,5, 0,6 and 0,8 being used in Europe and
the rest of the world.
Some cable bundles are pressurized with compressed air. The positive pressure prevents water from
entering should the cable be damaged.
When cable is produced at the factory, the process can create pinholes in the insulation. The aging
process, lightning strikes, and other factors can create faults.
With plastic-insulated cable (PIC) and especially jelly-filled PIC, faults develop slowly over time.
Typically, the insulation around a single conductor will be nicked. The differential voltage between
the conductor (tip or ring) and the cable bundle’s shield will cause the ions in the water to bond to the
conductor as electrolysis takes place.
Faulty Splices. Local-loop facilities are rarely straight runs of manufactured cable bundles. Typically,
a local loop is comprised of several sections that have been spliced together. Over time, splices tend to
oxidize (corrode), become damaged through electrolysis or suffer physical separation.
Usually, a splice becomes a partially open circuit before it becomes a fully open circuit. Any break or
degradation in the path of the two conductors of a pair will cause DSL circuits to fail. Finding a bad
splice is easily done using a TDR or FDR technique.
Resistance Fault Location. To locate high-resistance faults, a resistance fault location (RFL) test
should be performed. The first task is to determine if the fault is between tip and ground, ring and
ground, or tip and ring. A good test unit will determine this by automatically measuring the resistance
between all three conductors. Once the fault is identified, the tester automatically instructs the
technician to create certain “straps” at the other end of the loop. Normally, a technician will isolate
one section of cable bundle that contains the fault before the final locate is performed.
It should be noted that an RFL measurement consists of determining resistance. Distances are
calculated by the measuring instrument through resistance to distance calculation.
5. RESULTS
The measurements are conducted for an intra-city subscriber line including a central office (BTC) and
the Technical University of Gabrovo, Building 2, having a line of 3 km. The measurements have been
taken using an ADSL modem ZTE ZX DSL 831 and Subscriber Line Testers SLT-22 [4], by means of
which the results are presented in both tabular and protocol form (Figure 7 and Table 4). Table 5
shows the results of a measurement of an HDSL line using HP37732A [5].
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Table 4. Results of the measurement of an ADSL subscriber line
using Subscriber Line Tester SLT-22.
+ 23.7 dB

Att
S/N

N

+ 49.9 dB

F

+ 44.3 dB
627 Ω

DC - R
I - Noise

W - Noise

User Def

N

8 mVp

F

2 mVp

N

- 65 dB/m

F

60 dB/m

Up

857 kbps

Down

5369 kbps

Table 5. Results of the measurement of an HDSL subscriber line using HP37732A.
Bit Error Results

Error count
Average Error Ratio

Block Results

0

Block Error Ratio

0

Block Error Count

0

Clock Slips

Bit Analysis

%Availability

N/A
100,00%

SES

2

ES

2

DM

0

LTIMER

0

Unavailable Seconds

0

%SES

100,00%

%ES

100,00%

%DM

0,00%

Power Loss

0

Pattern Loss Seconds

2

Clock Slips Secs

0

Error Seconds

0

EFS

360

9,9.E-01

Block Count

Clock Results

Alarm Seconds

0

0,00%

Data Loss

2

Pattern Loss Events

0
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Fig. 7. Protocol of the testing of a digital line at TF = 204772 Hz.

6. CONCLUSION
An actual subscriber line of length 3 km has been used and the errors have been measured in order to
assess the quality of digital information transfer by means of local-loop and xDSL.
The errors identified with the BER test are due to a poor-quality junction box on the respective floor.
The User Def measurements shown in Table 4 are satisfactory. The measurement has been conducted
using two devices, one at the close end and another one at the distant end. Out of the pair measured for
an xDSL service, a reserve of 2.5 times of the values shown is needed for normal operation – User Def
(Table 4). It has been proved in practice that when 30 % of digital service deployment has been
reached for the channel, the distance at which this service can be provided becomes shorter.
Based on what has been discussed thus far, below is a summary of what can be done to perfect localloop testing techniques.
1. Use a butt set to determine if there is a signal present on the line (voice or other to determine if
circuit is free).
2. Use the PSD analyzer to determine if any of the circuit has live DSL, T1 or 2 Mbps (E1). The PSD
analyzer should be able to indicate the underlying technology.
3. Do not continue to test or interrupt service if the circuit is live based on points 1 and 2 (i.e. greater
than -40dBm RMS of signal).
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4. If this is dry pair or if the customer has acknowledged that service will be interrupted, move on the
next cable.
The weakest link in the DSL chain is the local loop. Each one is slightly different from the next. They
vary in length, quality, and noise levels. When DSL services don’t work, or connect rates to be
improved, it is time to bring out proper cable troubleshooting tools.
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Abstract
Scanning
Electron-Microscopy
(SEM)
is
a
modern,
non-invasive
method
for
objective and specialized image analysis of anatomical material features at
microscopic level. Referring to wood, it offers the possibility to view in 3D
a bunch of neighboring cells, in all three grain directions. This allows the
imaging of modifications that might appear in the structure of the wood cell
membrane
(e.g.
micro-fissures)
caused
by
different
factors,
including
thermal
treatments. This paper presents the results of the SEM analysis performed on
European spruce wood (Picea abies) samples, subjected to different thermal
treatments, including freezing, heating and drying. The main aim of this
research was to reveal the conditions which determine the occurrence of
micro-fissures and consequently strength losses in wood.
Key words: SEM, wood cell membrane, micro-fissures, imaging
1. INTRODUCTION
Wood is a heterogeneous anisotropic and hygroscopic material, characterized by a high variability of
its properties, which vary not only from one species to another, but even within the same species from
one tree to another, even within the same tree over its height and its section and even within the same
piece of wood, depending on the grain direction (perpendicular or along the wood fibers).
Wood is made of vegetable cells (Fig. 1), which result from cambium cells, situated between the bark
and the wooden tissue. Each cell is composed of the cell wall (also called cell membrane) and an
empty space called cell lumen.
The cell membrane has a layered structure being composed of two walls:
- the primary wall (P) is made of microfibrils (3-6 lamellae), which are oriented more or less
transverse to the cell axes. It is very thin and strongly lignified;
- the secondary wall (S) can be 10 times thicker than the primary wall and it comprises 3 layers:
·

the outer layer (S1) – a 0.076 – 0.35μm thin layer, consisting of few lamellae with the
microfibrils wound helically around the main axes of the cell wall;

·

the middle layer (S2) – which can reach a thickness of 5μm or more and is a compact zone, as
it contains more cellulose then lignin;
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·

the inner layer (S3) - with a thickness of 0.05 - 0.08μm.

Two neighboring cells are bound by a strongly lignified connecting layer (L), with ca. 2mm thickness
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Cross section of a wood cell:
1 - connecting layer (L)
2 - primary wall (P)
(2+1+2 – middle lamella)
3 - outer layer (S1)
4 - middle layer (S2)
5 - inner layer (S3)
(3+4+5 – secondary layer (S)
6 - lumen

During each growth period, a new concentric annual ring or growth ring is formed in the tree. Over its
width, two separate zones can be distinguished even by the naked eye, due to the slight colour
difference: the earlywood strap (formed in spring) and the latewood strap (formed in summer).
The dimensions of the anatomical constituents are slightly different in the two zones. Thus, the cell
lumen diameter in tracheids of resinous wood is: 12.1…61.6 μm in earlywood and 6.4…28.8 μm in
latewood, depending of wood species. Cells produced at the beginning of the growing season are
commonly larger with thinner cell walls, and so this earlywood appears less dense than the latewood
produced towards the end of the season.
Two main categories of wood species are distinguished according to their anatomical features:
resinous wood species – mainly composed of tracheids – and hardwood species – with a more
complex structure, composed of several types of cells (fibers, vessels, rays etc.).
Considering that the topic of the present paper refers to resinous wood, Fig. 2 presents a 3D image of a
representative species of this regnum, namely eastern spruce (Perre 2007).
The European spruce wood (Picea abies L.) comprises 93 – 95% tracheids, 5 -7% medullary rays and
0,2 - 0,3% resin canals. At microscopic level, these components have the following dimensions
(Wagenfuhr 2000):
● axial tracheids:
- thick cell walls (two walls) of 1.9…3.5…4.9 mm, in earlywood and 9.3 ... 10.7 ... 11.6 mm in
latewood;
- lumen thickness of 16.0…32.0…45.0 mm in earlywood and 6.4…17.4…22.0 mm in
latewood;
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- lumen length of 1300…2800…4800 mm
- proportion of lumen 94.5…95.3…96.5%;
● radial tracheids:
- height: 100…150…190 mm (3…20 cells);
- width: 8-14 mm (4…7 cells);
- proportion: 4.4…4.7…5,5%
● resin canals: with diameter of 30…150mm.

Fig. 2. SEM 3-D picture of eastern spruce wood.
Wood also contains a considerable amount of water. In green wood, moisture is located both in the
cell walls and in the cell cavities (lumena), in liquid and gaseous (vapour) form and it is bound to the
wooden substance by four different types of bonding forces. The water located inside the cell lumen is
called “free water”, as it is retained by relatively weak mechanical forces, which can be destroyed
even without heat supply. The water located inside the cell membrane is called “bound water”, as it is
retained by stronger forces, of chemical and physical nature, which can be destroyed only when
heating wood
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND CONCERNING INTERNAL STRESSES GENERATED
IN WOOD BY FREEZING
Internal stresses are generated in wood by various factors: they may occur due to growth conditions,
drying, but also due to clime changes which modify the state of water in wood. When the stresses
exceed the rupture limit, wood cracks (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Frost crack (Pescarus and Cismaru 1979).
1- opened frost crack, 2- closed frost crack
During winter, in temperate climate zones, when outside temperatures drop frequently below 0ºC, logs
and timber stored in an open yard freeze.
According to the present state of knowledge (Cividini 2001; Marinescu 1980), only free water freezes
in wood if the temperature does not drop below –30ºC. The transformation of liquid water into ice
inside the cell lumen develops a certain pressure upon the cell walls. It can be assumed that the
generated mechanical energy is capable of breaking some bonds between the bound water molecules
and the wooden substance, “squeezing” out a certain amount of water from the cell walls and relocating it into the cell lumena. Due to this compressive stress exerted by the expansion of liquid water
into the lumen, it is most likely that certain micro-fissures occur within the cell wall structure,
diminishing thus the mechanical properties of wood (Ilic 1995).
Mishiro (1990) showed that the freezing of water in different Japanese species, like balsa, sugi,
katsura, karamatsu and keyaki, treated at -196…-20°C for 15…45 minutes, is accompanied by cracks,
which occur in the cell membrane and that their severity is influenced by the initial moisture content
of wood, its density, by the negative temperature and the duration of exposure.
The thawing process plays also an important role in generating internal stresses in wood, especially
when wood is subjected to a sudden temperature change, like when frozen wood is introduced in a
drying kiln at temperatures above +30ºC. Heating of frozen wood differs essentially from wood that
contains only water in liquid form. Experience shows that during thawing, the temperature of an
arbitrary point changes according to different waved curves depending on its position within the cross
section. Thus, in the first stage of the process, an arbitrary point of the body increases its temperature
rapidly from baseline (negative) to 0°C. In the second stage, it remains constant (close to 0°C), when
water in the outer area (relative to the considered point) goes from solid to liquid. In the third stage of
the temperature begins to rise again, tending to ambient temperature (for heating water and saturated
steam) or cooling the temperature limit (Marinescu 1980)(Fig. 4).
The question is: how severe conditions induce such strong stresses that wood cracks?
In order to answer this question, a research was initiated concerning the structural and property
modifications which occur in spruce wood when being subject to various clime changes.
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Fig. 4. Temperature variation curves during the thawing process.
3. OBJECTIVES
The present paper concerns the appearance of internal stresses and microfissures in wood after being
subjected to freezing and thawing. Three evaluation methods were employed in order to compare the
results, namely: the imaging method by SEM microscopy, meant to visualize eventual microfissures
that occur in the cell membrane and two classical methods, usually applied in order to assess
casehardening (internal stresses) for solid wood, namely the mid-cut test and the prong test.
4. MATERIALS, METHOD AND EQUIPMENT
4.1. Material
The material used within this research consisted of sample boards from European spruce (Picea abies)
wood with an initial moiture content of 65%. The dimensions of the board samples were: 35 x 80 x
500mm. In order to manufacture the microscopic samples, small 10 x 10 x 40mm pieces were cut out
of one board, which were then subjected to the same treatment as the large boards.
4.2. Method and Equipment
The experimental procedure involved freezing, thawing, kiln drying, planning and cutting samples,
both for the SEM analysis (microscopic samples) and for the classical evaluation through the mid-cut
test and prong test (macroscopic samples).
Both the small pieces and the boards were first frozen at - 35oC for 24 hours in a KPK 200 type
climatic chamber from FEUTRON (Fig. 5). A control sample was left unfrozen.
After freezing, half of the small pieces were thawn in cold water and half of them were thawn in hot
water (30oC). Then, they were planed with a sledge microtome (Fig. 6) and were sliced into
microscopic samples with dimensions 3x3x3 mm. The microscopic samples were dehydrated by
immersion in different baths (50% ethyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol 70%, ethyl alcohol 80%, absolute
alcohol and acetone) for 7 minutes each.
Each dehydrated sample was then glued on a metal base with an adhesive composed of graphite and
epoxy glue.
The prepared samples were metallized with 14 karat gold. The metallization of the samples was
performed with a vacuum evaporation aggregate (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5. FEUTRON climatic chamber.

Fig. 6. Sledge microtome.

Fig. 7. Vacuum evaporation aggregate.
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The microscopic imaging of the wooden structure was performed with a scanning electron
mircroscope (SEM), model VEGA II LSH (Fig. 8), produced by Czech TESCAN coupled with an
EDX detector QX2 QUANTAX type, manufactured by Bruker / ROENTEC Germany.

Fig. 8. SEM microscope, model VEGA II LSH.
In parallel, the large boards for confectioning the macroscopic samples were thawn under laboratory
conditions and hereinafter, two types of samples for evaluation of internal stresses were cut aut,
according to the two applied methods:
• for the mid-cut test (ENV 14464), a 15mm wide test piece was cut at 500mm distance from the
board end, which was then sliced in two at half thickness; the two halves were conditioned at 20°C
and 55% RH for 24h, and then the maximum gap between them was measured (Fig. 9); the gap size is
a measure of the casehardening degree and the allowable values are given in Table 1;

Fig . 9. Mid-cut test for evaluating the casehardening degree in wood.
• for the prong test (TRADA), a fork sample with two teeth was cut according to the dimensions
shown in Fig. 10a, then conditioned at 20°C and 55% RH for 24h and then aligned to the left corner of
a jig, as shown in Fig. 10b; the casehardening degree is read on a scale at the upper part of the jig, as
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function of the deformation of the exterior margin of the left tooth (Fig. 10c); after this, the sample is
rotated, and the reading is repeated for the other tooth; the allowable values are given in Table 1.

Fig. 10. Prong test for evaluating the casehardening degree in wood.
Table 1. Assessment of casehardening severity according to results obtained by the two methods.

(MID-CUT
test)

Average
deformation
degree of both
teeth (PRONG
test)

Low

1

1*

Moderate

2

2*

Severe

3

3*

Casehardening
degree]

Maximum gap
measured [mm]

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1. Microstructure Observations of Frozen Spruce Wood by SEM
Figures 11, 12, 13 show the results of the SEM observations of the tracheid walls and pits in all three
grain directions, for the control (non-frozen) sample (Fig. 11), for a frozen sample thawn in cold water
(Fig. 12) and for a frozen sample thawn in hot water (Fig. 13).
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a.

b.

c.

Fig. 11. SEM micrographs of control spruce sample in three grain directions, magnification
1000X:
a-cross section; b-radial section; c-tangential section.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 12. SEM micrographs of spruce sample thawn in cold water in three grain directions,
magnification 1000X:
a-cross section; b-radial section; c-tangential section.
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a.

b.

c.

Fig. 13. SEM micrographs of spruce sample thawn in hot water in three grain directions,
magnification 1000X:
a-cross section; b-radial section; c-tangential section.
The most eloquent results are obtained on the transversal sections (Fig. 12a, 13a, 14a). By comparing
the images obtained from the frozen samples and from the control sample, one can clearly notice the
fissures in the tracheid walls of the frozen samples, localized in the transition area from earlywood to
latewood. Their length encounters 200 - 500μm. No significant differences could be observed
according to the thawing temperature.
The results show that even with this low time of exposure (24h), microfissures are born in wood due to
freezing.
5.2. Determination of Internal Stresses by Classical Methods
The results obtained by means of the mid-cut test and prong test are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2. Results concerning the casehardening degree recorded by applying the mid-cut test.
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Wood samples

Maximum
gap [mm]

Appreciation on casehardening degree

Spruce, notfrozen

0

Not existent

Spruce, frozen
and thawn in
ambiental
conditions

2

Moderate
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Table 3. Results concerning the casehardening degree recorded by applying the prong test.
Deformation of
second tooth

Average
deformation

Appreciation on
casehardening
degree

0

0

0

Not existent

2

1

1.5

Moderate

Wood species

Deformation of
first tooth

Spruce, notfrozen
Spruce, frozen
and thawn in
ambiental
conditions

The results obtained through the two classical tests are in good accordance, as they both indicate a
moderate casehardening degree of the frozen samples and no internal stresses in the control samples.
This means that the internal stresses established in the frozen samples are due to the freezing process
and it excludes the possibility that they may have been caused by growth conditions.
Connecting now to the results obtained by SEM microscopy imaging method, it seems that the
revealed level of fissuring (moderate fissure length, low proportion) corresponds to a moderate
casehardening degree, with good chances not to affect seriously the strength properties of wood
(Campean et al. 2008).
However, the advantages of employing modern imaging tools in the study of the behaviour of
heterogenous and complex materials like wood are obvious. With a very small amount of material, one
gets able to “see” the causes, not only intuit them by measuring through indirect parameters the
effects.
CONCLUSIONS
Knowing from reference literature that only free water freezes in wood when the temperature does not
drop below –30ºC, spruce wood samples with high initial moisture content (above the saturation point)
were chosen, in order to evaluate the influence of freezing & thawing upon their mechanical integrity.
Modern imaging and classical evaluation methods were employed to assess the appearance of internal
stresses and microfissures in the cell walls of the frozen samples, compared to non-frozen control
samples.
3D images of the cross section clearly showed the occurence of 200 – 500 μm long microfissures in
the cell wall of the frozen samples, located in the transition area from earlywood to latewood.
The classical evaluation methods confirmed the result obtained through SEM imaging, revealing a
moderate casehardening degree of the frozen samples, while the control samples showed no stresses.
The present paper gives only an example on how modern technology can provide better understanding
of the phenomena that occur in organic materials such as wood, letting us “see” the causes, not only
intuit them by measuring the effects. The research will be continued by subjecting wood also to
different other processes, in order to clearly establish the influence of freezing temperature, time of
exposure, level of initial moisture content upon the properties of ex-frozen wood in service, after
thawing and drying.
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Abstract
A new type of installation for SO2 removal from flue gas, producing high quality gypsum, is described.
It ensures conditions at which the absorption process is practically gas side controlled with
elimination of the resistance in the liquid phase boundary layer between gas and liquid and between
the liquid and solid CaCO3 used as absorbent. This gives the possibility to calculate the absorption
using data from literature, which eliminates the necessity of performing experiments for the given
system and absorber construction. The new installation ensures high absorption degree, more than
99%, and provides optimal conditions for oxidation of the CaSO3 to gypsum, small height of the
packing of the absorbers and low pressure drop. The installation is intended for removal of SO2 from
the flue gases from small and middle capacity boilers, but with small changes can be used for big
boilers too.
Key words: SO2 removal, flue gas, new type of installation, slurry, gypsum, absorption degree, gas
side controlled absorption, packed bed column, Holpack packing, small and middle capacity boilers.
1. INTRODUCTION
The investigation in the area of purification of flue gases from SO2 has a long time history. Many types
of processes are presented in the literature [1-5]. The most widely used process is the absorption with
slurry containing CaCO3 and transforming the SO2 from the gas phase into gypsum. The reactions in
the absorber are as follows:

SO2 + H 2O = H 2 SO3

(1)

H 2 SO3 = H + + HSO3-

(2)

HSO3- = H + + SO32 -

(3)

CaCO3 + H 2 SO3 = CaSO3 + CO2 + H 2O

(4)

CaCO3 + 2 H 2 SO3 = Ca ( HSO3 ) 2 + CO2 + H 2O

(5)

CaSO3 + H 2 SO3 = Ca (HSO3 ) 2

(6)

CaSO3 + 0,5O2 + 2 H 2O = CaSO4 .2 H 2O

(7)
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Because of the low concentration of O2 in the flue gases the reaction (7) takes place in the absorber
only partially. Full oxidation occurs in a special oxidation reactor by means of atmospheric air. In a
special dryer the obtained CaSO4 .2 H 2O is transformed into building gypsum CaSO4 .0,5H 2O .
Despite of the long time investigations in the area of purification of the flue gases from SO2 using the
gypsum technology the existing installations have low efficiency, about only 95%, which means that
about 5% of the initial SO2 is exhausted in the atmosphere, with lower temperature i.e. at conditions of
reduction of its spreading. There are also industrial installations with lower efficiency. Recently such
an installation with efficiency only 90% is built in a large power station in Bulgaria [5]. The problem
for creating of installations for removal of SO2 from the flue gases of small and middle capacity
boilers is also not solved. It is because the height of the existing absorbers is about 20-30 m and the
profit of the small boilers cannot pay back the capital investment for such an installation.
In this paper a new technology for removal of SO2 from flue gases and transforming it into building
gypsum, especially proper for small and middle boilers is presented. With small changes it can be also
used for big boilers.
A special economical problem for the small and middle boilers is to obtain the building gypsum
without centrifuges or drum vacuum filters employed usually in the gypsum technology in large
installations. It is because the using of this equipment especially proper for big systems increases
significantly the whole investment cost of the installation for small boilers. They can be replaced by a
spray dryer using flue gases for drying, and utilizing the heat of the gases after the dryer by means of a
contact economizer system [6, 7]. This solution makes also the milling of the gypsum not necessary
and is preferred in our case.
2. REQUIREMENTS TO THE TECHNOLOGICAL SCHEME
The technological scheme of the installation is created to fulfill the following requirements:
1. To ensure low pH of the absorption slurry at high SO2 concentrations in the gas phase and high pH
value of the slurry at low SO2 concentrations. It is because at high content of SO2 in the gas, its partial
pressure significantly surpasses the equilibrium partial pressure and in this way practically does not
reduce the driving force of the process, respectively its velocity [8]. On the other side the reduction of
pH value does not allow blocking of calcium carbonate particles with CaSO3, at this condition the
more soluble Ca(HSO3)2 is formed. The blocking reduces significantly the overall absorption rate. On
the opposite, the high pH at low concentration of SO2 in the gaseous phase leads to strong reduction of
the equilibrium partial pressure of the SO2, which at these concentrations results in strong increasing
of the driving force and that is why to strong increasing of the absorption rate. Moreover the strong
reduction of the equilibrium SO2 concentrations allows reducing significantly the end concentration of
SO2 in the exhausted gas. Because of the low concentration of sulfur dioxide at this condition, the
blocking effect is low and its influence is not very important. By passing of the partially covered with
CaSO3 particles of CaCO3 in the zone with lower pH and high concentration of SO2 in the gas phase
the settled CaSO3 is solved. The described division of the absorber into zones allows the absorption of
SO2 to be practically gas side controlled in the whole apparatus. The last leads not only to significant
intensification of the absorption process, but also to possibility of easy calculation of the absorber
without need of new experimental data in addition to that available in the literature. To meet the
mentioned requirement, the absorption part of the installation must be constructed from more than one
absorbers, with re-circulation of the slurry in each of them (because of very low liquid to gas ratio,
following from the mass balance) and in counter current in the installation as a whole.
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2. The second requirement is ensuring of high mass transfer coefficient at low pressure drop which can
be fulfilled by constructing the absorbers as packed bed columns. The usage of more than one
absorber allows one of them to be out of operation for some time, e.g. for cleaning and repair without
stopping the installation operation as a whole.
3. To ensure low pH at the oxidation of CaSO3 to CaSO4. At these conditions a significant part of the
sulfite in the slurry is in form of soluble Ca(HSO3)2, which is oxidized in the liquid phase, i.e. without
additional transport of the oxygen from the liquid to the solid phase.
4. To ensure conditions preventing desorption of the soluble SO2 from the slurry in the outlet air used
for oxidation. Such desorption leads to increasing of pH, and thus to reduction of the rate of oxidation.
5. To ensure proper temperature for carrying out of the process of oxidation of hydrosulfite ions. It is
well known that the rate of the chemical reactions is reduced 2-3 times with reduction of the
temperature with 10oC. That is why the installation does not permit significant reduction of the
temperature trough evaporation of water in the air used for oxidation. This can be ensured trough
preliminary heating and humidifying of the air.
6. To ensure the separation of all particles of the suspension greater for example than 0,5 mm to
prevent the plugging of the dryer nozzles for distribution of the gypsum suspension. The purification
of the filter surface area from these particles must be carried out automatically, ensuring
environmental protection.
The principle technological scheme of the installation corresponding to the mentioned conditions (1-6)
is presented in Fig. 1. Because of a lack of cheap fine milled CaCO3 on the market, it is replaced in the
technology by Ca(OH)2, which is transformed in CaCO3 in the first absorber by reacting with CO2
from the flue gas, where the CO2 concentration is about 40 times greater than this of SO2.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL SCHEME (FIG. 1)
The flue gas, (line 1), enters the dryer (2), where gypsum slurry enters trough nozzles from the line
(3). After drying the mixture of flue gases and gypsum dust enters the bag filter (4). The separated
gypsum is cooled indirectly in the conveying screw (5) and enters in the bunker of the packaging unit
(6). After the bag filter (4) through a duct, the flue gas enters the bottom of the upper part (13) of the
combined contact economizer (11), where it is cooled with circulating water fed by the pump (17).
The combined contact economizer is divided by a horizontal partition into two parts, each of them
constructed as a packed bed column. The water heated in the top part (13) is fed by the pipeline (14) in
the liquid distributor of the bottom column (12). Here it is cooled heating and humidifying the air
which is fed by the fan (8) and leaves the apparatus trough the duct (9) to be used in the burner of the
boiler. A usual type of a second generation contact economizer [7] can be also used here to utilize the
heat of the flue gas for district heating water or for technological purpose. The water cooled in (12)
passes by the pump (17) trough the pipe (18) in the distributor of the upper column, the contact
economizer (13). The condensed water, not evaporated in the air humidifying, leaves the installation
by the automatic tap (19) commanded by the level in the apparatus (12). The contact economizer
utilizes not only the heat of the flue gas, but also the heat of evaporation of the water from the slurry in
the dryer, by condensing these vapors. Trough the duct (20), the cooled flue gas passes through the
absorbers for removal of the SO2. The scheme includes 3 main absorbers- (24), (25) and (26) and one
additional (37). All of them are packed bed columns. The installation allows each of the absorbers to
stop for cleaning of the packing. The purified flue gas is exhausted by the duct (20) through the stack
(47) of the plant. The preparing of the slurry necessary for the purification process is carried out in the
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Fig. 1 Technological scheme of the installation.
1- flue gas inlet; 2- dryer; 3, 39- slurry line; 4- bag filter; 5, 31- conveying screw; 6- packaging unit; 7,
9 -air line; 8- air fan; 10- compressor; 11- combined contact economizer; 12- bottom column; 13- top
column; 14, 18, 41- water pipe; 15, 17- water pump; 16- desorber; 19- automatic tap; 20, 21, 23- flue
gas duct; 22- air line; 24, 25, 26, 37- absorber; 27, 28, 29, 34, 38, 44, 45- slurry pump; 30- bunker for
Ca(OH)2; 32- mixer; 33, 35, 42, 43- rotameter; 36- pH- meter; 40-oxidizer; 46- filter block; 47- clean
flue gas outlet.
mixer (32), where Ca(OH)2 or CaCO3 powder comes from the bunker (30) by means of the conveying
screw (31). The slurry density and therefore its constant content are regulated automatically by the
revolution rate of the screw. The water for the slurry is fed automatically trough the rotameter (33),
providing in this way the liquid level in the mixer (32). The slurry mixes circulating through the mixer
(32) by means of the pump (34) and enters the absorption system trough a tap in the cycle of the
absorber (26), the last on the way of the flue gas. Its flowrate is controlled to maintain the pH in the
cycle of the first absorber (24), or (25) when (24) is stopped from operation. The saturated in SO2
slurry exits the main absorbers trough the rotameter (42) and enters the additional absorber (37), where
it is saturated additionally in SO2 by flue gas. The latter enters through duct (21), from the duct (20)
and duct (23). A group of valves ensures the entering of the flue gas after the additional absorber (37)
directly after the main absorber connected first downstream of the contact economizer (13). The
purpose of the additional absorber (37) is to ensure if necessary additional reduction of the pH of the
slurry before entering the oxidizer (40) by means of the pump (38). The pH after (37) is measured by
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the pH- meter (36). The oxidizer (40) is divided by vertical partitions into 4 stages operating in series
in regard to the slurry and in parallel in regard to the oxidizing air. To prevent the reduction of the
temperature in the oxidizer and desorption of SO2, the air after the compressor (10) passes trough the
desorber (16), where it is humidified and saturated in SO2 by circulated water coming from the contact
economizer (13) by means of the pump (15). After the desorber (16) the water enters the cycle of the
pump (17). The construction of the oxidizer ensures periodic washing with water of the orifices for air
distribution in the slurry. Each of the absorbers (24-26) is equipped with a pump (27-29) ensuring
circulation of the slurry in it. The filter block (46) separates from the slurry all particles greater than
0,5 mm, to prevent the stopping of the nozzles of the dryer (2).
The calculations of the apparatuses (12) and (13) show that the temperature in the duct (20), and
therefore in the absorbers, will be about 45oC.
4. CHOICE AND CALCULATION OF ABSORBERS, POS. (21), (25) AND (26) IN THE
TECHNOLOGICAL SCHEME
As already pointed packed bed columns are chosen for absorbers of the installation. Because there is a
principle possibility of fouling of the packing surface area, the best choice of packing is this with
maximal ratio of effective to specific surface area. Of all existing packings, Holpack packing
possesses the greatest ratio, up to 3 even at low liquid superficial velocity. The packing is described in
[9, pp. 315-333] and investigated in [10- 16]. It consists of horizontal expanded metal sheets, Fig. 2. A
cross-section view of the packing is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Draft of an expanded metal sheet

Fig. 3. Cross-section view of Holpack packing
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It is well known that the building of crystals, which can cause fouling, takes place at oversaturation of
the solution with solid phase, that is on the interphase between gas and liquid. That is why a rapid
fouling of the packing is not to be expected. As it is seen from Fig. 2 and 3 the construction of the
packing does not allow stagnant zones leading to additional fouling. Nevertheless to ensure stable
operation of the new installation, the packing is constructed so as to ensure self cleaning in the column
by vibrations. At the bottom of each absorber a special hatch for cleaning of the solid phase is
provided.
The dimensions of the chosen expanded metal sheets are:
l=90 mm; s1 = 16,5 mm; d = 1mm; h1 = 13,2 mm.
These dimensions are explained in Fig. 2.
The hydraulic diameter of the packing is 17 mm, the distance between 2 neighbor expanded metal
sheets - 50 mm, the free cross section of the packing - 90% and it specific surface area 26 m2/m2.
As already mentioned the technological scheme of the installation determines that the absorption is
practically gas side controlled. This is especially important because of a lack of data for the mass
transfer coefficient for an absorption process which includes liquid side controlled mass transfer in the
gas liquid and liquid solid phase boundary layer. While the data for the gas side controlled mass
transfer and the effective surface area, necessary for the present calculation are available in literature
[9 p. 324-329].
The pressure drop of the chosen packing can be taken from [17, p.77]. It can be seen there, that e.g. at
gas velocity 1,33 m/s and liquid superficial velocity 20 m3/m2h the pressure drop of the chosen
packing is 90 Pa/m.
Based on the literature data for absorption of SO2, and for sulfite oxidation, the pH of the circulated
slurry is chosen as follows:
In the first absorber on the flue gas way - pH = 5.
In the last absorber on the flue gas way – pH =3,5.
At the chosen flue gas velocity the gas side controlled mass transfer coefficient, determined by
absorption of ammonia in diluted water solution of H2SO4, is KGa=3,3 1/s, [9 p. 329], and the effective
surface area at liquid superficial velocity L = 20 m3/m 2 h is ae=60 m2/m3 , [9, p. 325].
The gas side controlled mass transfer coefficient, determined by absorption of ammonia can be
transformed into the coefficient in absorption of SO2 by the equation (8):

K G aNH 3
K G aSO2

æ DNH 3
=ç
ç DSO
2
è

ö
÷
÷
ø

2/ 3

,

(8)

where D is the diffusion coefficient in the gas phase, taken from [18] and the indices correspond to the
values for ammonia and SO2.
Using equation (8) and taking into account that the absorption of SO2 is practically gas side controlled,
for the volumetric mass transfer coefficient it is obtained:

K G a SO2 = 2,22 1/s
The height of the packing can be calculated by the well-known equation:
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w( c1 - c2 ) = K G a SO2 . H .

( c1 - c1e ) - ( c2 - c2 e )
(c - c )
ln 1 1e
( c2 - c 2 e )

(9)

where w is the gas velocity; c –molar concentration of SO2 in the gas phase; H- the packing height; 1,
2 and e - indices for initial, end and equilibrium concentration.
The following calculations are performed at initial SO2 concentration in the gas phase equal to 0,3% or
0,003 mol/mol, for a temperature of 45oC. After some preliminary calculations the sum of the packing
heights of all 3 absorbers of the installation is determined to be 4,5 m.
The values of c1e and c2 e are determined by means of our investigations of the equilibrium partial
pressure over the slurry [8]. According to them its value at the gas inlet is P1e= 75 Pa and at the gas
outlet P2e= 0,01Pa. Respectively at overall pressure 100000 Pa, the values of the equilibrium SO2
concentrations are:

c1e =0,00075 mol/mol;
c2 e =10-7 mol/mol.
The calculations for the absorption degree of the installation are carried out by equation (9) in two
cases:
1. Three operating absorbers (H=4,5 m ).
2. Two operating absorbers (H=3 m) when the third is stopped for repair.
The calculations show that the absorption degree in the first case is 99,99997% and in the second –
99,98%.
Because of some assumptions in the calculations, the actual absorption degree can be some lower but
it will be quite greater than that of any other existing installation operating with gypsum technology.
The design of the installation is ready and its funding is ensured.
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